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AN INTRODUCTION TO EBCE

Emerience-eased Career Education (E2CE) is a fundamentally d. _fe
type of education for secondary students. While stileumts in
traditional orograms attend full-day classes at the high school,
EBCE students spend a major portion of their time on learning
projects in the community. Activities in !BCE are tailored to
individual needs, abilities, learning styles and goals, and students
are guided in their learning through ongoing relationships with a
variety of working adults in the community.

Through real world interactions wit=h adults, EBCE students learn
about careers, about life, about Other peoole, about themselves.
In addition, students learn the basic skills of critical thinking,
science, personal and social development, functional citizenship
and creative development. They gain commetence in the skills adults
need to function effectively in a technological society. They le
to be responsible by helping design their own learning activities
and by following a set of accountability standards that parallel
the standards working adults are expected to maintain on the job.

Perhaps most importantly, students in SCE learn how to learn: how
to plan lea -^ activities, how to find and use resources in the
community and how to build on exterience. Learning becomes for them
a lifelong process with its own rewards directly related to each
individual's pe- choi, , and goals.

THE (CE)2 PROGRAM

Since the fall of 1972, a model E3CZ program has been ope tin
Tigard, Oregon, under the sponsorship and technical assistance of
the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (MEL) and with
fund2_ng from th National Institute of Education (NIE). The Tigard
version of EB( E--called Community Experiences for Career Education
or E) 2--is a full-time educational alternative for youth in their
jur.A.or and senior high school years. The program serves about 10
percent of the eligible student body at Tigard aigh School.

The majority of student learning takes place at sites in the southwest
Portland metropolitan area When students are not pursuing learning
activities in the community, their home base is the (CE) 2 learning
center. Staff at the learning canter are not teachers in the
traditional sense, but facilitators of student learning, helping
students °lesign and follow their own learning plans within a
prascribe ,-zriculum and program completion requirements. Volunteers
at cc,mmunity sites serve major support roles in student leamiing.
-01i- -Js for (CE)2 are determined by a board of directors composed
of students, parents, employers, labor leaders and school district

vi i
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representatives. When students leave (CZ), they receive a unigue
portfolio displaying their community experiences and accomplishments,
and upon completion of. program requirements they receive a standard
diploma from Tigard High School.
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THE aBCE HANDBOOKS

experiences, tip, has compiled a five-volume set of
handbooks which detail how to set up and ooerate an ESCy program. These
handbooks represent three years of development, revision and refinement
of the original EBCE model. As with any ongoing program, processes
and materiels are continually being revised, both at (CE)2 and in
various school districts now implementing all or ports or the program.

Each of the handbo64s is devoted to a particular area of operations=
Management a Organization, Curriculum Instruction, EP( lover/Communit
Resources, Student Services and Program ralua.tion. . program brochure
complements the handbooks and provides an introduction to ESCE. The
brochure contains general information about the r_oulum, key
rograms elements and evaluation findings. Con' the indi,.-dual

handbooks are sUmmar4zed below.

MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION

Management & Organization treats overall operational considerations
for an EBCZ program: how such a program is organized, governed.
staffed and made visible to the public and how everyday Program
ousaress is managed. The handbook is divided into four sections:

"Program Planning & Governance" outlines the steps for setring
up and ooerating an EBCE Program, including community
involvement in program planning, suggestions for surveying
potential support, meeting legal and educational requirements,
securing pro am approval and providing an adequate base for
policymaki

"personnel" describes the general staff functions that are
needed to operate an EBCE program. It also suggests procedures
and considerations for recruiting and selecting staff,
determining salaries and benefits, establishing working
conditions, orienting staff and providing staff development.

"Business Management" discusses such operational details as
budgets, financial repoirts, office procedures, insurance,
health and safety provisions, facilities and transportation.
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"Community Relztions" suggests strategies for introducing MCI
to the community and meeting the ongoing information needs of
various audiences, both internal and extearnal, including board
members, staff, students, parents, business axle Labor, the
educational community and the community-at-large.

CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION

lum s instruction covers the content and processes of student
learning and the resources °a community-based program makes
available to students. There are nine sections to this handbook:

"Curricul- Outcomes" provides basic definitions of key .

curriculum elements and describes what students learn while
the program; the section include:-, general outcome goals and
specific objectives to help staff prescribe for student
performance in three broad areas: Life Skills, Basic Skills
and Career Development.

arning Plan Negotiation" focuses on techniques for
individualizing student goal setting and orescribing learning
clans tailored to each student's needs, interests, abilities
and learning style. Topics in this section include pros em
requirements, accountability standards, assessment, Ler,mizig
site analysis and negotiation of learning activities.

"Career Explorations" describes planning and implementation
steps for stud_ -' first experiences at workplaces in the
local community-,

"Projects" describes planning and implementation steps for
developing individualized learning contracts with each stud
that combine activities in. Life Skills, Basic Skills and
Career Development.

"Learning S Skill Building Levels" describes planning and
implementation steps for more extensive student.involvement in
projects and skill development activities at workplaces in the
community.

Competencies" describes planning and implementation procedure
for insuring that students acquire the essential survive]
skills needed to function in today's society.

"Student Journals" describes planning and implementation
procedures for encouraging student use of jodrnals as a means
of reflecting on personal experiences and building trust
relationships with staff.



"Employer Seminars" describes olanni- and implementation stews --
for utilizing community reoresentatives larce group studenm
seminars on imoormant career development topics and issues.

"Learning Resources" describes !BCE's encroach to using _ne
COMMUnit7 as a vast resource for student learning and details
orccedures for finding, ac;essing and using lead

EMPLOYE COMMUN RESOURCES

g resources.

Emolover/Communi_v Resources treates the establishment, maintenance
and use of the network of employer and community sites at which
most student learning activities take =lace. This handbook
consists of hree s _ ions:

"Site Recruitment" details procedures for involving e=ioyers
and other community site personnel in the SCE orogram. Topics
include the role and functions of the employer instructor,
est411-Rting the necessary number and tomes of sites, incentives
for participating in EISCE identifying and contacting Potential
learning sites and adding sites to the network.

"Employer Instructor Development" describes how participating
site personnel are Prepared for--_ responsibilities. The
section focuses on planning and conducting development sessions
to give site persomnel the information and training they need
to work effecti7ely with students.

"Site Utilization" deals with the use of employer and commu pity
volunteers and sites to deliver student learning. Included
are procedures for assessing the educational potential of
individual sites (learning site analysis), supporting employer
instructors as they work with students (site maintenance) and
exchanging Information among staff and between staff and site
personnel, as well as staff responsibilities for working with
site oersonnel.

STUDENT SERVICES

Student Services covers considerations and procedures for a-

students to the program, keeping records of student work,
Credentialing students when they leave the program and supporting
individual student growth. The handbook is divided into three
sections:

11
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"Pro lntry/Exit" details lterna tives 2o enrolling students
in the =CZ program and preparing them for a new tyte of
education. Topics discussed in this section include -emsa
and -i-iPlines for studentjrecruitmentandselection, recruitment
presentations, selection'orocedures, orientation sessions,
transfer into and out-af the orogram and pr am completion.

'Student Records" covers procedures and considerations for
collecting, recording, interpreting and recorting information
on student progress through the EBCE program. Sample forms
displayed. including a student credential that provides a
permanent record of student performance consistent with the
individualized nature of ZBCE. The section also includes a
diScussion of the confidentiality of student records.

"Guidance" concerns those services, processes and inter ctio
that help students understand and benefit from their individual
experiences. This section includes discussion of progrm year
action zones. the student accOuntebi1itv system, zone progress
meetings. zone debriefings and referral to outside agencies.

PROGRAM EVALUATION

The Pr ram Evaluation contains two sections:

An 'Overview" sets the background for understanding P.:BCE

evaluation and how it relates to other elements of the program.
A glossary of key evaluation and EH C'S terms used in this handbook

provided.

"Stpps to Follow" organizes the evaluation process into an easy-
to-follow sequence of steps. The checklist which begins this
section provides a useful guideline for the busy evaluator,
administrator or program staff member. Each step in the checklist
is keyed to a portion of the following narrative, which supplies
details and discussion for each point.

Student Services and proam Evaluation also include sections of
appropriate reproducible materials which school districts may duplic
and use in their own

xii
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HOW TO USE .THE HANDBOOKS

The-EBCE handbooks, are deigned for easy access to "how-to-do-
information. Each handbook section has three basic parts:

1 The PREVIEW (colored page at the beginning of each
section) includes a definition of the element of EBCE
discussed in'the section, the purposes and underlying
assumptions of that program element and the people
involved in delivering that portion of EEC. The
Preview may also include a statement of the
relationship between that program element and other
aspects of EBCE.

2 STEPS TO-FOLLOW.is a colored page suggesting a step-
by-step sequence for planning and implementing the
program element.

A NARRATIVE SECTION (on white paper) explains the
process behind each step. This section usually
contains background inforMation based on (CE)2's
experiences and may suggest alternative courses of
action. CROSS-REFERENCES guide the reader to related
material located elsewhere in the handbOoks.

Each handbook also has APPENDICES of materials to supplement the
infortation in the handbook,rand an INDEX for all the handbooks
to help users locate informai".on.

1.3
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TIMELINE OR EBCE PLANNING.

Month Activities Activities

1. Attend EBCZ awareness presentations

2. Prepare ESCE information materials

3. Select and orient planning group

4. Attend training session

5. Conduct survey of community interest

6. Prepare first draft budget and staffing plan

7. Begin presentations to key groups

B. Secure initial employer commitmentS--

9. Designate support system needs

10. Prepare curriculum design

11. Design student recruitment procedures

12. Prepare evaluation design

13. Prepare overall Management plan

14. Prepare final budget and staffing plan

15. secure planning group approval of total plan

Secure school board approval

17. Secure state agency approval

Establish formal advisor'? group

19. Select staff

20. Select students

21. Select tem facility

22. Orient new staff

23. Begin signup for specific employer s

24. Occupy um facility

26. Attend training session

26. Finalize curricul%as delivery system

27. Establish student services system

26 Finalize management system

29. Obtain/print supplies, meter a _ forms

Begin program

V

This planning mmline lists key activities in
preparing to operate en EA CE Program. Details
on Activities can be found inChe EKE
handbooks developed by BWREL, as referenced on
the following pegs. information about
training sessions is also available from HWRZL.

14
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TIMELINE REFERENCES

Each EBCE handbook backs up the general planning timeline
with details and facilitating steps, as referenced below:

TIMELINE STEPS HANDBOOK TITLE & SECTION

3, 5, 15-18 Management & Organization,
"Program Planning & Govern oe

14, 28 mirligement SA Organization,

"Program Planning & Governance,"
"Personnel," "Business Management"

2,7 Management & Organization,
"Community Relations"

23 lo erfComxunity Resources,
"Site Recruitment"

29 Mana ethent & Organization,
"Business Management"

10, 26

II, 20, 27

12

19, 22:-

Curriculum & Instruction

to nt Services

Evaluation

Ma ement
"Personnel ""

Organization,

XV





CURRICULUM OUTCOMES

The_EBCE curriculum offers high school students an
integrated! comprehensive education that facilitates their
transition from youth to adulthood by

defining broad goals and specific learning
objectives in the life, basic and career skills
necessary for participating successfully in
today's society and

2. specifying and providing for the planning and
monitoring of learning strategies that deliver
an individualized program of experiential learning
through use of employer and coenmity sites.

EBCE PURPOSES

ms's spedific educational purpcsee are set forth in the program s
Outcome Goals (pages 14-16). Prom a broader point of view, EB(
combines both,traditionalend innovative educational'practices and
concepts to

1. provide a rehensive educational program that can exist
alongside traditional high school curriculums and serve as an
alternative students may chooser to meet their particular
learning goals

2. devtlop individualized learning techniques that taka into
account each student's unique learning rata and style as well
as individual interests,, needs and abilities

expose each student to many opportunities for examining and
learning more about career alternatives and the issues and
problems related to finding satisfying employment

4. capitalize on the possibilities of experiential "learning by
doing" activities as a way of instilling greater relevancy
and personalization into the educational process

actively utilize community people and resources to be
respond to both program and individual stmt needs and
vials
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6. encourage students to increase both their career and lifestyle
decision making skills through intensive participation in the
planning or their individual learning

7. focus on the underlying processes and skills necessary for
students to manage and direct their own learning throughout
their lives

combine learning experiences from all curriculum areas in such
a way as to help students Bette perceive the interrelatedness
of learning and its connection to their specific interests and
goals

EOPLE ED

aBcs involves the entire oommuniLy in its design. and operation.
Adults from the community, Parents, students and program staff work
tog Cher in agreeing on program purposes and refining the techniques

resources accessary to impleaent individualized learning
e e0 the students and corumunity served by the program.-

OF cuRnicuLpm & INSTRUCTION TO TOTAL EBCE DESIGN

:riculum & Instruction details the content and strategies for
;:ACE curriculum delivery system. It is intended to be used in

ction with three other handbooks:

!Tic (37 n Fesources (explains the network of
ca locations for ,student learning and

a'syb.iam i pren.-,1z.r-Lo fcir interfacing individual student

tes and People in the

St) es (g vas several systems for assisting
s tude%zt fearing directly on an individual basis
including methods for recruiting, selecting and
orienting 'students, EBCE-specific guidance techniques
and procedures for recording and credentialing student

r rmance)

a t&- anization (presents systems fur
business management, internal and external relationships
and policymaking)



Curr culum Outcomes

Steps to Follow or Curriculum Deign

Agree on a glOsaary of basic definitions of
riculum components and instructional. processes

0 Specify program\ out me goals to be achieve
the curriculum

Agree on the people who will be involved_in
cum-riculum and instruction

Establish methods and objectives for deliver ag
learning in the Life Skills curriculum comonent

Establish methods and objectives for delivering
learning in the Basic Skills curriculum component

Establish methods and objectives for delivering
learning in the Career Development curriculum
component -

page

7

14

24
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Curr urn Outcomes ( 1)

Agree on a glossary of basic definitions of curriculum
components and instructional processes.

WHAT STUDENTS LEARN

The content of EBCE learning is individualized on the basis of each
student's unique learner characteristics, personal goals and
educational needs. Staff are guided in their negotiation of
individual student learning plans by program outcome goals and, as
necessary, learning objectives for each of three-broad curriculum
components.

Durri cul um Components

The curriculum components (Life Skills, Basic Skills and Career
Development)'sketch broad/guidelines for negotiating activities,
resources and criteria that respond to individual student needs
and interests. The compOnents define skills considered important
for every person to mister; they are the organikers around which
the individual content-of-each'student's learning is planned. No
two students will learn'exactly the same facts or even apply the
same skills in exactly the same situations. All students, however,
are expected to increase their proficiencies in ,the general sets of
skills established for each component by practicing those skills in
a variety of ways that they choose in large part for themselves.

Life Skills
0

The Life Skills component organizes learning in the attitudes,
information and techniques needed to survive in life.and'to find
satisfaction and meaning-a8 a, changing individual and'contributing
member of/society.. Student growth in the Life Skills areas should
enable the young person to more effectively bring :together the
roles-of citizen, family member and worker. Life Skills learning
includes practice in applied Basic Skills and helps students:
assimi;ate and make decisions about their many Career DeVelopment
experiences. (See page 19.) There are six Life Skills, areas in
which student learning is prescFibed;

Creative development works with the person's patential for
Challenging limits and making. meaning out of life.

Critical_thinkinQ builds on basic common sense and helps
students use simple problem solving skills in planning all
aspects of daily living.
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Functional citizenship deals with the knowledge and
processes necessary to be more effective in our society's
governing systems.

Personal/social_development focuses on refining the person's
sense of self and others as a very real and reciprocal
relationship fundamental to human life.

Science deals with the use of scientific methods and
procedures to analyze technology's impact on natural
environments and cultural values.

Competencies are the logistical elements of living today,
the survival skills needed to navigate the modern world.
They include abilities such as driving an automobile and-
maintaining physical health and are based directly'on
input from the local community regarding its particular
needs'and expectations. (See page 331.)

Basic Skills

The Basic Skills component concentrates on the reading, mathematics
and communications skills. to performing tasks and functions
4udents encounter in the program and in adulthood. Basic Skills

learning occurs primarily: through applied tasks in Career Development
and Life Skills activities negotiated individually with each student
and practiced at commuftity'sites. As necessary, intensive programs
are used for improving fundamental skills--that is, skills necessary
before applied taskt can be:performed. (See page 24.)

Career Development

The Career Development component, helps students identify/ assess
and refine career information and skills through realistic
experiences with people and places in the community. Career
Development learning is integrated with Basic-Skills and Life
Skills activities to emphasize the relationships among career
goals, educational choices and lifestyle aspirations. (See page 31.)

Program Outcome Goals

Program outcome goals define ESCE's expectations orwhat students,
will learn. They are based on the program's assessment of the
elements necessary for a comprehensive education and reflect input
from various community representatives to insure applicability to,
the needs and conditions of the locality served.by the program.
For staff, outcome goals serve as guidelines for planning and
evaluating the effectiveness of student learning in each curriculum
component. For students and the community, they constitute a
statement of the program's educational intent. (See page 14.)



Curriculum 0- comes (Item 11

Learning Objectives

Learning objectives are used in tmo'senses in EBCE. For the Life
Skills and Career Development components, preset learning objectives
define the kinds of learning students should experience in those
areas. FOr Basic Skills the prograin defines outcome' goals but does
not attempt to further establish group.normsf preferring J.ntead
to negotiate individual objectives, that best reflect both tha
student's present abilities az future goals.

Learning objectives are also deved I each community site
parUcipating in EBCE so that student nsite learning can be
prescribed to reflect specific opportune available at individual
workplaces. (See "Learning Site Analysis," page 11.)

Program Completion ''Requirements

ma requarements for Ftudents graduating from the program are
couched largely in performance terms which specify numbers and'
types of activities to be completed. Individual content
requirements'are negotiated wi.th each student to relate curriculum
goals with the kinds of information and skills that particular
young Person needs to continue pursuing personal career aid
lifestyle goals on a lifetime basis. EBCE's requirements are as
follows:-

Each year, students must complete ten aroject tvo in
-each Life Skills area.

All thirteen competencies must. be completed by all
students-(whether they enter as Juniors or seniors).

Each "year, students, must complete: a minimu6Of five
career explorations and generally demonstrate adequate
use Ofemployer/community site resources and
opportunities to the satisfaction of staff and employer
instructors.

Clause: Any of the'above requirements may be
ied or waived on the written recommendation of a

staff member and approval by the program administrator.

HELPING INDIVIDUALIZE STUDENT LEARNING'

Planning and monitoring activities described below include all
those actions and events necessary to assess, prescribe aiid
evaluate. individual, learning plans for 'each student and to help
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the student integrate learning experiences into a unified sense of
Self and,direction. They also insure tnet each student's activities
are commensurate with both individual goals and interests and
program expectations.

Learning Plans

Learning plans are well-analyzed, sequenced sets of learning
activities individually negotiated with students to move them
toward clearly defined:learning goals. Learning plan development
is an ongoing process by which learning is structured and goals
are refined for each student throughout the 'program year.

Learning Plan Cycle

The learning plan cycle describes a logical pattern' that is
reflected in virtually all student /program interactions and is
repeated constantly through the development of individual learning
plans. The cycle guarantees consistency of treatment among all
student learning activities and includes four basic Phases:

ASSESSMENT: the gathering aAd
continual updating by staff and
student of diagnostic information
about each student's learning
style, interests and abilities.

PRESCRIPTION: the planning of
individual activities, resources
and criteria for learning
strategies based. on individual
assessment data and negotiated
to meet both individual and
program goals.

EVALUATION: judging performance
of learning strategies and general
growth in terms of each student's
expressed goals and assessed

/
abilities.

INTEGRATION:, fielping tudents-reflect on and synthesize learning
experiences and refine self-con/cepts and career/lifestyle goals as.
part of a total growth process; (See page 44.)



Negotiation

Curriculum Out=

The concept and practice of negotiation is absolutely essential to
EBCE. In abroad sense, the spirit of negotiation Characterizes
the atmosphere within which students and adults continually exchange
ideas, Observations, information and opinions,. More specifically,
it is a tool which everyone in MICE can rely or in the course of
making decisions about student learning plans and student behavior
in general, It occurs throughout the learning'plan cycle as
activities and criteria are'developed that match the goals and
expectations of the student, the program and the Community.

Accountehility

The Student AcCountability System is a set of standards and
expectations for student behavior and performance. It also
identifies a sequence of conferences to be followed when.an
individual student action conflicts with an accountability standard.
Through these conferences courses of action are negotiated that
accommodate the rights and responsibilities of both the student
and the program. (See page 77.)

School Year Ac On Lines

School year action zones are a way of making clear to students
the importance of managing their time wisely while in an
individualized - program such as EBCE.,The school-calendar-is.
broken into nine action zones. -For each zone tasks are-
recommended that students should complete for that "portion of the
year. Students are not strictly required to meet all expectations
listed in an action zone but must use the zones as a basis for
negeitiating target dates that will enable them to finish all
activities required -each year by the program. (See page 81.)

Learning, Site, Analysis

As an important preparation for prescribing individualized learning
in the community, staff complete a Learning_Site Analysis Form
(LSAF) for each site active in the EBCE employer network. LSAF
information is gathered in, interviews with employer site personnel
and includes specification of materials, tools, equipment andjob-
related tasks students'may encounter at sites. LSAFs are used to
develop site-specific learning Objectives that in turn are built
into student project activities. (See page 72.)
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Learning Resources

People, places and materials in the community itself form the major
portion of learning resources used by EBCE students as they
complete their individual learning plans. Supplementary materials
and detailed reference files of available community resources are
kept at the program's learning center. (See page 477.)

HOW STUDENTS LEARN

Individual EBCE learning strategies combine experiences in Life
Skills, Basic Skills-and Career Development and help students
achieve the kinds of growth outlined in the program's outcome
goals far each. area. All strategies reflect the EBCE concept of
learning as the process of integrating knowledge and experiences
from many areas and encourage students to become self-diredied
learners who regard their education As an-ongoing and lifetime
prodess. Taken together they comprise the student's individual
learning plan and their implementation should follow the basic
learning plan cycle of assessment, prescription, evaluation and
integration.

Career Explorations

Career Explorations are three- to five-day student encounters
with the people and job tasks related to occupations that interest
them. At community sites of their choice, students complete
Exploration Packages that. help them practice investigation and
assessment techniques they can-use in career planning throughout
eir lives. '(See Page 105.)

Projects

Projects are individualized, problem-centered guides. to help
students*bland learning objectives from Life Skills, Basic Skills
and Career Development in activities performed, largely at community

tee of their choice. Project design and processes encourage
students-to manage their own learning and to perceive the
relationships among,personal.goals, career options and specific
knowledges and skills. In effect they are the "starting blocks" and
"direction finders" students use to define and pursue immediate
learning goals and to-examine and refine broader career/life
aspirations. (See page 189.)
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Learnin'g and Skill Building Levels

Both learning and skill building levels enable students to folln
through on their career explorations of community sites by returning
for longer and more indepth learning experiences. Both types of
site use involve the student extensively with the people, equipment
and other resources available at workplaces in the community,

On learning levels students gain practice in job skills through
skill: deVelopment activities and achieve Life Skills and Basic
Skills objectives through individualized projects negotiated for
each site. On skill building-levels the student commits to a
training program in the entry-level skills needed for employment in
a given occupation. Projects are optional for skill building levels.
(See page 277.)

Competency Certificationication

Competency certification is the process whereby students demonstrate
their proficiency in various survival tasks such: as driving an
automobile, filling out tax forms, establishing a bank account.
Students manage their own use of resources and scheduling of

with members of the local community who servo as
competency certifiers. (See page 331.)

Student Journals

The journal is a why for students and staff to share thoughts and
feelings with each other through a series of journal entries
written and responded to on a regular basis over an extended period
of time. Journals also help,staff to assess and deal with student
writing and communication abilities- and to generally support
student growth. (See page 411.).

Employer,Semina s

Employer seminars are regular meetings of students with employers
and other community people to discuss career development topics.
The seminars help students better perceive issues and trends
occurring nationally through frank discussion with individuals from
the:local community who are impacted directly 11, such issues as
the changing work ethic, job discrimination, retirement and career

mobility. (See page 455.)
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2

Specify program outcome goals o be achieved by the
curriculum

Program outcome goals define EBCE's expectat ons for what students
will learn. They are based on the program's assessment of the
elements necessary for a comprehensive education and reflect input
from various community representatives to insure applicability to
the needs and conditions of the locality served by the program.
For staff, outcome goals serve as guidelines for planning and
evaluating the effectiveness of student learning in each curriculum
component. For students and the community, they constitute a
statement of the program's educational intent.

The goals are in four categories. The first three-- L_,i.fe Skills,
Basic Skills and Career Development correspond to the three
curriculum components on the basis -of which individual learning
objectives and activities are negotiated for each student. The
last category-7experientaal outcomes- -sums up other areas of growth
important to a young person's transition to adulthood. While not
necessarily addressed as specific objectives in a student's learning
plan, experiential outcomes occur in a very real way as a result
of student interactions with EBCE people, processes, concepts and
places.

LIFE SKILLS

Critical thinking: increased ability to a her, analyze and
interpret information allA seek solutions to problems

Science: increased recognition and application of scientific
procedures and methods, particularly in the analysis of cechnolo
impact on natural environments and cultural values

Personal- _t: increased ability to understand and
accept responsibility for self, personal behavior and effects of
actions and attitudes on others

Functional citizenship: increased understanding and application
of democratic processes in interpersonal actions and in the private.
sector as well as in local, state and federal government

Creative development: increased ability to identify and participate
creative processes to blend new and existing materials, ideas

_

concepts into unique forms or experiences
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Competencies: ability to perform survivel tasks necessary to
economic, planning, legal/political, heal _ safety, property
maintenance, recreational and occupational aspects of modern life

.BASIC SKILLS

Fundamental basic skills: increased proficiency in reading,
writing, oral communication and mathematics

plied basic skills: increased ability to perform applied skill
tasks related to careers of interest and identified on employer
sites

Lifetime baSic skill development: increased understanding of how
Basic Skill needs vary as careers vary and how to adjust to meet
skill levels required by careers of interest

Everyday bas c skill application: increased willingness to apply
Basic Skills to work tasks and to everyday problea=

CAREER DEVELOPMENT

Identifying career_ interests: increased knowledge of personal
aptitudes, interests and abilities as applied to potential career
interests

Understanding_work: increased knowledge of social, governmental
and economic issues and trends in the world of work

Employability skills: increased dependability and general skills
in job finding, job application and on-the-job negotiations
necessary in daily work interactions

Career knowledge: increased knowledge of financial and
psychological Inducements, preparation needs and aliilable
preparation programs in potential careers

EXPERIENTIAL OUTCOMES

Getherin information: ability to assess many sources (people,
placesmaterials, events) in gathering information -for work and
decision making

15
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Communication with adults: ability to demonstrate se nfidence
and understanding in two-way communication with adults

ve: ability to initiate and take responsibility for actions

Understanding others= ability to trust, to be open to change, and
to respect differing values in people and institutions

ion m ns: ability to use total ensory system in decision
ng

Preparation for adulthood: ability to assume adult responsibilities
and relationships in a poSitive and self-confident manner

CROSS-REFERENCES

The Life Skills component ides.cribed more fully in Item 4 of this
section, pages 19-23.

The Basic Skil
pages 24-30.

t is dealt wi th in Item 5 of this section,

The Career Development component receives attention in Item 6 of
this section, pages 31-350

Discussion of experiential outcomes is introduced as appropriate
throughout this handbook.
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Agree on the people who will be involved in curri7ulum
and instruction

curriculum and instruction depends on the cooperation of many
different people, including staff, students, parents, community
site personnel and many others from the community who volunteer
serve as resources for student learning. Below we offer a bri
summary of the roles of various program participants. Further
explanation of these roles appears as appropriate throughout this
handbook.

"Personnel" in Managemr=mt & Organization and the han
an Employ...et/Community Resources give additional information
concerning staff roles and the use of employer instructors.

PROGRAM STAFF

Learning managers are based at the learning center and are
responsible for negotiating the major portion of each student's
individual learning plan. Learning managers work with students to
design projects, discuss educational and career alternatives and
plan target dates and strategies for meeting program learniny
requirements. Learning managers also serve as correspondents for
student. journals.

Employer r=elations specialists are liaisons between staff at the
EB learning center and employer instructors in the community.
They help students select sites and assist as necessary in student
learning activities in the community. They also monitor student
performance and give support to employer instructors.

The learning_ resource sjecialist is a learning center staff person
responsible for overseeing student use_of learning resources--
both in the community and at the learning center. This staff
person is also responsible for coordinating the recruitment and
student use of competency certifiers.

The student coordinator is also based at the learning center and is
responsible for facilitating various assessment procedures. The
student coordinator also serves as liaison between the program
and other schools (for transcript/records purposes) and helps
interface student and staff work in various learning strategies
with broader program goals relating to the student's personal
growth.

17
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The ps:_ranisamitrator is responsible for administering the
program and overseeing the ciVriculum by insuring that learning
activities are valid within the intent of the program and that staff
response to individual situations reflects the program's mission
and goals.

The Program should also helve several support staff to perform
clerical and secretarial cautie0 They can be of invaluable
assistance to staff and students by maintaining accurate records
of each student's activities and performing other services necessary
to the program's operation

comMuN PARTICIPANTS

All adults in the community can serve as resources for helping
EECE students achieve their learning objectives. TAhrarians,
shopkeepers, zoo guides, MuseuM curators, agency employees- -the
'list goes on indefinitely---may be. contacted by stiadents or staff
for help in specific activities- 14 addition to serving as a
general pool of resources, there are several specific roles
community people may perform in BC if they wish to commit
themselves over longer Periods Of time:

10 ors can volunteer to open their sues for community learning
jar tv participate in special pro gram seminars, curriculum task

forces and so forth.

El1structors are those individuals at participating sites
who work with students on 4 dally basis, sharing experiences,

giving advice and instruction and verifying performance. Most
often, they will be working with students on career explorations
and learning levels, but they can also help with skill building
levels and special placeMe4ts or serve as tutors if they have the
time.

221 12cor-tfiere are people frci the community with expertise
in specific competency areas.who work with students to help them
achieve proficiency ii the various competencies identified in that
Life Skills area. While certifiers are only expected to certify
when a student has demonstrated Proficiency in a competency,
many certifiers also help e tudellts during their preparation by
giving advice, conducting inforMation seminars and so forth.

Tutors are individuals frog. the community, both paid and volunteer,
helphelp individual Students with Specific learning needs. These

may be employer instructor, college students, teachers, businessmen--
whoever has the time and willingness to help.
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Curriculum Outconies

Establish methods and Objectives for delivering
in the Life Skills curriculum component

4)

ng

The Life Skills component organizes learning in the attitudes,
information and techniques needed to survive in life and to find
satisfaction and meaning as a changing individual and contributing
member of society. -Student growth in the Life Skills areas should
enable the young person to more effectively bring together the
roles of citizen, family member and worker. Life Skills learning
includes practice in applied Basic Skills and helps students
assimilate and make decisions about their many Career Develop
experiences.

THE LIFE SKILLS ARE PROCESSES

The Life Skills are the zrocesses we use to shape. cur life
experiences, reflect on and gain better knowledge of ourselves and
assess and act on ourPerceptions of the world. They are ways by
which relationships between the self and the world can be refined
as we seek out new dimensions and possibilities for actualizing
our individual lives--both personally and as. members, of society.
Through the Life Skills, !BCE tries to address what is unique and
different in each person at the same time as it helps students
acquire common skills necessary for all people.

The actual content of each Life Skill area will be unique for each
student and should constitute highly personal learning encounters
that serve the interests and fancy of the individual. The Basic
Skills and Career Development components are directed more toward
insuring that students are equipped with the skills society expects
of its functioning adults. The Life Skills, while reflecting the
kinds of expertise considered important to the educated person,
begin with an affirmation of the dynamic, developmental nature of
human growth and change and concentrate on experiences that will
enable young people to find the kinds of happiness and growth that
best suit their personalities and capabilities.

Finally, since these skills last throughout our lifetime, "mastery"
is not the same as passing a course by examination or memorizing a

given content area (although such tasks will often enter into Life
Skills activities). 'Rather, as students come to apply these skills
in different kinds of situations and for changing purposes, their
mastery will increase in proportion to their personal growth and
experi6nces.
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METHODS AND OBJECTIVES

In five cf the Life Skills areas students individually negotiate
the content and direction of their learning:

Creative development
Critical thinking
Functional citizenship
Personal/social development
Science

In each of these areas the student and learning manager Plan
individual project activities that build on present abilities and
move the student toward his or her life and career goals- As much
as possible, projects are implemented through career exoration
and learning level experiences at sites in the local coMMunity.

In negotiating projects, staff make reference to niLg.1_________3.-ectj=tres_leat--

developed by the program and experts from the coMmtnity to f urther
delineate expectations for each Life Skill. These learning
Objectives are seldom. translated directly into projects; rather
they serve as guidelines to help students and staff develop
activities that are appropriate to the_kindA-cf-learning the program
and community perceive as important to each Life Skills area.

NOTE: Learning objectives and brief discussions of EBOV's apps ch
to each Life Skills area are printed in Appendix A. The.same
appendix displays sample predesigned projects for each Area and IS
intended to serve learning managers as a working reference tool jot
use in negotiating student projects.

The Competencies

The last Life Skills area, the competencies, consists of skills
identified by the local community that all students will need as
adults. The competencies are not negotiable in content. Students
are, however, free to manage their own preparation and Scheduling
for certification in each of the competencies. Objectives for the
competencies appear as activities and criteria fOr student
performance of each competency and are printed in the student
competencies workbook on pages 359-407.

DELIVERING LIFE SKILLS LEARNING

Student Life Skills projects combine learning in Basic Skills and.
Career Development activities through the same cycle of events that

20
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underlies all EBC.E. educational planning: assessment, prescription,
evaluation and integration. Following is-a brief summary of these
events from the point of view of Life Skills projects and competency

certification.

Assessment

Initial,assesst of. student Life Skills abilities and intere
occurs through a combination of

1. personal interviews between the student and learning
manager in which learning styles, preferences and
interests are discussed

2 inspection by the learning manager of the student's
previous transcript data and conclusions drawn
concerning how specific course work and experiences
may translate to the Life Skills areas

Subsequently, the student's performance of a first project in each
Life Skills area gives the learning manager a substantive basis
for judging the student's achievement and comprehension.

Because Basis Skills and-Career Development-activities-are-built
into each project, assessment information for those components is
also discussed with the student. These data are drawn from testing,
transcripts and staff observatio

The competencies are set up so that students can assess for
themselves whether or not they can perform the expected activities
according to the criteria given them for each competency.

Presc iptiOn

Every student must complete projects in each Life Skills area
(except the competencies) each program year. For each area, one
project is predesigned to insure that all students address the
most important objectives in that area. The other is individually
negotiated to allow students the greatest possible freedom to plan
learning activities that are commensurate with their unique
interests and abilities.

Students generally complete the predesigned project for a Life ;kill
before starting an individually negotiated project in that area.
This order may be reversed, however, depending on negotiation
between the student and learning manager. Instead of a second
critical thinking project, the :student may obtain credit for that
area by completing a "critical thinking wrap -up activity" for each
of the other projects.
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In negotiating each project, student and learn ng.manager agree
on the following elements:

1= activities aimed at certain objectives in the
Skills area and usually connected to Career
Development activities at community sites

2 suggested resources to be used in completing each
activity

products and criteria for evaluating performance of
each activity and designed to give practice in
specific Basic Skills appropriate to the student's
assessed needs and abilities

Project prescriptions are 1-.nked with employer site activities in
the community (career expThrations and learning levels) by means
of a Learning Sites Analyi, `orm completed for all sites visited
by students. The form inc.udes places for t:-.e site's employer
instructor to indicate .specific Life Skills that can be pursued
at each site and to define each job task in terms of Basic Skills
and activities-the student might perform.

Prescriptions (activities and criteria) for the competencies are
preset for all students and given them in a workbook form at the
beginning of the year. All students must'complete the thirteen
competencies while in the program. Students,entering as seniors
perform all in one year Students entering as juniors demonstrate
at least seven their first year and six their second year.

Evaluation

Performance of project activities is always evaluated against
criteria agreed on by the student and learning Manager during their
initial negotiations. Bach project activity is evaluated separately
by the person most gualifled to judge performance in the given
Life. kill area (employeEInstructor, community resource: person or
learning Manager). The.learning manager verifies all evaluations
of individual activities and evaluates the project as a whole. As
much as possible, projects are designed so that evaluations follow
naturally on the student's performance of activities and therefore
reflect c)::t211.esdemns. All evaluations address the
student's work in each curriculum ComponentLife Skills, BasiO
Skills and Career Development.

Evaluation of student work in the competencies is done by
competency certifiers. When a student is ready to demonstrate
proficiency in a competency, he or she contacts the certifier and
perfoi im. the required activities. The certifier judges the student's
performance on the basis of criteria set forth in the competencies
workbook.
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Integration

Integration of Life Skills learning occurs as students internalize
their experiences, drawing conclusions about what they have learned
and how it relates to their career/life goals and personal growth
in general. This takeS place throughout the year as students
,work with staff d other adults to first plan.their activities and
then discuss their performance in speafic orojects. Critical
thinking wrap -up activities also provide invaluable integration
experiences. In the course of completing these wrap -ups the student
reflects on experiences:and achievements in a Life Skills area and
discusses with, the learning manager possible decisions and alternate
learning paths that might be pursued.

Integration of experiences .in the competencies occurs simply by
way of students proving to themselves they can perform minimal
survival tasks. Also, their interactions with competency
certifiers helps them see the value of each competency to themselves
and to the community of which they are a part.

CROSS-REFERENCES

Additional delivery considerations appear with the learning
objectives for each Life Skills area which are given in Appendix A.

SaMple predesigned projects also appear in Appendix'A.
C

See Competencies, pages 331-407, for planning and implementation
steps and a student workbook of activities and criteria for that
Life Skills area.

"Projects," pages 189-273, provides detailed planning and
implementation steps for that learning strategy and displays a
sample individually negotiated project.

Assessment, prescription, evauation and integration are. discussed
as a total learning plan cycle in "Learning Plan Negotiation,"
pages 45-48.

"'Learning' Plan Negotiation"- also contains explanations of
assessment techniques for all curriculum components on pages 54-65
and a description of the Learning Site Analysis Form on pages 72-76.

Career explorations and learning levels are detailed on pages
105-186 and 277-327,. respectively.
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_Establish methods and-objectives for delivering learning
in the Basic Skills curriculum component

The Basic Skills component concentrates on the reading, mathematics
and communications skills essential to performing tasks and
functions students encounter in the program and in adulthood
Basic Skills learning occurs primarily through applied tasks in
Career Development and Life Skills activities that are negotiated
Individually with each student and practiced at community sites.
As .necessaryintensive programs are utili2ed for improving
fundamental skills - -that is, those skills necessary before applied
tasks can be performed.

BASIC SKILLS ARE ESSENTIAL TO ALL LEARNING

Reading, mathematics and communications (both oral and written)
are quite literally the basic or "enabling" skills necessary for
any kind of successful learning and for performing most of the
roles we have to play in today's society--both with respect to
specific jobs and more generally to our interests and lifestyle
aspirations.

On a functional level, we must' exercise numerous skills to read
newspapers, follow maps, cope with technical manuals and sales
catalogues, compute income taxes and monthly expenses and so forth.
On a more personal level, Basic Skills proficiencies relate to our
abilities to express and reflect on ourselves, to deal comfortably
with people and to approach any learning or living task with the
confidence that we have at leasethe minimum skills necessary to
begin solving problemsand deiling.with new concepts.

Individual Needs Will Differ

While we all have a common need for minimal proficiency in the
Basic Skills, we also have individual career and lifestyle goals
that require different levels of Basic Skills performance. 'Students
enter,EBCE with widely varying abilities and will be examining an
equally wide variety of career possibilities. EBCE learning
activities are designed to give students a chance to compare their
Basic Skills abilities with'the.specific requirements of the careers
that interest them and to build learning programs tailored to
their unique needs.' Through continuous practice of.Basic Skills
alongside' working adults in realistic community situations students
have many opportunities to see the relevancy of Basi°O Skills for
both their personal and career goals,
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Methods and Objectives

Since Basic Skills underlies all learning, the entire EBCE
curriculum serves to deliver experiential learning in those skills.
To be able to negotiate projects, understand competencies materials,
maintain journals and select community sites for career explorations
and learning levels students must practice Basic Skills.

Because of the wide range of student needs and interests in this
component, EBCE prefers to limit its prispecified expectations to
the four program outcome goals (given on page 15). For Life
Skills and Career Develooment, the program set learning objectives
in addition to its outcome goals in order to give staff and students
further guidelines for negotiating individual learning plans. For
Basic Skills, additional objectives are not necessary. Program
learning strategies cannot be performed without certain minimum
proficiencies in the Basic Skills; Basic Skills learning objectives
are considered implicit in the performance of other program and job
site activities.

Student Choices and Program Expectations

A last introductory point to keep in mind concerns how criteria
are set for each student's Basic Skills growth. The student's
right to make Choices regarding what kinds of learning to pursue

a basic characteristic of EBCE. In developing a Basic Skills
AProgram for each student, staff negotiate exactly how each skill
shall be practiced-and what areas should be improved. Staff also
assert as an important corollary to the student's right to
negotiation their right to Challenge decisions and give feedback
regarding those proficiencies considered essential for all students.
Thus while EBCE emphasizes the student's making individual choices
regarding' Basic Skills improvement, the program also takes steps
to insure that all studentS recognize and work toward achieving
a minimal survival level proficiency in each skill area. While
simple performance of program activities normally shows if a student
has such minimal proficiencies, staff go further in their
interactions to look at each young person and honestly work to
develop each indiVidual's unique talents and interests.

APPLIED AND FUNDAMENTAL SKILLS

To help determine what kinds of activities, resources and settings
. are appropriate to the Basic Skills needs of each student we
distinguish between fundamental and applied Basic Skills:
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BUILDING BASIC. SKILLS LEARNING
INTO INDIVIDUAL LEARNING PLANS

INITIAL ASSESSMENT/PRESCRIPTION

Students are assessed by testing, past transcript data and student /learning
interviews. This information, with observations of student perforr;,nce

on first learning strategies is used to draw up Preliminary Basic Skills
Profiles for each student; these profiles guide negotiation of Basic Skills
prescriptions appropriate to individual needs, interests, abilities.

GENERAL PROGRAM WORK

All learning plans identify
practice in specific applied
Basic Skills needed for project
and employer site activities;
students also practice Basic
Skills in other learning
strategies

REMEDIAL AND/OR ADVANCED WORK

As the need or interest is
perceived from testing, assessment
or performance, independent study
is negotiated and integrated into
student's learning plan.

STUDENTS: Project and/or Basic
Skills self-assessment activities at
exploration level employer sites;
completion of Exploration Packages;
work in other strategies

STAFF: Initial analysis of employer
site learning potential; negotiation,
planning and evaluation of project
activities

STUDENTS: Prolf.t, skill development
and Basis Skills self-assessment
activities at .11rninTlevel sites;
work on other strategies

STAFF: Further analysis of employer
site learning potential; negotiation,
planning and evaluation of project
activities and kill development
tasks

ALTERNATIVE STUDY: May be used
improving a fundamental, skill needed
to perform project and site activities
or for enrichment/advancement
purjooSes. Options include

1. programmed materials
2. classes at local high schools

or community colleges
3. work with tutors and/or

eeployer instructors
4. referral to diagnostic/

treatment center

Progress is judged on the hauis of
diagnostic tests and/or performance
of site and project activities.
Criteria are-negotiated according to
the student's unique needs and goals-
Study may be combined with site
and project work in many ways. It can
focus on a highly specified area
(for example, punctuation) or be
Spread over an entire sequence of
topics (for example, all math prior to
algebra), depending o.1 the specific
needs and interests of the student.
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Applied skills are those used to perform tasks, learn
concepts and solve problems. They are used by students
while working at tasks found at community sites and for
achieving objectives in each Life Skills area.

d ntal skills are those skills or proficiencies in
given discipline that are prerequisite to the actual
performance of applied skills--that is, needed before
tasks can be performed, problems solved or concepts
learned.

a

For example, the applied skills of invoicing and f,ricing
would have as their corollaries the fundamental skills
of'fractions!. percentages, decimals; the applied skills
of dealing with customers and writing ads would have as
related fundamental okilis the ability to organize
thOughts, summarize main ideas, listen ce4refully'and
understand grammar/spelling skills.

-DELIVERING BASIC SKILLS LEARNING

Basic Skills lea rang is built into each student's learning plan
through the same cycle of eventsthat underlies allEBCE
educatiOnal planning: assessment, jprescription, evaluation and
tegration. E!ollowing is a sumwry of those events from the

point of view of the-Basic Skills component.

Assessment

Individual assessment information is developed for each s udenc
from several sources:

1. a.2,171411§kkm,21sneskmal, including transcript
data and observations of past performance while in
the program

instrument tasting through the Comprehensive Test of
Basic Skills and any other diagnostic tests the
Student may require (currently these include the.
Palo Alto Mathematics:Testthe Wide Range Achievement
Test'and a spectrum of tests Available as part of the
Individualized Darning ;for Adults-programmed
materials used in specific skill areas)

3. klearnijsglEZ'studentrnan assessment conclusions drawn
from their fist learning plan conference in which
they discuss -zr.e student's abilities and results from
testing and previous performance
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4. initial project activities and products, reviewed
by the learning manager for evidence of Basic
proficiencies and needs

initial student journal entries, reviewed by the
learning manager for further clues as to each
student's skills

6. Observations of student behavior during testing--.
that is, in what areas did the student seem comfortable
answering questions,. where did he or she show problems
of understanding or dealin4 with questions, what
general attitude did the student show regarding
testing and so forth

7: optional Basic Skills self - assessment exercises
performed by students at job sites during explorations
or learning levels (the student practices several job-
related Basic Skills tasks to see if present abilities
and interests match the skill levels and involvement
required to perform the job)

Several weeks after the school year begins, staff meet as a group
to pool their information and observations and develop Preliminary
Basic Skills Profiles that approximately describe each student's
skills in terms) of three prescription areas: general program work,
remedial work or advanced work. The profiles are updated
continuously as the year gods on to reflect current information
about the student.

In using assessment data, the three prescription categories may
apply simultaneously to one student. For example, a student
might be strong in certain math skills, "average" in writing/
communications skills and strong in reading skills. Having this
kind of information clearly delineated for every student in the
program enables staff to plan individual activities better and to
gather resources and generally coordinate learning among all
students.

Prescription

Shortly after Preliminary Basic Skills Profiles are developed f
each student, staff meet with parents and students for their firs
parent conferences. During these conferences a Basic Skills program
is projected for each student. These programs are in effect
statements of-what the student intends to do during the coming year
about Basic Skills leaning. The learning manager keeps a copy of
this projected prograi and refers to it as profects are negotiated
and specific activities and criteria are agreed on for individual
students.
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Curriculum Outco:- s (Item 5I

All Basic Skills work is organized through project activities
and falls into one of the three general categories outlined on
the Preliminary Basic Skills Profile.

For general Rrogram:work, students, practice Basic Skills through
applied tasks related to performing various project and job site
activities. For those activities designed for employer sites, the
learning manager refers to the Learning Site Analysis Form for
each site to ntgotiate. applied Basic Skills tasks that direOtly.
relate to the job skills the student will be encountering.

Remedial work is implemented when testingor performance shows a
student is deficient in the fundamental siClls needed before
applied tasks can be performed. When this occurs the learning
manager negotiates a program of special study in which the student
concentrates on the specific skill area(s) needing improvement.
Prescriptions are written intolproject activities and, as much as
possible, are related to the student's Career Development and
Life Skills learning. If the situation WIrrants, intensive work
with a tutor or individualized programmed materials in the Basic
Skills is planned. In some cases, intensive study in Basic Skills.
may be substituted for an entire project.

On occasion, when a 'student's remedial needs warrant, staff will
contact specialists in Basic Skills at local cplleges or within
the school:district to obtain their advice on materials and
techniques. If a need is critical, the student may be referred to
a Basic Skills diagnosis and treatment center located at a nearby
university.

Advanced work in Basic Skills usually takes thd form of either
attendance at local high school or college classes or learning level
participation at employer sites offering tasks and experiences that
will exercise the student's advanced skills. In the latter case
the student may establish a semitutorial arrangement with an
employer instructor with the necessary expertise and extra time to
work with the student. Tutors may also be used for special study
and staff may agree to work with certain students for short term
intensive work in a Basic Skills. area. Whatever course is planned,
the student's activities are written into projects to insure
program Credit and continue demonstrating to the student the
interrelations among Basic Skills learning and experiences in Life
Skills and Career Development.

Evaluation

Evaluation of Basic Skills work is continuous a4Irl, like the tasks
themselves, integrated into the student's total learning plan. For
each Basic Skills task, the evaluator is the person best qualified
to decide if the task was performed satisfactorily. These people
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include employer instructors, students, tutors, competency
certifiers, parents and staff. Evaluation of project activities
in Basic Skills follows the,pattern set for that learning trategy
(see "Cross- References" below). Additional evaluation is lso
available from people associated with anything the student does
while in the program and staff should be alert to gaining feedback
about student performance at all times.

For example, a'competency certifier might remark to the learning
resource specialist that a stud9nt had trouble comprehending the
math' required for income taxes. That.information should be
passed on to the learning mana4r for eventual, use in negotiating
projects and Basic Skills activities. Similarly, employer
instructors, even when not/formally judging a student's project
activities, will have manyrchances to see how a student handles
Basic Skills. The staff

/
employer relations speCialist should make

a point of gathering observations from site personnel and again,
passing them on to the/learning managers.

`Integration

Integrati n of Basic Skills learning occurs naturally as students try
out tasks in- various Life Skills and Career Development activities
and discover for themselves where their talents and limitations lie.
Frequent discussions between the student and staff and employer
instructors help the student better see what the ramifications of skill
deficiencies and abilities are in terms of career and lifestyle goals.

-CROSS-REFERENCES

See "Projects," pages 189-273, for more details and examples of how
Basic Skills are implemented through project activities. Study
options such as programmed materials, tutors and special classes are
also discussed in the same section.

The learning plan cycle of assessment, prescription, evaluation and
integration is further discussed in "Learning Plan Negotiation,"
pages 43-48.

See Appendix D for copies of Basic Skills self-assessment exercises
s-udents may do at job sites and an optional prescription form staff
can use when recording specific skills needs.

Individualized_ Learning for Adults is a complete set of programmed
learning materials that we have found works well with high school
students' Basic Skills needs. The materials are published by
Research for Better Schools, Inc., 1700 Market Street, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, 19103.
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Cur.riculurn Outcomes 6)

Establish methods and objectives for delivering learning
in the Career Development curriculum component

The Career Development component helps students identify, assess and
refine career information and skills through realistic experiences
with people and places in the community. Career Development learning
is integrated with Basic Skills and Life Skills activities to
emphasize the relationships among career goals, educational choices
and lifestyle aspirations.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT I A LIFETIME PROCESS

The Career Development component reflects EBCE's assumption that
occupational choices result from broader conclusions made about
lifestyle interests and goals. Program activities are designed to
ve students realistic experiences at local job sites where they

can examine and make decisions for themselves about the interplay
between personal interests and abilities and opportunities afforded
by specific careers.

It is important that Career Development learning be integrated with
Objectives from the Life Skills and Basic Skills components so that
students can look at themse ves and their potential career choices
as part of a total life pro e s of learning and decision making.
Students develop their care r Mans by examining the many options.
available. As they encounte various kinds of jobs, they choose:
based on an increaSing understanding-of what they want from life
and what they realistically can do with, their abilitiesto gain
skills in specific occupations' and to.pursue the education necessary,
to prepare for those careers

Learning Objectives

To insure that students encounter the range of ,learning experiences
and knowledge necessary for them to manage their career development,
staff met with business and labor representatives to develop
learning otiectives for each of the program's outcome goals in that
component. Students seldom actually see these objectives as they
are intended to be planning guidelines for staff to use in checking
the validity and comprehensiveness of student learning.

NO2T: The objectives are displayed in Appendix B together with
recommended delivery techniques appropriate to each objective.
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BUILDING CAREER DEVELOPMENT INTO
INDIVIDUAL LEARNING PLANS

Self- assessment .and reematnn of career interests and options
through test, Inspectioh of previously completed Exploration
Packages, review of re se4roe sOterinls,,interaction with staff4
and employers and ongoing sirs _eXperiences.

Selection of ape

Comparison of job and site
characteristics with personal
interests and aspirations
through Exploration package

layer sites for career ezplorations

Clinic:1nel completion of sits- specific

ps9leot activities to incorporate
Career Development learning with
Basic: Skills and Life Skills

Choice of specIfiS;sites JMong those explored to return,
to lo r,intensiVe 1- activities

Further examination of job and
site characteristics in tern
of personal interests and
aspirations; learning of job
skills through skill
develo vivant activities_

Completion of project activities
related to the site and
occupation and also integrated
with Basic Skills and Life Skills
objectives

In addition, employer o$ rs and certain competencies give
students information about and practice in career-related
issues and Skills. These are a$Periehoed concurrently with

e-related activities.

Use of
buildin

OPTIONAL

for skill
level to .gain entry-

level skills:in Achosen
occupation,;, used only when
other program work is up to
date

32

OPTIONAL

Use of a site for special
placement level pursuit of a
Personal interest not directly
related to a job or occupation;
activities usually organized
through project design
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CUrricu4um outcomes (Item 6)

DELIVERING CAREER DEVELOPMENT LEARNING

C reer Development objectives are built into each student's learning
plan through the same basic cycle o2 events that underlies all 'SCE
educational planning: assessment, prescription, evaluation and
integration. Following is a suscary of those events from the point
of view of the Career Development component.

Assessment

Students first assess their career interests by using the Self
Directed Search (SDS) to rough out possible career options in terms
of their personal characteristics. Using occupational areas
suggested by SW results, students further define job possibilities
of interest to them through the-Career Information System (CIS)--
a computerbased system which provides descriptions of jobs,
requirements and training programs available in Oregon.

Prescription

Students-then reseribe for themselves those sites in the EBCE
employer network where they can pursue career ex loration activities
to test out career interests.

After selecting sites for explorations, students confer with EBCE
employer relations specialists to clarify their motivations for
choosing the sites. Cumulative information from other assessments
is used during these conferences to insure that the prescription
builds on a total profile of each student's interests and abilities.

All students must complete a minimum of five explorations each
program year, Filling out an loration Fackmt for each site

Students follow through on their explorations by selecting more
extensive learning levels at job sites of particular interest to
them.. Learning levels enable students to experience directly the
nuances and.requirements of job site environments by woxking .

alongside site personnel while 'practicing career development skills.
Learning level prescriptions consist of skill development and
project activities that students negotiate with program learning
'managers and site personnel.

Individualized project activities usually are designed to match
specific career development opportunities at community sites:
Projects. combine Life Skills aed basic skills learning objectives
with Career Development goals Specific to the student. `they are
intended t help' students gain through experience a broader
understanding of the relationships between their career/lifestyle
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goals and interim. educational and training needS.

Students also have the option to use skill building levels to
pursue entry-level job skills'at.greater length through
preapprenticeship and other tYpes of training offered at some Sites

In addition, some competencies act vities give students Skills
useful to their career develOp _ --for example, interviewing for
employment. All competencies also entail students going 014 and
making contact with community people and places-again giving them
general experiences in the adult world that can help increase their
confidence and understanding of the community in which they may be
seeking employment.

Finally, broader career development issues of common value to all
students are presented trough -Moyer...asentiLIar These seminars_
are. held regularly through the school year with representatives
from the community who are directly involved in today's working
world.

Students evaluate themselves as they compare personal intere
and abilities with job characteristics and requirements, bY compleo.ng

at4on Packages for each site they explore. They also receive
eval eedback from site personnel and the employer relations
specialist who certify satisfactory completion of Exploration
Packages.

Further self- evaluation of career development abilities occurs as
students try out the rhythms and demands of employer sites through
learning levels, which may last from three weeks to several months.
Employer instructors at learning level. sites give students evaluatjye
feedback by

periodically completing a Student Performance Review
and discussing it with the student and employer
relations specialist

negotiating and certifying satisfactory performance
of specific job site skills

verifying completion of learning level project
activities performed at the site

4. noting as necessary those deficiencies in Basic Skills
a student should improve to successfully perform
site-related tasks
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Evaluation and integration continuously overlap as EBCE adults
interact daily with students, helping them to reflect on what they
are learning about themselves and their abilities in the light of
potential career/lifee.ityle Choices and requirements.

Evaluation feedback is regularly. integrated into the student's
total learning plan goals and objectives through debriefings
between the student and his or her-learning manager and employer
relations specialist.' Negotiation and prescription of site and
project activities are always based on assessment and evaluation
data gained from the student's previous performance at other
sites and with other ,projedt'attivities thereby providing a
continuous integration of present information about the student
with his or her future plans for actions

Employer seminars also contribute to the integration of career
development experiences and knowledge,by involving students in
group dialog .7,=7 with community people about broad issues and
national trenu.', as they impact the individual student and his or
her career .plams.

CROSS-REFERENCES

The learning plan cycle of assessment, prescription, evaluation
and integration is discussed on 43-48 of "Learning Plan

Nego;iatsoh."

Career assessment instruments and procedures are detailed in
"Career'Sxplorations," pages 116-1181 assessmentfor all
curriculum components is generally treated in "Learning Plan
Negotiation!" pages 54-65. .

Discussion of\the Exploration Package and procedures appears in

"Career'Explorations,7 Pages 129-220

"Learning & Skill\Building Levels," pages 277327, treats-in
detail the rationale, and procedures for those two learning

strategiss.,

Special placements are discussed as part of "Projects," on

page 211.

Employer seminars are explained on pages 455-475.

Development and use of communi ty sites, and personnel for student
learning is diScusSed in the handbook, Employer/COMmunity ReeoUrces.
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LEARNING PLAN NEGOTIATION

includes all those activities and
events necessary to individualize student learning
experiences and adhieve program goals., It is characterized
by a four-phase learning plan cycle Which i.ncludes the
following elements:

assessment of individual student needs, interest- and
abilities in Life Skills, Basic skills an :are
Development and in terms of general. personal growth

prescription of individually negotiated learning plans
that integrate program learning strategies and
individual assessment data

evaluation feedback and recordkeeping processes and
forms for monitoring student progress and sharing
information among program participants ,

integration activities for helping students synthesize
learning experiences, assimilate evaluation feedback
and refine assessments of their abilities and goals
while meeting program requirements and accountability
standards

EBCE PURPOSES FOR LEARNING PLAN NEGOTIATION

1. establish a common framework for organizing student learning
through individual learning plans that

derive from one-to-one negotiation among students
and adults

are built on personal nee, interests and abili

c. reflect individual differences in learning styles
and rates

2. help students to develop life and career goals that are
personally relevant and to acquire the knowledge and skills
necessary for managing their educational and career/life
planning throughout their lives
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3. affirm the rights and responsibilities of both students And
staff, encouraging students to assume increasing responsibility
for their own behavior with a corresponding 'reduction of their
dependency on adult supervision

insure that each student's EBCE experience is positive and
conducive to as a unique person and member of society

WHO'S INVOLVED IN LEARNING PLAN NEGOTIATION

Learning plan negotiation generally involves all EXICE staff and
participating employer instructors,' competency_sertifiers and
other somenresource_pwoolAwho may help students or staff
plan for and implement particular activities.

Program completion requirements require input from all staff and
gayscaurtitarticits and approval by the program's governing o.

The Student Accountability System and assessment processes are
attended to by all staff and community participants; the student
coordinator haS general responsibility for facilitating both
accountability and assessment procedures and oversees the compilation
of records for credentialing purposes.

The a analysis of community learning site potential is done by the
employer relations specialist with each site's employer instructor.

The learning manager-is responsible for negotiating individual .
project activ'!ti.cal d helping students reflect on all their
learning plan ixpe:. ices.

'RELATION'TO GUIDANCE

Planning and monitoring PIEICE learning is first and last a supportive

"People-to-people" process. We treat the student-as an individual
and try to work with the totality of his or her experiences as a
growing, changing being. Thus much of\the "attitudinal" basis for
planning and monitoring derives from our approach to guidance .
(.See "Guidance," Student Services.)

an
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S eps to Follow

Agree on" essential elements of leading plan
negotiation

Establish program completion requirements
commensurate with local and state graduation
standards

Identify procedures for assessing _student learning
and evaluating growth

-1 Agree on information-sharing techniques to keep
program_ participants=1,nformed of student progress

Establish a learning site analysis procedure for
identifying learning opportunities at community
sites

Develop s
accountability

d consequences for student

Identify ting, periods and expectations for school
'year action iones

Agree cn techniques for supporting accountability
and action ions expectations

Inspect grogram design for ease of presenting to
students and plan orientation activities

Outline basic steps to be followed in developing
each student's. learning plan
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Learning Plan Negotiation !Item 1)

Agr':,e on essential elements of learning plan negotiation

A
EBCE curriculum and instruction is a total'systems approach to
delivering -a comprehensive and individualized education. All of
the various parts of the program work together in a complimentary
fashion in the developMent of each student's learning plan.
It is therefore-important to understand some of the concepts and
patterns that underlie the many'different program techniques and
processes described in this_handbook. following we offer summary
remarks about the importance of negotiation and the nature of the
learning plan cycle as these concepts relate to individualized
learning. Also presdnted is aj:$rief discussion of the common
elements which all learning strategies should have in order to
into the learning plan cycle.

LEARNING PLANS AND NEGOTIATION

Learning plans' _e well-analyzed, sequenced sets of learning
activities, individually negotiated with students to move them
toward clearly defined learning goals. Learning plan development

, is an ongoing process by which learning is structured and goals
are refined for each student throughout the program year.

The concept and practice of negotiation is absolutely essential
to learning plan development. In a broad sense, the spirit of
negotiation characterizes the atmosphere within which students and
adults continually exchange ideas, observations, information and
opinions . Morespecifically, it is a tool which everyone in EEICE
can rely on in the course of making decisions about student learning
plans and student behavior in general. It occurs throughout the
learning plan cycle as activities and criteria are developed that
matchthe goals and expectations of the student, the program and
the community.

Giving students realistic experiences in negotiation is essential
to preparing them for adult responsibilities in the community and
to accommodating each student's immediate as well as future needs
and aspirations. As much as possible, students should be free to
decide for themselves what their career and life goals are and what
educational planning is needed to achieve those goals. In EECE/ \
negotiation encourages decision making by providing for continuouS,
information exchanges among students and adults so that students
have many chances to examine themselves, their abilities and
interests and to clarify /values and set goals reflecting their own
1..lique personalities.
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As they'Work with students to build individual learning plans,
staff fulfill roles as facilitators, planners, manac,srs--always
negotiating in an energetit'and even aggressive fashion- the
relationship between what they know about the student as an
individual and what they know about the community in general.
while students are encouraged to take the load in planning the
learning paths, program adults also challenge them constantly to
stretch themselves--to recognize where. and when they are avoiding
learning options that might, with more effort on their parts, open
up new possibilities for finding meaning and satisfaction as
individuals an as members of society.

Sy building the structure of-each learning plan through negotiation,
Elia in effect builds a system of Checks and, balancas into
iAdividualized and community-based education. Students are able to
articulate individual differences and follow through on plans.
Adults - -both program staff and people from the community - -are able
to :respond directly to each student in the development and pursui4-
of learning activities and to help students make their decisions
in the larger.context of adult and community expectations.

THE LEARNING PLAN CYCLE

The learning plan cycle describes a logical oattern that is
reflected in virtually all student/program interactions and is
repeated constantly through the development of individual learning
plans. The cycle guarantees consistency of treatment among all
student learning activities and includes four basic phases:

ASSESSMENT: the gathering and continual updating by staff
and students of :diagnostic information about each student's
learning' style, interests and abilities

PRESCRIPTION: the planning of individual activities,
resources and criteria for learning strategies based on
individual assessment data and negotiated to meet both
individual and prcg.- goals

EVALUATION: judging performance of learning strategies and
general growth in terms of each student's expressed goals
and assessed abilities

INTEGRATION: helping students reflect on and synthesize
learning experiences and refine s'elf-concepts and career/
lifestyle goals as part of a total growth process
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STUDENT ASSESSMENT

Assessing what you have to start with is an important first step to
way decision making or growth activity. Using a variety of
information sourcesincluding student self-assessment,-staff
observations, the Student Accountability System, performance
reviews, Basic Skills testing and past transcript data--the student
works with staff to address the questions:

What have I already tried and know that I can do?

What do I like is do?

What am I capable of doing?

What is important to me now and for thefut

Whatever the assessment's - purpose- whether academic, career or
personal growth--its major focus is where the studenu has come
from, where he or she is now and what kii of things look appealing
in the future. Special attention is given to what students know
about themselves and their unique learner characteristics such as
h6w and where' they like to learn and what pace they like to keep.

During s'ibsequent negotiation of individualized learning plans,
the EBCE staff's professional judgment is backed up by accurate,
current and slutELL.71p information about the student: previous
experiences, personal characteristics, aspir-.tions and status in
all program learning activities. (See Item 3, page 54, for
assessment details.)

PRESCRIBING AND IMPLEMENTING LEARNING.. STRATEGIES

Following the initial assessment phasei\student and staff negotiate
learning goals, activities, performance Criteria and resources
commensurate with that Student's identified needs and expressed
interests. An important:staff responsibility at this point is to
help the student creatively design a plan that will meet both
learning and personal development goali through each of the
program's learning strategies: career explorations, projects,
learning levels, comyetencies, journals and employer seminars.
This prescription for the student's learning plan draws on assessment
information and relates directly tb program requirements and outcome
goals.

The student works with staff to make the first severalgoals
short-term and highly specific. At the same time, they\discuss
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how achieving ties goals will relate to the student's long-range
career and lifetim aspirations. These latter goals are usually
very broad and to ative; EBCE does not push the student to decide
on a concrete an guaranteed "life time" career. Rather staff
introduce them to the need for continually making and refining
long-term goals as an important aid in making immediate decisions
about the present. As students experience successes and failures
n achieving various short-term goals, their interaction with
learning environments and resource people helps them refine broader
future plans. At the same time, they develop the ability to
consider more options and be generally responsive to changing
concepts of self and changes in the world about them.

The student individually sets out on the course of action negotiated
with the staff member and works to accomplish the plan, testing
the relevancy of goals through participation with employer
instructors and other community adults. It is here that EBCE's
community base comes into substantive contact with individual
student learning. Students interact with many different adults to
share information and personal experiences, negotiate tasks,
utilize resources, learn skills and gain knowledge.

Throughout, the student is encouraged to speak up when carticular
activities prove to be either too difficult or nonproductive. The
student's ability to renegotiate the specifics of the learning plan
is vital to the success of negotiation as a guidance process.

EVALUATING EACH STUDENT

Evaluation looks at what students have done to achieve the goals
they set for themselves. It is based both on adult observations of
student's performance and on the student's self-evaluation.
Evaluative feedback and debriefing conferences are required for
all learning strategies. The student and an adult discuss the
evaluation, its implications for the student's plans and possible
Changes in behavior the student might want to make.

As much as possible, the people who evaluate the students are those
Whd have worked with them while the learning activities are being
performed. On an informal basis, staff, employer instructors and
other adults have many opportunities to talk with the student
about performance and growth. An important part of evaluation is
its emphasis on the student's increasing ability to reflect on
first-hand experiencesto see the results of decisions made and
to assess the effects choices have on self-concept, personal
relevancy and lifestyle/career aspirations.

a
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Because it brings together the student's own impressions with
adult observations and causes both participants to review and reflect
on the learning activity, evaluation blends naturally into the
culminating phase of the learning cycle--integration,

INTEGRATING EXPERIENCES AND GOALS

Ir egration of the learning experience by the student consists of
internalizing the experience--seeing the relationship betWeen the
parts and the whole: refining goals, formulating a new prescription
when appropriate and understanding the implication of the experience
for future actions as much as the specifics of the current or
recent event.

After each learning activity and during the evaluation interview,
the student examines his or her accomplishments, personal ,talents
and interests and looks again at tentative career and life goals.
For example, many student projects end with critical thinking
wrTip-up activities, which involve a review by the student and
learning manager of the student's project Activities. These
wrap-ups are expressly aimed at helping the student put his or her
most recent activities into a-broader perspective. Similarly,
student and employer instructor discuss the broad implications of
their evaluations of one another during the learning level final
performance review. As the student refines and/or modifies these
decisions the cycle repeats itself and the student again meets
with a staff person or other adult to negotiate new learning goals
that are commensurate with past experiences and pro5ent sense of
self, as well as future goals.,

As the students gain experience in using this cycle, they are
encouraged more and more to take the initiative in arranging
meetings and proposing terms for negotiation. They begin to
structure, plan and then negotiate ever larger segments of their
learning and to take greater responsibility in meeting terms and
target dates and accepting the 'consequences of their behavior.

As students become more skillful at negotiation, they come to
understand the benefits of the process, internalize it and transfer
it consciously to other life situations. It becomes their system--
one that works for them again and agairG one that makes personal
success more obtainable on short-term and long -term bases alike.

Thus, although listed as the final phase of the cycle, integration
occurs continuously during the process of assessment, planning,
evaluating.and following through on courses of action.
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In Summary

Student learning is evaluated in terms of:what each student
initially contracts to do in particular learning activities.
Integration of student learning occurs continuously as students
and Staff negotiate irv"viel:al prescriptions and discuss various

evaluations of the student's progress. Each prescription should
combine learning objectives that match assessment information about
the student's needs with evaluation information about earlier:
performance. In turn the prescription should be discussed with
the student so he or sheciearly understands how different objectives
come together in a learning activity and how that activity can help
the student achieve both immediate and long-range goals.

LEARNING STRATEGIES

:EIKE learning strategies used to deliver individual learning plans
are detailed separately in subsequent sections of this handbook.
All strategies are designed to interface with one another in the
learning plan cycle, to provide integrated learning opportunities
in all three curriculum components and to feed logically into a
master record system. As much as possible, the strategies should
share the following common gents

specified rationale, activities, resources and
products/criteria

2. clearly defined target dates

3. be performed at, or involve experiences
in the community

s es

student involvement_, in active use of the community
as a resource pool (people, places, materials)

frequent student involvement in "learnning by doing`"
experience

goals tailored to individual needs, interests and
abilities and commensurate with assessment information
for each student

7. measurable performance criteria negotiated
individually with each student

8. emphasis on career and lifetime,lening

comteunity people involved in the evaluation process
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learning strategies are individualized in terms of the specific
content of each student's activities', the language in which
objectives are written, the scope of:learning intended and the
student's learning rate.

CROSS- FERENCES

See Item 10, pages y` -100, for a step -by -step outline of Learning
plan development.

You may also wish to look at "Guidance," Student e yices, to read
more about the people side of EBCE processes.

Another important pattern in EBCE is the relationship between
critical thinking procedures and the steps students follow for
career explorations and project negotiation--see pages 113 and 229,
respectively, for displays highlighting this pattern.

The learning plan cycle is also displayed in relation to learning
levels in "Learning and Skill Building Levels," page 284.
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NOTES TO STAFF: EBCE CONCEPTS
TO KEEP IN MIND

Several basic concepts and convictions underlie EBCE's
approach to individualizing instruction. Following is a
summary of important things you should keep'in mind when
working with EBCE strategies and techniques. For a more
detailed survey of program characteristics see the Program
Overview packet which accompanies these handbooks.

ExperientiaLInEILlismalla Students primarily
"learn by doing" through realistic experiences at
settings in the local community where they have many
opportunities to see for themselves the relationship
between learning and living.

Student-centered and individualized. Each; student's

learning is tailored to match his or her unique learning
rate and style and is prescribed in terms of individual
interests, needs and abilities.

Career education. We view careers as life paths and try
to give students many opportunities to examine and .-efine
their specific job interests and skills in terms of the
total lifestyle aspirations and in relation to the multiple
roles they must play in a complex technological world.

The challenge to choose. Students learn by making, acting
out and being responsible for many specific decisions
about themselves and what they want to do with their lives.

Learning is a lifelong irocess . We focus on the underlying
processes and skills necessary for students to manage and
direct their own learning throughout their lives.

gpnuehensive and inte rated education.. Learning in
various shill and knowledge areas is blended together in
ways that reflect the realities of everyday life; students
achieve objectives in Life Skills, Basic Skills and Career
Development curriculum areas through activities that
organize time, place and subject content to meet
realistically both their personal needs and those of our
culture for concerned and self-directed young citizens.
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NOTES TO STUDENTS: SOME THOUGHTS
ABOUT -YOUR LEARNING

Learning is the process of getting to know yourself and
the world you live in, so that you can function better as
a self-sufficient and contributing member of society.
EBCE chooses to emphasize the total development of the
student. We recognize that you will learn best when you
are working with subjects of your choice, in a manner best
suited to you.

Probably the best thing' EBCE c,a do for you is teach you
how to learn, not tell you what you have to learn. There
are too many facts right now for anyone to learn them all
in a lifetime, and the body of knowledge is increasing

' rapidly-. Just ten years from now, there may be twice as
many facts to know. No one can tell you now for sure all
of the things you will have to know in the future when
you are out on y6ir_own. But there are certain basic
things that we know you will need to know (how to read,
write, add, get a job, file taxes., deal with legal rights
and responsibilities, cope with other people, cope with
yourself, and so forth). These basics are a part of the
EBCE learning program. Our list of requirements looks
long at first glance, but don't let it 4,orty you If you
budget your time you will have no problem completing the
program.

The EBCE staff is aware of the fact that we learn best
those things which are of high interest to us. Tnerefore,
students are offered choices of what and how they are to
/earn; however, such choices must be within the basic
nature of the EBCE program and its intent. Choices are
made through the process of negotiation with learning
managers and other staff members. In this process,
information about your educational needs, the reality of
your career interests and your is as well as future
needs are blended into an "educational agreement" about
what y2E1 will be doing this year.

The responsibility for learning rests with you, which is
really the way it should be. We are 1oking forward to
helping you learn to assume responsibility. We are ready
to begin any time you are.
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Establish program completion requirements commensurate
with local and state graduation standards

stcr requirements for students graduating from the program are
couched largely in performance terms which specify numbers and
types of activities to be completed. Individual content requirements
are negotiated with each student to relate curriculum goals with
the kinds of infcrmation and skills :ghat particular young person
needs to continue pursuing persona:, career and lifestyle goals on
a Lifetime basis. -EBCE's requirements are as follows:

Each year, students must complete ten projects, two in each
Life Skills area; each should include Basic Skills activities.

All thirteen competencies must be completed by all students
(whether they enter as juniors or seniors).

Each year, students must complete a minimum of five career
explorations and generally demonstrate adequate use of
employer /community site resources and opportunities to the
satisfaction of staff and employer instructors.

Waiver Clause: Any of the above requirements may be
modified or waived on the written recommendation of a
staff member and approval by the program adMinistrator.

To continue in the program until graduation students must also meet
basic behavior and performance standards outlined in the Student
Accountability System. (See page 78). On meeting the above
requirements, students receive a standard highsckvol aiploma from
the cooperating high school.

QUALITY. VERSUS QUANTITY

While the program requirements may appear to stress quantitative
measures, they do not and are not intended to reflect the many
qualitative criteria that are set by staff and students in the
day-to-day pursuit of learning activities, each individually
negotiated and based on continuous assessment of need, interest and
ability.

For example, one requirement is that students complete ten projects
per program year. Behind this requirement are certain expectations
for each project and a standardized format. Within this framework
there is still provision for individualization throughout the project
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process. Activities, resources and products are .negotiated. according
to the student's interests, abilities and needs.

Criteria for-evaluating products are negotiated on the basis of a
wide range of assessment data on the student, including the student's
self-assessment. Target dates for completion of activities are
negotiated to accommodate the student's abilities and learning rate.
Community or employer site activities are conditioned by the work
places students choose. Some activities are evaluated by program
staff, some by employer instructors.

Similarly, "adequate employer resource utilization" is judged on
the basis of a variety of information about the student's use of
and performance at sites' in the community. These include the
record the student must keep of attendance, regular performance
reviews completed by the employer instructor, debriefings with the
student by the-employer relations specialist, learning manager
assessment of site-related project activities and informal use
of the accountability standards and regular staff meetings to discuss
each student's particular performance, attitude,- behavior and so
forth.

In short, the quality, always a subjective issue is closely
attended to throughout the student's work in the program. The
quantity of the student's work serves as a rough control, primarily
to insure that the student encounters minimal experiences in all
three curriculum content areas.

COMPLETION REQUIREMENTS AND PROGRAM STATUS,

The nature of (CE)2's requirements was also influenced by several
other factors. First, revised high school graduation requirements
implemented in Oregon in 1974 provided a favorable climate in Oregon
for experience-based performance-oriented programs. Second, EBCE's
commitment to community input and participation led staff to involve
representatives_ from the-local community in designing requirements
suitable to the needs of employers as well as educational
institutions. Finally, endorsement of (CE)2'as a pilot program by
the local school district and the Oregon State Department of
Education permitted flexibility in the design of
requirements tailored to specific EBCE characteristics.

CROSS-REFERENCE

See "Program Entry/Exit," Student Services, pages 37-41, for
discussion of (CE)2's credentialing procedures. Samples of it
credentialing portfolio appear in Appendix D of that handbook.
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Identify procedures for assessing student learning
and evaluating growth

Sources assessment and evaluation data have been summarized in
the descriptions of each curriculum component which appear in the

,preceding section (see "Cross-References" below, page 55).
Following is a discussion of procedures used to gather, record and
access all assessment/evaluation information.

PRELIMINARY DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION

TO serve. as a baseline for all negotiation with students, diagnostic
information for each incoming student is gathered on a single
Student Profile form (see following page) which summarizes transcript
data, testing results and-student/staff interviews

Transcript Data

Before the school year begins, the student coordinator gathers
transcript data on incoming students and translates it to a form
usable by staff. This information may be kept on a memo slipped
in the student's file or sunnarized on the Student Profile form,
depending on its relevance to EBCE learning strategies and goals.
Learning managers and other staff make use of it as need be during
their learning plan conferences-

Basic Skills Testing

Before the school year begins, all students come to the learning
center and take certain sections of the Comprehensive Test of Basic c
kills (CTRS). This instrument yields scores in reading Ability,

and study skills. After the tests are Scored the
,nt coordinator condenses the results in a diagnostic format
enters them on the Student Profile for learning managers to

use when negotiating Basic Skills project activities.

For students whose CTBS scores indicate a need for more precise
information, the program uses several other instrumnts. These
include the Palo Alto Mathematics Test, the wide Range Achievement
Test and a complete spectrum of pre and post tests available as
part`,. of the Individualized LearnIng for Adults (ILA) programmed
learning materials. students may take any of these tests at any

--time during the year that they or staff feel it necessary to obtain



Student Name: Ral h He

CAREER ASSESSMENT: anployee Relations Specialis
Date: 1(20.102_

STUDEN P FILE

Ralph's responses to the CIS quesionnaire eliminated but one occupation (painter) from his list. His expressed interest in
plumbing was omitted by restrictions on Questions 5 (city size-rUrall and 8 (education-high school), Ralph has willinOy explored
any job offered him in the construction field. He goes about his work quietly,-fulfilling site attendance requirements and
eY.ploration packets of high quality. Ralph's behavior in employer site participation indicates that he needs help in redirt n-
his goal when planned activities are postponed. He will beeecouiaged to check in a few times '4401 week to report h1s progress
and activities. It is recommended that Ralph continue in a. Variety of explorations until skill building experiences in plumbing
can be arranged for him. plumber,The results of the SOS.incliCate that Ralph would like to explore the following
carpenter, fish and game warden, welder, vocational agricultural teacher.

BASIC SKILLS ASSESSMENT:. Student Coordinator
Date: 2/12/74
Test Results and Inter retation: CTRS RESULTS; the ollowing tests to be completed: Reading and Arithmetic. Areas of Strength
Language-'Nscores in expression indicate no apparent pattern of difficulty. study-Skills: Ralph's scores in graphic materials
are of acceptable performance and indicate an ability to decipher information graphicallyrepresented. Areas of weakness:
Language - -a score of 10 out of 30 spelling items indicates that Ralph needs activities in which he strengthens and expands his
spelling,skills by doing a) projects working with the reading tutor, b) typing, ,c) word attack activities. Ralj:h also needs
trersgthoning activities in punctuation and capitalization. Study Skills: Ralph's scores in reference materials show evidencei

y in understanding the ese and functional purpose of the dictionary and the library. -commendation: a) contact th-
cormnunity resource agencies and personnel, ta) use of resource/reference materials audfiles, el dictionary work activities.

LIFE SKILLS/LEARNING STYLEASSESSMENT: Learning Manager /Student
Date: . 2/5/74 -"
interOewarlditoinments:: Environmentalthough Ralph appears to be a quiet, reserved person, he prefers workkng in either a
quiet place or noisy room with a group of people. He learns best by actually doing and subsequently finds individual pro
beneficial. Discussions are also a prefereed.meansiof learning. Favorite SubjectsRalph thrives on a number of various
subjects; he likes all kinds of sports, because he wants to be actively involved. He'found "Man and His Environment" hone
because it was a tough course and required him to commit himself. Doing experiMents in science was stimulating to Ralph. iC,o.

shop and mechanics are two other'areas in which Ralph excelled because he enjoyed working with cars and making things.
Learning Alternatives and Materials--due to Ralph's interest in "doing", hepreferi learning through projects, group discussions,
interviewing and personal explorations. Tape recorders and videotape are two of the learning materials that Ralph finds offtiVe
in his learning process. Work Responsibility -- depending on the complexity of the subject, Ralph occasionally needs to have-

-ectionsi explained more than once or twice. Once he's got it straight in hiS mind about what is required of him, he is
responsible to get an assignment done and is self-directed. Wcilltilarlialthough it takes Ralph longer to complete
assignments than itdoes-otherstudents, he does not easily. become frustrated and give up. lie can finish a task on Lime
Learning Stimuli--by becoming involved through interviewing, researching and media proj4ts Ralph is easily stimulated. Depending
on the material, he sometimes enjoys reading. Listening and observing are learning methods that Ralph finds beneficial.
School Problems - -taking tests in math, reading, sitting and listening to different teachers all day long are school problems most
relevant to Ralph. IlicAlt2UtaLirt--Ralph would like to become a faster reader. He also indicated an interest in improving-his
spelling capabilities. Because of his interest in mechanics, Ralph thought math might be quite helpful to him. Ralph is a very
gentle, quiet young man who seems to know what he wants out of life. I sense he may have some reading and math problems that he
is hesitant to recognize as it is probably too threatening to start work on them. Hopefully,'we can open the doors to learning
in,these areas as well as others.
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further diagnostic data. Staff try to spot those students who
mil ht need additional testing early so that_ ppropriate Basic Skills
learning can be negotiated as soon as possible.

Career Development Testing

Also before the year begins, students takethe Self - Directed Search
(SDS) and Career Information System (CIS) to pinpoint the kinds of
occupations that might interest thdm. Taking these instruments
early lets them make tentative selections of sites they would like
to explore once the year begins. This enables staff to make sure
there are sufficient sites in the employer network to accommoaate
student interests. The employer relations specialist helps students
take the career tests and summarizes tt e results on the Student
Profile.

Student Self-Analysis

How students view themselves significantly affects their academic
progress and general adjustment to the program. On 'entering EBtE
students are asked to describe themselves in terms of their favorite
subjects,'preferrea learning environments and types of learning
alternatives they enjoy. They also describe particular problems
they perceive in their study habits and rate their abilities to
complete assignments and work-independently. This self-analysis
takes place in private interviews with the learning manager, who
uses a checkoff sheet'to help guide the interview and to record
the student's responses (see pages 57 -58). The self-analyses are
usually done during the first learning plan:conferences (see below),
but may be done earlier--for example, during the pre-school year
Basic Skills and Career Development testing.

The check-off sheet and the learning manager's notes are turned over
to the student coordinator who summarizes the information on the
Student Profile.

DIRT LEARNING. PLAN CONFERENCES

the backbone of EBCE assessment consists of numerous observations
made daily by program adultS. It_is through sharing these
icbservations in various learning plan conferences that students and
staff gain realistic pictures of student abilities and needs in
terms of actual performance of various 1earning activities. ,Mst
of the observations made during conferences with the students will
be filed in the sta member's personal notebook and shared with
other staff on an inf rmal basis. As need be, staff will summarize
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LEARNING STYLE SELF ASSESSMENT

Learning Manager/Student Interview

Either fill in or put a check mark by the answer or answers below that best
describe you and your needs (check as many responses as you wish).

IN WHAT KIND OF PHYSICAL SITUATION OR SITUATIONS DO YOU LEARN BEST?

1. quiet place-
noisy place

3. small discussions
4 large group discussions
5. alone

ARE YOUR FAVORITE SUBJECTS?

lectures
7. individual conferences
8. other

WHY?

C. WHAT TURNS YOU ON TO LEARNING? IF YOU COULD CHOOSE WAYS TO LE 'WHICH
WOULD YOU CHOOSE AND WHAT KINDS OF MATERIALS WOULD you LIKE TO USE?

WAYS

projects

-written assignments----
reading and answering

_group discussions
1.4 interviews

_observations'
research
attending classes
"hands on" activities
other

questions

MATERIALS

_tape recorders
X _videotape

typewriter
pen and paper

% mass media act
(collages, car
forth)

library
(books,

forth)

other

_,
Vltles r

ns and so

resources
magazines and so

D. WHEN GIVEN AN ASSIGNMENT CAN YOU WORK ALONE, OR DO YOU LIKE SOMEONE TO
CHECK IN WITH YOU NOW AND AGAIN?

need to have directions explained more than once or twice
tly self-directed but also like to check in with someone now and

then

need to be told more than once to start a task and to complete it
Self-directed and responsible enough to independently complete
assignment

CAN YOU COMPLETE AN ASSIGNMENT WITHIN A REASONABLE AMOUNT OF TIME?

takes no longer than it should to complete assignments
feel frustrated when I can't complete a task and just give up-----
can easily finish a task in time
often need to be reminded about deadlines
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G.

H.

I.

LEARNING STYLE SELF ASSESSMENT (continued)

Learning Manager/Student Interview

WHAT ARE THE HARDEST THINGS FOR YOU TO DO IN SCHOOL?

take tests X sit and listen to the teacher
-,read follow the rules

math attend class
do homework . x meet deadlines

other'

WHAT CO YOU THINK YOU NEED THE MOST WORK IN RIGHT NOW?

listening to and following directions
underStanding what is expected of me

X writing
spelling

X_ reading
math

11( listening
getting along with people
expressing myself
nothing
Other

HOW CAN THE (CE)2 STAFF HELP?

I

OTHER COMMENTS AND/OR SIGNIFICANT STATEMENTS ABOUT YOURSELF
LEARNING STYLE

O YOUR

o
LM SIGNATURE , _

STUDENT SIGNATURE

DATE
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their information for the.Student'Profile, for reporting to parents
and for completing the student's credentialing portfolio.

Student /Learning Manager Conferences

During, or:shortly after orientation, learning managers hOld their
first interviews with individual students. At this time' the
learning manager and student discuss the diagnostic assessment
information gathered about the student and talk ab,Ai0earning
activities that will meet. student goals both for the program and
for life in general. The learning manger tries to get to know the
young person in a general,way and to identify personal strengths
and weaknesses that might. affect success in the progrel. This is
accomplished largely by way of the self-analysis check -off sheet
described above. The'professional sense of the student that the
learning manager begins to develop as a result of personal
conversation during this time will figure significantly 7

decisions made later about student performance and-offither the--
student ie living up to stated goals and talents.

tr

Student/Employer Relations Specialist Conferences

During orientation,the employer relations specialist (E PS ) meets
individually with students to counsel them on their selection of
sites for career explorations. With each student, the ERS talks
about the results of the career interests tests and how accurately

they reflect what the student thinks and feels about possible jobs.
Any personal observations the EBB makes are filed for use in
information sharing meetings with other staff.

The ERS light, for instance, jot down personal reactions to the
student's/ initiative in using career research materials and in
selecting sites to explore, noting which students might need more
help than others to get them over their initial hesitancy at
making contact with adults or accepting site responsibilities.
The ERS also receives feedback from employer instructors regarding
the student's onsite activities, As preliminary data this
informationwill be sketchy but as the year goeeon it will
accumulate significantly and be important input into the negotiation
of each student's learning activities.

Other Staff/Student Conferences

At (CE)2, the learning resource specialist (1,115) handles the
programmed learning materials in Basic Skills (for example,
Individualized Learning for Adults) and therefore has early contact
with those students needing testing and prescription.
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The LES will also have contact with students as he or she helps them
gather resources, make contact with competency certifiers and
generally utilizes community resources and people. Because this
usually happens further into the year, input from the LES is more
in terms of student growth than preliminary diagnosis.

The student coordinator's contribution to preliminary information
about the student comes in several form: (a) through summaries of
transcript and testing dtlta, (b) through contacts with the student
and his or her parents as part of initial recruitmentand selection
and (c) in any initial guidance/counseling interaction with a student

the beginning of the year.

PRELIMINARY AND ONGOING LIFE SKILLS ASSESSMENT

Essentially, EBCE uses no preliminary instruments for assessing
Life Skills proficiencies at this time. In the past:we used
criterion- referenced tests in each of the five areas'to give us an
idea of the student's abilities. But these tests proved difficult
to handle and not too accurate for individual students. We have
more success with relying on.the'learning manager's judgment of the
student--made in terms oflprevious transcript data and the first
interview,with the student.

In practice, the first clear sessment of Life Skills abilities
occurs through evaluating the student's performance on the first
project in each_ Life Skills area. By using this information and
comparing it with performance on second projects in each area we are
able to get a good idea of how much the student grows in Life Skills
abilities.

EVALUATING STUDENT PROGRESS

Since students enter and leave EBCE with varying degress of
proiciency in different curriculum areas, methods of, evaluating
student growth are individualized for each student and based
primarilyon performance criteria negotiated with students in tents
of their unique interests and goals.

Continuous Student:Self-Evaluation

Students go through a cortinuoiss kind of self-assessment and analysis
as they Work with adults in planning and implementing their
individualized learning. Because they plan their own learning and
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set their n performance criteria, students can, in the:course of
completing their activities, tell for themselves how well they are
progressing by looking at what they are doing. .Staff, employe_
instructors, competency certifiers and other resource people aid in
this process by giving students regular feedback, advice and general
observations regarding what-they see students doing This process of
continuous,self-refleCtion is most consistent in student projects.

The desigpoof every project begins with the student and learning
manager determining .a rationale for the project that incorporates
what the student and learning manager know About the student from
earlier_ testing and performance in previous projects and other
learning activities. Each project activity results in a product
for which evaluation criteria aref written into the original project
form. Student progress in each activity is judged in terms of the
projected products. Thus the project, which organizes the bulk of
the student's program experiences, incorporates an ongoing kind of
self-assessment, supported by staff feedback and testing instruments,
that is always being updated -n,the .bas)a of previous performance.

Ongoing Learning Plan ,Conferences

Staff and other adults continue assessing and giving students
continuous feedback throughout their activities. In addition- to
verbally discussing their, evaluations of student performance,
staff write their comments on Exploradn Packages, project forms
and student journals. Finally, at the end of each school year
action zone (see Item 7), staff comments are summarized on a
Student ExperAnce_Pecord form for each student which specifies
numbers of activities finished and has space for individual staff
remarks about student progress in the three curriculum areas.
Copies of this form'are shown to parents.

ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT BEHAVIOR AND. ATTITUDE

In a program such as EBCE where most student learning-'takes lace
in the community and depends on each student's ability to tale
responsibility for his or her activities, it is critically iz portent
that staff have accurate and consistent methods for observing and
recording noncognitive or "affective" changes in student attitude
and behavior. Essentially this area of assessment is handled as
part of the Student Accountability System and various guidance-
related activities.'- The major way staff organie-information about
each student's behavior is through zone progress-meeting,

'discl.wsedinItam4ofthissection.
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ASSESSMENT AND RECOROKEEPING

Assessment and recordkeeping are viewed as separate functions. The
former is an ongoing process that depends more on qualitative and
subjective judgments by staff than it does on standardized measures
or previ as transcripts. Recordkeepingis a:streamlined data control
system accessible to students, staff and parents alike. Assessment'
information is most often shared between individual staff members
and students in the negotiation process that insures the deVelopment
of individualized learning plans for each student. Recordkeeping
supports this process at the same time as it meets graduation/
credentialing purposes. In the areas where requirements are stated
in quantitative terms the,cvalitative criteria are negotiated
individually or set by'the Commmity person involved and are built
into the particular activity.

Communication of the quality and nature of each student's learning
experiences is handled through weekly_ learning manager/student
conferences, journal correspondence, student records and school
year action zone Checklists A comprehensive record is accumulated
in a credentialing portfolio' that includes itemization of the
student's employer site experiendes, notation of job skills
acquired and evaluation of the student's growth in Basic Skills and
Life Skids areas. Thus, each student's credentials are highly
personalizedand include information useful to both potential
employers and other educational institutions.

A SUMMARY OF. STAFF ROLES FOR ASSESSMENT/EVALUATION.

Basic Skills

student coordinator nsible for

administering the, Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills
and other diagnostic instruments

2. writing follow-up narratives including test results
and interpretations and conclusions as well as
observations made during the testing period

making recommendations for and assisting it further
diagnostic evaluation

4. entering s--
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The learning resource s ecialist is responsible for

recording pre and post test scores in programmed learning
materials--primarily the Individualized Learning for Adults
series (students actually handle their own testing in ILA
materials; the LRS oversees their use of tests and supports

am as need be)

helping students and staff contact additional diagnostic
and referral sources as need be--for instance, contacting
Basic Skills specialists or a diagnostic clinic at the
local, college

passing on to the learning manager any observations
by competency certifiers about student Basic Skills
performance during certification

The learning manager generally oversees the student's Basic Skills
work and is responsible for

1. evaluating project pr ucts for Basic Skills
performance

negotiating individualized programmed materials
use into the design of student projects

3. observing student journal entries for signs of Basic
Skills abilities or needs and encouraging students
to follow through accordingly

The employer relations specialist is alert to student performance
of Basic Skills at employer/community-sites and passes to the
learning manager any observations employer instructors might make.

Any of the above staff may add comments about Basic Skills onto the
Student Experience Record form used for reporting and accumulating
evaluation data. Similarly, all star' 7ontributeto the Record of
Student Performance used to record st-....tent yearly achievements.

_V
Career ,DeVelopmen

The enl.,g er relation§ ssecialist is responsible for

1. overseeing student use of career interests tests
(Self-Directed Search and Career Information System)

2. writing fol/owup narratives about student career
choices, expectations and goals as well as personal
observations
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3. recommending additional use of career interests
testing as need be

entering summary comments on the Student Profile'

verifying and recording completion of Exploration
Packages

verifying and recording completion of skill
development activities at employer sites

summarizing an evaluation of the student's Career
Development experiences and achievements on the
Student Experience Record (for each action zone) and
Record of Student Performance (for credentialing
pUrp9ses)

The learning manager is not directly responsible for Career
Development assessment or evaluation but should give the ERS
any observations made about the student's career interests and
abilities that might result from negotiating other aspects of the
student's learning plan.

,Life Skills

The lea_rning.manager is responsible for

c ndUcting Isar.. A style self-assessment interviews
with each student

evaluating student Life Skills project performance

recording project evaluations

4. verifying student work in prgjects and journals
and entering oommentt'about the student's Life Skills
abilities on the Student-Experience Record and Record
of Student Performance

The student coordinator is responsible for

1.
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summarizing the results of learning style self-
assessment interviews onto each student's Student
Profile

referring students to additional diagnostic instruments
An particular Life Skills areas if there is need
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The learnin resource specialist is responsible for supporting
student work in the competencies and for verifying competency
uertifier signatures.

CROSS - REFERENCES

Basic Skills assessment/evaluation is summarized in "Curriculum
Outcomes," page 24; Basic Skills self-assessment-exercises-for__
student use at job sites are given in Appendix D. The same
appendix also displays an 'optional Basic Skills assessment and
prescription form that can be used to record student needs, as they
are observed by employer instructors or employer relations
specialists.

Career Development assessment/evaluation is summarized in
"Curriculum Outcomes," page 31; "Career Explorations," pages 116
and 145 contains more detailed explanations of initial career
interests assessment. Appendix E describes the instruments used.

Life Skills assessment/evaluation is summarized in "Curriculum
Outcomes," page 19; further discussion appears in "Projects,"
pages 266-270.

The credentialing process used for student graduation and/or
transfer is explained in "Program Entry/Exit,!' Student Services'
pages 37-41. Student self-assessment.and evaluation is also an
integral part ofccareer exploration and learning level processes--
see displays on pages 113 and 284 of Curriculum In- u tion.

Subsequent sections of this handbook display and explain recording
forms and procedures related to each learning strategy.

"Student Records," Student Services, Items 12 through 14, describes
all student-related forms used to record learning progress.

Assessing student personal growth is also discussed throughout
"Guidance," Student Services.
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4
Agree on information-sharing\techniques to keep pr
participants informed of student progress

g

The most common information-sharing techniques are staff meetings,
parent conferences and Accountability Write-Up and Maintenance
Visit Record forms.

STAFF MEETINGS

Staff come together frequently, both formally and informally, to
discuss student progress and exchange observations about individual
students. The two formal types of staff gatherings are zone
progress meetinga and zone debriefings which are held for each
school year action zone.

Zone Progress Meetings

At zone progress meetings held midway, into each school year action
zone, staff share observations of student behavior. made on a
day-to-day basis. These meetings allow staff to monitor and record
student affective growth frequently and systematically. Thus they
can identify traits and patterns of behavior hat are either helping
or hindering a student's personal growth. Staff then discuss how
they can-reinforce behaviors that work, for the student and
substituting successful behaviors for those that interfere with the
student's progress.

Zone progress meetings will include discussion of how a student is
doing in completing program activities, but only as a context for
focusing on the student's, personal characteristics. For instance,
an employe7:° relations specialist might report:

Jack is way behind on completing his career explorations
because he's absent a lot and when he's not, he's frequently
late. He claims his health, is had. His parents agree,
somewhat but they also suspect he's faking it. 2 think
he's afraid of going out into the community. I've suggested
he go to.Blake's Greenhouse for an exploration.. It's a
low-keyed site where the employer instructor tries very
hard to make kids feel comfortable. If that doesn't work
to loosen him up then I'll have a conference with him and
his parents and go from there.
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The learning manager might have additional information to share
About the student:

Jack likes natural things. His journals are full of
observations about wildlife and growing things.
suggest a project abaut gardening and give him the name
of a senior citizen nearby who would be glad to work with
him. That should help Jack focus his interests and maybe
take his mind off of his confrontation fears.

If need be, Accountability write-Up forms are used to record
.

staff-decisions-and-communicate them to students or parents.
(See "Gross-Peference8" below for more substantive discussion
of zone progress meetings.)

, Zone Debriefings

Zone debriefiligSare held at the end of each school year action
zone. Unlike zone progress meetings which foCus on student
behaviors, zone debriefings give staff opportunities tc.discuss
actual studimlpEagEtEE on learning activities in terns of-tasks
performed and work done. Staff also use this information for
subsequent conferences and negotiations with students and for
reporting student progress to parents.

At the close of each zone, a debriefing= form for each student is
Circulated among. staff. Tiis form addresses the following general
questions.:

1. What has the student accomplished in this zone?

What.has he or she not accomplished?

3. What barrie seem to be in th Y.

4. What can, we do to help?

Sections of the form pertaining to their areas of responsibility
are filled in by the learning managers, employer relations
specialistff and learning resource specialists. Taken together, the
information represents current status on all aspects of each
student's program work.

For-the debriefing session itself, the student coordinator leads
aloud each student's status in all activities--how many explorations
completed, competencies certified and so on--along,with'the
informati-m, commentsvor evaluations noted on the form by staff.
The group then discusses what action is needed to support the
student-and respond to individual needs during the next zone, as
indicated by progress to date. Together they agree on an action
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ZONE_L_DEBRIEFING

Zone Activit
Completed

F-1 Zone Activit

Not Completed

OK,

S ZONE COMPLETED

THIS ZONE

COMPLETED

TO DATE
nee
.improve

- E ±NCIES

PROJECTS

JOURNALS

EXPLORATIONS

EXPLORATION PACKAGES

ARNING,LEVELS

;
TIME SLIPS

2. Has the student utilized employer Sites ade

3. Has the Student negotiated a
learning plan and target dates?

LM

LAS

rely this Zone?

Is the student meetinTthe target,
. dates?

ERS _

LM

LRS

ERS
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Learning Flan Negotiation (Item 4)

work.of completed and

Adtion-prescriptions are discussed with each student individually
by a staff member designated 'during the debriefing. This staff
member may be the one in whose area the student needs particular
help (for example, an ERS for employer site matters) or one who is
personally close to the student.

AccoUntability Write -Up forms may Also be used at this time to
record staff decisiotp and action prescriptions that relate to
accountability issues.

As a result of staff notes and discussion during_ the zone
debriefings, the Student Experience Record form for that action

_ _

zone is filled out and shown to parents during parent conferences.
Also, copies of the zone debriefing -form are sent home-to parents.

(formal Staff Meetings

Staff requently meet with one another informally,as-studept
learningorPersonal needs dictate. Most oftem-the learning
manager and ers-1.07Aryel.oms--cialistill 'meet to exchange
notes and comments about student project anclemployer/community'
site activities. These two staff-need to work closely because many

-Projects are designed for specific career,exPloratioh or learning
level sites. Each staff member's personal,observations-of the
student can help the other.better understand how to with
specific student situations. ::'or instance, the ERS may pain_ out
a student showing high interest and success in certain onsite
information the LM-may not have gained from the student. The LM
might then be able ,to introduce additional topics and possible
directions for Life Skills project activities that relate to those
interests. .Also, the LM and ERS will confer about Learning Site
Analysis Forms and learning objectives for specific sites-when
student projects are being negotiated. (See Item 5, page 72).

Other staff will also interact in similar fashion. The learning
resource specialist, for instance, will help the LM and:MRS in
locating special materials and will work closely with theA:earning
manager concerning student work with programmed Basic Skills
materials or tutors.

PARENT CONFERENCES

\

Parents-are contacted by telephone or in conferences at the learning
center at the end of each school year action zone. Conferences are
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usually held every action zone. This gives staff a. chance
spend time with parents often enough'to make sure they are

apprised of their Child's' activities and progress.

EB staff try particularly to involve parents in their children's
learning and will invite them to the learning center for special
conferences at times other than reporting periods. Usually these
occur when a student is having trouble meeting target dates for
learning tasks. As a result of the conferences, plans are -worked
out whe-eby the parent. can work more closely with, their children
to help them complete -.asks. Conferences may also occur when
staff feel parents can be helpful in developing certain aspects of
a student's learning plan.-. For instance, a student with special
interests or learning needs in home economics might get together,
with his or her parents and learning manager and plan a project in
family planning, budgeting and time/recreation management that uses
the home as a learning environment. (See also Item 8, page 90.)

Finally, when students choose to leave the program before graduation,
their parents are invited to meet with their sons or daughters and
EB staff to plan the_best alternative course of action for the
student.

FORMS

Ttfe two information-sharing forms used by ESCE staff are the
.

Accountability Write-Up and the Maintenance Visit Record. The
Accountability Write-Up form is explained and displayed in Item
of section (page 89). The Maintenance Visit Record is a form
used by the employer relations specialist to report information
gained during visits to the various sites students use for learning
purposes (see "Cross-References" below). In addition, all program
records of student performance and achievement are open-to staff
reference. Subsequent sections of this handbook discuss forms
And procedures relevant to the individual learning strategies,

CROSS-REFEFENCES

Items 6, 7 and 8 of this section, Paces 77-91, discuss s ude.lt
accountability., school year action zones and Accountability
WrIt-U forms.

"Guidance,' Student Services, Item 7, contains detaj.i.ed
discussion of f-ZOne pro4ress-meetings and zone debrfings. That
same section displays numerous vignettes illustrating how 'BCE
responds to indivilual etudent .-?eeds or interests.
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Learning Plan Negotiation (Item 4)

The Maintenance Visit Record form is discussed in "Career
Explorations," page 163, and is explained and displayed in "Site
Utilization," ETployer/Community_Resources, oage 127.

A sample action prescription resulting from a zone debriefing is
d_:splaged in Item 8, page 87.
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5

Establish a learning site analysis procedure for
identifying learning, opportunities at community sites

The Learning Site Analysis Form (LSAF) is a key resource for
developing individual student learning plans. Learning site
information is critical for the design of project activities
written for specific sites and for the identification of job - related
skills a student might acquire.

The completion of an LSAF is also a useful orientation for the
employer instructor who will be working with a student. While
working through it with an employer relations specialist, he. or
she begins to see the many educational opportunities related to
that job and how an EBCE program transforms a work site into a
learning site. By listing job -:kills that can be learned at a site,
the LSAT' also enables students and staff to identify sites a
student might go to for a learning level on the basis of specific
skills rather than simply by'occupational category or job tite.

LSAF Design

The d

72

n of the Learning Site ; -sis Form provides for recording

l. specific working conditions and requirements a
student will encounter at the job (physical, clothing,
equipment and safety requirements)

2. site-related literature (manuals, ca- -logues, pamphlets,
and so forth) the student may use to learn about the job
and to practice. Basic Skills

potential Life Skills situations that will be encountered
on that job and that could be incorporated in project
actiVities for that site

major jobNtAsks a student could perform

reading, mathematics and communications skills applied
in that work setting and-the fundamental Basic Skills
those reqiiire

possible task/Life Skills relationships

tools, equipment, materials and other learning
resources ava4"able for student use at the site
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USING COMMUNITY SITES FOR STUDENT LEARNING
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Using the LSAF

The ERS has primary responsibility for conducting the LSAF interview,
filing the LSAF at the learning center for use by other staff and
students and answering any questions that might arise from it The
learring manager has primary responsibility for utilizing LSAF
information in negotiating site-related project activities.

The LSAF is divided into two basic parts The first section
(print4on buff colored pages) gathers gneral data about the job
and site The second section (printed on white pages) is an indepth
task analysis of the employer instructor's specific job and is used
to plan student learning activities at the site.

The SRS tries to complete the first portion of the LSAE' (working-
conditions, printed materials, Life Skills situations) early in
the year--if at all possible during the initial, recruitment phases
of -contacting employers and identifying employer `instructors.
This enables staff to have a fairly specific body-of Lion
available at the learning center for every job site in the employer
network. Studehts and staff may then use this information

1. when considering what sites a student might wish to,
explore

2. when looking for specific sites that might provide
- experiences in a particular area of interest not

directly obNious in the program's list of participating
employers and their' occupational areas

when trying : to decide if a site will give a student
sufficient challenge in his or her areas of interest
and need

The second portion (major tasks, subtasks in terMs of Basic Skills
and L'2e Skills application and tools/equipment/materials inventory)
is completed as soon after the first portion as possible and
definitely before a student returns to the-site for learning level
activities. Information from the second portion--specifically the
task analysis pages-is used most often for two purposes:

1. designing site-specific project activities that relate
student practice in Life Skills and Basic Skills
activities to the specific tasks.,and environment of
the job site

predicting what kinds of job skills a student can
learn while-at the site

completing the task analysis section of the LSAF requires that the
ERS be very familiar with the program and have some experience in
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Learning Plan degctiat on

bel7ig able to ilp the employer instructor break down work tasks
into oubtasks that may be used to 7ive students learning
opportunities in Basic Skills and Life 0..7;e this portion
is filled out, the ERS passes it to the learning manager who studies
the task analysis pages and develops a set of learniic
for usn in designing project activities a student may complete at
the site.

The learning objectives are o eked with the employer instructor for
accuracy and for sequencing tam according to-the path a student
might reasonably follow in the course of learning more about the job
and practicing its skills. The prioritized objectives are then
returned for negotiating-project activitie!. for that site. 7'; these
objectives are. done well, the learning manager will not have
refer to the -LSAF

THE LPRNING SITE ANALYSIS FORM PROCESS

ERS conducts
LSAF intsview
with Er

Student goes to
Site and begins
skill,
development
activities
related to e
speciac jab

delivers L to

develops lee ling objectives

r--
LM gives learning objectives o ERS

1

EI and ERS cortal: to vccf_ov and pz,ori
learning oblectivaS

gRs delivers ertifiLd 343ectives to 2. ,

LM and student negotiate project activities
based on learning objectives

Student begins project activities and
continues skill development tasks

filed fo

uses:

developing_
other
projects
considering
sites

. access to
site
resources

Learning

objectives
filed with
LSAF for use
In designing
future
projects LC
the site

CROSS-REFERENCES ------

comprehensive explanation of the LSAF -J stops taken to
complete it appear in "Site Utilization," ommunity
Resources, paqes 112 -127; Appendix S of that handbook gives a
simulated wal_t-through of an entire LSAF interview between an
employer instructor and an EWE employer relations spec!list-
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See "Projects, pages 213-214, ,.and "Learning & Skill Building
Levels," page 300, for discussion of the LSAF and those le9rning
strategies.

Appendix C of this handbook displays a c'mpleted LW, learning
objectives developed from it, and an example of a project negotiated
on the basis of the learning objectives.
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Develop standa
accountability

Learning Plan legotiation (Ito

--d consequences for student

The Student Accountability System is a of standards and
expectations for student behavior and Arformance. It also
identifies a sequence of conferences to be followed when an
individual student action conflicts with an accountability standard.
Through these confer:, courses of action are negotiated that
accommodate the rights and responsibilities of both the student and
the program.

EBCE'S APPROACH

Program policies for student accountability should address both
behavioral issues and performance of required learning activities.
Three key ingredients make up ESCE's approach to performance and

havioral acCountability:

Standards are c= aarly defined and reflect general
community expectations for adult behavior and
incorporate specific program requirements for student
learning progress.

2. Responses by program adults follow a consistent
pattern of corferences between the student and any
adults impacted by the accountability issue.

3. Consequences are negotiated through these conferences
with the student 50 that the student's subsequent
actions follow naturally upon the standard in queStion
and are oriented positively toward resolvingfrhatever
conflict the student had with tha':-. standard

Accountaility standards, proceduzas4 and possible consequences
should he gunrarized End given to sIdents, staff, parents and
community adults participating in the program. A copy of (CE)2'.
Student Accountability S,Jtem is dIst:dayed on the following pag(.

ACCOUNTABILITY AND NEGOTIATION

Aenc .Accountability Sys is one of two interrelate cinds
of res nsibii,it.Les that EbCE stucent3 and staff snare--the other
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STUDENT ACCOUNTABILITY YSTEM

CXPECTED

obeying the law while in 'in,
program

Appropriate conduct while
representing ESCE

High level cf cooperation
with employers/staff/students

Being educationally
productive

Establishing :one Planning
strategies and goals

initiating/tttleting/
submitting proJNcts

Selecting explarationS/
learning levels

Establishing competency
target dates

Maintaining ei'ployer _ sites

Turning in completed
Exploration Packages

Subri,_itting Journals

Turning in Time Reports

Signing in/out appropriately

Keeping appointmonte

Followiwg trap pnrtation
agreements

Showing dire for facility
ano eqp2rtt

Establish sa_
'rid. ' ours

Neg:-)tiatin vscati.nn tine

WHO GETS INVOLVED

Parent

Employer Instructor

Employer relations
specialist

Learning resource
specialist

Learning

Student coordinator

Programs ator

By "natural cOnsequenO
that logically address of re

imposed arbitrarilV.

78

WHAT NAFTENs

when there is evidence that
student is doing less than
satisfactorily in any of these
areas, a conference will take
place with the student to
clarify concerns. It is during
this Meeting t` -wt appropriate
natural consequences must be put
in writing.

If imss rovement has not occurred
after an established period of
time, a conference will be held
with parents /staff /student to
reach new agreements.

Failuri to fulfill penalties and
to improve in meeting
responsibilities cal.L for an
Mediate cor:erence involving

parents /staff /student and the

program administrator.

yeses of penalties

Make up work

Lass of lounge privilege

Monitoring system
1

Contracts

Repay inconvenience tine

Loss of jec_ credit

Loss of exploration credit

Loss emnmyer b e

Probationeki, period

Suspen lio

Dismissal fr,..m progra.

courses of action shouid be r °egctiatecr

students' behavior and are not



Learning Plan Negot aticn (Item 6)

being the ongoing negotiation process that is central to learning
plan development. The former specifies program expectations and
defines consequences and comes into play only as the need arises.
The latter happens every day as students plan, pursue and modify
their actual experiences.

Both procedures were developed and ratified by staff, students,
parents and community representatives and have been recognized as
critical program elements. We point out to students that there are
fixed variables in all our lives and it is in working around these
variables to achieve meaningful life goals that both stability and
challenge emerge. The expectation that students be able to deal
reasonably with others, comply with basic accountability standards
and pursue program completion requirements represents these fixed
qualities of life. Within this framework students are regularly
encouraged to negotiate learning plans appropriate to their unique
abilities, needs, goals and learning styles.

ACCOUNTABILITY STANDARDS

You cannot expect to describe in advance precisely ''le kinds of
behavior students should exhibit in the program. Father, students
should be made generally aware of the following considerations:

1. While in EBCE they are responsible for following through
on their individual learning plans; their personal
conduct will therefore impact their learning progress
to a considerable degree.

2 Much of their learning will take place in the community
where adults will expect them act in a manner
suitable to their particular .rroundings.

A r EBCE goal is for students to increase their
abilities to make and act on choices and to acceE%
responsibility for the results of those choices; the
accoun'oability system is an important way of
iraplementing that goal.

Thus standards_ given in the Student Accountability System are
ouidol;nes: they must be interT.reted on an individual baste with
each student. They basically lescribe attitudes that can be
perceived and dealt with in terse of observable student behaviors.
At the same time, however, each stueent s learning goals, acti7f,ties
and situations will be different; it is the responsibility of
staff and other adults in the - program to decide ',when vaziation
'rim standard is or is not justified.
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ACCQUNTAB ITY CONSEQUENCES

Examples of possible accountability consequences are :liven in the
Student Accountability System. They are always negotiated to make
-sure they reasonably reflect the individual circumstances
nurrounding each student's actions. Thus a student who is behind
cn project activities and seems to spend too much time in the
learning center lounge with otner students may ce asked to stay
out of the lounge until the project activities are up-to-date.
Similarly, a student who is behind with onsite activities may be
faced with the alternative that the activities be finished within
a certain time or credit for that site will be lost.

With behavior problems the same logic prevails. A student who is
excessively loud or interrupts students while at the learning
center for instance may be asked to restrict time spent at the
learning center -.0 one of the quiet study rooms and not be allowed
to mix with other students for a certain period of time. See
Item S, page SS, for discussion of how staff use conferences to
respond to accountabilit7 issues.

- CROSS - REFERENCES

Es 's approach to accountabi/ity is also discussed in "Guidance,"
Student Service's, Item 6.

Specific remarks about accountability issues pertairing to the
individual learning strategies aro given in subsequent sections of
this handbook.
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Identify time oeriods and expectations for school year
action zones

SCHOOL YEAR ACTION ZONES

School year action zones are a way of making clear to students the
importance of managing their time wisely while in an individualized
program such as EBCE. The school calendar is broken into sine
action zones. For each zone, tasks are recommended that should be
completed for ti7it portion of- year. Students are not strictly
required to meet all expectations listed in an action zone but must
use the zones as a basis for negotiating target dates that will
enable them to finish all activities required each program year.

Action zones are the bridge between the uniqueness of each student's
learning plan and the p -formance/behavior expectations-set forth
in the Student Account& ,ity System. Their intention is two-fold:

1. to help students manage their time more effectively
and to be responsible for themselves

2. to organize program monitoring activities to let staff
know where each student is in relation to-the year's
requirements

For each zone, the number o -learning activi ties that should
reasonably be completed by that time is approximated and day-to-day
actions consi:deied necessary to 'student success written-in. To

be "on time," each7ttudent7Sfiould_accdtpriih as 'Much or more than
the number of learning activities suggested for each zone. Together,
the zones include all program' completion requirements and behavioral
expectations that compose the Student Accountability System..

Students_begin each zone by meeting with staff to negotiate learning
activities. They then proceed with the agreed on activities,
seeking adult assistance and evaluating their progress as necessary.

During'the first zone, all staff work with students to help them
recbgnize the need for, and take initiative in, planning individual
activities and weekly and zone schedules. Gradually, specific
occasions of staff support decrease with the student's 1.ricreasing
ability to accept these responsibilities.

At the end of each zone students confer th staff and discuss what
tasks they have finished and what-they- still -have to do. They then
negotiate new target dates for those unfinished activities and set a
time for conferring again witl, the learaing manager to discuss their
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completion. Failure to meet these new target dates precipitates
yet another conference with the possible application of acccuntabi _ .y

consequences.

1975-76 SCHOOL YEAR ACTION ZONES

September 2 - 19 (21/2 weeks)

Zone 2: SepteMber 20 - October 17 (4 weeks)

Zone 3: October 18 - November 2i (5 weeks)

Zone 4: November 22 - January 16, (6 weeks)

Zone 5: January 19 - February 20 (5 weeks)

Zone 6: February 23 - March 19 (4 weeks)

Zone 7: :march 29 -April 28 (41/2 weeks)

Zone 8: May 1 - May 28 (4 weeks)

Zone 9: June 1 - J_e 9 (11/2 weeks)

The zones increase somewhat in length to accommodate
increasing student familiarity with the program and to
encourage a corresponding growth in self-Management and
acceptance Of responsibilitu.

ACTION ZONES AND NEGOTIATION

'or students who show a reasonable ability to di\rect themselves,
the zones are recommended target dates to help them get themselves
going and to perceive their tasks in terms of hock much time they
have. Individual differences in learning style and rate will
occasion many variations from this basic timeline, Students must
be free, within reasonable limits, to interrupt their prescribed
patterns as their `experiences lead them to make nt.i decisions about

their goals. Such variations are negotiated as need be-with staff.
(

\

All target dates are put in writing so that students and staff can
keep a clear idea of how the student's performance is shaping up
against-original goals and to insure a consistent and logical pattern
of accountability consequences should the student fail repeatedly
to meet his or her targets. For stut-nts who show repeatedly an
inability to manage their time the zone dates becCne mandatory
until ,they develop their own self-management skills.
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PLE SCHOOL YEAR ACTION ZONE

Zone G: February 3, 1975 to March '2, 1975

Have five

At

a ccleteci

ninth and tenth Comletencias

datory weekly meetings

Attend employer

Submit weekly journ

Complete sixth and se- th nrojecte

Begin eighth and projects

Submit weekly time slipa

Meet regUlarly with lea_

Neat regularly with employer relations
specialist

Regular progra ad job site attendance

Consistent learning sprograls and job a
performance

Staff to review student progress

Sign to /out appropriately

Report progress to oar -ts

Plan next Tone a2tivitles

_e- Complete ninth and tenth competencies

ATT-Eilglie e MON TUE WEO THU FRI

- FES 7 LG L.L LI- LLB 4L
KO 10 = FES 14 t LL. 1.- L-

FES 17 - FES 21

FES 24 - FB 2S L L L 1 L. (....

MAR 3- MAR 7 L L L I-

MAR 14 LC

KAM 17 - MR 21 H H H I H

KEY

A- aihiGni
-holsdav

Ell.explorstign level
PIC-Stnights
54-shill building
COW-hmegit.ermies
LC.leaming sinter

atteridanco
Mt. weekly meetings
P.number passobsi
m-ftuer wis view

late

LEANYING
ACM ITI t2S EX PR COMP LC

P A

WM

R A

JOUMNIAL

P M L

O--

FEW 3 - FES 7 a i

FES 10 . FE 4

FES 17 = F_

FEB 24 . FE 2/1

7MA III
MAR 1

E El
E TOTAL

TOTAL TO DATE 30 BEI

NOTE: Because learning levels are not specifically required, the
action zone key does not show them. Students and staff informally
use "LL" to indicate when employGr site attenaance is for learning
llvels.
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ZONE PROGRESS MEETINGS AND ZONE DEBRIEFINGS

For each zone, student progress is analyzed by staff during all-
staff zone progress meetings and zone debriefings (see Item 4)!
During these reviews, the entire staff compiles information about
each student in relation to how the student iS working and what
needs to be done to help the student catch up, maintain good work
habits or tackle new challenges, This information helps students,
parents, employer instructors and staff plan and negotiate new
learning ,strategies and target dates, as well as report student
progress to parents.

CRt S-REFERENCES

School year action zones are included in the Student Handbook given
all students during orientation--see sample in Student Services,
Appendix A.

Time accountability is discussed in Item 8 and is also introduced
as appropriate for the individual learning strategies in subsequent
sections-of this handbook.
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Learning Plan Negotiation

Agree on techniques for supporting accountability and
action zone expectations

ACCOUNTABILITY CONFERENCES AND CONSEQUENCES

In all learning plan agreements the student is expected to fulfill
the terms agreed to or renegotiate new tom s based on a valid
rationale- He or she -is expected to, take increasing responsibility
for meeting terms and target dates.

If the student is not meeting negotiated learning agreements, or
a behavior is considered counterproductive to learning progress,
staff respond as outlined in the Student Accountability System.
Essentially, three "levels!' of student/adult interactions are
provided for:

Level 1: The first interactions are between student and
staff or other adult responsible for the area in which the
problem occurs. The aim at this level is to resolve the
problem between the people directly involved.

Level 2: If the difficulty is not resolved between the
student and adult(s) most directly involved, then these
individuals bring the student's parents into the
negotiations. Again, the goal is to work out a solution
that is appropriate to the problem with adults who can
help.

Level 3: If the difficulty persists in spite of level
one and two actions, the program administrator may become
involved.

The staff member(s) involved at the first level decides when to go
on to the second and then the third. There may be several
negotiations and conferences at each level. Attempts are always
made to exhaust the resources of one level before going onto the
next.

For example, if a student is late turning in project products, the
learning manager may remind the student and negotiate new target
dates before deciding to call on the parents for help. Likewise,
several conversations with both parents and students mayibe
reasonable before deciding that the program administrator should
get involved.

To conclude each negotiation process, the participants agree on
what the student will do to improve behavior or learning progress
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and what consequences will result if the agreement is not met.
Further conferences and consequences should not be surprises;
rather they should follow naturally from previous student/adult
decisions.

Now the Process Can Work

To begin, a staff member concerned about a particular student may
simply invite the student to sit down and talk about it on the
spot. Or, depending on the seriousness, the staff member may
formalize the interaction by noting the behavior and/or the
conference on an Accountability Write-Up form (see below). Zone
progress meetings and end-of-zone debriefings (see Item 4) can
also-result in Accountability Write-Ups.

The student is enc-iraged to talk out causes and effects
behavior in question. Together, student and staff member try
interpret the action honestly and negotiate a solution. A written
agreement, or contract, signed by the student, specifies changes
to be made within a specified time frame. If the problem continues,
staff again confer with the student to renegotiate terms and discuss
further consequences.

the

The student's parents may also be invited to the conference.
Together, the three parties try to come upi with a plan to eliminate
the problem--perhaps including monitoring and supporting the student
in the home environment.

When necessary, renegotiation of terms and consequences includes
the program'administrator, who has kept up to date on interim
negotiations and prescriptions via zone progress meetings and
debriefings. If reasonable solutions can't be found, and the
student's actions continue to conflict with the program's standards,
e or she may-be asked to transfer out of the program. If this

becomes necessary, the staff and program administrator-help the
student and parents consider other more suitable environments for
the student. In other words, students are never "just kicked out."
Staff work to help the student plan a transition (to another school,
employment, etc.) that is suitable to his or her unique situation.

A Point to Remember

Application of the St" dent Accountability System by EP staff
should be conditione understanding that respc
student learning can be transferred (- ,iy
from adult to st epending on the indivie of
the student. Dr .a early weeks of the yew running
into accountability snags cause staff to consider _ they as
knowledgeable adults might be missing, misunderstanding or
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AN EXAMPLE OF AN= ACCOPNTABILITY CONTRACT

with all accountability conferences, courses of action negotiated
with the student are put in the form of a written contract which
the student agrees to and signs. Following is the text of such a
contract, designed for a student who repeatedly was absent from
employer sites and was more than a month behind on her journal
entries. As can be seen from the text, this student gave numerous
reasons for her-lack of performance, all of which were quite
"reasonable." Staff, realizing her propensity for rationalization,
wrote the contract to specifically rule out .further excuses (Wier
than the carefully e: mined by staff and the student's parents.

Ruth will select another employer site for exploration purposes by
3:00 p.m. may 1, that site not to be one she has already been on
but an entirely new site.

She has to meet exactly the times, the hours, the schedule and all
of the other arrangements on that site, no matter whether she is ill,
has a toothache, or whatever. If she has any physical reason that
she cannot make it, she is to inform her employer relations
specialist first, her employer instructor second, and her mother
finally. All have to verify whatever reathn she gives.

The packet must be in on the exact date specified by her ERR
must be of acceptable quality.

Ruth is not to attend any other employer site than the one to which
she is assigned, and is not to accompany any other students to their
employer site, no matter whose permission she gains first.

She will -keep an appointment with her learning manager on Monday to
discusS the remaining three projects and dates for completion.

Ruth will be caught up with journals by May 9.

Ruth understands that if any of the above listed provisions are
broken she will automatically and it be asked to leave the
program permanently. Responsibility for graduating with her.class
is entirely hers. It is our estimate that if she continues to
perform at her present level, graduation will not be possible.
If she meets all dates negotiated with her learning manager and
utilizes employer sites to the stisfaction of her employer
relations specialist- ty of timely graduatior
there. That gradw! md upon her satisfv 7 a_

graduation requirr. .
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misinterpreting. In seeking solutions, staff may first reexamine
school records, test results, the project writing process, the
s'tudent's access to staff and so forth. After carefully
reconsidering their own areas of responsibility, staff can then
discuss more directly and fairly the student's responsibilities.

ACCOUNTABILITY WRITE-UP FORMS

Staff and students-should always try to handle accountability issues
quickly and, at first, informally among themselves.' If a student
shows continued difficulty, or if an action is serious enough, an
Accountability write7pp form (see page 89) is used to record the
behavior and communicate staff observations and recommendations to
the student and other parties.

After filling the form out, the staff person initiating it shows
it to,,the student who then signs it and keeps a copy. The staff
member sends copies to other staff or the student's parents,
depending on the issue at hand and what courses of action need to
be taken. Staff prefer not to send this form to Parents unless
there are serious circumstances and the parentscannot be contacted
by telephone.

The write -ups a means of acknowledging specific problems as they
arise. They insure that a behavior is dealt with the first time
and not allowed to go unnoticed. They also make visible any
recurrent patterns of behavior problems and help avoid the
possibility of staff/student personality conflicts. They are not
meant to be punitive or negative in themselves. Rather they trigger
positive actions taken through negotiation with the student to
improve a particular behavior. Should parents ask at zone reporting
time why their child is not performing in certain ways and what
staff has done about it, they can-look at the write-ups as a clear
record of program responses.

The write-up form is also used during all-staff zone progress
meetings or zone debriefings to record actions agreed on by the
staff in consensus.

TIME ACCOUNTABILITY

Keep in mind when negotiating target dates and adjustments in
student work plans that time accountability is one of the most
important and visible responsibilities young adults must master.



Learning Plan Negotiation (Item 8)

ACCOUNTABILITY WRITE-UP

COPIES _ I

Obeying law while in program

Appropriate conduct while
representing program

-- High level of cooperation
employers /staff /students

Being educationally productive

Establishing zone planning
strategies and goals

Lnitiating/completing/submitting
projects

Selecting explorations /learning
levels

Establishing cOmpet target dates

Maintaining employer site

Turning in completed exploration
package

Turning in time slips on time

Signing in/out appropriately

_Keeping appointments

_Following transportation agreements

Showing care forequipment and
facility

1 Submitting journals

Otter

Program Administra

Student Coordinator

12Student

Parent

ERB/WT..11S

_ Other

LEVELS OF ACCOUNTABILITY

CONFERENCE

Program Administrator

Student Coordinator

Employer Instructor

Parent

_IC Staff

CONSEQULNCES

make-up work

monitoring system

Contracts

Repay inconvenience time

toss of lounge privilege

Loss of time credit

Loss of project credit

Loss of exploration credit

Loss of employer site

Probationary period

Suspension

BismdSeal from p

Other
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Be fair with students, but also be firm and honest. Reasonable
changes in plans are expected as students become increasingly
involved with managing their own learning. At the same time,
students should experience the consequences of their decisions and
learn to weigh the various contingencies that result as they plan
tasks and follow their interests.

For instance, if one project or site activity proves to take much
longer than anticipated, then the student's subsequent program
activities will necessarily be foreshortened. Staff should help
students look at all of their interests and goals and to carefully
evaluate the relative merits of speiding excessive time on any one
activity.

Involving Parents

Helping students make and keep to schedules for their learning tasks
is a good opportunity for parents to become more intimately
involved in their children's education. A common EBCE technique fO'r

3 Acre -3 tuden
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Learning Plan Negotiation (1 em 8)

students having difficulty keeping up with their learning plans is
to invite their parents in for conferences and discussion of
concrete courses of action. Most often, staff sit down with the
student and his or her parents and fill out a "task sheet"
(displayed on preceding page). On this sheet, each learning task
is displayed together with its target dates. When a task'is
complex, it will be broken into mini-tasks and interim target dates
set for each of these. Parents usually post a copy of the task
sheet somewhere prominent in their homes and each night will talk
with their son or daughter to make suggestions and to find out how
much progress has been made.

CROSS-REFERENCE

The task sheet shown on the preceding page is similar to the ones
accompanying each school year action zone that are printed in the
Student Handbook given students during orientation- -see Appendix A,
Student Services.
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Insoect program design for Ease of prese. nting to students
and plan orientation activities

The need for this task is fairly self-evidentif you are adopting
EBCE as a total program you will have to face the fact that it
entails a variety of new twists on traditional educational methods
and attitudes.-Given a program that takes many stuEents and
provides each one of them with an indivivalized set of learning
activities, it is crucial that all its separate pieces come together
in a logical, and coherent fashion.

The set of planning tnd monitoring activities and devices described
in this section should help you implement EB( in the simplest
way possible. A good key to how successful you are in organizing
your orientation will be how well the first weeks of the program
proceed. If in debriefing sessions afterwards, you find many
students have not gained the information and p.s. g necessary
for them to work with the program, then more a& ng and
polishing will be in order.

CROSS-REFERENCES

orientation is discussed in detail
Student Services, pages 27-35.

"Program Ent Ex It

Specific orientation oonsidera io_ are given for each learning
strategy in subsequent sections of this handbook.
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Learning Plan Negotiation (Item

Outline basic steps to be followed in developing each
student's learning plan

The development of a learning plan for each student is essentially
the story of that student's experiences in EBC. While the story
will be different for every person, a basic "blot" or framework
brings together the several kinds of planning and monitoring
activities discussed in the preceding Pages (program requirements,
accountability standards, assessment techniques and learning site
analysis). The basic sequence of steps for developing an
individualized learning plan is in effect the implementation
checklist for these various planning and monitaring processes and
is displayed at the end of this item.

It is .tiportant to remember in working with students that learning
plans are not haphazard creations. They begin with each student's
decision to enter the program and conclude with graduation from or
a choice to leave EBCE. The learning ;lan is thus not a single
sheet of paper (although the master records ,provide for tracking it
in such a fashion): rather it reflects an ongoing process by which
learning is structured for each person. By incorporating ongoing

Iassessment of student performen e it should also permit "midstrerm"
redesign of goals and activities to match increasing levels of
achievement and any changes in the student's interests and career/
life goals. /

THE PEOPLE SIDE OF IT

Because every student's learning plan is different and because it
will change as-his or her experiences open new options and reveal
additional talents and interests, discussion of it as a total
process must necessarily be somewhat abstract: we cannot summarize,

the uniqueness of each young person's experiences as he or she
meets many different people,end environments in the community and
works to clarify. goals, gain skills and generally become more aware
and active as ,an individual and as a_ participant in soOieey,. To
help place the learning plan checklist items in a "people text"
we offer the followg "short story" of the people the student
will meet.

ach student's story begins with his or her experience of meeting
EBCE staff members and participating adults as part of the initial
recruitment/selection phase of building an ESCE student population.
Hopefully the first impression the student receivesfrom EEICE
people at this time is exactly that they are committed to, a highiy
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"people-oriented" educational alternative. It is important that the
spirit of Personalized interaction among young people and adults be
carried throughout program contact with students.

After meeting with BBC' representatives during initial recruitment
and selection, students have their next encounter- with staff
during the Basic Skills and Career Develooment assessments held
prior to the beginning of the program year At this time, they
meet at least the student coordinator and the employer relations
specialist who handle Basic Skills and career interests testing
respectively. Other staff are usually at the learning center to
help with logistics and to try informally to make the student feel
at ease.

The program year begins with students and staff mixing together for
several days of intensive orientation activities designed to give
students both a feeling for the program's goals and ideals and an
initial sense of its procedures and expectations.

From orientation students move directly into one-to-one interaction
with various staff as they plan the first steps of their J,ndividual
activities. As-soon as possible after these first conferences,
students are out at employer/community sites where they explore
jobs and career options, work on individual projects and gain
certification in various competencies. Thus-, staff's most consistent
role with students is to Serve as resource people and-liaisons
between them and the community in which they are to learn. Here is
a summary of the paths students follow in meeting the community:

Students come to orientation and meet program staff
(program administrator, student coordinator, learning
managers, employer relations specialists, learning
resource specialist and supportive staff who also will
be maintaining a highly personal interaction with
students).

2. Fromgroin orientation students go to individual conferences:

They talk with a learnin%_Enanager about program
activities, planning projects and getting to know
t4emselves a little better.

b. They talk wd.t.anelatiorapecialist
about career interests and determine, what sites
they will explore in the community (where they will
meet employer instructors and other site personnel).

They talk with the learnin resource specialist
about using various resources and the processes of
contacting competency certifiers to demonstrate
their proficiencies in various competency

,
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requirements. she learning resource soecialist may
also serve as liaison between students and a wide
variety of community resource people including
tutors and specific people at various sites whose
expertise might help a student pursue a special
interest or skill area.

Following their first conferences with staff and
subsequent experiences with people and sites in the
community, students circulate regularly through the
learning center, keeping appointments they make with
staff to discuss their experiences and plans and
generally dropping in for informal conversation
whenever they feel the need.

KEY LEARNING PLAN DEVELOPMENT STEPS

FollOW.Ing is an annotated summary of key steps taken to plan and
implement individual learning plans. After each step page
references are given to places in this handbook where the event
or activity is explained in detail. The steps are displayed by
themselves on page 96.

1. Assess each student's Basic Skills abilities and career
interests before the school year begins

It is important to gather this information before
orientation and the first learning plan conferences so that
staff can have summarized testing results and students can
be ready to select their first career exploration sites.

For Basic Skills, see "Curriculum Outcomes," page 27, and
"Projects," page 251. For career interests, see "Career
Explorations," pages 116 and 145, and Appendix E.

2. Gather transcript data and summarize testin
Student Profile for each student

The Student coordinator summarizes transcrip
-Basic Skills results; the employer relations
is responsible for career interests testing.

See "Darning Plan Negotiation," page 4.

3. Hold student orientation activities durin
so:1pol ylar

results on a

data and
specialist

eeks

For a general overview of program orientation, see "Progr
Entry/Exit," ,Student --v' pages 27-35. For remarks
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KEY LEARNING PLAN DEVELOPMENT STEPS

1. assess etch student's Basic Skills abilities and career interests before
school year begins.

Gather transcript data and sni
p- file for each student.

prelimin- on a Student

3. _Hold student orientation activities during first weeks of school year.

Hold first student/staff conferences to discuss assessment data, plan
learning Strategies and set initial target dates:

learning manager: projects, journals, Basic Skills and Li e Skills
needs and,interests

employer relatitas Specialist: exploration levels,' career interests

learning resource specialist: competency certification and use of
resovirces (part c:' :y Basic Skills programmed materials)

Include in all conferences discussion of accountability standards and
school year action zones for acing program requirements.

DevelOpv early in the year, preliminary Basic Skills profiles for each
student.

7 Complete- Learning Site Analysis Perms for all sites being used by students
for learning levels and project activities.

Monitor and re d individualized student work in all strategies.

Initiate employer seminars and'help students incorporate them into their
individual project activities.

10. Be alert to, and report to other staff, any relevant changes in each
student's performance and/or behavior.

11. Initiate accountability consequences,, special conferences witi students
and so.forth as necessary. ,

12. Holdend-ofzone debriefings to eval _

evaluations to parents at the end of e
tudent progress and repo
school year action zone.

`Certify student perfo -mance of required strategies ard verify program
completion.
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about orientation to individuals learning strategies see
"Career Explorations," page 137, "Projects," page 220,
"Learning & Skill Building Levels," page 307,
"Competencies," page 350, "Btudent;Journais," page 21,

and "Employer Seminars," page 470; for orientation to
learning resources, see page 489.

Hold first learning plan conferences to-discuss assessment
data, -lan learning-strategies-and-set initial target dates

These conferences are held during and shortly after
orientation. Students meet with those staff responsible for
negotiating individual learning strategies with them. Staff
should

make sure the student understands the program and
purposes of the learning strategy

compare the student's assessed abilities i his or
her interests and goals and idehtify aymediate learning
needs

set short-term learning objectives to meet those
needs, plan learning strategies and set target dates
for their completion

d. arrange, if necessary, the next nference date with
the student

f

The learning manage discusses student journals and project
negotiation in terms of Life Skills interests and assessed
Basic Skills abilities. Also, the learning manager may
discuss the relation between project activities and the
student's career interests. See "Student Journals," page

421, and "Projects," page 245.

The evloyer relations specialist disCusses career
interests assessment and the selection of career
exploration,sites. Some- returning students may choose
immediately to begin learning levels; all students must
he -ever plan career explorations as well. See "Career
Exploration." page 148.

The le=ing_resource specialist ,discusses competency
certification procedures, explains the learning center
resource files and helps individhals with use of programmed
'Basic Skills learning materials. See "Competencies,"'
page 354, and "Projects,," page 253.
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5. Include in all conferences discussion of accountabilit
d school_year action zones for meeting program

requirements

Since students will basically be managing their own vime
and scheduling the preparation and comPetion of their.:
indiVidual learhin4 activ4ties, it is critical that staff
make sure they understandthe program's minimum yearly
performance requikements and the nature of the calendar
zones for planning their learning tasks.

See "Learning Plan Negotiation," pages 77 and 81.

6. in the basic Skills
or each student

These will be updated through the year, but should be
initially agreed on early enougn that students are not
delayed in planning project and site activities
commensurate with their Basic Skills needs and interests.

See "Curriculum Cute°
page 246.

" page 28, and "Projects''

7. Complete Learnihg Site Anal sis Forms for_all site bein
usedb-staparnandro'ect activities,

S.

98

Ideally,.LSAFs should be an file for every site students
visit on career explorations. Given the numbers of sites
in the EB network, staff usually complete as many as
they can early and definitely finish one for each site
chosen for learning levels.

See "Learning Plan Negotiation," page 72, "Projects
page 213, "Learning & Skill Building Levels," page 301
and Appendix C. For a more detailed walk-through of the
LSAF see Employer/Community Resources, Appendix M.

and individual student work in all strate =ies

After their initial learning plan. conferences, students ..

should be working independently at the learning center
and at sites in the community on all the various learning
strate4ies. Staff and students individually set dates,
throughout the year for conferences to discuss progress and
plan new strategies.

"Student Records," Student Services, Items 9-24, explains
and displays all student-related record forms and procedures.
For monitoring and recording discussion of the separate
strategies, see "Career Explorations," page 157, "Projects,"

-1
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page 264, "Learning & Skill Building Levels," page-.323,

"Competencies," page 355, "Student Journals," page 425,
and "Employer Seminars," page 74.

Initiate employer seminars and help students_incor2orate
them into their individual ro ect activities

As much as possible, learning managers'and employer relations
specialists should try to help students plan project
activities to follow thrbugh on information gained during
employer seminars.

See "Employer Seminars " page 472.

10. Se alert to, and re ort to other staff, any relevant changes
in each student's performance and/or behavior

Zone progress meetings and zone debriefings held regularly
for each school year action zone enable staff to meet
together to share information. In addition, the
Accountability Write-Up form, and Maintenance Visit Record
form can be used to pass information to other staff; also
staff meet informally as needs arise.

"Learning Plan Negotiatio n," page 66.

11. Initiate accountability consequences, ecial conferences
with students and so forth as necessary

Since students are working to a large extent on their own
and at sites in the community, critical ,that. staff

respond quickly to any problems or speciarissnes that might
arise.

,

For accountability consequences and conferences, see
"Learning Plan Negotiation," pages 78 and 85.

12. Hold zone. d n s to evaluate student ss and
report evaluations to parents at the end of each school ear
action zone

In addition to the record 'system (which should be kept up-
to-date for each student, staff also use zone debriefings
to summarize their observationt and information about
individual student progress. Results of these meetings are
summarized and used during parent reporting conferences.

See "Learning Plan Negotiation pages 67 and 90.
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100

13. Certify studenerformance of required strategies and
verify program completion

The learning manager is responsible for verifying s
work in projects; the employer relations specialist
oversees career explorations and learning and skill
building levels; the learning resource specialist verifies
student competencies work, competency certifiers from the
community actually sign off on individual competencies.

-dent

For program completion requirement=s, see "Learning Plan
Negotiation," page 52. For the credentialing process,
see "Program Entry/Exit," page 37. For general discussion
of performance and evaluation as it applies to individual
learning strategies, see subsequent sections of this
handbook. "Curriculum Outcomes" provides summaries of
evaluation for each curriculum component; for Basic Skills,
see page 29, for Life Skills, see page 22, for Career
Development, see page 34.



Learning Plan Negotiation

CHECK YOUR NEGOTIATION SKILLS

The follOwing-questions can help
you look at your behaviors with
students and see where you might
wish to improve your negotiation
skills.

Read over the questions once and
check those behaviors you feel you
already have. For 'ich, write in
an example from you, own experiences
to show yourself that you understand
what the behavior involves. Then
return to the questions you did not
check and think about what you might
do to improv& yourself. Look for
examplN7 c2oTingyOur next
negotiet.ons with students.

Work with thi: checklist until you
Comfortable with your skills and

satisfied are dealing effectively
and honestly with students.

INITIATING BEHAVIORS

consciously t.ke steps to put ttae student at ease? Give an example:

ng task require

D 15°
1712.' E. .014 nt

.not? a:'

[1] y o u ct!sx

r to the student? Give an example:

pacts of the task are negotiable and which aspects are

ons? Give example:

Give

to vote challenge the student to explore more areas or look at areas of greater difficulty?
L-J Give an example:

Do you encourage
an example,:

find personal ng in the tasks being negotiate_
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fl
Do you provide openings for the student for self-discovery; do you avoid leading students
by the hand, telling them everything they "should know" about themselves? Give an example:

r-1 Do you give opportuni
L-1 opinions that may be

for Jie student to reveal personal feelings, self-concepts,
atening? Give an example:

0 Do you use your interviews with students far diagnostic purposes, reviewing with yourt,-,
afterwards what you learn about the student and his or her needs? Give an example:

0 Do you end your sessions

0

students on ive notes? Give an example:

Do you try to build an atmosphere of acceptance and free exchange of ideas?
example:

you care for dent as an individual? Give an example:

0 Are you willing to e

0

ESPONDING BEHAVIORS

lore suggestions _e student makes? Give an e:___

Do you answer que ions dirSetly, or do you keep things back? Give an example:

E Are you alert and responsive to clues the student might give'you- -such as uneasiness,_

imprecise or evasive answers and so forth? Give an example:

0

Are you a good listener; do you show the student you want to hear? Give

you give useful feedback on ideas and behaviors the

0 Do you assure students that their ide
they can trust you? Give an example:

2202

e:

lent Shows? Give an example

suggestions and behaviors are confidential that

agement S Organization, discusses inservice trainng for EDGE staff.)
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CAREER EXPLORATIONS

Cazcer explorations are three- to five-day student
encounters with the people and job tasks related to
occupations that interest them. At community sites of
their choice, students complete Exploration Packages that
help them practice investigation and assessment techniques
they can use in career planning throughout their lives.

EBCE PURPOSES FOR CAREER EXPLORATIONS

The career exploration process is an important EBCE strategy for
helping students perceive and act on the relationships among
learning, social interactions, and earning a living. Career
explorations integrate activities in all three curriculum areas
(Life Skills, Basic Skills and Career Development) and are
intended to help students

1. meet adults and see, how they interact in e course of a
normal workday

learn about particular occupations while refining their
career selection skills by

a. ii...1stigating the personal

prerequisites of specific
and educational/training
obs

b. examining how psychological, social and environmental
factors can affect working conditions and job
satisfaction

comparing personal characteristics and values with
those perceived at various work sites

find their way into and around the community to,gain a more
realistic sense of themselves as members of a Changing,
society

4. confidently use interviewing and critical thinking/
observation technique's to gain information and draw
conclusions
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5. use new data gained during explorations to adjust their
individual goals and learning plans, particularly in terms
of subsequent site choices, project negotiations and related
learning level activities

THE PEOPLE INVOLVED

The .-mplcyer instructor (EI) is the individual who has agreed to
work with a student at his or her job site.

The enaloerreionssecialist (ERS) is the ERIE liaison
between program and employer site personnel who facilitates and
monitors the student's placement on and use of sites.

The learning manager (LM) and learning resource specialist (LRS)
are learning center staff who support student site learning as
it relates to project activities and to the general direction of
the student's total learning plan.

RELA1 ONSHIP TO INDIVIDUAL LEARNING PLANS

Exploration Package completed for each site helps students
focus on and organize their site experiences so as to better
understand their career interests and options. Students also
meet in groups to share their site experiences and to discuss
the impact of what they have learned on their present and future
career development goals.

Perspectives,gained by the student` through career explorations
also figure significantly in negotiating otherrEBCE learning
activities. Exploration may lead to the student's choosing to
return for more extensive learning level or skill buildin
activities at a site; or experiences at a site might cause a
student to explore other sites in careers he or she had never
considered"before. In some cases, career explorations form the
base for individual projects that integrAte learning in all three
curriculum areas. Students are also encouraged to write
observations on their career explorations in their journals as an
additional way of synthesizing their site experiences.

EXPECTATIONS FOR STUDENTS

All students are required to use career information resources and
to select a minimum of five job sites for career explorations
each program year. Each site experience lasts from three to
five days and must include completion of an Exploration Package.
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Each exploration is evaluated by the employer instructor and
employer relations specialist on the basis of the quality of the
Exploration Package.

Time and performamce criteria are established independently for
each exploration, depending on the needs of the student and the
circumstances at individual sites. The program generally regnires
that students spend at least 15 hours per week on site activities.
Those hours are achieved through whatever combination of site uses
is appropriate to the individual's interests and needs--that is,
career explorations, learning levels, skill building levels or
special placements.

Students are expected. to adhere to accountability standards for
site behavior, particularly concerning site regulations and time
arrangements.

STUDENTS WORKING AT SITES

ESE employer sites are recruited to participate in a comprehensive
learning program; students cannot work for pay during sohool hours
at any of the sites they are exploring. Nor are students allowed
to become "Commercially productive" by actually performing tasks
that might give time employer commercial returns for their efforts._
While explorations are short enough that these issues ordinarily
do.not arise, staff, students and employer instructors should be
made aware of them. Students wishing to be employed'atZBCE sites
may arrange to work' there after'school hours. .(See "Learning

Building Levels," page 287, for a display ofACE)2's
rationale and policy statements on commercial productivity and
Work for pay.)
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SUMMARY OF CAREER EXPLORATION ROLES

STUDENT

Attend orients

Take career interest
tests to pinpoint
options

Pick community sites
for exploring careers
of interest

Research site and

job characteristics
and talk with EPS
about choice

Go to site, meet
sign placement
contract for ti
be spent at site

to

Return copy of
placement contract to
ERS and receive blank
Exploration Package

COmplete Exploration
Package and any other
learning activities

Obtain El
verification of
completed package

Write thank you
letter

EMPLOYER RELATIONS
SPECIALIST (ERS)

Orient Eta and
students

Cqunsuudents on
their career interests
and site Choices,
helping them with
research as necessary;
discuss career
interests in terms of
other learning
activities and goals

Mika appointments
student site
Placements, going with
students on their
first explorations to
introduce them to Els

When students return
placement contracts
signed by Els, give
them blank Exploration
Packages

Maintain contact ith

Els, monitor student
attendance/
performance

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR

Agree to receive
students on
explorations

Confer ERS
regarding site
information students
can use when
researching their
career options

Schedule time for
students to visit
site

Receive student,
complete placement
form and introduce
him/her to site and
other personnel

Respond to student
questions, help as
necessary with work
on Exploration
Package and other
learning activities

LEARNING MANAGER' (rN)
AND LEARNING RESOURCE

SPECIALIST (LRS)

Support student
orientation

LRE supports student
career research

LM helps counsel
students, relating
career interests to
other learning goals
and activities

LN negotiates as
necessary Basic Skills
exercises or Project
activities to )74
completed at a
specific site

US helps student
obtain and use cameras
or tape recorders for
completing Exploration
PackageS

LM interacts with
EPS regarding student
learning progress

Notify EPS of
conclusion, turn in
Exploration Package

Select other sites
to explore and
attend debriefings
with ERS and other
students

Receive and comment
on completed
Eploratioa Packages

Continue career
counseling and hold
debriefings with
students

Exploration
Pac a e when completed
satisfactorily; sigh'
and mail placement
contract postcard to
EP to verify student
attendance

Relate to ERS any
observations,
opinions, criticisms
of exploration process
or particular student
performance

LM es as
necessary the
completion of any
site-related learn
activities

LM and LAS continue
helping the student
integrate site
experiences with
choices of learning
activities, goals
.and resources
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Career Exploration.

Steps o Follow

The steps listed below generally au line tasks staff must consider
when planning and implementing career exploratione. Checklists of
specific student and employer instructor tasks appear in the
narrative for Item 10.

PREPARING FOR CAREER EXPLORATION page

Agree on purposes and requirements for career
exploration 0

10

Prepare assessment instruments and other resources
students will use to select sites

Agree on design of Exploration Package

111

116

119

Plan site placement procedures 12

Designate staff to oversee career explorations 126

Agree on student rights and responsibilities for
career explorations

Identify opportunities for explora
community

_ns in the

128

130

Establish recordkeeping for career explorations 131

Arrange for transportation and other supportive
logistics and materials for 'student site use

Conduct orients tions for sudents and employer
instructors

WORKING WITH STUDENT EXPLORATIONS

Initiate career assessment and use of resources
for student site selection

134

137

145

Counsel students regarding their site choices 148

Arrange with employer instructors for students to
go to their sites for explorations

151
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Make sure students and employer instructors
understand what they will be doing on the site

17 Negotiate, as appropriate, additional learning
L-J activities for student explorations

16
Record site placements and monitor student
explorations, including work on Exploration Packages

Initiate accountability consequences as necessary

aShare informs 'on about student explorations with
other staff

11:1

20

110

Respond to completed Exploration Packages, verifying
employer instructor evaluations

Record completed explorations and support continued
student site uses

Hold debriefing meetings with students

page

152

155,

157

159

162

165

166

168



Career neplorations (Item 1)

Preparing fad Career Exploration

Agree on purposes and requirements for career
explorations

Career exploration purposes and requirements are summarized in
the preview to this, section (see page 105-107) . In the following
discussion we offer some additional remarks about the nature of
this strategy that yonr staff might ctonsider.

THE EXPL PROCESS

Career explorations should not be limited to-students acquiring
information about careers. Rather, site experiences should come
full circle ip the student's use of that informatiOn to re-examine
options and make decisions related to educational goals and
lifestyle aspirations in general.

It is therefore important for staff, students and employer
instructors to remember that career exploration is a process. It
comprises a logical series of steps through which students learn
more about a specific job,and relate that learning to their own
interests and abilities. In an EBCE program these steps overlap
several key sets of ao';ivities that are treated in more detail
later in this section:

1. the preliminary self-reflection, assessment and
career research students do as part of selecting'
sites (see Items 2 and 11)

2. the ons te and followup investigation and matching
of self and job that students perform as partoof their
actual exploration of selected job sites (see Items
3 and 14)

the subsequent negotiations of other sites to, explore
or the return e for learning level activities
(see Items 12,:,20 and 21)

the various interactions students have with staff
to design individualized learning plans that bring
together Career Development experiences with Basic
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Skills and Life Skills objectives commensurate with
each person's perceived needs, interests and abilities
(see below, "Ralion to Other Learning Strategies,"

.

and Item 15)

By repeating the exploration process a minimum of five times
each program year students have several opportunities to acquire
and practice- the general skills and confidence necessary to
continue assessing, investigating and refining their career options
and planning learning activities on a lifetime basis. These skills
are provided for in the exploration process and practice in them
is also built into all negotiations students have with staff- -
particularly regarding the design of, individualized project
activities. Staff responsible for career explorations should
therefore understand that this strategy does not stand alone; it
is one of a battery of EBCE strategies which together are
capable of delivering comprehensive and integrated learning
experiences to the student.

To demonstrate the logic built into all EBCE learning strategies
the.display on the following page shows how critical thinking
steps basic to implementing student projects also apply to career
explorations.

RELATION TO OTHER LEARNING STRATEGICS

In considering the purposes of career explorations staff should
also agree on the relation between explorations and next steps
students might take to follow through on their interests and
learning needs. These next steps will be selection of other sites
to explore, choosing to return to a site for learning level
activities and/or negotiating related project activities.

Career Explorations and Learning Levels

While career exploration may be seen as a preliminary step to
more involved learning level activities it should not be
underrated as an instructional strategy in itself. These two
levels offer quite different kinds of learning and students
should be free to select for themselves which kind they wish to
emphasize.

In explorations students look over many different options. They
move from site to site, touching on a wide variety of skills,
meeting an equally wide assortment of people and observing many
different kinds of work environments, products and values.
Students may learn a lot about jobs and work in general and they



Career Explorations

CAREER EXPLORATION AND CRITICAL THINKING

Much of experience-based education hinges on students learning to thin* for
themselves. To that end (C.5)2 devotes an entire Life Skills area to the
critical-thinking steps necessary to process and act on information gained
from various experiences. Following are basic critical thinking objectives
looked at from the point of Pieft, of career explorations. These sere
objectives help organize the design of student projects and underlie all
learning plan negotiation activities.

Identify the Problem or Issue

The major problem is pretty much given as a condition of life: it is to
learn as much as possible about a variety of jobs so the young person can
make more-intelligent choices about schooling, careers and life aspirations.

Gather and Sort Information Related to the Problem

Students utilize career interest assessment tests to begin sorting their
own aspirations in relation to their interests and abilities. Attending an
orientation to career exploration further encourages them to actively and
consciously examine themselves and their available options.

Interpret the Information

This is a continuous step beginning with self-assessment and extending
through researching interesting jobs and selecting sites to explore,

exploring them and selecting others. Constant interaction with staff and
employer instructors helps guarantee that students consider the different
alternatives that can be interpreted from the information they gather about

themselves and about available jobs.

Develop a Variety of ,',1ternatives and Define Course of Action

Students develop their alternatives by investing themselves in the actual
experiences and procedures necessary to explore sites. By interacting with

employer instructors and completing Exploration Packages for each site
students continue gathering and interpreting information for several
alternative career options and begin defining courses of action (that is
subsequent site choices and learning activities) that more directly reflect
what they know about. themselves and their interests.

Evaluate Results of the Action and fake Alternative Course .F Necessary

This step also builds continuously. It is specifically provided for by the

completion of the exploration Package "match or mismatch" activities,'
receiving the employer instructor's comments and talking over experiences
and conclusions with staff and ot.:er students.
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may meet many potential role models in the persons of various
employer instructors, but they are not required to commit themselves
to any job or person for any great length of time.

On the other hand, students choOse sites for learningilevels
specifically because they decide to concentrate their energies
in one place for a while and dig into the learning potential of a
particular job and site. While they may perform more complex
activities at a learning level, those activities are also
simplified insofar as they are all organized around the learning
of a given job and usually take place with the regular support-of
one adult at that site.

(CE )2 does not try to differentiate between the value of one -.kind
of site experience over another. All students are encouraged to
follow through on at least one of their explorations by studying a
job site in greater detail through a learning level. The program
also recognizes that some students may prefer to shop around
through explorations while others will find the kinds of commitment
and Concentration occurring at the learning level are exactly what
their goals and personal characteristics require.

Life Skills and Basic Skills

With both career explorations and learning levels students can
negotiate Life Skills project activities that help them ,meet basic
curriculum objectives in ways that are commensurate with their
preferences and needs. Students can use either type of site!to
practice and refine their Basic Skills, acquire more detailed
comprehension of the Life Skills and achieve basic Career
Development objectives.

For instance, the Exploration package is primarily geared to help
students in their career development, but it alto gives practice
in a variety of Basic Skills and Life Skills. The process of
meeting and interviewing site personnel exercises communications
skills and the Life Skills areas of critical thinking. and personal/
social development. Similarly, to answer questions in the package
,students again exercise critical thinking and some of the self-
reflection and decision-making skills associated with personal/
social development. By the same token, project and skill
development activities that take place during learning levels will
involve the student in Basic Skills and Life Skills processes as
they actually coma together in daily tasks at a job site.

Opt ()nal Site Uses

There are two optional types of site use students should be aw-re
of as they consider the learning possibilities of various sites.
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Skill building levels may be negotiated at ESCE sites for those
students wishing to acquire the skills needed for actual
employment in a given occupation. Students may not use thiF option
until they have-finished most or all of their program requirements.
S ecial lacements are a second optional site use in which students
.go to a site,for a limited amount of time expessly to complete a
particular project activity. Both are treated in greater detail
eiseWhere in this handbook (aee "Cross-References" below).

CROSS FERENCES

Ways in which student learning activities are integrated with one
another are further discussed in "Learning Plan Negotiation,"
pages 43-51.

Two important strategies related to career explorations that are
discussed elsewhere in this handbook are projects, on pages 189-
273, and learning levels, on pages 277-327.

The skill building level is summarized in "Learning & Skill
Building Levels," pages 285-286.

Special placements at employer sites are discussed an optional
use of community resources in "Projects," page 211.

A display of (CE)2's Career Development outcome goals, learning
objectives and suggested learning strategies for implementing each
objective appears in Appendix B.
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Prepare assessment instruments and other resources
students will use to select sites

ASSESSMENT IN INSTRUMENTS

Some way of assessing career interests should be available to help
students select sites and to give them practice in self-reflection
and investigation processes important to career planning. (CE)2
students use two instruments to identify their individual career
interests:

The Self - Directed Search (SDS) helps identify career
areas in terms of the student's preferences and
characteristics

The Career information System (CIS) is a regionally-
based computer system that helps students identify
their interests and enables them to pinpoint spedific
jobs and occupations available- in the Pacific Northwest
(Oregon in particular) that relate to their interests.

The SDS is primarily an interests refinement tool that tells what
kinds of occupations might suit students according to the way they
answer questions about themselves and their self-perceived
characteristics. It is available nationally and consists of a
self-administered questionnaire booklet and a corresponding key
listing occupations that match the student's interests according
to how he or she answered questions in the booklet.

The CIS has both an interests refinement portion and a "Quest"
program to help students learn more specific qualifications and/or
training opportunities in occupations that interest them. While
(CE) 2 uses its computer terminal features (direct hook-up to a
computerized data bank), the CIS system is also available in
needle-sort cards for schools choosing not to use computer
terminals.

Career assessments can be repeated throughout the year to help
students compare test results with their actual experiences at
sites in the community. In this way they can begin to broaden
their perspectives of a given career, focus on individual
variations that occur at any one job site and recognize their own
growth in career awareness and decision-making abilities.

See Item 11, page 145, for how (CE)2 students use both instruments
in their career explorations.
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OCCUPATIONAL AND SITE RESOURCES

To realistically identify career interests students should also
have access to detailed descriptions of individual occupations and
supplementary references that offer broader perspectives on the
nature of wdrk and career planning. While (CE)2 relies heavily on
the Quest portion of the CIS for descriptions of occupations it also
has at the learning center printed and multi-media materials
pertaining both to particUlar jobs and to general career development
issues. Remember when selecting resources that they should serve
primarily as instruments of an ongoing career counseling process
that is based on actual student experiences of careers which occur
during their explorations.

The CIS, with its computer terminal and several different
information services, 'offers invaluable "hands on" learning
opportunities for students. They can sit down at the computer
terminal and ask the computer questions about work aspects such as
probable wage and salary ranges or probabilities for continued
employment:and be brought in touch with specific jobs that'match
the characteristics they desire. 'Students can also use additional
data and references gained, from the CIS to compare with their
actual experiences at sites in the community, thereby both
broadening their perspectives of a given career and"fOcusing on the
individual variations that occur at any one job site

Characteristics of the sites participating in the EWE program
should also be kept on file at the learning center. This
information usually ,includes ERS notes and records (including site
descriptions and Learning Site Analysis Forms) and Exploration
ackages completed by other students who have visited sites. A

more detailed description of these resources and discussion of
their use'appears in Item 11, page 146.

CROSS-REFERENCES

The Career Information System and Self-Directed Search are further
described and a sample Quest print-out displayed in Appendix E.
Ordering information for both instruments is also given in that
appendix.

"Learning Resources," 494-504' contains more information
-about site resources and career development references.

See Appendix F fora list of the basic materials collection kept
by (CE)2 at its learning center. Because of the wide range of
career development resources currently available we do not make
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any specific recommendations as to h ch you should purchase for
learning center use. We assume your own district and school
libraries will already have Many such materials on hand.

The Learning Site Analysis Form (LSAF), completed for all sites
used by students on learning levels and, whenever possible, for
exploration sites as well, is discussed in "Learning Plan
Negotiation," pages 72-76. A sample of the LSAF appears in
Appendix C.
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Agree on design of Exploration Package

The Exploration Package developed by (CE)2 to help students
initiate and follow through on their individual career explorations
is displayed at the end or this section (pages 169=185). Below we
offer a brief 11 -1cription of that package. Further discussion of

t students do at sites in addition to completing the package
appears in Items 14 and 15.

DESIGN

CE) 2's Exploration Package is structured so that students work
through a mini-cycle of career development activities which
include

1. initial encounter with the employer and site

observation and investigation of job and site
particulars

reassessment of personal interests and qualifications
for that- -pe of work

a wrap-up evaluation Of the exploration experience
and next steps that might be taken

There are several "before" sets of questions which the student
answers at the beginning of an exploration, spaces for photographs

written descriptions of site observations and several sets of
"after" questions to be completed at the end of the evaluation.
Questions are worded to familiarize students with looking at
common factors that impact job success and satisfaction at any
site.

The package includes a folder with pockets for slipping in
literature obtained at the site and any tape recordings the student
might make, of interviews with site personnel. Copies of additional
comments made by the student and his or her thank-you letter to the
EI are also filed in the pockets. To help students focus on the
many career options open'to them, the folder displays the 15 basic
job clusters identified by the UnitedStates Office of Education.
The cluster can be a starting point for staff and employer
instructors in talking to students about careers and the various
relations that may exist among different types of work.

3)
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While the padkage does not take very long to complete--perhaps a
couple of hours--it is set up so that the student can work on it
throughout his or her stay at the site. Students should be
reminded that the pack age is their primary means of recording what
they are learning at the site. They should take it seriously both
as a learning tool and as a reference other students may be using
for deciding whether or not to explore the same site themselves.

JOB SITE INFORMATION

The package itself does not have places for the student
actually record the many kinds of occupation - specific information
that can be gained at a sit This is because the interview
portion of the process is ili_ended to capture the budk of that
kind of information. Students can also make lists of facts that
particularly interest them and file them along with other
site-related materials ir. tie folder pockets.

Following is a summary _ the t!pical kinds of data students
might gain from interviewing their employer instructor:

working conditions. hours, environment, fringe
benefits, salary, advancement opportunities, legal
issues

lobs work tasks performed, kinds
of skills exercised and incentives particular to
specific job activities (for example, satisfaction
gained from using certain tools or;producing a
particular product, advancement or travel
opportunities that might be attached to incresed
expertise in a special skill)

3. and , what the job site
produces, how its activities relate t.o the community
needs and the consumer economy

4. fob -related materials: primarily literature available
for further information about the job, its conditions
and products

anizational structure: the company's management
patterns; where and how decisions are made and
communicated to employees; channels employees have
to air their needs and criticisms
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6. specific jab qualifications_ legal (age limi
security/economic constraints and requirements and
so forth) , physical, psychological and prerequisite
training and educational credentials

COMPLETING THE PACKAGE

The package is designed so that procedures for completing are

basically self-explanatory. Students must

1. tape an intersri.ew with the employer instructor (or
record it in writing)

2_ answer questions listed in the packa

3. take photographs, draw sketches or write
descriptions of site scenes

4. record comments and observations as appropriate

5. gather site literat

6. write a thank-you letter to the employer instructor
py to be filed with the package)

7. turn the package over o the employer instructor
- for evaluation

notify the employer relations specialist of
package completion, turning it in for ERS coMments
and certification of completion
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Plan site placement procedures

PLACEMENT PROCEDURES

Site placement procedures currently used by (CE)2 are listed be).
with references to other items in thii section where further
details are discussed.

1- After assessing career interests the stucent looks over sites
listed in the (CE)2 employer network and picks one that
relates to an occupation he or she is considering. (See Items
2 and 11, pages 116 and 145.)

2. The student uses the Quest portion of the Career Information
System to gain more detailed information about that particular
occupation. (See Item 11, page 145.)

The student takes the Quest printout to the employer relations
specialist to discuss the site choice and set a time for
beginning the exploration. (See Item 12, page 148.).

4. After discussing the student's site choice the employer
relations specialist

a. makes sure the site is available (by checking
personal notes or the program's Status Board)

b. telephones the employer instructor and arranges an
appointment for the student

c. notes the time arranged for the student on the "first
appointment" blank on the Student and Employer Instructor
Contract form (discussed on the following page)

posts the first sheet of the contract form on the Status
Board to indicate the student has an exploration site
pending

e. gives sheets two and three of the form (together with
the Employer Instructor Report postcard) to the student

makes sure the student arranges transportation to the
site (if it is a student's first site the EFS will go
along, usually providing the transportation, see item 9,

page 134)
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The student arranges transportation and arrives at the site at
the agreed on time.

Once at the site the student negotiates with the EI the total
hours and days he or she will be exp:.-ring the site and
records this information on the Student and Employer Instructor
Contract form.

After they both sign the form the EI keeps one copy as a record
and also retains the Employer Instructor Report postcard
which will be mailed to the ERS at the end of the exploration.

7. The student returns the remaining sheet of the contract form
to the ERS and receives a blank Exploration Package.

The ERS then takes the form returned by the student (which
has the Scheduling grid filled out and is signed by both
student and EI) and mounts it on the Status Board to indicate
the site is currently being explored by that student. The

original form pladed on the board at the time of the student's
first appointment is discarded.

The student returns to the site for the remaining days of the
exploration, completing the Exploration Package and obtaining
the El's verification. (See Items 14 and 15, pages 152-156.)

10. When the site has been explored the EI signs the Employer
Instructor Report postcard verifying the student's attendance
and mails it to the ERS. (See Items 17 and 18, pages 159-164)

11. The student returns to the learning center and selects another
site for exploration, repeating steps two through nine above.

The first step, which involves use of the Career Information
System and Self-Directed Search, is encouraged as often as
students need o continue refining their career interests.
All students must repeat both instruments at least at mid year.
(See Item 18, page 162.)

STUDENT AND EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR CONTRACT FORM

The Student and Employer Instructor Contract form was instituted to
better systematize all site placement and attendance recordkeeping
needs. Previously students carried time slips which employer
instructors signed and the students returned to staff. The contract
form avoids the liability of the student forgetting to have the
slip signed or losing it before it is recorded. It also helps the
ERS know where students are in their site learning activities.
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SITE PLACEMENT FORMS

Three-part form used to note the student's first appointment andto schedule ties the student wil

NA

SIT

EM

FiF

EM

It r

STUDENT AND EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR CONTRACT

NA

SIT

EM

FIR

E,,F

STUDENT AND EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR CONTRACT
STUDENT AND

NAME

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR

___-ia-----
DEPT.

CONTRACT

SITE

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR _A.111,,.."-Illt i/Mik
A CAREER EXPLORATIONFIRST APPOINTMENT

OLEARNING LEVEL--,-, .,,.3 e - .ime
WEEK OF M T W Th g

q l i ` '1117 f l - -1 Z -

EMPLOYER IN UCT3R SIGNATURE U ENT SIGNATURE
If there are negotiated changes in this contract. notify your ERS

Postcard used to verify student attendance.
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EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR REPORT

Did the student meet the hours and appointments involved in this
contract (was the attendance satisfactory)?

Student Name

If not, what day() did the student miss?

No 0

Commen: Oak

Employ] nstructor
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e form itself consists of a three-part no-ca on- equired (NCR)
portion and an attached Employer,Instructor Report postcard.
The NCR pages of the form include space for

1. names of student, employer instructor, site and
department or learning station (if there are
"More than one gt the site)

time of first appointment

3- level of site participation (exploration or
learning level)

4. a two-week scheduling grid filled out by the
student. sand employer instructor

places for the student and Er to sign their names

Employer Instructor-Report postcard allows the El to verify and
m,ent on student attendance. The site is not recorded as

officially explored by the student until the postcard has been
received. Nor is the student reimbursed for gasoline (if
private transportation was necessary) until the postcard arrives
verifying the student actually went to the site for the agreed on
number of days.

PLEASE NOTE: The placement contract and postcard system verifies
attendance only; employer instructor comments and signature in
the Exploration Package verify stvflent performance.

CROSS-REFERXNCES

Item 8, page 131, of this sectionsummarizes all recorukeeping
relevant ta-career exploratiOhs and gives references to the
Student Recorde'-ii-C-tion of Student Services where forms are .

displayed and recordkeeping procedures further detailed for the
entire program.

The Status Board, which displays each student's current learning
activities And community sites, is also discussed in "Student
Records," Student Services, Item 13.

Site maintenance procedures handled by the ERS are described in
detail in "Bite Utilization," Employer/Communi
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5

Designate staff t oversee career explorations

EMPLOYER RELATIONS SPECIALIST

The employer relations specialist has the key staff role in the
exploration process. His or her basic responsibilities include

1. orienting students to career explorations and helping
`them use career assessment tools

2. counseling students on their site choices

3. making sure student selections and available sites are
distributedto avoid scheduling conflicts

4 arranging details with employer instructors

accompanying students
explorations

es for their fi

6. reviewing with employer instructors their
responsibilities

7. maintaining ongoing contact with employer instruct
answer questions and resolve problems,

--monitoring student site attendance, performance and
progress on Exploration Package

supporting and,monitoring:additional onsite learning
activities as necessary

10. evaluating, recordinq and filing completed
Exploration Packages

11. holding debriefings with groups of students

12. sharing with other staff any learning needs or
performance characteristics discovered during student
explorations that should be noted

13 providing career and personal counseling on an
ongoing basis



Career Explorations (Item 5)

OTHER STAFF

At the learning, center the learning manager helps students
integrate their site experiences into project activities that
reflect any changes in interests or goals arising from explorations.

Similarly, the learning resource specialist may help students
pursue resources (occupational literature, career development's
references and use of the computerized Career Information System)
they need to pinpoint jobs of interest to them. The ITS also
helps students use tape recorders and cameras necessary to document
their .explorations and may facilitate film processing for site
pictures taken by students.

A summary of staff, student and employer instructor roles for
career explorations appears on page 108.

CROSS-REFERENCES

The role of the employer relations specialist is featured throughout
puL-3itResEm/oer/Conrun2:2192A and in "Personnel," Management &
anizati on, page 53.

The roles of the learning manager and learning resource specialist
are dealt with throughout this handbook; specific role descriptions
appear in "Personnel," Management & Organization, pages 52 and 54.
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Agree on student rights and responsibi
career explorations

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

`A basic rule of thumb in EmE id that students have the right to
renegotiate activities and objeictives as their/experiences lead
them to revise their personal,goals and reinterpret their leakning
needs. Since explorations last such a short,period of time
students are normally encouraged, to finish the sites they begin
exploring. (CE) 2 does no, however, require students .to complete
all the sites they begin/rather they must complete five each
year. If they choose not to.finish a site or leave an Exploration
Package incomplete they do not receive exploration credit for that
site and must select another site to meet program requirements.

A student deciding to drop a site must discuss his or her reasons
with the employer relations specialist. The student also must
personally call the employer instructor to explain why the
exploration is being terminated.

The most basic responsibility of students on career exploration
sites is that they behave and perform in a realistic.manner
suitable to dealing with adults in an on-the-job situation. More
specifically, students are expected to

1. take the lead in Fite research and selection

2. negotiate with EIS the time they will spend at he
site

arrange for transportation to the site

4. observe. employer rules and-regulations and
generally meet site expectations discussed
the EI and/or employer relations, specialist

complete an Exploration Package for each site and
turn it in when signed by the employer instructor

attend debriefings with.Staff and other students

1ln addition, students are encouraged to be alert to their own
learning_ needs, revising their goals and negotiating other
learning activities tcvmatch'changes in their aspirations that
might result from community site experiences.
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Time Requirements and School Year Action Zones-

(CE)2 does not demand a,, certain amount of time-to be spent at each
exploration site. Some sites can be explored in two or three days;
others may take a full week. More than one week for an exploration
is usually discouraged -if a site has that much to offer a student
he or she may return to it for a learning level.

The program does require a 15 hour minimum for all students to be
at community sites each week. If a student finishes an exploration
in less than 15 hours then another exploration or other type of
site placement must be planned to meet that minimum.

To help students manage the scheduling of all their learning
activities (CE),2 uses a system of "action zones" which breaks the
school year into smaller segments and recommends numbers of
activities to be completed for each time period. The zones are

set up so that students theoretically complete all five required
explorations by the end of November. This is to encourage students
to have examined a range of sites early in the school year so that
they can'be ready to choose sites for learning levels and
extensive project-activities which usually take a greater portion

of the year to finish. Having gained a broad information base at
community sites in the first several months, students are also in
a better position to negotiate project and learning level details
"that realistically match their own perceived interests and needs.

Remember, however, the actio zones suggest timelines for all
students; individuals are fr a to negotiate with staff any
variations in those timeline seem appropriate to their own

particular learning Plans.

CROSS-.REFERENCES

Procedures for implementing student accountability for explorations
are discussed in Item 17, pages 159-161, of this section.

(CE) 2's .accountability standards and procedures for the ant
program are described in "Learning Plan Negotiation," pages
77-91.

School year action zones are printed in the Student Handbook given
students during orientation. The Student Handbook is displayed
as Appendix A in Student Services. Action zones are also discussed
in this,handbook under "Learning Plan Negotiation," pages 81-84.

A more detailed list of student steps to follow for exploring
sites is given in Item 10, pages 141-142.
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Identify opportunities for career exploration in the
cpmmunity

At this point the employer relations specialist should remember
thatsome Cites may limit themselves to hosting students for
career explorations only. Students should know the degrees of
involvement a site offers before choosing sites to explore so they
can plan whether or not to consider returning to a site for
learning level activities.

Employer site information files at the learning center (see Item
11,' Page 146) should also summarize :Ate Characteristics and
specify how many different learning stations are available at any
one site A "learning station" is simply a particular job or
department at a site. Some larger businesses might offer learning
stations in several different careers. For example, an automobile
dealership could host students in its salesroom, service department
and possibly business office as well.

CROSS :ERENCE

The task of identifying and recruiting sites for the EBCE
employer network is dealt with throughout the "Site Recruit
section of EmployeCommunity Resources.
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Establish recordkeeping for career explorations

The employer relations specialist also oversees most of the
recordkeeping related to career explorations. Key items to be
recorded are discussed below.

(CE

Career Interests Assessment

SYSTEM

The ERS summarizes results of the Self-Directed Search and Career
Information System together with follow-up narrative about student
choices and goals. This st!mmary is passed to a clerk who enters
it on the Student Profile sheet in the master records. The ERS
updates this summary as time goes on--at least at mid=year when all
students must repeat both instruments. A copy of SDS and CIS
results is also sent.to the student's parents; each time a Quest
print-out is obi -wined by the student (necessary for each Exploration
Package), a coin of that also goes to the parents.

Exploration. Placements

Commencement and completion dates for each exploration are
ascertained through the ..Student and Employer Instructor Contract
form and are recorded by a clerk on the Student Experience Record
sheet in the program's master records. Attendance is verified on
receipt of the Employer Instructor Report postcard which the El
mails to the learning center when a student has finished an
exploration (see Item 4).

Dates for sites currently being explored (that is starting dates)
are also noted in the. Student Information Card kept by the EPS for
each student and are displayed at the learning center on the
Student Status Board (by posting.one copy of the.Student and
Employer Instructor Contract form) so both staff and students c
know where individual students are in their explorations (see
also Item 4).

The ERS keepsboth Student Information Cards and Employer Site
Cards in a. personal site maintenance notebook. The Student
Information Card includes the student's name and type of site
placement and is filed after the site card whenever a student
chooses a site. At (CE), each ERS is responsible for a certain
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number of sites and organizes his or her notebook by alphabetizing
the Employer Site Cards. Students go to the ERS responsible for
a particular site. Employer Site Cards include names of site and
Els there, types of placements available and whatever descriptive
information the ERS wants to know on a continuing basis about the
site.

Verification of Completed Exploration Packages

The employer instructor evaluates completed Exploration; Packages
and writes comments on the last pages of the package. The ERS
also evaluates the package, verifying the EI's comments and
signature, aroi writes comments on the same page in the package.

The Student Experience Recrd form which is used for recording
attendance dates for explorations also has space for noting the
numbers off completed explorations. An exploration is not
considered complete until the package has been verified by the ERB.

Comments

Addition observations made, either by the El or by the ERS
regarding student's onsite performance or behavior should also
be s ized by the ERS for his or her personal records. For
example, a student may have trouble relating to certain kinds of
people Or find some types of sites threatening; some students work
well under pressure, others do' not. Staff need to record and share
this kind of information so they can be.better prepared to support
each student's individual personal and learning growth.

The ERS may then draw from this information as necessary for

Ao relating learning needs to other staff

2. commenting on the student's career development
during parent reporting-

arizing the student's career development for
the Student Profile -

An Accountability Write-Up form is used by the ERS when necessary
to record and communicate particular behavioral or performance
problems. Copies may be sent to staff, students, parents or
,employer instructors.

In addition to being entered in the program's ongoing records, all
of the above information also is summarized in various ways in the
Record AI Student_FerforMance which certifies program completion
and serves as a program transcript for EWE students.

1(14
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CROSS-REFERENCES .7--

See Item 11, page 146, for discussion of site information records
the ERS should keep to facilitate student site learning.

see Item 18, page 162, for how information sharing among other
staff is handled.

The Student and Employer Instructor Contract form and Employer
'Instructor Report postcard are discussed and displayed in-Item 4
of this section, pages 122-125.

-Parent reporting is discussed in "Learning Plan Nego tion'".
page 69, and.in "Student Records," student Servi
item 15.

Accountability procedures and the Accountability Write-Up form are
discussed in "Learning Plan Negotiation," pages 85-91.

Forms and methods used by the ERS for general site maintenance
(including sudent and site notebook cards) are treated in "Site
Utilization,' : 'player/Community Resources, pages 125-133.

The following recordkeeping forms are displayed and their related
procedures discussed in "Student Records," Student Services:

Accountability Write-Up, Item 13

Record of Student Performance, Appendix D

Student and Employer .In ructor Contract, Item 12

Student Experience Record, Item 12,

Student Information Card, Item 14

Student Profile, Item 2

Further discussion of assessment, inc ding a display of the
Student Profile,,appears in this handb k in "Learning Plan
Negotiation," pages 54-65.
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Arrange for transportation an other suppe
and materials for student site -6

TRANSPORTATION

ive logistics

Transportation arrangements must be planned to in
students have a way of getting to and from communit
(CE)`2 students have a variety of options, including
program van which makes regular runs` throughout the

139

that all
sites. At

'ng in a
unity.

Forms and procedures should be designed for either pro iding such
transportation or for reimbursing students when they use
private or public transportation. Details of how (q)2 andles
transportation, including sample forms and parental permission
slips, appear in another handbook (see "Cross-References," page
136); at this point we offer you some remarks about learning-
related aspects of transportation.

Having to arrange for their own transportation ie a good way for
students to practice responsibility and to learn how to pay
attention to simple logistical details of life--such as remembering
what time it is and when the bus or school van is scheduled to
leave or arrive at a certain place.

Use of private vehicles, while not discouraged, should be watched
for some of the commoru problems that can develop when students are
free to use their own. cars. That is, there will be those who
prefer to cruise with their friends or to use "problems" such as
car failure as excuses for not being at a site when they are
expected. You may find Iwith some students that you will have to
ask them to use the program or city transportation system instead.

Also, transportation costs can be expensive. See if your
city offers student rates for its metropolitan transit and obtain
the necessary schedules and routing informationlfor students to use
when planning their own transportation. It is also useful to have
a map posted which outlines bus routes. In keeping, with program
emphasis on responsibility, students themselves could be asked to
gather such information.

We also recommend the'ERS- go along with students on their first
explorations to help those students have positive first experiences
with learning in the community. Occasionally try using the school
Van instead of your own vehicle when .you do go with a student. This
can give you a better sense of how students feel, what they talk
about and so forth as they go, out into the community.
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If students are using the program van for transportation, ti'e van
driver should encourage them to avoid arranging odd hours or two
visits in the same day. Students should try to plan their lunch
hours at the sites and pay attention to the van's schedule to help
the driver coordinate delivery and pick-up times with stops
required by other students.

OTHER PROCEDURES AND MATERIALS

Exploration Patkages

The Exploration Package is displayed on pages 169-185- You should
print enough to enable all students to complete 'he ii red five

packages per year plus extras for those wishing to explore
additional sites. You might also want to print enough copies to
give to visitors and other people interestediin the program.

Identification Photographs

Identification photographs are a good way of letting site personnel
and security officers know why a student is at the site. They also
take some of the burden off the'student for repeated explanation of
his or her presence. (CE)2 laminates the student's photograph on
a small placard which gives the student's name and explains that- he

she is visiting the site as part of an educational program.

I'm

a student from (school's name)

I will be exploring your company

for a short time. As a part of

Ty educational program I will be

ing pictures and asking

q estions related to your work.

Thank you for your cooperation.
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Photographic Services

Photographic services will have to be located that offer quick
return on film developing and processing for those photographs
students take at exploration sites. The learning resource
specialist might coordinate receiving film from students, getting
it processed and returning it. Preferably a system should be set
\up whereby students can do most of the logistics involvedfor
example, an ie-bo% for film cannisters, an out-box for processed
photographs and a schedule of when film is taken to be processed
mounted clearly for students to see.

Inexpensive cameras can also be purchased and checked out to
students for their various learning activities. The program will
have to decide whether to provide film for students or request
that they supply their own.

Tape Recorders

Tape recorders may be made available for students to take with
them and record their interviews with employer instructors.
Again the learning resource specialist can coordinate their use
and maintain an extra supply of tapes. Your program.should
decide whether to have students re-use tepes or to retain each
taped interview as part of the completed Exploration Packages
filed at the learning center.

Recordkeeping Forms

Recordkeeping for o be prepared in advance are discussed in
Item 8 (see page 1, , Besides program records kept at the
learning center, you will have to prepare multiple copies of the
Student and Employer Instructor Contract and Employer Instructor:
Report postcards (see Item 4, page 122) which students take to
each site explored. You may also want to print supplemental
guides, checklists and other explanatory materials for employer
instructors (see the EI checklist displayed in Item 10, page 139
for example).

CROSS-REFERENCES
1

Transportation forms and procedures ere treated in "Business
ManageMent," hAnaompt & Organization, pages 129-135.

See "Learning Resources," page 507, for a list of photographic
and audio equipment purchased by (CE)2.
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Career Explorations (Item 0)

entations for students and employer instructors

To prepare for orienting students and employer instructors you
will want to review the narrative comments for all the steps to
follow, particularly Items 2, 3, 12 and 14 which deal most
directly with what students and El's do at sites. Below we offer
some context-setting observations about important issues to be
considered.

STUDENTS

Student orientation should occur as part of the general program
orientation activities held at the beginning of the program year.
It should cover both the procedures students are expected to follow
and the kinds of attitudes concerning use of community sites that
the program wishes to foster.

Attitudes

There can be no simple summary of the things to prepare students
for in career explorations because each exploration will be shaped
by the unique irteraFtions that occur as individual students
encounter, react to and make decisions about sites of interest to
them. Keep in mind that explorations are a vital part of the EBCE
experienCe, serving as the first steps students take in confronting
community settings for specific learning purposes. Also important
is the fact that career exploration is a system of activities that
includes self-assessment and information-processing skills students
will be using throughout their program experiences and, hopefully,
throughout their lifetimes.

addition, students will be practicing numerous "coping skills"
they may not have used before--dealing with adults, managing their
own transportation, keeping to a time schedule, making decisions
about what they are doing and what they want to do. Adults will
be constantly presenting students with a multitude of alternate
ways of living, thinking and f`:ling about people and about the
world in generar:. Also, stud. .s will be learning how to "read
the signs" of each new enviroment, observing for themselves the
various expectations different sites place on the people who work
there. Orientation should try to capture the flavor and
excitement--the positive personal benefits--that use of the
community for learning offers.
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To help students carry through on what they have experienced
during orientation (CE)2 has the first sites students will be
exploring already lined up for them by the second or third day of
orientation. In tha:ase of new students beginning their first

rexplorations the ERS (tries to accompany them to the sites where
the El has already been briefed and works to help the student feel
comfortable.

You may wish to use the displays on Pages 141-144 as a way of
introducing students to the actual sequence of steps and various
learning objectives they will be encountering for each exploration.
They can be used as handouts or to organize your presentations.

Additional Workshops

Additional workshops should -also be planned as the year progresses
and staff perceive some students having particular troubles with
the proceSs or any of its elements. Debriefings held regularly
with students (see Item 21, page 168) will catch many potential
Problems but staff should also consider- gathering those students
with common difficulties together for special one-time sessions.

Students entering later in the yearwill also have to be oriented
to the program and its differen% learning strategies. When there
is a grOup of new, Students (as might happen at midyear), workshops
can be planned along the same lines as those held at the beginning

of the year. Students entering individually might be briefed by
the ERS-and assigned to students who have been with the program
a while and who can introduce them to other students whi3e filling
them'in on various features of the program and its procedures from
the student's point of view.

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTORS

Employ': instructor orientation and training for the entire program
is detailed in another handbook (see "Cross-References" below).
Employer instructors are introduced to the program when their
sites are recruited by the employer relations specialist. All Els
are invited to an initial orientation session (separate from
Student orientation) at the learning center. At this time program
specifics are further explained to them by.staff. Subsequent El
developmental sessions occur throughout the year to help them
better understand the program, discuss ideas and techniques for
helping students at their sites and share experiences.

By the tLMe students begin exploring sites Els should have attended
at least! a pre-school orientation session and have a basic
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understanding :f wh.,at the program is about, All Els also receive
an information ;',e6zir-i--t of materials outlining various learning
activitjPq and explaining their roles in the program.

In addition% for erari-yer instructors new to the program the ERS
will go over (either ray phone or in person) exp.. ration procedures
and making sure(the El knows what to do. For each exploration
the employer instructor also receives a checklist card as a
reminder of key steps and activities (displayed below;.

EXPLORATION GUIDE FOR
EMPLOYER INSTRUCTORS

Thank you for accepting, an
exploration. In order for this experience to be successful, the
following steps are important, Please inifal each as the exploration
progresses.

WELCOME student and reach agreement on schedule for full
vAr loration experience.

estabLst attendance contract with student
- -- record hours and days on contract form

-- be sum both you a- student sign the form
--- retain yellow copy d postcard

ORIENT student to your site.
--- give student a tour

introduce student to people, places, and things
- -- cover the mission of your company - its products and seruic

its policis and standards

INFORM student of career opportunities.

--- discuss Career Information System printout (ask student for
it if not offered)

--- help student_ with Exploration Packet (picture :eking,
view)

-- discuss how you got your job and opportunities in your field -
the big pkture

CERTIFY the experience.

debrief student on the last day
--- enter comments in Exploration Packer
--- discuss student's interest in returning for a longer experience

(Learning Level)

VERIFY student attendance by signing and mailing contract
postcard. We must have this postcard to credit the student's ex-
perience.
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0

Even if the employer instructor has not attended the general
progm orientation, the combination of information packet,,
checkAst and ERS briefing will suffice for the first explorations
with students. Employer instructors usually find they quickly
catch on to the procedpreS and from then on are free to plan their
own interactions with students.

The ERS should remind them that the career ex7loration, while a
critical learning activity for students, is also the first step
students will be taking into the community. It should therefore be
a relaxed and low-keyed kind of venture. The Exploration Package
largely organizes what the student is expected to be doing at the
site and the ERS is always available (at least by telephone) to
znswer any questions that might come up.

CROSS - REFERENCES

Student orientation to the entire program is discussed in "Program
Entry/Exit, Student Services, pages 27-35.

Employer instructor orientation and training is treated throughout
the section, "Employer Instructor Development," in Employer/
Community Resources. The same handbook diScusses information
mater.I'als given new employer instructors (pages 45-46) and
displays suzinaries of EX training sessions in Appendices G -M.
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STUDENT STEPS TO FOLLOW ',TOR CAREER EXPLORATION

1. Take career assessMent tests to refine your ideas of
occupations that interest you.

2. Attend orientation at tha beginning of the year.

3. Look over the list of participating 'site's_ and choose
several that relate to your interests.

4. Use the CIS Quest program to research further
information about the occupations you wish to explore.

5. Tell the employer relations specialist (ERs) which
sites you wish to explore and he or she will make an
appointment for you to go out to one of them.

6. Make sure your site schedule won' conflict with other
activities and arrange transporta,lon

(If this is your first exploration, the ERS will go
along and introduce you--after that you're on your
own!)

7. If you are using the program's van make sure you sign
up with the driver ahead of time.

S. Decide with your learning manager whether there are.
project activities you will work on at the site.

9. Go to the site, meet the employer instructor (El),
agree on your time schedule and fill in days and hours
on the "Student and Employer Instructor Contract" form.

(You can then spend the rest of your time there that
day touring the site, meeting employees and looking at
any site literature that might be available. If you
want, bring a tape recorder and record your interview
with the EI now.)

10. Your El shoUld keep one copy (32 the scheduling contract
and the "Employer Instructor Report" postcard. You
should return the remaining copy to the SRS who will
then give you an Exploration Package to complete at the
site.

ntinued)
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STUDENT STEPS TO FOLLOW, continued

1. Return to the site for ypur remaining days; w'rk on
your Exploration package and any other activities you
have agreed to do.

12. When your package is finished, give it to your EI for
comments and signature.

13. Don't forget to write a thank-you letter!

After your El has evaluated your package you might
remind him or her toremetber to mail in the Employer
instructor Report postcardthat's our record of your
attendance.

15. Also finish any project activities you and your
learning manager may have agreed to.

16. Turn the completed package in to your ERS for
commenting, credit and filing.

Attend debriefing meetings with other students and
your ERS to share your experiences and opinions about
the sites you have explored.

18. Most important, think a lot about what you have seen
and experienced at sites and what those things mean

your plans for the future--are you still
interested in that kind of job?

b. other sites you might want to explore - -did you
get any new ideas about jobs from the site you
just explored?

project activities you are negotiating with your
learning manager--are there new kinds of skills
you now want to practice, new sites you wish to
do projects at, new resources to use, people
to meet?

19. Repeat steps 3 through 1
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Career Exploration Learning Objectives

Completing an exppration will help you organize your experiences at
a job site se that yOu will grow in the following ways.

.

1 gain a more
realistic sense
of the typical
work day in
lobs of interest
to you 3

2 increase your general
knowledge about particular

identifying

DIPLOMA

jobs by the
personal characteristics and
training required

--.-

ME._

3 improve your
skills in
choosing a

OS k career by

\ comparing your, \ personal

4 improve your
critical thinking
skills by making
obser 1:',!ions and
drawing
conclusions
about your lob
site experiences

z--_- characteristics
and values with
the job s
Characteristics

5 learn to interact
with many --1
different adults in j
a variety of
environments

:,..

i
6 gain a better

understanding of
the relationship
between learning
and earning a living

-----Iri E r 7 learn to find your
way around the
community more

r easily

.5.:,;-

us
'

al

8 acquire practical
experience in
writing. speaking.
listening and
mathematics as
these skills relat(3
to specific lobs
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Working with Student _Explorations

11
Initiate career assessment and use of resources for
student site selection

CAREER :ASSESSMENT

Each summer, (CE)2 students take the Self-Directed Search and
learn to use the Career Information System as part of their
initial assessment process (see Item-2, page 116). After defining
their interests through these instruments they look over the list
of participating employer sites and tentatively select three or
four they might wish to explore when the school year begins. This
enables the employer relations specialist to make sure there are
enough sites available in the network to match anticipated student
needs. It also permits the matching of students and sites early
enough that students can begin explorations as a wrap-up part of
orientation week.

(You might note that at this point the ERS summarizes results from
both the SDS and CIS and enters them in the program's records-
-see "I 8, page 131.)

Before going on an exploration each student also must use the CIS
Quest program to gain information about requirements, qualifications
and training opportunities for the individual jobs he or she is to
explore. This serves as an important warm-up activity that

1. generally gives a good way of pre-assessing individual
jobs and helps the student develop more objective
techniques for deciding career paths

2. gives important occupations-specific information the
student will need in exploring a site and completing
the required Exploration Package for that site

The student summarizes information gained from the CIS on the first
page of the Exploration Package and carries'a copy of the Quest
print-out to the site for the employer instructor .to look over.
The El can verify whether or not the deScription accurately
portrays conditions at his or her site and discuss with the student
any variations that might occur. A copy of the Quest print-out is
also sent to the student's parents.
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LEARNING CENTER AND EMPLOYER SITE INFORMATION RESOURCES

If students have more questions about occupations they are
encouraged to use the learning center's files to locate additional
literature and resources. They may also talk with their EPS or the
learning resource specialist About ways to further pursUe a given
interest.

Exploration Package File.

An invaluable resource for students making their site choices will
be the file of completed Exploration Packages done by
other students visiting sites. These packages offer several kinds
of useful information from the student's point of view:

personal judgments andJobservations

2 photographs, sketches or written descriptions of
key aspects of the job environment

ten or taped interviews with employer instructor

specific job characteristics

descriptions,of personal experiences at the site and
recommendations about the siteto other students

Employer /Community Site Information

There should also be a cumulative employer site file with folders
for each site that include narrative descriptions by the'ERS who
recruited them, site-related literature,and everything-about those
sites gathered in the course of developing them for student learning.
This will frequently include a detailed Learning Site Analysis Form
completed for those sites which students have used for learning
level project and skill development activities. The LSAT' will
delineate the actual work tasks performed,at a site and can help
students get a better picture of what goes on at a particular site.

An additional, easy-to-use card file should be set up to list
basic site Characteristics (size, numbers of employees), types of
activities students may do at each site (exploration,-learning
level, special placement or skill building) and possible learning
stations'.
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Other Points to Consider

em 11)

Try hosting at the learning center a map of the community with
pins identifying participating sites and a list naming those sites
mounted nearby. This can help students gain a sense of the
community they are going to explore and also help them plan their
transportation. You might ask a student to assist in preparing
such a map as part of 4 project activity.

How much to tell the student about the site in advance of an
exploration .is an important question ya must decide. (CE) 2 takes

the position that students should explore for themselves, finding
out why the company has certain restrictions; benefits and so
forth.' Certain sites may require no smoking, refined manners,
specific grooming or particular behaviors of the student. It
seems inappropriate to dilute the exploration experience by
providing students withexadtly the kinds of information the
process.is supposed to help students acquire. At the same time,
staff might easily point out to a particular student that some
attitudes or mannerisms may conflict strongly with those at a
given site and the student may need to do some adjusting.
Generally, (CE)2 limits the information actually filed about
specific sites to mor:e objective kinds of data that anyone would
need, for instance, for a job at that-site--such as numbers of
employees, types of services or products and so forth.

CROSS-REFERENCES --

Item 2, pages 116-118, briefly describes the Career Information
System and Self-Directed Search. Appendix E contains more complete
descriptions (including a sample (guest print-out) and ordering
information for both instruments.

The Learning Site Analysis Form is described in "Learning Plan
Negotiation," pages 72-76. A sample LSAF appears in Appendix C.

Further information on employer site files appears in "Site
Recruitment," page 47, and "Site Utilization," page 125, of
Employer/Community Resources.
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Counsel students regarding site choices

Career development counseling is an ongoing responsibility shared
commonly by all staff and ESCE participants. EBCE's career-focused
approach to comprehensive education should be featured during both
recruitment and orientation activities and should extend to all
individual negotiations with students that take place throughout
the school year..

A significant aspect of EBCE'q approach is its conviction that
career planning goes in two dire:tions. That is, students can
plan learning activities based on career interests or they can
pursue learning interests and deduce from them career: options they
might wish to consider. Learning plans are generally the province
of the learning manager and site experiences are the responsibility
of the employer relations specialist. These two staff should work
closely with each other to discuss each student's possibilities-
for integrating career plans and experiences with other learning
activities. The role of the learning managet in this interaction
is discussed later in this section (see Item 18, page 162); below
we discuss considerations the ERS should keep in mind when
counseling students.

FIRST CHOICES

It is important for students to identify some set of reasons
behind the choices :they are making for career exploration sites.
The Career Information System and Self-Directed Search (see
IteM 11) are invaluable instruments for helping students set in
motion their own processes of self-reflection and career decision
making. Reference literature at the learning center can also be
used by students to broaden their information base for making
decisions. The kind of data available through testing and printed
resources. however should be supported by a variety of additional
human resources. These may be tapped informally through discussion
with friends, family and program staff at the beginning of the
year and should extend to all the interactions the student will
have with various community people throughout the program year.

Student reasons for selecting their first sites will always vary
a lot from person to person. As students proceed through the
program and experience the processes involved in selecting and
exploring sites their reasoning should become more defined and
increasingly more based on actual encounters with people and sites
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in the community. In the beginning, however, you should not
expect to see all students following a logical process of
deduction and elimination to arrive at clearly reasoned site
choices. Family pressures and the influences of relatives or
friends already working in certain careers will often be a strong
influence on an individual's career interests. Similarly cultural
and mass media influences can cause certain jobs to stand out
while others perhaps more suited to a person are ignored altogether.

The EPS should talk to students about their interests and try to
make sure they understand as much as possible why they are making
their choices. At the same time reasons need not be challenged
too much at first, so long as the student has some kind of
rationale for choices. The career exploration process itself is
specifically set up to enable the student to personally examine
this reasoning and to discover more about the many influences
that motivate career planning.

SUBSEQUENT CHOICES

After they have actually explored their first sites students will
begin to build the experiential base for more carefully reasoned
decisions about careers. This is why.it is important for the EP$
to debrief students after their explorations to help them see the
importance of continued examination of thpir interests and possible
alternatives. Initial enthusiasms may have been dampened or
enhanced, personal contacts with EIs may trigger new considerations,
and even the appearance and feeling of a site may lead'- students to
new insights into what's important for their career planning. As
time goes on and students become increasingly involved in project
activities they will also be making choices on the basis of
project activities that can best be done at certain sites or with
the help of specific employer instructors.

Student choices may also be more influenced by feedback gained
from conversation with other students who have visited the same
sites and through "debriefing" sessions (see item 21) held with
students and staff. Peer group opinions can have significant
impact on individual Students. While free discussion is td be
encouraged, you should\a also watch out that each student makes
choices that are reasonable for him or her individually.

Be alert, for instance, cases where the same students are
exploring the'same group of sites. Try challenging individuals
to reach out and stretch themselves by trying something the ret
of their group has not chosen. With other students who may-be
floating from occupation to occupation without any clear sense of
what is happening you might suggest they focus on two or three
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site'- in one occupational area tc at least build some sort of base
from which they might begin to make more specific decisions.
Sometimes "floaters" can be helped by certain employer instructors
who have shown themselves adept at sparking young people's interests
through their own enthusiasm for life or commitment to their
careers. There also will be students who stick strictly to an
occupational cluster in which they feel safe. You might challenge
these students in the same way as you would those who are "grouping"
on the same sites: suggest they take a chance in a new area; tell
them about an EI who might interest them personally; talk with
their learning managers for other clues that might trigger their
considering new possibilities.

Finally, a word of caution about vocational train ng. EBCE is
not intended to provide entry-level job skills for all students.
Students will be gaining valuable job skills and making real
decisions about careers they might wish to pursue. At the same
time, however, EBCE's primary concern is that students gain the
decision-making and information-processing abilities that they
need throdghout their lives. Students can slip into patterns
which they lock themselves into single jobs and neglect acquiring
the flexibility and objectivity necessary to keep a healthy
attitude toward managing their career planning throughout their
lives. Here is where some employer instructors will prove
invaluable counselors of young people, particularly rhos) who in
their-own lives have exercised career mobility and .Changed
professions or lifestyles after they became adults. By looking
on their lives with a creative and affirmative confidence that they
can make changes when they need to do so, these people can show
students that growing up doesn't have to mean closing off options
or ignoring new interests or opportunities for change.

CROSS -REFERENCES

Comments about continued site uses also appear in Item 20, page 166.

Counseling students on their learning choices is a dominant theme
#'4,rnughout the EBCE curriculum. For baCkground you may wish to

:151sions of other learning strategies in this handbook,
ularly "Projects," pages 189-273 and our explanation of the

1- r:ing plan cycle'in "Learning Plan Negotiation," pages 43-47.

The "Guidance" section of Student Services summarizes ESCE's
approach to adult/student interaction for the entire program.
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Arrange with 2,nployer instructors for students to go
to their sites for explorations

To implement this step you should review Item 4 (page 122)
which we list (CE)21s placementlprocedures. Below we offer some
'background discussion as to why (CE)2 has the ERS make the first
appointment with the employer instructor.

EBCE places a lot of responsibility on the student for making and
following through on learning plan decisions. All students are
expected to develop their confidence and abilities in meeting new
adults and situations, but the burden of initial site arrangements
can pose too early a challenge to some students. School year
action zones (see Item 6, page 128) are designed so staff can
quickly become aware, of students whose progress is delayed in any
learning stri.tegy. Relying strictly on action zones, however,
creates a monitoring attitude which detracts from the positive
kinds of feeling we would like to see in both students and staff.

AS a result, the ERS makes the first telephone contacts, thereby
providing a consistent pattern which all staff, students and Els
can depend on. This way there is never any doubt as to whether
a student is following through directly on an exploration and
staff discover immediately whether or not there are any snags in
the arrangements. In addition,,this EPS contact with employ_er
instructors helps assure Els that the program is supporting its
students and knows what they are d _g in the community.

You may just as easily Choose to have students initiate their
own first appointments and be responsible for related recordkeepir
tasks. Doing this can be particUlarly helpful if your staff
resources are limited and there is not enough titre for the EPS
to facilitate exploration appointments and still be effective in
performing other student and site-related tasks.

g
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14
Make sure students and emp
what they will be doing

_ u ors understand

Much of the aroundWork for this step should have occurred during
student and employer instructor orientations. In the cases of
tudents or employer inSructors who are new to the program the ERS

should make sure ahead of time that all their questions have been
answered and they fully understand the procedures they will be
following. To prepare _for this you might review several of the
preceding Items in this section: Item ) (page 119) in which the
Exploration Package is described, Item 4 (page 122) in which
placement procedures are delineated, Item 20 (page 137) in which
orientation is described and recommended steps to follow for both
students and employer instructors are listed. Below we offer a
few additional remarks about what the atuderit can do at exploration
sites and atti =tudes that should be fostered among students, staff
and employer instructors.

WHAT THE STUDENT' DOES AT THE SITE

Students and employer instructors are basically free to work out
the best methods for the student to adequately explore each
pArticular site.° The first day is usually spent touring the
workplace, meeting other employees and receiving an orientation
from the El. The interview portion of the Exploration Package may
be taped at this time, but many students prefer to wait a day or
two until they can ask questions based more soundly on what they
see at the site.

On the following days the student's e should be divided between
working on the Exploration_ Package and observing the EI in his or
her daily routine. Keep in mind that the emphasis of career
explorations is on observation: the student need not become very
invol'.ed in actual job tasks; nor should the El expect to have to
spend 'major portions of time spoonfeeding the student infOrmation
about the site. Also keep in mind EBCE policies about students
not working for pay or being commercially productive during school
hours (see page 107).

In additio serving the EI and other employees about the site,
the student d also receive and look over any site-related
literature that is available. Whenever possible, copies of such
literature are filed in the package for referende by other studen
Opportunities for keeping busy during an exploration vary from
site to site.' Students might attend staff meetings and go on
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coffee breaks with employees; they can go along on delivery
runs or errands; and, if it's useful, they may shift around and
follow other employees around the site.

Part of the ERS's responsibility is to make sure the EI understands
how that particular site can be explored' profitably without unduly
stressing the employer instructor's schedule or causing the student
to waste time. -Should a site prove_"explorable'ilT-a-thbrter time
than had originally been planned, the student simply finishes the
Exploration Package and moves ,oh to another site.

For some sites additional learning activities may be specifically
planned by a student and his or her learning manager. These
"options are discussed in item 14, page 152.

ATTITUDE AND ATMOSPHERE

It is important to remember that the exploration is a short-term,
low risk venture by both the employer instruotor.and the studentt
Students and EIs are encouraged to be frank with each other, and
to recognize the f-7t that theatudent,is truly exploring or
inVestigatitg jobs at this level. Thus while the student is
expected to conform to site regulations and basic company policies
regarding behavior, he or she is not "representing".the company in
the same way an employee would. Also students and employer
instructors are reminded that should'a student wish to spend more
extensive time at a site, a learning level can be negotiated
allowing the student to return with carefully planned and-long-
term learning activities and objectives.. (See also item 1, page
112, for remarks about the relationship between explorations and
learning levels.)

Students and employers should not feel inhibited about expressing
opinions freely and examining honestly whether or not the student
is suited for or inclined to_the particular.type of work being
explored. While the Exploration Package is designed to help
students determine this fact, it should be supplemented by personal
interaction between student and employer instructor.

A
Also keep in mind that while a student is exploring a job and site
he or she is also encountering a person who may or may not be
typical of an employer or employee in that occupational setting.
Explorations should help each student test out the dimensions-of
career choice through:

honest and ntiriuous dialogue among adults and
students
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frequent exposure to a variety of job settings and
potential adult models

3. debriefings with other students and sta
their site experiences

ter

Preferably students should spend entire days at their sites,so,
that they gain a more complete picture of the many intangible as
well as tangible characteristics of a given job, Whole days (that
is, school days_ of at least three to five hours) spent with an

employer instructor enable the student to see the EI in his or, her
ups and downs, during coffee breaks, in staff meetings, interacting
with other personnel and so forth. The student gets a chance to
feel the pressures, conflicts and tensions that go with that work
and ti dscide if it is worth it personally, socially and
economiv...ily. By the same token, some of the subtler benefits1
that come from working intensively withothers'through entire days
can Came across to the student in a mori\realistic-way--for example,
comradeship, pride of team cooperation, successes at solving !

problems. Employers on the (CE)2 board also recommend full-day
explorations because in some workplaces, the activities in the
morning differ from those in the afternoon.

A final point both EPS and Ei should keep in mind is that there
are yltimately no "failures" in career explorations: stud nts,can
lea rfl as much from their mistakes as from their successes./ Don't
try to be a "mother hen" to the student! ,AdultS should be sensitive

a

to a student's personal difficulties and try to help students deal
with them positively. At the same time the student has right to
discover his or her awn limits and be able to recognize when
personality,, physical or ability limitations present real barriers
to achieving a desired goal.
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Negotiate, as appropriate, additional learning activities
for career explorations

Individual students may negotiate optional learning activities for
particular exploration sites. Usually these will be project
activities' that'entail the student making observations and drawing
conclusions about a particular Life Skills subject as it relates
to situations in the local community. Because of the short-term
nature of explorations these' activities should be brief and should
not involve much of the employer instructor's time. Lengthier
site activities are written into projects to be completed during.
learning levels-.

For example one activity for a functional citizenship project
asks students to identify two kinds of business taxes that apply
to a particular employer site. Students then are to discuss
with their employer instructors the purposes of the taxes and
how they are computed and collected. This kind of activity
can be accomplished in an afternoon during a career exploration.
It could just as well be done during a longer learning level stay
at a site, depending on when the student chose to work on that
particular project and what kind of site involvement he or she
was committed to at that time.

Some activities can be:planned for before the student goes to a
site: Others might be completed,in retrospect with the student
simply recalling and summarizing experiences at previous sites.
The only thing:to keep in mind is that during explorations students
are mainly observing sites and completing Exploration Packages.
Any additional activities should be carefully thought out to make
'sure they do not dilute the essential purposes of the exploration.

Another rype of activity (CE)2 learning managers sometimes use for
students at exploration sites is a Basic Skills self- assessment
exercise. Students look at job-related literature or tasks
involving communications or mathematics skills and practice a
selected number of problems to .the satisfaction of their employer
instructors. These exercises can be another way for the student to
narrow in on exactly what he or she likes or dislikes about a job
by actually performing some of the tasks required and learning more
about Basic Skillst the same time. Basic Skills exercises can be
substituted for. the interview pcirtion of the Exploration Package or
negotiated as additional project activities by themselves. 'Because
interviewing skills are implicit throughout the exploration,We
feel thalt particular part of the package can be dropped without
eliminating an essential skill the student should be practicing.
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CROSS-REFERENCES

Student project negoti ion and implementation is discussed
"Projects," p.ges 189- %73, Sample projects for each of the fi ve
Life Skill areas appe =r in Appendix A.

Optional Basic Skill exercises used by (CE) learning managers
for employer site -ning appear in Appendi_ D.
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Record site placements and monitor student explorations

To implement this step you will want to review several other items
in this section. Site placement Procedures are summarized in Item
4 (page 122); recordkeeping particulars appear in Item 8 (page 131);
what students do at sites is discussed in-Item 14 (page 152).

RECORDING PLACEMENTS

Try to keep up with your recordkeeping tasks as they can easily get
out of hand if information begins to pile up for many students.
(CE)2's placement procedures allow the employer relations specialist
to immediately record the fact that a student has a site appointment.
If by the day after an appointment is scheduled-the student does
not return with a completed attendance schedule the ERS can follow
through directly 'ththe student to find out what is happening.

When an attendance schedule is returned (the second sheet of the
Student and Employer Instructor Contract form, see page 124), this
information should be posted on the Status Board to let all staff
and other students easily, see where and when a student is in the
community. Al the same time the ERS (or an assistant) should
record in thePOgram's records the actual starting date for that
exploration. Usually this will be the same day as the first
appointment. It can happen however that a student simply drops
by for a few minutes on the first appointment day to meet the EI
and agree on a schedule which actually starts later in the week.

MONITORING EXPLORATIONS

Monitoring tasks for explorations/ are necessarily limited by the
sheer number of sitesIto be explored each'year. When making a
first appointment for, the student the ERS should check with the
employer instructor to make sure the EI understands what's
expected. During the actual exploration the EI can call the
employer relations specialist if any special difficulty arises.
Ifleither the student or employer instructor is new to'the program,
the ERE may choose to drop by the site early in the exploration to
see that things are going smoothly. This is also an option that
can be exercised if staff have any reservations about how a
particular ctudent/employer instructor combination will work out
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When visiting a site, the ERS fills out a Maintenance Visit Record
form for his orlher personal uotebook. If any information is
gained that might be useful for the student's general learning
plan development a copy of that form is sent to the learning
manager. This will happen more often for learning levels than it
will for explorations.

Another important thing the ERS should watch fortis that students
are basically meeting the 15 hours per week of site use required
by the program. While the requirement can be met by averaging
several weeks together--say 10 hours one week and 20 hours the
next--students should generally try to match the requirement on a
weekly basis and, if an exploration is terminated early, be sure
to have another one planned as soon afterwards as possible.

CROSS = REFERENCE

Implementing and recording site maintenance visits is treated in
greater detail in "Site Utilization," pages 156-266, Employer/
Community Resources. The Maintenance Visit Record Form appears
on page 127 of that section.
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Career Explore ions (Item 17)

Initiate accountability consequences as necessary

Student rights end responsibilities for career exploration are
outlined in Item 6 (page 128) of this section. Zesic procedures
for dealing with accountability are the same for all EBCE
strategies and are explained elsewhere in this handbook (see
"Cross-References" below). Following are additional observations
about acco"ntability as jt relates to career explorations.

ATTENDANCE

Attendance and keeping scheduled appointments are the most common
problems students will have with their exploration experiences.
All staff must be alert to the scheduling conflicts that can
arise as students learn. to manage their, own time and commit
themselves/to several different kinds of learning activities
happening/at the same time.

Each exploration lasts only three to five days and is scheduled by
the student and the employer instructor. Some explorations may be
planhed for every other day of the week because the El's time
constraints do not permit consecutive days. Others may be split
by weekends or have to be postponed because of sudden changes in
the commitments of either the student or the EI. Students are
also liable, particularly during the first few months of the program,
to forget their schedules or even to schedule several events to
happen, at the same time. All students are given planning
calendars designed to help them avoid time conflicts, but it
sometimes takes a while for a student to become comfortable with
planning time on weekly or monthly bases.

Resolving Attendance Problems

To support students in meeting their time commitments staff should
make sure each has a clear idea of his or her planned activities
and has written any relevant dates on a planning calendar. If
there is a time conflict or if a new opportunity warrants taking a
day away.from the middle of an exploration, the student should
immediately contact the Ei and negotiate any necessary changes in
schedule. Both staff and students should, however, try to avoid
such sudden changes in midstream and definitely not permit several
interruptions to backup against one another so that an, exploration
is stretched over several weeks or more.
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When a student misses a day at an exploration site or arrives late
several times in a row and does not have a satisfactory reason, then
the EI should contact the employer relations specialist about the
problem. The En, can then-schedule an immediate conference with
the student to discuss the problem and come up with a solution.
Usually this first conference is sufficient. The student explains
what happened and negotiates with the ERS a solution for any other
time conflicts that might be pending.. If there is no reasonable
cause for the student's absence, "first offenders" are usually.
reminded of their responsibilities to the program and to the EI who
is giving his or her time to help thestudent. If such absences
occur a second time then another conference is Scheduled; this time
the student's parents are asked to with the student and ERS.
Finally, if a third absence occurs Nate program administrator meets
in conference with student, parents and employer relations
specialist. At this time the student is reminded that he or she
may be asked to leave the program if a reasonable change in behavior
cannot be negotiated.

With most accountability problems this three-level conference
pattern may\have several meetings occurring at each level so that
the student is given plenty of time to understand and deal with
the problem. However/ in the case of exploration attendance the
process is accelerated so that there Is only one conference at
each level., (CE), moves more quickly with explorations because
their short-term nature Makes it imperative that students do not
make a habit of inconsistent attendance. Moreover, poor attendance
can cause the El involved to lose-confidence in the program as well
as waste his or her time needlessly.

BEHAVIOR AND PERFORMANCE

Student behavior is not often a significant problem in career
explorations. Students learn very qv_ %ly that they are "in
adult world"le and are expected to act ii.; accordance with site
regulatio-s. In most cases of misbehavior the EI need only point
out to thevstudent that a particular attitude or action is not
what is expected at the site and the student has the choice of
adjusting or not coming back. In all cases, if Els feel
uncomfor*:able with handling student behavior they may call the ERS
who then initiates the conference pattern described earlier in
this item. e.,/

Performance accountability is handled through- the Exploration-
Package. If a student does not meet the El's expectations in
completing a package the EI simply refuses Co certify_ it as
completed. The student then has the choice of reworking the
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package, until it meets the EI's standards or not gaining credit
for that exploration. Similarly, if an ERS feels a student's
Exploration Package is below what he or she is really capable of
doing then the \EPS can refuse to verify the package as completed
and again the student must choose to either lose credit for that
site or improve the quality of his or her work.

CROSS-REFERENCES

"Learning Plan Negotiation," pages 77-91, discusses student
accountability standards and procedures for the entire program and
displays the Accountability Write-Up form staff use to record and
communicate specific problems.

Also discussed in "Learning Plan Negotiation (pages 81-84 ) are
"school year action zones" which are (CE) 2's major device for
systematizing and monitoring student use of tine and progress
through all EBCE learning strategies.
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{,8
Share information about student explorations
other staff

Career explorations are students' first experiences in 'the
community. What happens to them at employer sites and how they
react to community environments and people is very important
information other staff will need to know. There are several
techniques the employer relations specialist may use to pass
information about a student's onsite activities to other EBCE staff
and participants:

1. informal meetings with learning managers and, as
need be, other staff

Maintenance Visit Record and Ace(' ability Write-Up
forms

full staff meetings to discuss student learning
progress and personal growth

INFORMAL MEETINGS

Informal meetings between the ERS and program learniaers
should happen at least on a weekly basis. The learnin0 manager is
responsible for helping each student plan individualized learning
activities. It is very important that the learning' manager be
kept up-to-date on changes or variations in student community
experiences that might influence the student's educational
planning.

While students will communicate some of this information to their
learning managers, there will always be things about their
experiences that they wouldn't think to pass on to staff. Some
students, for instance, will act completely differently when they
are in "real world's situations than they would It the learning
center. There will be those who are quite open and outgoing among
their friends and familiar staff who might freeze when encountering
new situations or people. Others will be reserved and hesitant
around educational staff and loosen up considerably as they work
alongside employees at actual job sites. Similarly, some students
will relax and make rapidlprogress when working with certain
employer instrue:ors while with ()tiers they might show no interest
or progress at all
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In other cases students might reveal interests or talents they
had never thought about. A certain EI might spark a student's
latent ability for working with animals; at another site a girl
exploring the business office might make friends with several
assembly-line workers and discover she has an intuitive ability
for handling complicated instruments or for solving math problems.

In short, there are many student experiences that are difficult
or impossible to summarize in recordkeeping forms. Weekly meetings
enable the ERS and learning manager to spot minor difficulties
early in a student's experiences and to deal with them before
they grow into major. problems. At the same time, both staff
have an opportunity to reflect on the subtle personal qualities
that make each young person unique and which should be accounted
for in helping that student plan objectives and activities that
will better meet his or her personal goals and interests.

While the ERS will most frequently meet with the learning
manager, there will also be occasions for sharing information with
the learning resource specialist or student coordinator. The LRS
is responsible for student cotpetency certification--which often
involves students going to community sites to meet with certifiers.
He or she would also be interested, for instance,. in knowing how
students are handling their adult encounters in the community and

;

might work with the ERS to support individual students. In addition,
the ERS will want to keep the LR5 informed as to-any resource needs
students could use help with either locating or using. The student`
coordinator oversees assessment and most of the program's
interaction with the high school and parents. He or she will I.

primarily be interested in student behavior or accountability
issues that might influence parent conferences or student standing
in the program.

MAINTENANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY FORMS

When visiting a site, the ERS can use a Maintenance Visit Record
form to capture learning-related parti4ulars about a student's
onsite experiences. This form is completed for the ERS's personal
records and copies may, as they are useful, be passed to other
staff. Used most often for longer learning levels, the form can be
a handy way of recording specific details an EI might rep'rt about
a student's activities - -for instance, that a student is showing
unusual abilities (or difficulties)' in handling certain problems
orlgorking with particularequipment.

The AccountabilityWrite-.Pp form is used to c .-cate, problems

students might have in meeting program standards for behavior or
performance. ,Copies are sent as needed to other staff, parents or
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the program administrator. An example of the use of this form
would be a student's failure to turn in completed Exploration
Packages. The ERS would write this up and send copies to the
student and learning manager, indicating on the form what action
should be taken--usually a conference between the student and ERS
or a recommendation that the student negotiate no further project
activities until his or her packages are completed. Also, behavior
problems such as poor attendance can be similarly noted and
communicated to other staff and, as necessary, the student's
parents. The learning manager would again want to know this kind
of information, particufarly if the student is negotiating other
activities that depend on coordinatirg times with community
resource people.

ALL-STAFF MEETINGS

(CE)2 uses several types of all-staff meetings to share information
aboUt student learning or personal growth. Zone progress meetings
involve the educatipnal team meeting together regularly and

sharing observations about each student's attitude and general
personal development. Along the same lines, staff meet at the end
of each school year action zone to discuss each student's learning
progress through that zone period.. During these meetings comments
center'largely around the student's statue in relation, to program
requirements--that is, how many explorations or learning levels
completed, how many/projects finished and pending, how many
competencies certified and so forth. :Staff are thus able to develop
for themselves comprehensive pictures of how each student is doing
and to perreive if there are any patterns developing in a student's
actions (such as procrastination or hesitancy about going to
sites) that might hinder the student's success in the program.

CROSS REFERENLS

Zone progress meetings and zone debriefings are also discussed
in "Learning Plan egotiation," pages 66-71, and in "Guidance,"
Student Services.

References for Accountabill ty Write-Up and Maintenance Visit
Record forms appear earlier in this section in the item on
recordkeepdng (see page 133).
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Respond to completed Exploration Packages, verifying
employer instructor evaluations

The Exploration Package has places for both the employer instructor
and the employer relations specialist to write convents about the
student's work and to sign their names certifying that the package
has been completed to their satisfaction. To avoid extra trips back
to sites students are encouraged to finish their packages and
obtain their EIs' comments and signatures during the last day they
are exploring their sites.

on receipt of the package the ERS checks the EI's co ents
signs and evaluates the student's work for

1. accuracy of observations: usually a give since th_
EI has certified that the contents of the package
reflect the facts and conditions of his or her`
job site

2.- honesty of conclusions: are they student's remarks
about the site sincere in the light of what the. ERS
knows about that student from counseling, debriefings,
conversations with the EI and observations of
performance at other sites

1

3. level of performance: does the student's work
measure up to what the ERE knows he or she is
capable of performing

If satisfied, the'ERS writes his or her comments in the package,
discusses them with the student and files the package for reference
by other students.

Usually ERS and El comments are not very long. As the ERS gets to
know students ar4 employer instructors he or she can judge from
person to person how much attention should, be given to individual .

packages. Some packages may need to be scrutinized more carefully--
for,example, a certain EI may be a "soft touch" and be liable to
let students "fake" their p4ckages without really criticizing their
work. Other packages may requite special praise from the ERS
because estudent is quite shy about encountering the community
and could use extra positive feedback for his or her attempts.

Keep in mind also the fact that Exploration Packages should both
reflect tho site explored and indicate the current direction of a
student's career development thinking. Both the EI and the ERS.
should give their honest opinions of a student's future plans as
well as evaluating hii or her present experi.ences.
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Record completed explorations and support ccntihued
student site uses

For this step you should look over Items 4 and 8 for placement
and recordkeeping procedures (pages 122 and 131) and item 1
(page 111) to review student site use options.

. RECORDING EXPLORATIONS

The projected closing date for the student's attendance at an
exploration site should be established when, thestudent and
employer instructor have _ eir first appointment. The EI verifies
this date at the end of the exploration by signing the Employer
Instructor Report postcard and mailing it to the learning canter.

(CE)2 distinguishes between completion of an explprat n visit,
for which the student receives attendance credit, and the completion
of the Exploration Package, for whidh the student receives
performance credit toward the reqUired-five explorations students
must complete each year. Attendance dates are entered in the
program'S records on receipt of the postcard, from the EI. This
insures that students have cumulative record of the actual time
they have spent at various career development tasks in the
community.

mpleted Exploration Packages are recorded after the ERS has
commented on each one and verified the El's comments and signatur
(see Item 19). At that point the ERS passes the package to an
assistant for recording its completion and filing it at the learning
center.

C NTINUED SITE USES
/

While students are exploring sites they should also be giving
attention to the steps necessary for selecting other sites they
wish to use for learning purpoSes. (CE)2's requirement that all
students have at least 15 hours of onsite learning each week
makes it important that next site uses be scheduled as soon as
possible after current sites are concluded. Thinking ahead'helps
students keep up with program requirements and gives valuable
practice in the career development skills of early planning and
consideration of alternatives.
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ERS support of the student's continued site use should occur
throughout the year. Try; as part of your informal daily contacts
with students, to make sure they know what they want to do ne
When they turn in their Exploration Packages they should already
have another site specifically in mind (or a learning level at the
same site) and be ready for their first appointment with that
site's employer instructor.

During the first months of the year students will be focusing more
-on explorations (see.s'Aident steps to follow on page 141). Later,
more students will be -.hoosing learning levels and, on occasion,
special placements or skill building levels and should therefore
underhand the steps they must take for those options.

Hopefully, while interacting with students through the many site
choices they make during the year the ERS will develop a sense
for each student's particular patterns and be able to draw on that
sehsa,to counsel the student as to the usefulness and meaning of
his or :her various choices. Following are a few typical questions
the ERS might ask the student concerning his or her site choices:-

Why do you want that `site?

What's its relation to the other sites you've explored?

Do you have any project activities you'd like to do
there?

What have you heard about site from other students?

How's it relate to what you think you want to d
bigh school?

Do you knew the kind of work it involves? Have you
ever done anything like that .before?

What are your other obligations to the program?
you behind on anything that might cause you problems
in rneeting your responsibilities at this site?

Keep in mind that-while the ERS should actively challenge
student's reasoning, his or her questions should not force
student's choices. Rather, there should be a healthy spirit of,
inquiry in all,staff-student conversations, based on the corr'iction
than as students learn to question their reasoning processe they
alsdAncrease their ability to understand and deal with the many
different kinds of motivating factors that inflUence deoison
making.- (See also Item 12, page 148, for counseling students on
their, site choices.)
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Hold debriefing meetings with students

Debriefing meetings with groups Of students are a very important
integrating technique whereby the employer relations specialist
can help students reflect on their site experiences and make
choices for further,learning that are based realistically on
their changing understanding of themselves and their ol.inns.
More specifically, debriefings should:

1. enable students to get together and share their
observations, opinions and reactions to their
individual site experiences

2. encourage students', with the help of the ERS, to
synthesize their separate experiences and to draw
conclusions and test generalizations &mit the
many different factorS that influence job choice,
career satisfaction and lifestyle quality

3. help staff to keep in touch with the different
experiences students are having daily in the
community and to pinpoint problems that might be
arising

The ERS should not all debriefings to substitit or one-to-one

interactions with each student regarding individual lorations,

site choices and Exploration Packages. Rather, debriefings should
complement individual contacts with students by capitalizing on
the positive effects that group interaction can achieve.

It is important to begin debriefings soon after students have
explored their first sites (usually within the first two weeks of
the school ydar) so that they can see how their successes and
problems are being shared by their peers. St'idents having

trouble, for example, with confronting new situations or people
can find out that other students may be facing similar difficulties.
Some students who may be shy about admitting that their first
choices were totally off7base and that they were mistaken about
their interests can learn that this too is a common occurrence and
not "failure" on their parts. Along the same lines, it is best

m x beginning' students 4ith those who have already explored
several sites so that the new students can benefit from the more
experienced students.
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SAMPLE EXPLORATION PACKAGE

Following are the inside pages of an Exploration Package
filled out by a student while exploring a site in the
community. At the end of this particular sample the
student included several Pages of additional observations
about her site which we also reprint here to give you an
idea of how students may go beyond the questions listed
in the package itself. ;-n addition we give a copy of the
thank you let'er written to the student's employer
instructor--the last item of every Exploration Package
requirement.

Appendix E includes a facsimile of the computer nt-out
the student obtained from the Career Information System
As part of researching job i-formation related to her
exploration site and careen - .serest.

Information appearng,in the Exploration Package has been
altered to as to remove the names, addresses and so forth
of to-actual student and her employer contacts; photographs
have also bees deleted; otherwise the mterial reflects
the student's actual responses.
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MY EXPLORATION OF
Company or
Business _Feline's-II le_ t4

Department 1E, N.

(snapsnot taken at n wel

!IncInde company name rl

(photo deleted)

siblel

What type of job or business are you about
to explore?

BEFOREyou explore the site, based on

information from C.I.S. or that you already
possess, describe what areas of interest
this exploration may hold for you.

Sample Exploration Package

Address __3=2____14.1.1fb.66A._÷,_

Telephone

(Snapshot of ernpinycr instructor)

(photo deleted)

Name

Positio

AFR completing your exploration,
descfr e the job as you now understand it.
Emphasize the areas you found most inter
esting.
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TELL IT WITH PICTURES OR WORDS
Put pictures in the boxes provided or write descriptions of services. products, equipment,
etc., that you have seen.,

People at work - Services and/or products - Equipment, tools, facilities

(photo deleted) (photo deleted)

(photo de2et

Lainoria&r, _
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/// yen., each photo e s, )aerr below IL:

(photo d _d)

Sample Exploration Package
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A Match or Mismotc

The following are characteristics that apply to most jobs. This activity will help ymi compare
those characteristics with your own skills, values and aptitudes.

BEFOREyou explore the site. circle

examples of your job interests... add others.

WORKING WITH THINGS

Precision work
Operating equipment
Handling rials

AFTER completing your exploration, refer
to the left -hand column and describe specific
examples of those interests as you see them
applied at this job site.

DON'T
MATCH MY. INTERESTS MATCH MY INTERESTS

MAKING WITH INFORMATION

gInterpretir.g facts
Ufganizing and using information
Copying, sorting, putting things
tog.ther, hobbies

WORKING WITH PU)PLE

Counseling
2. Discussing, ban3ainirl

Teaching, supervising
4 Se Ili 1, persuading

Assisting

Circle examples of yota aptitudes (things
that cane easily)...add others_

Working with my fingers and hands
Eye for accuracy and detail
Ability with words
Ability with numbers
Catching on to things

174
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Sample Exploration Package

AFTER exploringlibe site, circle
examples of job skills that apply...add
others.

typing
transcribing
filing;
writing
speaking
organizing
welding
woodworking
metal working
operating Igo ipment
driving
selling

painting
cooking
photography
designing
drawing
measuring

List skills needed on the job that:

YOU ALREADY HAVE YOU NEED TO DEVELOP

Circus examples of physical requirements
of job...add others.

height
'A .ght
a;eroiete vi on

ability to aiet:rigui rf
colors

physical rzength
allergies

special voice qualities
-ia lance

,;..c1
ions

List things about the job that:

MATCH YOUR
PHYSICAL ABILITIES

DON'T MATCH YOU-
PHYSICAL ABILITIES

J

r
Describe experiences

SktH.a4.-

dle-4^4.4kowarrL4

ar:WW1.

and people that wei.e the most helpful to you during this exploration.

iaLi= OaPVI.4.P4CL k
ft:FM& ntk Oat. kt.O.CC Skft-r- ch-LSo

oseLt 11-44%

Cab.J1. CA.Ata.o.C., Via= .

pi-e-Cav'9,"-A-"AL elA..§ Ca s'e,4 4

pea. C-1.-4,,t Zft

rWhat rec.-Amender, ors would you rrrcke to oth etudePts expicring this site,

e irreaori,J.r.. "E...01 "Lik. .1.4za.4 ti Fat # C.LO g?i

SA fti".4=

Grime+ 12rwk Zt Lai
-raf0064.* toto

CAI iaaL 4-Amazi

r=6,-4.01- outi 0.4
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Following are examples of values or principles that mien either ccriflict with requirements of ajob or that might make a job especially desirable. Write one or two statements about this lobsite, summing up your reaction to it based on these kinds of values.

EXAMPLES OF VALUES OR PRINCIPLES:

1. Personal values
'independence
environment
loyalty
happiness and self-satisfaction
leadership

*appearance and grooming

2. Social values
human rights

egroup rights
equal opportunities
environmental issues

3. Political values
lilitary aid and/or obligations

gfederar monies and/or regulations
political party affiliation and/ or
contributions

4. Work values
' job security
' wages & benef':.;
iicerneetition
advancement

"status
5. Religious convictions

times for worship
' traditions of your religion,

including holidays and/or special
observances

gook at your lists now and from your answers GI(
fits how you feel (check one)

which of the statements below best

I do not want to explore this kind of job further.

want to irfolere this kind of further, but on another site.

I would Iik r-1 learning le',el experience on this site. Pc,-

would Ikea learning !evil experie e with (his kind of job, but or, another site,

O I would like a Skill t:uilding !eve; experienc

I do lot wan
the future.

explore tits kind of ,job

on this sit

now, but E ;nay want another look in
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STUDENT

SITE

DATE _ertitora kV A3 1914

Sample Exploration Package

COMMENT PAGE

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR:

b Lech.. an
eb,Serwe

tt

EMPLOYER RELATIONS SPECIALIST:
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Sample exploration Package

11, 1914
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Sample Exploration Package

Sept. , 1974

Mrs. Alice Sheredy
Forrest Park Hospital
3700 14th Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97000

Dear Mrs. Sherki,
Thank you very much for letting me come to

the hospital to explore the many different areas of nursing.
I really round it very interesting and I learned quite
a lot from you and the rest of your staff. The people I met
were interesting and the things I saw were quite different
from what I expected.

I think you have a great staff of nurses and doctors,
and one thing I found very different was that you have no LPN's.
I thin1.4 that in your hospital it works better that way, being as
you pave a smaller hospital and staff.

I really appreciate all you have done for me, learning
about your hospital, and the work that goes on there.

Thank you again for everything.

Sincerely,

Susan Moore
(CE)2 Student
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PROJECTS

Protects are individualized, problem centered guides to help
students blend learning objectives from Life Skills, Basic
Skills and Career Development in activities performed largely
at community sites of their choice. Project design and
processes encourage students to manage their own learning and
to perceive the relationships among personal goals, career
options and specific knowledges and skills. In effect they
are the "starting blocks" and "direction finders" students
use-to define and pursue immediate learning goals and to
examine and refine broader career/life aspirations.

EBCE PURPOSES FOR PROJECTS

1. allow students to explore and refine personal interests
within the Life Skills areas of creative development,
critical thinking, functional citizenship --Personal/
social development and science

2. help all students achieve minimal proficiency in the
performance of Basic Skills'and in the application of
critical Chinking techniques to their individual learning
goals

involve students in a cumulative process that fosters
insights into their present learning habits and eventual
lifetime learning skills

4. provide students with a way of understanding the application
of general studies and learning proCesses to real life
situations

5. prescribe action-specific learning activities that axe
Individually negotiated on the basis of carefully assessed
learner abilities and characteristics

6. generally provide staff with a way of monitoring and
supporting community-based learning experiences

provide -a standard- learning process_for_all_ students while
retAtning the program's emphasis on individualization and
self-direction
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THE PECPLE INVOLVED

The learning _manager IX is the primary staff person responsible
negotiatinc and monitoring student projects and evaluating

and verifying the completion of each one.

The employer instructor (El) at each site supports any site-related
project activities the student might perform at that site and, as
necessary, certifies their completion. The El also alerts the
student to additional resources that might be available at the site

The employer relations specialist (EPS) serves as staff liaison
between employer instructors and learning managers regarding student
performance of project activities.

The learnin resource s ecialist (LES) helps the student locate
use various resources necessary for completing projects.

RELATION OF PROJECTS TO INDIVIDUAL LEARNING PLANS,

Projects assure that each student's individual learning is planned
and monitored by program staff. Self-assessment and diagnostic

data are incorporated for all projects. These data are applied to
the negotiation of personalized and comprehensive learning goals in
Life Skills, Basic Skills and Career Development.

Projetts are designed specifically to make students aware of and
--utilize the learning potential inherent in their career_ exploration

and learning level experiences on employer sites. They may also
incorporate knowledge gained from employer seminars, work with
tutors, involvement in group activities and occasionally experiences
from competency certification. Generally, projects enable students
to acquire and practice such " learning how to learn" skills as

1. critical thinking

negotiation with peers and adults

3. self-assessment

goal - setting

use of resour and material)

scheduling anL e of time

7, accountability Li self and to program expectations
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EXPECTATIONS FOR STUDENTS

All students are required to complete ten projects each year they
are in the program, two in each of the five Life Skills areas.
Instead of a second critical thinking project, students have the
option of completing critical thinking wrap-up activities for the
nine other projects.

Students are expected to adhere to accountability standards,
particularly with reference to meeting target dates and adhering
to employer site regulations.



C'7 CULUM s INSTRUCTION

ART WITH ME PERSON
_T's LEVEL OF SELF -CONFIDENCE... DREAMS AVM' THE FUTURE PRESENT

LIFESTYLE INTERESTS-- PREVIOUS SCHOOL EXPERIENCES... PARENTAL

RECOmmENDATiONs... READING Allury... UNDERSTANDING

OF SCIENCE._ PERSONAL - SOCIAL SKILLS... CITIZENSHIP

RIGHTS AND RESPONsisILTTIE5... PLUS INTEREST

IN EMPLOYER SITE PREVIOUSLY

USING THE .1.f1L.

AND THE

THE

SUGGESTS

uar,...

OURCES THE ,_ CAN USE

AND NEGOTIATE EACH 1 7s,

AROUND

IN COMPLETING TN AND THE

ERVES AS LIAISON BETWEEN

IFE SKILL THEMES AND P.'S ONSITE.

TH

LU

AND

ALL MAKE SURE THE / AND

ARE MOVING

i

LEAR.
LEARNING
SUE

AL.,.1NG OK.

ANALYSIS
FORM

AND LOOK F9-7R---11H--E EXPERIENCES
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Steps to Follow

PREPARING FOR PROJECTS

Agree on project p: es, characteristi
requirements

Designate staff roles in developing end monitoring
projects

Agree on student rights and responsibilities

Agree on ways students can use employer/ -Y

sites'for projects

Complete learning Site Analysis Forms for LIL
designing site-related projects

1' recordkeeping and information shari
L...J procedures

Prepare necessary logistics and aerials

Orient students and site merso-

NEGOTIATING PROJECTS

Hold learning iinager/s
planning first projects

udent conferences for

For site-related projects
Objectives from Learning

Agree on project titles,
rationale statements

develop learning
Analysis Forms

Life Skills areas and

12 Negotiate project a_ANities, resources and products/
criteria (including Basic Skills and, as possible,
employer/commmnity site activities)

Provide for special Sa
necessary

Skills projects as

arget dates for completing project activities

Projects

macre

/95

205

208

210

213

215

219

220

236

242

244

251

256

projects,For site-related projects gain employer instructor's115
approval of proPosed activities
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fri

Support student use of specidl placements, tutors
and other types of resources

Monitor student progress and inititate
accountability consequences as necessary

Evaluate project activities and products, verifying
employer instructor certificatich of site ar,tivities

Participate in critical thinking wrap-up activities

200 Discos evaluations with students and record
completion of projects

294

nage

258

264

266

271

273

Negotiate next projects 273.



Projects (item 1)

Preparing for Projects

Agree on project purposes ch aracteristics and
requirements

ETCE's ba is purposes and requirements for projects are given at
the beginning of this section (see page 189). Since projects are
the primary vehicle for combining learning experiences in all three
curriculum components, you will want co review descriptions of Life
Skills, Ca ear Development and Basic Skills which appear in
"Curr u2um Outcomes," pages 29-35.

DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

All projects should follow a standard format, a sample of which
appears at the end of this item. Standardizing your format and
its basic elements gives you a quality-control framework that
insures comparability and helps organize recordkeeoing. All
r:ojects should focus on a particular Life Skills area and have
the following ninon design characteristics:

a 1earngeonaleman statement identifying the
particular purposes of the project in terms of what is
known about the student from testing, interviews and
observations (first page of format--see page 200)

a student rationale statement in which the student
expresses how he or she sees the project in terms of
Life Skills proficiencies and Basic Skills/Career
Developmgnt needs and interests (first page of format)

3. Pied target dates stating when the student thinks
in vidual activities and the project as a whole will
be reasonably completed (see each page of ?ormat)

4. clearly stated learning activities
objectives In the Life Skills area
first columnssee page 201)

at certain
rio4 of format,

suggzsted resources to be used in completing the
activity (second columns of format)
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negotiated roducts and criteria_ for measuring
Performance of activities and use of resources
(third columns of format)

7. individual activity evaluations, written by persons
most qualified to judge student performance in each
activity (bottom of eali interior page)

8- a ooject evaluation_statement which summarizes the
learning manager's judgment of the project as a whole
(first page of format)

learning manager ndtons tar er learning
based on evaluation of the project (first page of
format)

an optional critical thinking wrap-up activity which
students may choose to complete for all their projects,
tnereby gaining credit for a second critical thinking
project (normally on a separate Page--see page 272)

See Items 11, 12, 14, 18 and 19 for more detailed explanation of
how various design elements of the project are negotiated with
students.

TWO KINDS DP PROJECTS

One of two projects students must complete in each Life Skills area
each year is ?redesigned to insure that all students achieve the
most important objectives in that- area. The other is individually
negotiated to insure specific learning activities that are
commensurate with each student's unique interests and abilities.
Students generally complete the predesigned project for an area
before starting on an individually negotiated project in any given'
Life Skills area. This order may be reversed, however, depending
on negotiation between the individual rodent and his or her
leArning manager.

Pr deli greed Projects

In the predesigned project, the student is given certain activities
to.do and kinds of information to be gathered (see samples in
Appendix A). The student is free to negotiate specific content =...
related solutions, products andowerformance-criteria within that
context. The predesigned project was developed for several reasons:
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Projects (Item 1)

to insure all important 'objectives in each Life Skills
area are,addressed in some way by all students,
particularly the application of critical thinking
skills which are necessary for all learning activities

to Involve students immediately with the learning
potential of employer/community sites and to encourage
cross-site activities that increase the depth and
scope of learning by challenging students to analyze
and synthesiz their observations

to cut down on learning-manager time spent simply
writing projects and free them to spend more time
negotiating the individualized content of each project

to provide, -when chosen as a first project in a Life
Skillt area, a more comprehensive assessment of what
students know in that area, thereby serving as input
to subsequent individually negotiated projects

IndiVidually Negotiated Projects

For irdividually negotiated projects the student is directly
involved in the design of the entire project from beginning to end.
The student is free to plan activities,, set performance criteria
and define expected products through negotiation with a learning
manager. Essentially, this kind Of project achieves the same
results as the predesigned project'.. The main difference is that the
individually negotiated project allows students to pursue their
individual interests more thoroughly. (An example of an individually
negotiated-project appears at the end of this- item.)

ALL =PROJECTS ARE NEGOTIATED

Keep in mind that the. student and learning manager negotiate both
kinds of-projects to make sure learning is appropriate for that`.
student's needs and interests. For example, while the wording of
predesigned projects is preset-I' they are phrased.in a general
enough fashion to enable each student to.determine,both.the content
of the 'activities and criteria by which the activities will be
evaluate&

Thu a predesigned activity might -ask e student to "select a
_ _

problem of interest to you-at an employer site o your choice and
perform certain Life Skills processes withlrespect to that problem.
The student, is free to select the problem and site according to
personal interests and the career options he or-she is examining at
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at time. The learning manager, as part of negotiating with the
student, will agree or disagree with a student's choices. Together
they arrive at specific course of action that both meet the

student's interests and satisf the program's expectations for that
Life Skills area.

Similarly, evaluation of-the products for a project is based on
negotiatiOn.of the levels of performance expected by the-learning
manager and student. For example, a particularly talented student
might be expected to apply the scientific method (for-a science
project) to examine a complex_ technological problem at an employer
site and to, describe his or-'her findings in a polished essay.
Another student, less gifted in science generally and in writing
skills specifically, might perform the same activity but limit its
scope to a less/ sophisticated problem and -site. This student might
summarize findigs in a few written paragraphs to be evaluated .

simply for grammar and punctuation.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TWO KINDS OF PROJECTS

We originally designed the specifically

preparation for the individuallx negotiated project We felt the .

first would introduce the Student generally to the processes and
'types Of:information particular to a Life Skills area It could
also givehoth'the student-and the learning manager a good indication
of how that,student related to each area in terms Of concept,and

practice. The indiVidually negotiated project would therefore
followas a fine-tuning of the student's initial experiences. By

dividdally negotiating the second project we; could better help
student perceive relationships among various Life Skills and the
specific occupations -he or she is examining. It would also give

students who may have felt awkward and somewhat arbitrary-in pursuing
predesigned activities a chance to practice each Life Skills in
realistic circumstances and through-specific activities that are
more personally relevant to his or her career/life goals.

We still feel the logic of this relationship to be reasonable but we
do not require that the predesigned be done before the'individually
negotiated project. Practice shows that students, are ableto
negotiate enough of the details of the predesigned project to fine-
tune it equally as well as the individuallx'negotiated one. Moreover,

some students are excited by the challenge'of writing their own
project (which is part of the requied firpt critical thinking
project) and wish to folloW through immediately on what they have

designed. To make them first complete a predesigned project in an
area for which they have already written a tentative design for an

,_.-individually negotiated' project seems counter to what EBCE is all

_:t.
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CROSS REFERENCES

Appendix A of this handbook is the most important reference for
the working learning manager. This appendix contains individual
learning objectives for, ,eaoh of the five Life Skills areas addressed
by projects. Following each set of objectives we give a brief
summary of EBCE's approach to the Life Skills area and display the
alcis.imad project for that Brea.

To further understand the general design of projects, see -tem
pages 227-232 for an annotated format and a four-page Project
Writing Guide. These are given to students during orientation to
help them in planning their own projects.

You may also -find the Guidelines for Project Design, given in item 9,
a useful summary of points the learning manager should keep in
mind while negotiating each project--see page 234.



STUDENT NAME eve Nelson

LIFE SKILLS AREA: Personal /Social Development

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR Dave Pteiers_

LEARNING MANAGER RATIONALE/4SSESSMENT:::

PROJECT TITLE k n- at Educational Alterna

EMPLOYER SITE e High Schee

Steve's concern for the right of ev r individual to the beat possible type of
educational and personal growth experience has led him to a special placement at
Admiral Halsey High School. A major part of this will be Steve's opportunity
to participate in a musical environment, to witness the merging of education and
music in a public high school setting and to explore the dynamics of a multi-
ethnic/cultural experience in a desegregated setting.

STUDENT RATIONALE:

1 want to investigate the Doling and atmospher0 otfored at Admiral
Halsey School and to pursue my interest music.

PROJECT EVALUATION:

RECOMMENDATIONS:::

STARTING DATE

TARGET DATE

DATE RECEIVED

IRS CERTIFICATION

CRITICAL THINKING
WRAP-UP COMPLETE

COMPLETION DATE



ACTIVITY 1

DATE

RESOURCES

Steve will explore ARMS as a nontradido
high school experience.

A. Briefly research the history of admiral
Halsey High School.

B. Understand the current 'del of el
schools within a Schded.

Cons tl4e questien of trove use

teaches (learns) values.

D. Obserim classes

6: :file the- rot eitsi-racial setting to compare

valsea and attitudes between
,teas and whiteC

EVALOA,MN

Halsey resource people past and
Present

Iistorical &Cm nts

Halsey Communication

values and l'eachin Fart I and II

Crisis n the Classroom

Halsey Forecant Booklet

Halsey High ndentatstaff

PRODUCTS/C 1TERIA
Urvies otherwise specified, prodwAs jnd
critori4 will lee negotiated WIth your LM,

A. i B. ©ral _ plan

C.

D.

g manager

or

tape of description of the principles
behind Halsey, both past and present

Employer instructor's certification that
this has been adequately discussed

reification

n impressions-of class
to be read, discussed and

certified by El

Audio tape recordings of interviews

Development of survey of questions
regarding racial relations often asked
by Blacks and Mhitea

2



ACTIVITY 2

DATE

RESOURCES PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
Unless otherwise specified, products and
criteria be negotiated with your EN

Steve will dare Ha_ ey and EBCE as viable
alternatives to traditional educational
institutions. Consider what are the differences
in sehOol populatiOn. both student and staff.
oeld they easily change learning environments?

A. Attempt to identify the strengths and
weaknesses of -.men systel.

. What night be the pros and ions of
Halsey for Steve?

Halsey and EUCI:
environment

students

staff

GAIL Murphy

A. Written list of ._ , 1- mnd weaknesses
of each system

H. Discussion with either employer ins neu_
or learning manager

E Cerfificaticn

EVALUATION



ACTIVITY 3

DATE

Mein' be _ars: low hurdle or high wall?

A. Halsey as an inter-racial experience;;
it help break down racial barriers?

-50p ha;?

Lion y the

Problems.

racially relat, d

Hal-ay students

Employer inatiu

Literature: Souls of rilack yolk,
.B. DuBois

PRODUCT /CRITERIA
Unless otherwise specified, Products and
er4!cida wl11 ho to with :wet LN

Li 5ei
edequately

atien that this has been
cussed

H. Poo-page written statement based on the
week's experience to be read and certified
by both employer instructor and learning
manager

Fr cvrfi

C. How do you. Steve, feel being a minority
for first time in a classroom situation
or in the environment in general?

D. What hinds of actions -- personal, dotioi,
help dissolve-

racial barriers'

Ce

J.oy ot,activifies, observations and
J-experiences via a juurtl



,
ACTIVITY 4

DATE

RESOURCES PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
thiluss othyzulsespocified, products and

:criteria will by neyotiAted with your 4..M

In that both Steve and his employer instructor
ate musicians, they will together'elore
the following:

A. Opportunities tot t c 9r_ in ,

Portland
Employer Instructor Session in a c 1 expression with Other

musicians in the Halsey community
Gary Bryce

B. Possibilities of mutually beneficial jam
sessions

C. Conflicts in being a muolciariracial,
social, artistic, personal,

-

Difficulties in being an artist, yet e_ ing
sAlving by other means

EVALUAADI



Projects (Item 2)

Designate staff roles in developing and monitoring
projects

LEARNING MANAGER

The learning manager (LM) has primary responsibility for developing

and monitoring student projects and for integrating them into
each student's total learning plan. LM tasks are discussed
throughout this section and are summarized on the following page.

LEARNING, RESOURCE SPECIALIST

The learning resource specialist MRS is responsible for assisting
students in identifying and locating resources necessary for all
learning strategies, including projects,. He or she may interact
with.the learning manager and other cc:immunity resource people in
the course of gaining a better idea of the student's needs and
pinning down how and where the student can find the materials that
will meet those needs. ESCE stresses, however, that students
should.learn haw to identify, locate and use their own resources.
The LRS is there to. support theM as they learn how to do this
Major tyPes of resources are explained in Item 16 (page 258).
Those which the LRS most often supports students include

making use of.prograed learning materials

contacting and working with tutu

locating aneattending cl ses

making indepth use of community resource people and
sites

EMPLOYER RELATIONS SPECIALIST

The employer relations specialist RS) is the liaison between staff
at the learning center and employer instructogs and sites in the
community. It is tWERS's responsibility to assist students in
selecting and making use of sites as part of their career
exploration and learning level strategies and to facilitate student
project activities that may be written for community sites.
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THE LEARNING MANAGER'S ROLE IN PROJECTS

Keep in touch with cumulative assessment data on each Student.
Recommend additional testing as necessary (especially in Basic
Skills) and formulate and refine your personal and professional
judgments regarding student behavior and performance,

2. Cuss openly and honestly with students any personal
observations and available assessment data that night help them
understand thesmelves and their experiences.

3. Assist student de.eloping Learning Style Sel -Assesament
profiles for 12se in setting learning goals and planning
activities euitable to their abilities, interests and nee

Meet with students during orientation week to help them. with
their first projects.

Me'otiate and write individualized project designs for each
student, encouraging them whenever possible to take the lead
in writing their own.

Develop 14arning objectives from Learning Site Analys.s
to use in designing projects for employer sites.

7_ Meet regularly with students to discuss project progress,
target dates and other project-related issues.

8. Interact with-staff (especially employer relations specialists;
and other program-related adults as necessary to fcilitate
.student work in projects and other learning activities.

9. Verify employer instructor evaluations of ens
activities.

e jct

10. Certify project completion, write final evaluations, enter
certifidations into program records.

Meet with students Choosing to do critical thinking rap-up
activities for their projects. Help them integrate their
experiences with career/life perspectives and goals.

'12. Provide both individual conferences and written reports
parents. Encourage parents to be involved with their children's_
learning experiences.

ith other staff to implement accountability standards and
consequences if necessary

See also for guidelines for negotiatibg projects with
individual students
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The ERS is also-instrumental in helping employer instructors
complete the Learning Site,Analysis Form that learning managers
use for tailoring projects individual employer sites.

The EPS and LM meet frequently t' exchange observations about
student performance and to discuss how individual students' Career
Development and project activities might be better integrated.

CROSS-REFERENCES

"Personnel," "1:111n22LA2-!7212.LZEI-LES, pages 50 -57, provi des
detailed role descriptions of all EBCE staff members.

The role and duties of the learning resource specialist also
receive attention later in this handbook, in "Learning Resources,"
pages 464=485.

The employer relations specialist plays a major role in-implementing
career explorations, learning levels and skill building levels--
see pages 126 and 296, reSpectively,
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Agree on student rights and responsibilities

STUDENT RIGHTS

The project is a tool for the student's benefit. It should help
each student organize learning experiences to achieve career/life
goals he or she has thought about, discussed with the learning
manager, peers, parents and other adults and agreed on as
appropriate- Its design should therefore be flexible enough to
allow for the refinement of student self-awareness and any changes
in both immediate and long range goals that might result.

It is possible that a student will work halfway through a project
and decide on the basis of experiences both with the project and
at employer sites to radically alter career/life goals. This in
turn might necessitate adjusting the kinds of skills the student
has decided to acquire--and therefore changes in project design.
Usually this means the student. will finish the project-in basically:
its original form with perhaps some changes in the producWcriteria.
Subsequent projects would then be designed to better matdh the
student's new goals. What is important here to remember, however,
is that the student has the right to reassess goals and decide on
different skills to be learned; the learning manager cannot honestly
demand that the student continue with a learning plan that is no
longer appropriate.

STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES

Just as it is the student's right to change interests and goals, on
the basis of experiences it is also the student's responsibility
to honestly criticize personal decisions, reflecting on them to
make sure that learning goals are not changed simply because a
particular activitj or experience is too difficult threatenin
This is where the EECE negotiation processes become very important
Learning managers and students sometimes have long and involved
conversations regarding student decisions to dhange paths.

A student therefore cannot simply decide the work is too hard
come back and redesign project activities. He or she must sit
down and quite literally renegotiate the activities with the
learning manager. The Inarning manager will demand that the student
be able to articulate reasons and discuss'the consequences of any
changes in project design in terms of life/career goals.
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STUDENT ACCOUNTABILITY

Student accountability standards for projects are basically the
same as.for all program activities and are outlined in the Student
Accountability System given to students as part of the Student
Handbook. Critical accountability elements for project work
include

1. settm-1 and either meeting or renegotiating target
dates

2. taking the lead in initiating and corleting project
designs

maintaining wha -r employer /community site contacts
are necessary for c mpletion of project activities

keeping appointments and generally maintaining
appropriate behavior both at the learning center and
in the community

CROSS-RSFERENCES

Student accountability is discussed in Items 6,
"Learning Plan Negotiation," pages 77-91.

d 8 of

The Student Accountability System is displayed on page 78.

Accountability is also discussed in "Guidance," Student Sergi
Item 6.

The Student Handbook given students during orientation is displayed
in Appendix A of Student Services.

Time management and task planning, important aspects of
accountability, receive attention in "Learning Plan :Negotiation,"
pages 81-91. See also Item 14, page 256, of this section.
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Agree on ways students can use employer /community tes
for projects

The major ways students use sites in the community are described
_n detail in separate secti,ns of this handbook. For use of the
project in career explorations and in learning and/or skill
building levels, see "Cross-References" below. Following are
brief remarks about each level and a discussion of special
placements at sites for strictly project purposes-.

The project is the major technique for organizing use of the local
community and for helping students synthesize their site
experiences with other 'learning activities. The ways in which
students combine project work with site experiences are almost
limitless and range from use of_several sites for a single project
or activity to use of a single site for several projects.

SITE USES

Students use career wslorationsand learning levels for pro-ect
work. Because of their shorter length, several explorationSare
often used for a single project activity--for example, a cross-
site comparison of management structures, public relations or
work/sex stereotyping. Learning levels, however, are the most
frequent setting-for entire projects. Students may spend from
three weeks to several months on a single learning level site. To
insure their experiences are educationally Productive we require
they negotiate site-specific project activities that take maximum
advantage of the resources and experiences at that site.

Skill building levels happen less frequently andr because of their
narrow focus on the learning of specific jab skills, we ask students
to have already completed most of their required program work
(including projects) before they start a skill balding, level.
Because these levels are often in the form of classes offered at
employer sites and require considerable time from thestudent we
usually ask that the student Schedule them after 'school hours if
possible. Each skill building level is. as a separate case
with project activities negotiated only if the student needs more
projects to complete program work or if project activities would be
truly useful to the student's learning experiences on that levet:
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SPECIAL PLACEMENTS

Special placements are our way of formalizing just about anything
a student might do for learning purposes at sites in the community
that cannot be. organized in terms of career explorations, learning
l'vels or skill building levels. Students use special placements
for project activities-requiring, particular resources available
at a given site These activities may take several form:

1. short-term, intensive study in a special interest
area--for example, spending a day at an art museum
studying the evolution of water colors and talking
with the curator

use of special equipment o erials--for example,
a student may need to work with special testing
equipment for a project on the technology of rock
sound

interaction. with specific resource peope--for example,
a student: may spend an afternoon talking with a
counselor at the mental hospital about treatment for
drug abuse

gaining special skills7fOr example, spending two days
at an engineiring firMlearning rudimentary
architectural drawing to do a project on school
environments

Special placements are by definition short-term. When they become
longer than a couple of days, staff treat them as learning levels
and negotiate projects and Other activities accordingly. Otherwise
they are used for gathering information or completing certain
aspects of a single project.

Special placement sites may or may not be part of the formal EBCE
employer network. We try, as much as possible, to at least have
a Letter of Intent signed for each special placement site to
protect site personnel and the program in case of any insurance
problems. This is particularly important for situations where
students work with equipment on a site. For many placements (such
as talking with a counselor or local artist) the student or a staff
member will simply contact the community person and make an
appointment for the student to stop by and talk. In these cases
the formality Of a Letter of Intent is not necessary.

See also Item 16 for additional remarks about using special
placements as a project resource.
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CROSS-REFERENCE

For projects and career explorations, see nage 155.

For projects in _relation to learning and /or skill building levels,
wee page 291.

'FOr explana
Management

On of the .Letter of Intent, se
Organization, page.118.

n g_4
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Complete Learning Site Analysis Forms for use in
designing site-related projects

T6 identify learning opportunities at each site in the employer
network EBCE staff use a device called the Learning Site_Analysis
Form (LSAF). The LSAT is completed by the employer instructor
with'the help of an EECE employer relations specialist.
filed at the learning Center for use by students and stiff. The:

first portion is completed-early in the year whenever possible and
includes specification of.

1. working conditions and site requirements the student
may need to know before going out to the site

2. available site - related literature the student may use

potential Life Skills situations that could be built
into the design of projects

'his information can be used f _ designingany project activity
for which the student needsto utiliz.. site resources. The secol
portion of the LSAF deals more directly with specific job tsks
and related Basic Skillsactivities a student can practice and
the tools- and equipment that can be used if he or she Chooses.the
site for ajearning level:._This information is generally used for
designing entire projects to be completed at a specific learning
level site. It therefore must be gathered at least by the time
a site is chosen by a student for a learning level.

LSAFS AND PROJECT DE ON

When a student chooses a site for a learning level the EPS contacts
the EI, finishes the Learning Site Analysis Form and passes it to
the learning manager for writing learning objectives that describe
the many distinct activities a student might do for learning
purposes while at the site. Essentially these are clearly written
statements of the various tasks the employer instructor thinks can
be practiced by the student on the site. The objectives_' are

phrased in such a way that's student can handle them as discrete
tasks that can be monitored and evaluated clearly. These objectives,
which may number as many as a hundred "mini- tasks" for some site,
are then passed back to the employer instructor for prioritizing._
This results in a sequence of goals that could be writteriinto'a
project for the student. The prioritizing process also helps both
the El and the ERE gain a better grasp of what learning the student
might pursue at the site.
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__-REFERENCES

Item 10 of this section explains how w-the learning manager develops
learning objectives from an LSAF--see page 236.

An explanation of LSAF procedures appears in learning Plan
Negotiation," pages 72-76. Discussion of the LSAF and learning
levels appears in "Learning & Skill Building Levels," page 300.

A sample LSAF, together with learning objectives and the project
related to it, appear in Appendix C of this handbook.

A detailed walls - through of a simulated LSAF interview between
an employer relations specialist and employer instructor appears
in Appendix M of EL;VIts21IrEmnlo-er/Comitunices.

USE OF LEARNING SITE ANALYSIS .FORM
FOR STUDENT LEARNING

conducts
LSAT interview
with El

ERS delivers LEAF to I t LOS filed for
futur uses:

i. developing

other
projects

2. considering

sites
3. access to

site
resources

; develops lea -ng objectives

_ learning objectives to ERS

student goes
site and beg
skill
development
activities

red to a
ific job

El and ERS confer to verify and prioritire
learning objectives

ERS deliVers certified objectives to LM

214

and student negotiate project activities
aced on learning objectives

Student begins project activities and
continues skill development tasks

Learning
objectives
filed with
AZ for use

in designing
future
projects at
the site



Projects (Item 6)

Establish recordkeeping and information-sharing procedures

RECORDKEEPING

Project recordkeeping is closely related to records for developing
the student's entire learning plan. Key items that must be
recorded for implementing student projects include

1. cumulative assessment da':a

2. project titles and t4.-jet dates

learning manager no os /comments derived
conferences with s-aleents

individual

4. comments made by pioyer instructors and community
resource people regarding student performance

5. specific feedback regarding student abilitiesthrough
project evaluations, Student Performance Reviews (of
learning level site activities) and observations by
other staff

learning manager verification of project completion

ale

completion of critical thinking wrap -ups

On occasion the Skill Development sheet on which the employer
instructor certifies the student has successfully practiced
specific job tasks may also be used by the learning manager to
get an idea of what the student is learn' g at a site that can be
related to project work.

The learning manager enters summary evaluation comments for each
project and for the project as a whole on the l'-cligclEy_aluation
form (see sample, page 267). This form is filed with the completed
project in the program's records and is drawn from when compiling
reports to parents and the Record of/ Student Performance which is
used for credentialing purposes

'The Life Skills Pro eot Record is a form kept in the Master Record
and used for recording the title and beginning/completion dates
for each project. This serves staff as a quick reference to see
how many projects each student has completed.
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Copies of each project should be kept by the learning manager and
filed in the student's individual record book. The learning manager
can file projects by student name but should also list target
dates in some sort of lindex card or calendar system for knowing
when individual projects are due.

SHARING INFORMATION

As students advance through the program year, tie .numbers and
types of projects going on at one time increases considerably.
Students may be working on many project activities simultaneously,
spreading activities across one or more employer/community sites
and pursuing various resources which might involve scheduling
classes, tutors, special placements and so forth. All of this is
coordinated through the specific project designs students have
negotiated with their learning managers. In addition to the formal
recordkeeping processes noted above, it is critical that there be
other means whereby students and staff can exchange information
and share feedback freely.

Students and Learning Managers

Student/learning manager information sharing goes on continuously
in formal and informal ways. Formally, the learning manager
schedules regular meetings with each student to discuss progress
in project activities, share evaluation feedback, negotiate new
projects, discuss journal entries and keep in touch generally with
what the student is doing. Learning managers can schedule these
meetings according to their awn personal style and preferences.
For instance, one person may prefer to have a half-day each week for
"journal raps," another day for "project negotiation and rapping,"
another for "project writing and miscellaneous conversation." As
need be, a special conference can 1-e scheduled for a student having
obvioui difficulties with some aspect of a project.

On an informal basis, learning managers catch students as they pass
by to ask them critical questions about a product or give them a
newly drafted project design to look over. The learning center's
physical design should permit many kinds of informal and casual
exchanges among all staff and students.

Students and Other Staff

Student/staff information sharing with employer relations
specialists and learning resource specialists goes on in, a similar
though less scheduled fashion. The learning manager has primary
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responsibility for the development of each student's learning plan
and therefore will have more consistent needs for getting together
with students. Other staff schedule meetings as the need arises
with respect to other learning strategies and student performance
in general,

A status board centrallyl_ocated for easy visibility helps students
and staff e keep up with individual student progress in various
learning strategies. It consists of a bulletin board mounted in the
learning center's conference room on which are placed 3 x 5 cards
with each student's name displayed with a listing of current
projects, target dates and Life Skills areas. In addition, the
board:displays at which sites the student is either exploring or
on a learning level and his or her progress in the competencies.
The board serves as a general reference to all staff and provides a
handy supplement to, any meetings that might be held regarding
student learning activities.

Staff Meetings

Zone progress meetings and zone debriefings held regularly are
another means of exchanging information about student progress. In

these meetings, staff discuss particular problems that may arise
regarding each student's learning and affective growth. While ,

-detailed conversation about specific projects does not usually
Occur during these times, individual staff members do have a
Chance to pick up clues About individual behaviors that may relate
to'a student's progress, on a given learning activity. Thus by
pooling their most current information about students the staff
can keep in touch with easily overlooked changes that may affect
students both individually and as a group.

Learning managers_ and emloerrOssecialis_ts will feel
the most need far conferring about specific student learning
activities. They should have frequent meetings to discuss the
current status of each student's projects and any related problems
or issues. Through these meetings the LM can keep up to date on
each student's employer site experiences and monitor possible
problems students may have on their learning level projects.

/Similarly, the ERSs can become familiar with the nuances of the
projects written by the learning managers for each student's
learning level. They may then answer any questions employer
instructors might have about project-related activities. -Through
these meetings, the ERS's role as a liaison between the learning
manager and the employer, instructor Can be strengthened and learning
site experiences can be more closely coordinated with.broader
program goals.
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Parents

Parents should be informed of project prog:t=s and encouraged to
take an interest in their children's individual projects and site
experiences. On occasion, projects can even be designed to include
a parent or the home environment as a resource or setting for
learning activities. Regular parent reporting should happen at the
-end of eadh.SchOol year action zone.

-R-FERENCES

For an overview of all student records, see "Student Records" in
Student Services.

See "Learning Plan Negotiation," pages 66 -71, for
of information sharing.

disc'

Parent reporting and involvement in student learning is also
treated in "Learning Plan Negotiation," pages 70 and 90-91.
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Prepare necessar ,logistics and materials

Logistical planning for impleme
have taken placeas you gear up
should make sure the following

ng projects should already
r total program operations. you'

ks have been accomolished:

Initial testing in Basic Skills and career interests
should have taken place during the summer and Student
Profiles (assessment summaries) should be available
to all staff.

2. Employer sites should have been recruited to serve as
settings for project activities. (See "Site
Recruitment" in Employer/Communi aesources.)

Transportation arrangements should be set up so students
can get to sites, both those in the employer network
and any special placement sites that might be
identified as the year goes on. (In this handbook,
see "Career Explorations," page 134; also see
"Business Management," Management & Organization,
page 129.)

4. A system for generally locating and using comet' lity
resources of all kinds should be established. (See
"Learning Resources" in this handbook.)

All necessary forms have been printed. These include
recordkeeping forms noted in the preceding Item and
sufficient predesigned and blank project forms to
meet the needs of your students.
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220

Orient studentsstudents.,and site personnel

ORIENTING STUDENTS

Students should be oriented to projects during the general program
orientation held during the first week, of school. Small group
wor)cshops are-a good way to introduce them to project procedures.
At that time you might try role play skit to demonstrate how
project negotiation takes place. An annotated project form
and a, list of student steps to follow (displayed on pages 226-228)
can also,be given out during the workshop.

cp2 uses this time to have students begin ad the predesigned
project in critical thinking. This project asks students to look
more closely at various aspects of the EBCE program. It also has
Students try writing projects for themselves. Used in conjunction
with the Project Writing Guide (displayed on ,pages 229-232),
thii project givs students many "learning by doing" experiences
of MICE processes in general and projectpurposes and design in
particular.

While students usually begin on the predesigned critical thinking
project before their first learning r*lan conferences, .these
conferences should occur as soon as possible. For new students .

particularly, learning managers should start scheduling conferences
during actual orientation and have completed them by the-second
week of school. It is during these conferences that each student
begins to fine_tnne the project to match his or her unique
circumstances. Similarly, the first cohferenceA!give leArning
managers a chance to answer any questions students-pight,have after
orientation. (See Item 9 for,--mord- details About those conferences.)

Returning students are asked to begin on the predesigned critical,
thinking project because it can also be a good refresher and warm-Ao
activity for those already familiar with the program. Returning''.

students will usually negotiate more of the sp cifit details of
the project and may even Choose to do another n a different Life
Skills area instead.

. 4

In snmmary, an orientation wor )cshop ght be logically o gani- d
around the following steps:

A learningAranager ipeales briefly about key EBB
xoncepts (planning and taking responsibility for your
own learning, communitybased.experiences, integrated
learning in all --tree curriculum components, one-to-one
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negotiation) and relates them to projects as the
primary way of organizing individualized learning.

2. The annotated project format is distributed and the
learning manager and a returning student perform a
brief-role play to show how various design elements
are negotiated.

The Project writing Guide and predesigned critical
thinking project are passed out. The learning manager
can explain how the Guide works and open the group to
informal discussion of how different students might
approach various activities in the critical thinking
project.

The learning manager summarizes by encouraging students
to begin working,on the project and to sign up
immediately for their first individual tonfetances.
If students wish to negOtiate changes in any activities
or criteria in, the project-they should tell the LM and
try to schedule their conferences within the new day
or two.

The learning manager closes the workshop by reminding
students that they can ask any staff member for help--
that all staff are ready to help with any aspect of
the student's personal learning path.

ORIENTING EMPLOYER INSTRUCTORS

Employers are oriented to projects as part of their total orientation
to the program; additional employer orientation/development sessions
are held throughout the year to- answer questions as they arise. The
employer relations specialist also fills an important information
shacing role as he or she visits employers at their site throughout
the program year.

Generally, the employer relations speCialist and other staff should
help employer instructors understand

Learning Site Analysis Form procedures (including
verifying/prioritizing learning objectives)

2. their-,roles as important resources students can
use for project activities

3. their responsibilities for supervising students on
their sites and evaluating student performance of
certain activities
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Importance of the student meeting target dates for
L -ties and general attendance requirements for the

the availability of_EBCE staff to answer questions and
help with any problems that might arise

CR0S S- REFERENCES

See "Progra r Entry /Exit," Student Services, pages 27-35,
explanation of general program orientation.

See "Employer Instruct&r Development," _p_aEmloer/Comn resources,
pages 67-104, for more detailed information about how employer
instructors are oriented on a continuous basis..

fcr

Seetrippendix A for an example of the predesijned .critical thi
project students usually begin during orientation.
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STUDENT PROJECT iRIENTATION MATERIALS

Materials displayed one the following pages may be used to
introduce students.toithe procedures necessary for
implementing individualized projects: They include:

a two-page (illustration of key events in
planning and doing project activities

2. a sunmiary of steps students are to follow
for projects

3. an annotated project form explaining each
of the project's design elements

a four-page Project Writing Guide students
are to use in planning their own projects
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PLANNING PROJECTS
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DOING PROJECTS
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SUMMARY OF STUDENT STEPS FOR PROJECTS

Attend orientation and receive the prt. designed critical
thinking project and Project Writing Guide.

Schedule your first
1

inference with a learning manager.

3. Before the conference, start on the critical thinking project
and carefully read the Project Writing Guide; try drafting
your first Project.

4. Go to the conference; the learning manager will help you
complete a Learning Style Self-Assessment interview to enable

---both you and the LM to better understand your unique learning
Characteristics.

Talk about your learning preferences, the results of your
Basic Skills testing and your Career Development interests.
Work)oith the learning manager to use this-information to
more clearly define the activities and-evaluation criteria for
the project you are now completing.

If you dY, plan your next project at this time.

7. Decide about critical thinking wrap-up activities. If you
wish, you may choose to do one wrap-up for each of the projects
you do this y.ar; that will give you credit for a second
project in crittcal thinking. If you don't want to do wrap-
ups, then a second critical thinking project will have to be
negotiated.

8. Schedule your next conference for discussing progress and
evaluating any completed activities.

9 Continue working on project activities. Think positively about
your interests! Talk to the LM and plan projects that you can
enjoy! Also think about the sites you are exploring. Which
ones would you like to return to for a learning level project

10. As you finish activities, have them evaluated by the persons
you and your.124 decided were best qualified (employer instrucror,
community resource person, learning manager).

Watch your target dates! Let'your LM know if you nee yourse
slipping deadlines and negotiate new dates or plan ways yoU
can meet your.current targets.

12. As projects are finished, turn them in to the learning manager,
discuss your final evaluation and critical thinking wrap-up and
plan new projtcts.
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STUDENT NA Your Name_

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR your El's Name
-

EMPLOYER SITE
The Name of the Realness

LEARNING MANAGER IRAIONALE/ASSESSMENT I

In this space your Learning Manager writes whet this project is designed
to help you learn and why it is an important part of your learning plan.

SAMPLE PROJECT

Each probe: is in ,un

LIFE MULLS AREA: The name of that area goes hero,

PROJECT TITLE The Name, of the Proje

STUDENT/RATIONALE:

STARTING DATE

TARGET DATE

DATE RECEIVED

COMPLETION DATE

Critical Thinking
Mimi Complete

-ERS CERTIFICATION

Skills areas.

OjeCt Sta ed

I.xpect, to Finish

(land In Project

II Evalu o

Review Pr
With .LM

ERS must see the
project and the
skill sheet.

,this space you write your reaions for wishing to do this prolect and what you expect to learn from
is rationale is always written before you begin to work on the project. You can then go back to it
ter the project is complete) and see how well you met the goals you established.

PROJECT EVALUATION:

/Your Learning Manager will use this space to uate the entire project after all activities are
completed. You are always encouraged to talk these comments over with your Learping Manager.

=01111ENDATIONS:

Based on the evaluation of your work on this 'end,prev clue p.rojec
recommend further work that would be helpful to you.

s, your Le ning Manager w 1



ACTIVITY

Target date for

date Activity completion
,RESOUR = S

PRODUCTS/CRITERIA

Unless otherwise specified, products and
criteria will be negotiated with your Lii

This area of the project lists
specific things that you will do
to complete this activity. For

each item in this list there will
be a corresponding product in. the
_ ht hand column on this page.

This column suggests p ople and
other resources which m help
you to complete the task
outlined in the activity column.
You are encouraged to find nd
use resources that maynot
appear here.

1

This column lists the specific things which
you will produce and turn in to your Learning
Manager for evaluation\ These items are many
and varied and will demonstrate your completion
of the tasks listed in the left hand column.

\
Specific criteria may be added to describe the
level of performance you arc to achieve.
All items sre totally negotiable. You Are urged
to identify creative alternatives and share them
with your Learning Manager prior to completing
the task.

EVALUATION
.

Here your Learning Manager vi evaluate the work you have done on this activity As specified above. Evaluation
will-he in terms of how well y u have accomplished what was negotiated and listed above.



Projects (Student Material

PROJECT WRITING GUIDE

This guide is intended to help you learn how to write your own
projects. You will first use the guide as you work on-gour.
predesigned-critical thinking project. After that you'll want
to keep it handy as ycl work with your learning manager to plan
the design of other p-'jects. Learning to design, your own
projects is a very important skill. It can help you become more
confident about negotiating learning activities that truly mat
your own interests and talents. It can also help you better
manage your learning choices throughout your life--so enjoy
yourself and take this seriously!

CRITICAL THINKING STEPS

Listed below are the steps of the critical thinking process.
Each is useful to good project writing.

1. Identify a problem or issue

.Gather and sort info ion related to the
problem and

a. recognize that statistics, observations,
nguage and feelings are different types

of information that form the basis of-our
knowlee- about situations

be able to understand different types of
information as common language rather than
mystical jargon

Interpret information related. to the prob
recognizing the impact of/biases in both
data and themselves

m,

e

4. Develop a variety of alternatives and define a
course of action to take in relation to the
problem or issue

Evaluate the results of their actions and be
prepared to take an alternative course of action
to deal with the problem or issue
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WRITING THE PROJECT

Following are all the things you s
project. To help you see which c
be using we underline the one
project writing.

d do to design your
.al thinking steps you will

describes each stage of

GETTING STARTED: IDENTIFY THE PROBLEM OR ISSUE

1. Read three predesigned projects. Compare their, parts with
the Project Checklist at the end of this guide. This will
help you see what the various parts are.

2. Select the Life Skills area for your project.

Decide on a project title.

Select the employer site where you will be working on most of
your project activities.

Write the student, rationale Your purposes: Why are you doing
this project? What will you learn? Basic Skills? Life
Skills? Career Development ?)

ACTIVITIES GATHER. AND SORT INFORMATION RELATED TO THE PROBLEM

1. Think up as many activities as you can that will help you
understand the issue. Talk with your employer relations
specialist about objectives written from the Learning Site
Analysis Form (LS ) for that employer site.

Look at the card file of project activities.

From the card file, pick activities that best match your
interests and your rationale for this project. Record them
on the (CE)2 project forms kept by the learning aide.

RESOURCES: INTERPRET INFORMATION RELATED TO THE PROBLEM ISSUE

1. List some useful resources t will help you understand the
issue and complete the acti. 7.

On the project forms, record the best resources wit
appropriate activities.
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PRODUCTS: DEVELOP ALTERNATIVES AND DEFINE A COURSE OF ACTION

as many ways as you can to share/communicate the outcome
or product for eac activity. (Products are what results
from the activity. They can-be discussions, something
written, photograp collages, or activities themselves
as running the mile in four minutes).

2. Analyze select the best products. Record on the forms..

3. Be sure that some of the products will be evaluated, by
employer instructors and other community people, as well as by
the learning manager.

Using the critical, thinking predesigned project as a guide,
estimate the amount of time you'll need to complete each
activity. Put this information on a (CE)2 Task Sheet with a
fina1 target-date for the whole project.

LOOK IT OVER: EVALUATE-ME RESULTS OF YOUR ACTIONS AND BE
PRE ABED TO TAKE AN ALTERNATIVE COURSE OF ACTION
TO DEAL .WIT THE PRO1LE11 OR ISSUE

1. Does your project include everything on the Project
Checklist?

Are the activities, resources- --d products all ectly
related to each other?

Are a significant number of the activities to be completed on
an employer or community site?

4. Does it look like a project that will be both usef
enjoyable?

5. If you answer "no" to any of the above four quesLions, what
alternatives do you have? What changes might you need to
make in order to feel satisfied?

2
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HE-,7-aIST OF PROJECT PARTS

Learning Manager rationale

0 Student rationale

0 Lite Skills area

Basic Skills work

O Activities

Resources

Products

Criteria for products

O Employer andlor community Negotiation
sites manager

Critical thinking wrap up
activity

GLOSSARY OF, TERMS

learning

Alternatives : chcce between WO more things

Analyze: to break down a whole into its parts to better understand
its true nature

Assessment: direct-measurement of performance on important tasks

Bias:, iTeas slanted in a certain direttion; partiality; prejudice

Components: parts, or ingredients, of a Whole.

Criteria: the standard by which we measure or judge something

Data: things you know or information you've gathered to use for
solving a problem or coming to a conclusion

Evaluation: to judge or determine the worth og something

something you want to achieve: a final aim

Interpret: to explain the meaning of; translate to make
understandable; to give on's own conception of

Negotiation: conjure, bargain, or discuss in order to reach an
agreement about something

Objectives: statement of intent asking for a measurable change;
method by which you reach your goal

Rationale: a statement explaining the reasons behind something

2 J.-
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Nego iatirig e jects

Hold learning manager/student conterences for planning
first projects

FIR: CONFERENCES

Projn S and Learning Plans

The first student /learning manager conference occurs shortly after
the program year begins_ Students will have already begun working
on their\first predesigned project in critical thinking (introduced
to them during orientation activities) and begun their carer
explorations of sites in the community. Returning students may
have begun learning level sites as well.

During this first conference the learning manager discusses the
student's personal learning style, interests, preferences and
abilities and-begins focusing on what the student can and cannot
do in each. Life Skills area. The student's transcript data will
have been summarized for this conference so that both learning
manager and student will have sews idea of what the student has
done in the way of Life Skills related work.

Most of tha project discusslon centers around the Critical thinking
predesigned project. The learning manager and student talk about
any problems tha Z% might have arisen. The learning manager also
Checks 17o.mtake stwe that the student'understands how employer sites
are to be used as resources for some project activities.

During these first conferences the learning manager should also
talk about how projects can help students focus and enlarge on
interests arising from other learning activities. Stress the
interrelatedness of eVeryti_"-_-, the student does. Point out how
exyariences at employer sites, working with competencies, writing
in journa1.4 and attending employer seminars can lead to many new
discoveries about personal interests, abilities and goals. These
discoveries should be thought about, discussed with staff and used
as the basis for planning new projects that allow each student to
becomeincreasingly involved in learn. g things that are directly
relevant to his"or her career/life path. (To prepare for your first
conferences you may also wish to review Items 1, page 195, and 11
through 16,-pages 242-263, for more detailed explarition of the
various project elements.)
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GUIDELINES FOR NEGOTIATING PROJECTS

Look at assessment information recorded for each student (including
personal notes and P-rogram records of testing results and previous
performance) .

Consider how the project will build on the student's efforts in
preceding.projects--both within a Life Skills area and across
different areas.

Take into account how project activities, resources and products/
criteria fit into the student's overall learning goals and career/
life ezpectations.

4. Take into account each student's ],earnings le in considering
what kinds of learning activities should be emphasized. Project
scope, language and evaluation criteria should vary according to_
individual learner characteristics. Project activities should
involve more or leas group work, contact with sites, reliance on
secondary materials and so forth.

Try to build site-related and Career Develonent activities into
each project. Consider specific information about the learning
opportunities at the site or sites the student will use for the
project.

Make sure that Basic SkWs practice is integrated into project
activit1es and that products/criteria specify levels of Basic
Skills performance appropriate to the student's assessed needs
and interests.

Be sure to discuss all of the above considerations with the
student and negotiate activities thatsatisfy both student and
program expectations.

Try to negotiate proje with high levels Of transferability --
that is, learning act ities shoWd illustrate the relationship
between what is learned for a particular project and how that
learning can be-applied to other circ umstances. Projects should
increase tha student's ability to generalize from situation to
situation, from life role to life role.

Encourage the use of a- variety of resources: printed materials,
audio-visual materials, public agencies, people, natural
environment, pertinent codes and Jaws. Alocal'events. student's own
mind and creativity.

10. Encourage a variety of products: written reports, oral
presentations, natural products such as terrariums,, gardens, water
samples and so forth, tape recorded interriews,'hand,..crafted

products, citizen participation in public events, graphs of data,
demonstrated performance such as original dance, carin for or
teaching children, debates and so forth.

11. For performance criteria, specify who will certify satisfy
performance.

2 14



CROSS - REFERENCES

Pro.

A useful checklist for negotiation behaviors appears in "Learning
Plan Negotiation," pages 201-102.

"Learning Plan Negotiation," pages 43-48 contains an explanation
of dm .learning plan cycle of assessments/prescription/evaluation/
integraiion which underlies all EBCE learning strategies.

Specific assessment data gathered for each student is described
in "Learning Plan .Negotiation," pages 54-65.

Also explained and displayed in that section is the Learning Style
Self-Assessment checklist which the student and learning manager
use to get a better idea of how- projects m g = be tailored to the
student's personal characteristics - -see pages 56-58.

9)
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10
For site-related projects, develop learning objectives
from Learning Site Analysis Forms

Item 5 oi= this section discusses the importance of Learning S
Analysis Forms in negotiating projects for employer/community
sites. The sane item gives cross-references for more detailed
explanation of 4SAF procedures. elsewhere in this and Ocher
handbooks. Below we Address the steps taken by EBCE learning
managers to derive learning objectives from LSAF data.

EXPLANATION OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Site learning objectives are derived from the job analysis on the
Learning Site Arialysis Form and describe the many distinct
activities a student might do for learning, purposes while at the
site. Essentially these are clearly written statements of the
various tasks the employer_instructor has that can be
practiced by the student on the site. To insure4an accurate
correspondence between the student's learning plan and his or her
site experiences, all project activities involving onsite tasks
should reflect to-some degree the specific learning objectives
written for that site.

The objectives should be written as discrete activities a student

can perform either at the site or in some relationship to the job
or site. Although the objectives should be phrased so as to give
guidelines for monitoring and evaluation', specific performance
criteria will generally be written into project activities that
are derived from the learning objectives, rather than into the
objectives themselves. The following description of the
characteristics and use of site learning objectives will help
clarify why this is so.

Comparison with Behavioral Objectives

There are important distinctions and some similarities between
learning objectives and behavioral objectives. Following is a
comparative list of characteristics.

Learning objective are an open -ended list for a----
particular job site; they can be added to indefinitely.

Behavioratbbjectives would tend to be a finite list
for a particular_. purpose.
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2. Learning objectives are intended to suggest potential
learning activities at a site; they are a resource,
not an integrated learning plan.

Behavioral_objectives would follow a sequence which is
guided by a pattezri c,r process; they use usually part
of an integrated, purposeful learning plan.

Learning ob'ectives are not stated in respect to any
particular goal; they can be selected from and used
(perhaps with some revision) to meet a variety of
educational goals.

Behavio ob eztives are definitely_ oriented toward
specific goals.

4. Learning_zsblectives are stated in terms of actions
students can perform.

Behavioral objectives are stated in terms of actions
students can perform.

Learning objectives usually do not include specified
conditions for performance (these are stated when site
objectives are written into project activities).

Behavioral objectives include specified condition, for
performance.

Learning objectives usually do not specify performance
criteria (the extent to which students must perform
to satisfactorily fulfill the objective); 'these also
are stated in student projects.

Behavioral objectives include clearly stated and
measurable performance criteria.

Examples

An example of a learning objective from
a project would be as follows:

The student will be able to write work orders whi
carefully describe the needs of the customer.

e in designing

xample of-a behavioral objective might be something is:

After observing at least three occasions of the service
manager discussing with customers the problems they are
having with their cars and reviewing the work orders
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resulting 'from the discussions, the student will observe
another discussion between the service manager and a
customer, and, without any help from the selvice manager,
the student will write a work order which the customer
confirms as representing -his or her repair needs with 100%
accuracy and .rich the mechanic' confirms as communicating
with 100% accuracy all the information he or slat? needs on
a work order.

DERIVING SITE LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Although the list of learning objectives for a sitesite "will always be
open-ended and therefore incomplete, it is helpful to make the-
original list fairly definitive in relation to information recorded
on the Learning Site Analysis Form. -The following gliidc.lines may
help you avoid omitting it objectives.

Objectives Taken Directly froni'LSAF

Begin by following the LEAF structure and derive site learning
objectives ,systematically from each task, subtask and Basic Skills
group. Most of the learning, objectives will be taken directly
from tasks and skills at are a part of the employer instructor
job. Thr.qe objectives will tend to engage a student in direct
pa-rtic don in either actual of simulated job tasks. For
example

The student will be mile to:

read instru nts and gauges

2. perform numerical computations from the oscilloscope

add, subtract, multiply and divide with 100% accuracy
as required for use of diagnostic equipment

read directions and manuals for testing equipment

5. write out results on work orders for recommendations
for customer repairs

6. use electronic diagnosing equipment to determine
whether or not proper repairs ,have been done
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Expanding From LSAF Data

Other objectives can be derived from the LSAI information la
extension,- These objectives will tend to involve the student in
activities somewhat removed from participation in actual job tasks.
They will lead toward a more reflective and analytical approach
to the job and site. The site is likely to be just one-Of
several resources for this type of objective.

It is these objectives that can make the job site an infinitely
flexible learning resource. These derived learning objectives can
vary, depending on curriculum needs and the degree of actual
involvement it, work tasks permitted students.

For almost any site, students can do the
activities.

1. historical, legal or en

wing k

_ante' research

collection and conversion of information into
statistical reports, organizational charts,
diagrams, graphs and flow Charts

3. computation of costs, profits or taxes.

4. written reports in various

5. oral or audio-visual presentations

6. application of problem - solving processes su As
critical thinking or the scientific method

An example of this type of learning objective that might be derived
from the same LEAP as the example on the preceding page would be

The student will research anc present in some form the
relationship of well-tuned engines to air pollution.

ORGANIZING SITE LEARNING OBJECTIVES I

Deriving learning objectives from the Learning Site Analysis Form
will result in a list of objectives organized in terve of direct
involvement or indirect relationship to actual job tasks.

Once the list of potential site objectives is developed to your
satisfaction, you may find it helpful to use an informal code for
identifying how each learning objective relates to the actual talk
performed by the community instructor. This can be useful later
when you are developing project activities from the learning

.239
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objectives and are faced with the need to decide who can certify
satisfactory performance and on what basis the performance criteria

)

will be established. (See Item 12.)

The following grouping based on the degree of involvement
permitted the student in the job actiyiAL from which the learning
objective is derived.

1. Not Observe (NO): The student cannot even observe the
job activity (too confidential; legal restrictions;
sanitary regulations; safety factors).

Observe Only (00): The student can only_ observe th
job activity (no hands-on all .wed)

Attempt/Practice (AP): The student can attempt and
practice the job activity (but cannot expeCt to learn
to perford at the level of a paid employee).

4. Practice and Learn (n): The student can reasonably
expect to lear to perform as well as an employee after
practicing (keeping in mind the length of time the
student will be at the site).

You can write the appropriate code letters beside the n -er of the
learning objective. Some learning objectives may indicate more,.
than one level of participation that a student wiqht pursue by
degrees.

, -

member-that even activities that fall into the Not Observe and
Observe Only categories can be used as a basis for student learning
objectives and project activities. For example, a student could
interview the surgical nurse of the brain surgeon whose job he or
she is examining, to find out what goes on in the off-limits areas
of surgery and recovery rooms. Similarly, a student could be
required to do some sort of report based on a research of written
literature or films about confidential aspects of a given job.

Explain and confirm the classification with the employer instruc
at the same time that you get his or her general approval of the
list of learning objectives.

USING OBJECTIVES TO WRITE PROJECTS

Once learning objectives are developed from an LSAF, the employer
relations specialist takes them to the site's employer instructor
for prioritizing. The Ei loOks over the list of objectives and
arranges them in a logical progression the student might follow in
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learning aboUt the job., At the same time, the El also checks the
wording on objectives to make sure thy continue match what
happens at the site and in the particular job. I!. there are any
problems or questions, the employer relations specialist should
either handle them directly or refer them to the learning :manager.
It usually happens that the learning manager has written the
objectives-in a logical order in the first place and the EI will
simply check that order, rearranging an item or two, and verify
its accuracy.

While the objectives are being'prioritie.ed, the learning manager
and student should be roughing out an approximate design for the
project. The student will'have bler. at the site for awhile and
should know enough about it to be aisle to plan the general content
ai.d direction of project activities. Onto the objectives return
from the EI, the learning manager uses them to write up a formal
draft of the project based on notes and previous discussion with
the student. The student then comes in and together they refine
the wording, finalize criteria and resources and set formal target
dates.

If the student has only one project planned for that site, the
objectives may translate directly into specific project activities.
Remember the LSAT information and resultant objectives constitute
a set of parametert, an inventory or data bank that facilitates
project design. This information is subject to the learning
manager's professional interpretation and the student's own
decisions about interests and needs for activities at that site.
While objectives may be somewhat personalized by the EPS and EI
because 4hey already know a specific student is intending to utilize,
a site, they also should be distinct enough that they can be used by
other student who may decide at another time to use that sane site.
Neither WAY nor objectives in themselves equate to project designs.

NOTE: The sample learning objectives she in this Item were
derived from the Learning Site Analysis Form displayed in Appendix M
of Employer/Community-Resources. That same appendir provides a
simulated walk-through of the employer instructor/employer relations
specialist interview during which the LEAF data were gathered.
Appendix C of Curriculum & Instruction displays a list of learning
objectives that could be, drawn from that LSAF. The objectives
divided according to the 1SAF pages from which they were derived.
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11

Agree on project titles, Life Skills areas and rationale
statements

The project title, Life Skills focus and rationale statements are
important first steps taken by student and learning manager in
warming up to what they plan to do with a particular project. In
arriving at them, student and learning,manager will be synthesizing

1. assessment data, particularly concerning Basic Skills
abilities

personal conversations they have had about the
,student's interests and goals, especially the
learning_style self-assessmentinterview

the student's past and present Career Development
experiences and plans

This information should be suMmarizadron the first Wage of the
project form. In addition, the project starting datcg should be
noted ,in the LJi's records, posted on the student status, 2oard and
entered in the program's Master Records.

PROJECT TITLE AND. LIFE SKILLS FOCUS

Each project must be focused on a'particular Life Skills area.
title should generally define the topic of study within the Life
Skills area. Negotiation.usually begins with the student having a
rather specific interest but being less' clear as to what Life Skills
area it should be matched to, particularly if the topic seems to
fall into an area where the student, has already completed the two
required projects. Somecreativity by the learning manager May
be needed to "fit" a topic to a'Life Skills area, but care should
be taken not to do this arbitrarily - -the Life Skills area will
influence significantly the nature of the learning activities the
student will be perfri ng.

Also, titles should be descriptive of what the student will actually
be doing. Keep in mind that many people unfamiliar with the program
will be looking at project 'titles as they appear in tto student's
credentialing records. Accurate titles can help college registrars
and potential employers gain a better sense of exactly what the
student learned while:in EBCE.
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RATIONALE STATEMENTS

The project form has places for both the student and the learning
manager to state why the particular project is being designed.
These in effect are a way to "identify the problem or issue"
which is the first step taken in the critical thinking process.

Learning Manager Rationale

The learning manager rationale statement is already written for
predesigned projects and is amended if major changes are negotiated
in activities or criteria. Here the learning manager states why
the project is reasonable for a particular student and notes any
specific comments that need be made regarding the incorporation
of Basic Skills activities. Usually this entails only a sentence
or two but it should take, into account professional judgments
regarding the student's growth, previous assessment information
and any relevant conversation with the student regarding the
particular project.

Student Rationale

The student rationale statement is not required for predesigned
projects unless major Changes have been negotiated with the
learning manager. For individually negotiated projects, the student
states in his or her own words why the project topic was Chosen and
how it relates to personal interests, needs and abilities. As
with the learning manager's statement, this. is usually quite brief
and to the point. It should,'howevor, result from serious discussion
with the learning manager about strengths and weaknesses and how

- project will help achieve specifici learning goals and move
toward broader career/life goals.

While both student and learning manager rationale statements may
be quite simple on paper, they represent critical first steps in

4ng interpersonal relationship that is in itself an important
CE..-3. The negotiation that leeds up to the statements

:Jude talking about the student's past performance and
seriuu, considering what the student expects out of these learning
experiences.

CROSS- FE

The gathering of assessment data for use in projects is explained
in "Learning Plan Negotition," pages 54-65.
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Negotiate project activities, resources and products/
criteria (including Basic Skills and, as possible,
employer/community site activities)

Projects usually have from three to five activities, each written
on a separate page in the project form. In parallel columns on
the same page as the activity, the student and learning manager
decide resources needed to complete the activity and agree on
products and criteria that will be used to evaluate the student's
performance. These elements are the heart of the project. They
should describe the various ways the student's learning is tailored
to match specific interests and needs and should relate directly
to the rationale statements given on the first page of the project.
(See the preceding Item.)

Together, activities, resources and products/criteria should
combine learning in all three curriculum components and comprise
a coherent and personally relevant set of experiences for each
student. In the case of predesigned projects, these elements are
already written on the project form for each Life Skills area.
The student and learning manager may, however, oose to renegotiate
any or all of these to better match the stude 's unique situation.
If this happens, the learning manager shoal= make sure that the new
activities or criteria continue_ to general address the Life
Skills objectives for which the project w predesigned in the
first plpoe.

ACTIVITIES

Activities are the specific tasks the student will perform in the
course of the project. In the case of projects designed around
employer sites, activities will also reflect work tasks performed
there and relate directly to the student's learning of Career
Development skills. In ether projects, activities might result
from emnversation with the student concerning a particular interest,
skill or hobby. Whenever possible, the student should take the
lead in Writing project activities that are personally meaningful
and challenging. All activities should

1. incorporate as many learning objectives from a given
Life Skills area as may be buil1; reasonably into an
integrated set of experiences (see Appendix A for
guidelines and objectives for each Life Skills area)

involve the student in practi- _1g Basic Skills
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be performed as much as possi)-le- at employer /co unity
sites

include both "hands-on" and analytic; (observing,
describing, generalizing) activities

5- follow logically c1 one another

6. assist the student generally in %earning to

learn"

be written so that evaluation can be maize by
observing performance or nspectlng the results
(products) of performance

Try, when writing activities, to be specific. Break down more
general tasks into subtasks. This helps the student handle each
one more effectively. It also permits the resources and criteria
columns to be broken down along the same lines, thereby providing
for more explicit listings of resources and clearly stated
evaluation criteria.

Employer Site Activities

Employer site activities are those w _ ten to be performed at a
career exploration or learning level site. Onoccaiioni skill---
building levels may have projects written for them (see Item 16) .

-
)

All learning levels must have projects written to parallel the
student's site experiences. ,IfForthese,_ activities should be based
on learning objectives,' derived Learning Site Analysis Form
information (see Item 10)-. Learning level projects are often done
completely at the site and will be clOsely related to the job
skills the student is>liarning..,Remember, however, the abject of
the project is not/to-gain-job, skills. Skill building levels
provide for that purpose. Rather, the project is a way of making
use of jc'l skills learnipl'and7:_the site in general (people,
materials, equipment).tio-athieve comprehensive learning goals
in all three curriculum components. The project does not have to
strictly follow the job; nor need it be confined to a single site

Thus a student spending six weeks learning about security patrols
might have a project in functional citizenship that incorporates
his or her learning of the many responsibilities and legal
restrictions of that particular occupation. On the other hand,
another: student using the same site for a learning level might
choose to incorporate only part of his or her experiences in, for
example, a creative development project activity on employer
advertising techniques. In the latter case tha student might be
using several employer sites (exploration and/or learning level
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types) to gain a perspective'of how advertising is dealt with fro
several. points of view. In the case of the security patrol site,
for4nstance, the student could work with his or her employer
instructor in using advertising techniques as a public service'for
informing people about residential burglary problems and offering
suggestions for making homes more secure..

Try, when negotiating projects, to help the_student_capita ize on
the infinite variety of possibilities-Projects offer. Some
students may prefer to limit their projects to single sites.- Others
will find their interests are best pursued across many sites. What
is important is that students come to see and experience how Basic
Skills and Life Skills are,processes that occur everywhere; we all
have need of them in varying ways. Similarly, while Career
Development relates to job skills learning, it alio has many points
of contact with Life Skills'and Basic Skills.

Basic Skills Activities

Practice in Basic Skills is.implicit in. all learning. Unless a
student has a strong need for or interest in concentrating on
explicit BasicSkills activities learning in this component is
usually attached to activities directed more specifically teLife
Skills or Career Development.goals. For instance,' it is not
necessary to write an activity stating that "Jack will complete
six trigonometry problems" for a science project at a surveyor's
site. Instead, an activity might read, "Jack will ascertain the
distance and elevations of three far-away objects by using a
transit and performing the necessary mathematics."

Similarly, a studenes,Career Development'activities for a learning
level at an automotive shop might include Basic Skills practice in
mathematics for invoices and pricing, communic tiok_for Customer
service'and. writing ads and reading for understanding automotive
principles, shop manuals and so forth. At the same time, the
student might be working on a Life Skills science project and be
pursuing the math needed for studying the ecological implications
of automobiles, exercising communications sfrlls needed to interview
people on sensitive environmental issues and developing reading -and
analysis skills necessary for understanding complex and conflicting
literature on the subject. Thus the student approached the Basic
Skills from a specific job in/which.he or she is interested (Career
Development) and from a more general Life Skills point of view. In
both cases the Basic Skills are learned and improved through
application in realistic situations. .

;

Most often, Basic Skills learning is provided fir by the type of-

)1

product and evaluatio criteria negotiated for each activity --see
below, "Basic Skills Criteria," page 249. See also Item 13 for
,special projects that can be written to directly address Basic
Skills for :Intensive advanced or remedial purposes.
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RESOURCES

For each activity, or subtask within an activity, student and
learning manager agree on those materials, people and places
necessary for completing the activity. These are listed in the
resources column of the project form.

For predesigned projects, resources are sketched in already. The
student is also free to identify others that maybe more appropriate
to his or her needs. Resources are obtained at the learning center,
thrOugh learning center reference files or in the course of the
student's own investigation of various locations in the community.

arning r.,1'.07ers may keep their own files ofresources they no ce
are used .:ec-crently by various students. This will happen
particulauly with predesigned projects in which students will be
examining similar areas.

People Are the Most. Important Resource

People will often be the most valuable resource for student projects.
Meeting new peoplelat various employer and community sites in/ their
city can be among the most positive and fulfilling experiences
students have while in E. Encourage students to take the/
initiative in identifying resources and _o go to libraries,

C
museums, employer sites--wherever thee; think they might fir d
someone or something to help them. The learning center sh uld have
files of people who have worked. with s dents in the east have
indicated an. interest; in doing so. Simi rly, flies and ntacts
made by employer relations specialists and other staff will help
give students further clues as to where they might lOok r site-
related projects, employer instructors will give stede ts'leade
or lend-them:materials.

Also remind students of the "chain reaction" effect-- ow one person
can give them leads to other people who in turn will ow of more
people or places. For a project in which resources are particularly
hard to find, you might write an activity into the project that
involves the student focusing on the search for resources and
plotting the trail he or she followed in obtaining needed materials
or information.

Students should also look to one another for help in tracking down
resources. Learning managers can suggest names of other students
who have had similar resource needs or students themselves can ask,
around the learning center. 'Sometimes students will team up for
group projects and cooperate in, locatingand using resources and
creating products. Similarly, 'students can tutor one another in
specific ski110--such as playing a guitar, performing surveying
tasks, writingla science fiction story, learning percentagesapd
so forth. In Such cases, ho_ Students could gain project credit.
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See Item 16 for discussion of the
tr.e for projects

kinds of resources students

Learning Managers May Need Resburces

Learning managers themselves. often need to lookat specific resource
materials, usually literature of some kind, to "prep" for negotiation
of particular project topics. It is useful to ASk the student to
find a suitable book and bring it to you for this purpose. A
skilled learning manager can, by scanning a few referen6es, reading
introductory materials and on occasion by contacting a resource
person, prepare for- negotiating the details of any Life Skills
pipject In a reasonably short time.

The Life Skills emphasize proceiles; activities' should be written so
that the learnin4 manager does not have to be a subject matter
expert in every field. The whole intention of projects is that
students take the lead in planning their own learning and staff
serve supportive roles. Thus an activity to be done at an employer
site might require the student to "demonstrate familiarity" with
optometry equipment and principles "to the satisfaction of the
employer instructor." In such a case the learning manager need not
be a specialist in that area; resources can be located by the
student in cooperation with the employer instructor and activities
can be evaluated by the El.

PRODUCTS AND CRITERIA

The products/criteria column of the project specifies those agreed-
or} results of project.activities that will demonstrate\the:student's
use of resources to achieve specific levels of performance in each

activity. Try to avoid having every produdt be something written.
Instead encourage students to-be imaginative and explore new forms

of. Self-expression. project products can be as diverse IAS skits,

tapes, films, slides, collages. At the same time, some iritten

Products should-be built into each project to insure co_tinued
exercise in writing/composition skills. In predesigned projects,
students usually select from suggested products and learning
managers negotiate specific performance levels to be demonstrated

in their completion.

Performance Levels

'The ,most important thing about products/criteria is they

Should specify performance levels appropriate to- the student'S
individual abilities and ADI2E2.1p122aLl. Abilities are determined

2
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from assessment data and observations of past performance in all
three curriculum areas. Interests and goals are identified by
student in conversations with ;staff. It is the learning Manager.s
responsibility to negotiate levels of performance that

.1.1. \encourage the student to increase present abilities/

2. are reasonable in the light of the student's career
and life goals

Performance levels are freqUently implied in the wording of the
project activity itself. This happens moat often with activities
to be done at employer sites "to the satisfaction of the employer
instructor.". For learning activities that are also job7specific.
skills, the employer instructor is in the best position to both
set the criteria and actually evaluate the student actions.

Basic Skills Criteria

Individually negotiated criteria are also applied to the student's
Use of Basic skills in eaCh activity. example, a student whose
assessment data and/or past perZermence shows a weakness in
mathematics and strengths in communications skills might be asked to
produce a well-written and organized explanation of mathematic
procesSes used at a site or in.a particular subject area. This
explanation might require high proficiency in writing and composition
and also require the student to confront and make some progresi in
handling the mathematic skills that need improvement. Evaluation
of such a product would apply higher performance standards to he
written aspe than it would to the math; in both airs, however,
the student culd be expected to "show prOgress."

Life Skills Criteria

Similarly, refinement of Life Skills is generally built into
activities and specified in the products/criteria. Again, care
should be taken to negotiate products and criteria appropriate to
the .individual's Abilities and interests. The student's first
project in each area gives a good indication of what skills the
student has and how: welt they can be applied. Try to build `on
those proficiencies when negotiating products/criteria for the
second project in each area. Thus a student who initially exhibits
little interest or skill in a Life Skills area might be expected
only to master individual tasks and apply them in various situations;
the second project would then require the student to build on thoSe
tasks, bringing them together in more complex applications.
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hallenge Students.

Challenge stUdents constantly to stretch themseiveS in every
learning situation but don't ask them to achieve skills they will
never use again. First make sure the student can comprehend
generally what each Life Skill is all about and has a feel for how
it can impact his or her life. After that the degree to. which a
student acquires advanced proficiencies i51 an area must be decided
ultimately by the student.- -By "learning_how to learn," students
are better able to decide, at any point-1n their lives what -skills
they need and what courses of action they can take to acquire them:

CROSS-REFERENCES

TO better understand how onsite'project activities work,, you may
wish to review "Career Explorations," pages 105-186, and "Learndng

Skill. Building Levels," pages 277327.
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Provide for ecial Basic Skills projects as necessary

Basic Skills projects are written for two purpo

for. those students with special interests and
aptitudes who wish to pursue intensive study in
a Basic Skill area

for those students whose assessment or performance
shows serious deficiencies in fundamental Basic
Skillsthat is, those skills needed before problems
can be solved or concepts learned

4e

ADVANCED STUDY

Most often, advanced Basic Skills work takes the form of either
attendance at local; high school or college classes or learning
level participation at an employer site offering tasks and
experiences that will exercise the student's advanced skills.
the latter case, the student may establish .a semitUtorial
arrangement witn, an employer instructor with the necessary expertise _

and extra time available to work with the student. Tutors at the
learning center can also help students in advanced Skill areas-r
see Item 16. Tutors can be costly and should not be relied on as a
major resource unless. your program has many volunteer tutors
available.

When advanced study is to be substituted for project credit,
arrangements are negotiated and recorded in the standard project
format with a clear rationale statement of the individual's need
for such substitutions. Try, whenever possible, to integrate
advanced work with projects rather than substituting for them A
student working with advanced algebra at an electronics site, or
instance, could have that work built in as several activities f a
science project. This would enable the student to practice
algebraic skills while also addressing other science issues that
could be written into the projebt.

When to Substitute

The key factor is how much tip the student's advanced study takes
out of the prOgraM day. In the case of a girl taking a class in
calculus, for example, it would not be as reasonable to substitute
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that for a science project because the class would already be
taking:gAtte a bit of her time and would be addressing few if any
of the objectives considered essential to science as a Life Skills
project area'.

We prefer tc make substitution arrangements and rationa statements
frankly in terms of where the student is without lanoredattamptS,
to represent additional Basic Skills work air Life Skills work. It
may be for a particular student that it is more valuable (both in
terms of immediate learning goals and broader career/life gods)
to pursue an agvanced,skills course in lieu of work-in one Life
Skills area. Such -judgments must be sleds individually for each
student and depend on the student and learning manager being
honest and accurate in their appraisal of the-student's needs and
goals. This logic applies equally to substitutions for remedial
study as it does to advanced work.

REMEDIAL STUDY

As with aditnced study, remedial work should as much as possible
be combined with Life Skills project and employer site activities.
In more

(1/

erious:cases, where students have major weaknessesin one
or mor- skill areas, intensive stud' can be substituted for a
proje t- Remedial study may be through.classes,with tutors et with
programmed learning materials Classes and tutors are discussed
.in Item 16. Basic Skills programmed- materials receive attention

below.- Your local school district or coMmmnity college\ may also

offer services your students can use ,for specialBasic7Skills
diagnosis and treatment. These may range-from consultation with- a
reading or math specialist to complete workshop centers.

What is important to note here is that we use whatever works for
the individual student. Some may be ,comfortable working alone with

Programmed materials. Others may require tutorial and/or employer
instructor support in addition to or instead of use of prograrzed
materials. Others may be helped through referral to special
classes or consultants. SiMilarly, assessment and evaluation
techniques areadjuited to match individual circ4mstances. The
prograMmed materials, for instance, provide a complete spectrum..
of pre- and post-tests and a methcd-for developing a profile on the
student's abilities in terms of the programmed units. This permits
great flexibility with respect to where a student begins and ends
working with the materials and how he or she uses .them.
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Which Students Need Remedial Work?

Remedial work focuses on those students whose Basic Skills abilities
are not sufficient to enable them to perform the learning And living
tasks they normally encounter. The program tries to avoid group
morns.as a way of determining exactly when a student's needs are
serious enough to warrant remedial study. Instead staff try to
rely on common indicators from daily life - -can the student read
well. enough to interpret-maps, newspapers, instructional manuals,
is the student able to do the math necessary to budget a family
income, compute taxes and so forth? Dia7oitic testing will reveal
some of these abilities. You should alt- look at the student's
actual peqotmanCe of taskscan he or she read directions and
complete the Exploration Packages? How is the student doing with
the competencies? What do employer instructors report about the
student's onsite performance of activities?,

Staff try to determine remedial needs wixhin the opening weeks of
the school year. This way a ipecial Basic Skills program can be
implemented soon enough as to avoid too much disruption of the

. student's normal learning activities; Unless the student is
totally ililterate, for instance, projects and employer site
activities can be performed at the same time as remedial study is
underway.

GRAMMED .MATERIALS

For both advanced and remedial Basic Skills work, programmed
learning materials and kits can be invaluable resources. These
materials are highly flexible and are broken into small units that
may be used with, tutors and employer instructor support or by the
student alone. Following is a suggested sequence of steps for
implementing use of self-learning materials:

preliminary Basic Skills profile is drawn up and the
udent agrees with the learning manager that programmed
erials will be used for project credit.

The student, learning manager and learning resource
spe:Ialist negotiate. which units should be worked on
to match the student's Basic Skills needs.

The student _takes whatever, pretests his or her pro
indiCates are necessary to further define the area of
need.

The student proceeds' with the materials either at the
learning center or at community sites, depending on
arrangements agreed on with the learning manager.
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The student takes posttests or performs related
activities at employer sites in specific study areas
until the desired performance level is demonstrated.

Project credit is granted for completion of the units
negotiated.

BASIC SKILLS SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISES

Another way to addreSs both diagnosis and practice of Basic Skills
is through use of Self-assessment exercises students can perform at
employer sites. (Samples of exercises used by the Tigard ESCE
program appear in Appendix D.) Ihe exercises require the students
to select representative site tasks relating to,reading,
communication's and mathematics and to co .fete these teekS to the
satisfaction of the employer instructor.

Use of these exercises enables students to (a) obtain a realistic
idea of the Basic Skills requirements Of several jobs of interest
to them, (b) discover whether they can perform at the-levels
required by specific jobs and (c) identify-those skills they need
to improve for specifid career/life *goals.

Tie- exercises also help students focus in more on why they like or
dislike---a certain occupation .nd give them a more reasonable basis
for deciding whether to attem, more challenging careers.

The exercises may be suggested to students as a way of better
identifying specific areas of strength or weakness. They can be
written as specific project activities or substituted for the
interview portion of the Exploration Package.

IN SUMMARY

Basic Skills study -- whether for fundamental skills improvement or
for advancement/enriehmentpurposes--should occur as much as
possible in realistic situations. Encourage students to be app:ying
constantly what, they are learning to specific projects and sites
and-provide for evaluation by performance as well as by testing.
A student working with programmed materials can bring a unit for
example; percentages) he-is studying with him to his learning level
site and work with his employer instructor both to master the
unit's concepts and to apply them directly to-a relevant job task
(for example, discount pricing). In -this case he would not have to
take the unit's posttest but instead can receive his employer
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instructor's certification that he has achieved the necessary
proficiency and shown it by applying the skill successfully to a
real task. In the same way a student attending a local community
college class in advanced algebra might be testing her comprehension
regularly and applying what she has learned:to her learning level
experiences with an engineering firm.

S-

See Item 16 d_ this section for more discussion of resources
students use for projects.

See "Curriculum Outcomes, pages 24-30, for an overview of the
Basic Skills curriculum coirponent and references to the major
programmed materials used by the Tigard EBCE program.

Basic Skills self-assessment exercises (displayed in Appendix D)
are also mentioned in relation to the Exploration Package in
"Career Explorations," page 155.
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[14
Set target dates for completing project activities

Student and learning manager Should agree on Starting and estimated
completion dates for the entire project as well as for individual
activities within the pr6ject. In setting' these dates the student
assumes responsibility for managing his or her own time If target
dates slip, further negotiation must take place to set new dates.
Should the student continue to miss targets, accountability
consequences may be called for. For example, the learning manager
might ask the student to stay at the learning center an extra
hour each day until certain activities have been completed; should
the student still fail to complete activities as negotiated
then more serious action will be taken as outlined in the Student
Accountability System (see Item 3, pages 208-20S).

In monitoring student task completion, the learning manager fulfills
an important supportive function with respect to the student's ,'

general personal growth. It is important that the learning manager
keep accurate records of target dates for all students and not let
students continue missing dates over long periods of time. We
expect dates will slip sOmetimes because project activities often
take longer than either the student or learning manager might
reasonably expect. Moreover, this kind of individualized learning
is usually new to students. They will tend, particularly' during
their first few projects, to miscalculate how and where to place
their energies.

In some cases a student might renegotiate specific activities and
thereby cause dates to be renegotiated as well In others, the
personal freedom coming from frequent movement to And from the
learning center and contact with a variety of new environments may
lead a student to neglect specific obligations in favor of the
"sheer experience of it all." The learning manager must be able to
judge individual variations in learning style and rate--what's
"stalling" for one person might be honest caution or reconsideration
of ternatives for another- -and respond both personally and
profesionally to each situation as it arises.

Be careful to keep accurate records of student target dates. Plan
conferences with students to Check on.their progress and have
these conferences coincide with the interim dates planned for
individual activities. Tine management and accountability are
important concepts students will be "learning by doing" as they work
on their projects. Learning managers should be conscientious in
helping students meet theit deadlines and should give advice to
those having difficulty. Special workshops on task=planning may
be necessary for some students.

13.'1
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For site-related projects, gain employer in
approval of proposed activities

This step applies largely to learning level projects. Since these
Projects are built from,learning objectives which the employer
instructor has already verified (see Item 10),, this step may
appear to be a formality. It is important, however, to make sure
that:changes in wording or intent that might have:occurred during
negotiation of the actual project contiLue,to match what the'EI
thinks is reasonable for the student to perform at the site.

The student normally will be already going to the site foe other
learning level activities and will simply bring a copy of the
project to the EI when the learning manager has finished writing
it up. Any questions or objections the EI might have can be
written on the project or discussed with the employer relations
specialist. If need be, the learning manager can call the El and
talk about the project. it is usually the caw:: that, between the
student ind the ERS, the employer instructor's questions can-be
answered. If changes are to be made, the student and; learning_
manager must agree on them.

WHAT THE EI SHOULD LOOK FOR

The employer instructor should first check that activities do not
conflict with rcmpany policies, safety regulations, union rules
and so forth. Then the skill levels required of the tasks should
be compared against the student's abilities. Do the tasks require
training or experience the student doesn't have? Do the activities
expect too much learning too fast? Should the learning of other
skills be handled first? Another important, question is whether or
not the project will take too much of the El's time. Also, might
the student'be interfering with work production? Finally, the
employer instructor should look at the criteria for evaluation for
those activities the Et will be judging. Are they reasonable?
Does the EI feel comfortable with making those judgments?
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Support student use of special placements, tutors
and other types of resources

EBCE emphasizes the processes necessary to understand and work
effectively with the various Life Skills. Accordingly, the
program does not automatically provide all students with the
degree of involvement they might desire in any given area.
Instead, students Should be made aware of the major kinds of
resources they might use for intensive pursuit of a particular
skill area. These options/can be used for improving deficiencies
or gaining advanced skills in virtually any area of st dent
interest. They should serve/as primary resources all students
consider when planning their project activities. major
resource options include the following:

1. work with tutors and/or any employer ins trots with the

necessary time and expertise

2. special placement activities at a site the local
=unity for short-term intensive study in a given

interest area

use of print and nonprint Instructional resources (often
programmed materials from the learning center)

attendance at local college or high school classes

skill building level attendance at some employer sites for
acquisition of entry-level skills in a given job,

TUTORS AND EMPLOYER INSTRUCTORS

Tutors

Tutors are skit often used for Basic Skills remediation or
development. They may be either paid or volunteer and are often
college students or retired citizens with expertise in given

areas. One year, the Tigard EECE program was fortunate enough to ,
have a single tutor competent in all math areas (both remedial and
advanced) as well as in certain alectronics skills. Students were
able to work with' him in the Life Skills area of science as well

as for various Basic Skills needs.
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Tutors may use programed materials available at the center or
other texts and materials of their own choice. They work closely
with the learning manager to insure the student is gaining the
skills appropriate to his or her needs and may use their own
assessment/evaluation techniques as need be.

Tutors may be used for however long a student needs to achieve
desired proficiencies. Thus a student might contact a tutor for
a week of intensive study in grammar or for three manths'of
carefully planned review of fundamental mathematics. Tutors are
also helpful in students' preparation for competency certification
(fog example, learning how to balance a check book or compute
taxes).

The basic sequence of steps taken to incorporate use of tutors n o
a student's project' work is as follows:

1. The student and learning manager agree on need and
negotiate a project activity (or entire project, if

scope of learning warrants) to include work wii
tutor.

2. The learning manager writes "need statement" specifying
areas in which student requires tutorial assistance.

3. The student and learning resource specialist arrange for
a tutor.

Student records are shared as necessary with the tutor.

5. The student and tutor meet to develop specific objectives
and schedules.

6. -The learning manager and LaRS monitor tutor / 3tudent
progress.

7. The tutor verifies student coopletion of learning
activities and the learning manager certifies appropriate
project activities as accomplished.

Employer Instructors

On occasion, an employer instructor may serve in a tutorial
capacityr-usually at the employer site. Some Els volunteer for
this work; .thers are asked by a student for help on a short-term
basis with a particular area. We do not formally solicit EIs as
tutors because their role in the career exploration and learning
level processes already asks a lot in terms of time and energy.
At the same time, we do not refuse their help when it is offered.
Often it happens that a student wor_ing with programmed materials
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may bring a particular rk unit to the learning level site And the
EI will help the student master the unit and practice the newly
acquired knowledge in site-related activities. Thus a lot of El
c-,-pport happens informalry in the course of the student's normal

to activities.

SPECIAL PLACEMENTS

Spec l placements were explained earlier in this section (see
item 4): At this point, keep in mind that it is important for.
staff to bd awarl of where and when students intend to use special
pfacements. Such uses should be specified in the project form and
have dates and purposes clearly stated. This helps keep students
accountable and protects both students and the program by
guaranteeing the learning manager knows what the student is doing.
Steps tAen to implement special placements are basically
straightforward:

1. The student and learning manager agree on need for Epecial
placement as part of project activities and negotiate
specific tasks to be performed.

2. The student either contacts site directly or asks employer
relations specialist for assistance in making arrangements
to go to site.

The student arrives at site and performs the agreed
activities, receiving certification from employer
instructor or appropriate site personnel as necessary.

The student' concludes epecial placement and notifies
learning manager for verification of project activity,
completion.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES

StUdents should learn .to use the many kinds of programmed learm,4g
materials currently available in most school districts. Your s iff
may Ihoose some particularly useful sets for purchaSe by the
progfik. Others may be borrowed from school or district libraries.
It can happen that a student's entire project consists of workiag
through a self-learning kit on ecology or basic electronics. This
is consistent with the "learning h'w to learn" emphasis in BEM.
At the same time, however, we sugge:t you build eomi: aeJaimal
elenencs into the project to enable the student to better test th'e
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relevancy of what is being learned. For instance, once the
programmed materials are assimilated, the student might be asked to
demonstrate his Jr her new knowledge by performing several tasks at
a special placement site. Thus a person at a forest management
site could verify a student's understlanding of basic ecology
principles. Similarly, a student's employer instructor for a career
exploration or learning level at an electronics site could verify
and give the student feedback on learning'in that field.

See also Item 13 in this section (page 251) for use of Bas:L.: Skills
instructional resources.

ATTENDANCE AT CLASSES

Students are free to negotiate any type of class they choose. It-
is usually their responsibility to ascertain where classes are-being
offered in their interest area, negotiate with the learning manager
appropriate- project activities and credit arrangements and sign up
for the class. While we encourage students to finish any.course4'
they take, we do not require that they receive .grade credit. When
they audit a class, they should demonstrate! what they haVe learned
in some other fashion -- usually through perfortance'on An employer
site. ,For example, A student taking.a-course in advanced writing
may PrOve his or her newly acquired skills at a learning level
site where writing tasks can be performed as part of a ibb skill or
for a project activity. If a student.does not complete course
the same path is followed in establishing project credi.--re level
df skills acquired must be demonstrated through some applationn
of those Wcills to the satisfaction °fan employer instructor,
tutor, learning manager or other person qualified to judge.

Keep in mind when_ negotiating classes into A projec that the course
work should not interfere with the student's overall learning plan--
either by interruPting other scheduled activitles'or by taking the
place of activities needed to meet program requirements or the
student's career /life goals. As with instructional resources,
classes can substitute for an entire project. They should,
however, be integrated somehow With experiences in the community-
either by having-an-employer instructor verify learning or by using
them as a basis for subsequent employer site projects.

To help students locate otl.asses the learning center should have on
file catalogs of *arse offerings from local colleges and other
high schools. In summa the following steps should be' taken to
implement the use of class = s in student projects:

1. The student and learning manager agree that classes in
specific areas of need or interest are appropriate.
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2. the student and learning manager agree on a project or
project activity to correspond with the class work.

student contacts the school, takes the class and
receives a grade (if necessary).

The student shows learning manager whatever proof agreed
on as necessary to verify that the student achieved the
negotiated learning goals (class grades or equivalent
performance at a specified level,at an employer site).

SKILL BUILDING LEVELS

Skill building levels are a specie] Career Development option
students can use to gain the skills needed for employment in a
given occupation. t They are open to students only after other
progrdm work is completed. This type' site use is geared to
give job skill learning additional to normal program work. Projects
erefore need not be written for skill building levels.

-ow

At the same time, training in job skills will involve practice in
Basic Skills and-relate in some fashi to a Life Skills area
Learning managers usually try to wriT' project so that the
student can .7ontinue'looking at all experiences in terms of
different kinds of learning opportunities and to make sure the
student gets credit for the actual learning in Basic Skills and
Life Skills that will take place.

r
A skill building level at an automotive training t_--hool for
example will entail mathematics and reading skills and also
involve scientific principles. A project could be written to help
the student become more aware of the Basic Skills required for the
job he or she is learning. The same project could help the student
more clearly see the physics and chemistry related to automobiles.

25 2

COMBINING DIFFERENT !RESOURCES

students are free to ca-;bine ese options in ways that best suit
their individual goal:.. 'A g. r interested in American Indians
might, tor example, tax=.a class offered at a local community
college is Indian culture, research several libraries and select
a nearby Indian rights orgelization for a special placement study
of ccntemporary Indian In such a case the student could
negotiate several projects to-ihtegrate her study of Indians from
various, points of view. A'creative development project could
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_e Indian problems of social and political transition as
reflected in Indian art. And a second project in functional
citizenship could help the student apply her newly-gained knowledge
by developing\ and acting on recommendations for legislative action,
testing these against the opinions and experience of personnel

m leer special placement site.

CROSS-RE TFIEIVCES

The "Learning 'ReSources" section of this handbook gives an overview
of all EBCE resource uses. See particularly page 508 for more
discussion of tutors and page 494 for use of employer instructors
and sites in general.

For skill building !eve see "Darning & Skill Building Levels,
plage 277-327.
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Monitor student progress and initiate accountability
consequences as necessary

MONITORING STUDENT PROGRESS

The learning manager is responsible for monitoring student project
progress. is can be done in several ways:

conferences scheduled around target dates for
individual activities

2. informal conversations as needs arise

receiving and acting on reports from other people
involved with particular student project activities

Learning Manager/Student Interaction

Student/learning manager_conferences continv r! throughout the year.
In these conferences the learning manager discusses the student's
progress and his or her evaluation-of-project activities as they
are completed. The employer instructor's evaluation of site - related
project activities is also discussed at these meetings. Through
regular conferences of this kihd, the LM and student are able to
make sure that the student's project and site activities continue
to yield meaningful learning experiences appropriate to each
student. Through regular interaction with the student, the LM is
also better able to judge whether or not the student is making

/

adequate progress in each Life Skills area.

Be alert the nuances of each student's learning style and rate.
when planning activities, look for those which might cause the
student tro.tble and make notes on your calenaar to help you pay
particular attention to how the student is doing with them. Be
sure to see the student when individual activities are planned to
be dons. This can be a casual, in-passing kind of contact because
you will be meeting formally at the end of the whole proect to
evaluate and discuss all the activities. It is very usefel,
however, to let students know you are aware of their interim target
dates and are willing to help if they are having trot le meeting
them.

Learning managers should also respond quickly when reports from
other people indicate a student is having difficulty. Don't
forget also the positive side of the student's work. If you see
or hear from other people that a student is having successes, ,be
sure to reinforce that behavior by commenting on it to the otudent.
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ejects (Item 27)

Repot From °the. People

Other people -- employer struc rs, staff, community .resource
people, parents, other students--will frequently serve as resources
and/or evaluators of project activities. Be aware of these people
and. when necessary, contact them to check student progress.
Normally, staff and employer instructors: are encouraged to contact
the learning manager, but the process may be reversed if the LM
thinks it useful.

For onsite activities, the EBCE employer relations spec .Fist will
be making regular maintenance contacts with employer instructors.
(See "Cross-References" below.) Most' BI observations of projec's
progress are passed on to the learning manager through a Mainteni...
Visit Record form which the ERS fills out each time a contact is
made.. In `addition, regular staff meetings givefurther opportunities
for learning managers to find out how other people perceive student
performance and behaviorsee Item 6, (page 217).

ACCOUNTABILITY

See Item 3 (page 208) for discussion of student rights and
responsibilities, The most common accountability issue will be
adhering to target dates--see Item 14, page '56.

CPCSO-REfEAERCL

Accountability standards, procedures consequenc +s 5re explailed
more fully in ruing' Plan Negotiatic.n " pages 77-91.

r'rq- morn discussion of onsite maintenance concocts by the employer
ions specialist, see "Career Explorations," page 157, and

"Learning & Skill Building Levels," page 324.

The Maintenance Visit Bepord form is displayed and explaine
"Site Utilization," Emp/Oyer/Communi q Resources, page 127.
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18
Evaluate project activities and products, verifying
omployer certification 'of site activities instructor

To bring each student's learning experiences full circle it is
important that evaluation and feedback be built into every project.
This should occur both on a continuing basis through the student's
work on each activity and in terms of formalized statements entered
onto the project form for recordkeeping and credentialing purposes.

There are spaces for writing evaluations of each activity directly
onto the project format. In addition, the learning manager's
evaluations of the prcject as a whole and of each activity in the
project are entered on a Project Evaluation_ form (see the following
pages). Copies of this are given to the student and filed in the
program's records.

INDIVIDUAL -ACTIVITIES

All project forms have specific spaces for evaluation of ineiividual
activities and of thc project as a whole. Each activity should be
judged seperat&y by the person most qualified to -lb so. An employer
inStruc:tor can thus write an evaluatic.-. of activities designed
for his or her site. For' another activity, community
resource person may certify completion and -e Ltudent performance.
Others are ,!valuated by the learning manager.

In 'fle case of productsteria to be evaluated by people other
than the 1rning manager, it often happens that the person simply
initials the activity as completed satisfactorily. We do riot expe,
e.mryone to be able to write out analytical eviluation st-t.ements.
Each activity and corresponding products/criteria statemelit should
be worded clearly enough that evaluation is virtually built int. the
student's actual performanci.

In the cure of many employer site - specific activities, _ criteria
will be stated .expiicit1y,"to theemploier instructor's satisfaction"
because the student will be doing a task 'or set. of task.; that a.:.a
part of the employer instructor!s 'normal jobactiviiies. The
employer instructor and student also have coUsiderabla informal
conversation in the course of their experiences togeth6r so that
the student's own sense of how well he or she is doing will lie
increased. As in the case of project rationale statements, the
formal evaluation is representative of a contnuou:o procesSin which
adults7more'prer,Asaly people with acknowledgud.experriso given
areas--interact with individual students and Aivethem personalized
feedback about how they see each student's performance.



litudent

Project Title

Life Skill Xrea

Project.; 8

PROJECT EVALUATION

Completion 1:),Qe-

PROJECT EVAti.ATION

__Employer Instruct°

Renegoti ted Date

RECOMENDATIOr3

calvA

Qear m anager;
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'reject. Item 18)

THE PROJECT AS A WHOLE

The evaluation of the project as a whole is done by the learn ng
manager. This pei-aor. is in the best position to judge how well
tie student met criteria in all three curriculum areas according to
that student's individual abilities. This also enables the learning
manager to verify, as an official representative of the program,
evaluations made by other people. It may occasionally happen that
an employer instructor will write part of the total project
evaluation--if all activities have been done at his or her site- -
and the learning manager simply adds to it, verifying and expanding
on what has been said.

Always evaluate the student against his or her unique characteristics
and goals, not against group norms. The project encourages the
student to improve in all his or her s411s in an integrated
fashion by setting standards that match variations in proficiencies
and personal aspiratiorl. This also loirmits the play off of
strengths in one area ..qainst weaknesses in another. Thus a student
with poor communications skills but good in math and science
abilities would be expected to perform advanced science skills while
demonstrating these skills, perhaps, in a written product that need
exhibit only control over sentence structure' grammar and spellinc.
Hopefully a student's enthusiasm for science will carry over into
an increased desire to "say it right" when sitting down to express
it in words. Subsequent Projects could then build on the student's
communications skills by gradually requiring more sophisticated
written products that again pertain in a relevant and personal way
to the student's interests.

All evaluations are shared with the student and should not come as
any surprise since they are based on specific criteria negotiated
with the student and clearly stateci on th rojec: form. In the
case of activities performed unsatisfaoto .4, the student simply
repeats them until the criteria have been met.

In the course of -acting with students throughout their project
work each learning manager will be gaining mere and more information
aut how studant characteristics impact work with all program
learning strategies. Thus, in its cost real form, evaluation is
an ongoing -arocess punctuated by specific conferences for evaluating
projeat activities but going far beyond "point in time" judgments

create a growing atmoa,here of sharing and learning between
student and lea ag Y,anager.
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EVALUATION AND NEGOTIATION

Project evaluations form an important part of the continus
self-assessment and negotiation each student does while developing
his or her learning plan. Project performance is a critical
indicator of how well the student is succeeding in the total program.
The student's entire learning plan may be adjusted as needed- -
projects waived, activities renegotiated to concen=ate on an
obvious weakness and so forth. A student, for instance, who
obviously is working hard at all hjs or her project activities but
who consistently is failing to complete them satisfactorily might
have some project requirements waived or activities renegotiated
to be less demanding so that the student can experience success
commensurate with his or her efforts. The learning manager must
be able to recognize when a student may have been "pushed too much"
as part of the negotiation process and simply cannot-meet the
original standards hri or she agreed to. Students have the right
to succeed. They all have differing abilities and aspirations;
program staff and other adults must respect individual differences
while honestly Challenging etch person to test his or her own limits.
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Pa__cinate in c .ti cal thiking wrap-ups

Projects (Item 19)

All students must complete ten projects each year, two in each
Life Skills area. As one of their projects, all students also
must complete the predesigned critical thinking project. Students
are encouraged, however, to substitute for their second critical
thinking project a series of critical thinking wrap-ups which are
completed for each of the rest of the projects they do during doe
year. The program do s. this because of the emphasis it places on
critical thinking as a process which must be applied to all
learning. The wrap -ups (see sample, following page), give students
critical thinking practice and, at the same time, serve a valuable
integration function in the general development,of the student's
learning plan.

To "wrap-up" a project, the lent steps back from recent
experiences and looks at the ;..roject obje-Lively aa a learning
process that'can relate directly to his or her daily life as well
as to other projects. Conversations with the learning manager
about conclusions drawn by the student as part of this activity
are another important part of the self-reflection process we
encourage ia students throughout their experiences with the program.
The student and learning manager usually discuss this activity at
the same time they are talking about the general project evaluation
and thinking about the student's next learning goals.

For project credit, wrap-ups usually must be done for all nine
projects. Therefore, try to have the student choose whether or not
to use the wrap-ups as an option before too many projects have been
completed. You can go back over old projects, doing a critical
thinking wrap-up for each, but this tends to defeat the value of
the activity. If mid-way in the year a student wishes to do wrap-ups
instead of a second critical thinking project and has, for example,
only 4 projects left to do, we usually negotiate a "mini-project"
of one or two special activities to substitute for the wrap-ups
not done for the earlier projects.

CROSS- REFERENCE

"Learning Plan egotiation," pages 43-47, discusses integration as
one part of ,the four-part learning plan cycle of assessment,
prescription, evaluation and integration which is considered
critical to EIKE learning.
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Student

CRITICAL THINKING WRAP-UP ACTIVITY

Project

STUDENT: Read the following questions, using space provided and
the back side of this sheet for brief notes and/or full answers.
You may use more paper to write your complete answers or you can
answer the questions orally with your learning manager.

List in order of pe sonal importance some,of the skills' andixr
knowledge (content) you gained from this project.

What steps did you go through (process) to, learn this?

Identify the steps of the critical thinking process and give
examples of the way you applied each step in completing this
project.

4. How can you apply to your daily life the knowledge you.gained
on this project?

5. Analyze your participation tn this project:

a. Which activity challenged yoll to put fore; yOur
best effort? Did you accept the challenge

b. How could you have gained more out of this project?

:f you were try continue working
Would you go from here?

thiF-, area, where
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Projects (Item 20)

Discuss evaluations with students end record
completion of projects

Completion of projects is recorded i., the program's records on a
cumulative Life Skills Project Record form kept for each student.
Alsc filed in the Drogram's records is the project evaluation form
completed with learning manager cotents detailed for each project
(see Item 18)-

Discussing project ev.1. ition is an important inta-ration activity
and may occur at the =tee time critical thinking wrap7ups are
discussed see Item 19) - During this time you should go over th
project and talk about each activity. Give clear reasons for your
evaluation responses. Make observations about skill areas you think
the student needs to imporve. Talk about the student's experiences
and help the student relate those experiences to future goals and
possible learning needs. Interests may have changed, perceptions of
Abilities and goals may be revised and career plans altered because
of what the student learned about his or her self during the course
of -:,.mpleting the project.

Negotiate.next projec

At the same time as they discuss the evaluation of a project,
students usually talk about what their next project topic and Life
Skills focus will be. Projects ne(71 7t build directly on one
another in terms of activities, ca ver o3 subject matter
addriessed, but they should reflec_ -e student's increasing
sophistication in the exercise of given skills.

In some cases you may wish to suggest__ that the student move directly
into a second project in the same Life Skills area. For example, a
student who had trouble getting started in science might be
encouraged to plan a second science project soon-after t: first to
capitalize on the momentum that has been built up. More ceu,
however, student interests and the kinds of employer sitEs they
choose for learning levels will influence the areas in which they
cho e to do projects.
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LEARNING & SKILL BUILDING LEVELS

Learning levels and skill building levels enable students
to follow through on their career explorations of community
sites by returning for-longer and more indepth learning
experiences. Both types of site use involve the student
extensively with the people, equipment and other resources
available at workplaces in the community.

On learning levels students gain practice in job skills
through skill development activities and achJave Life
Skills and Basic Skills objectives through individualized
protects negotiated for each site. On skill building
levels the student commits to a training projram in-the
entry-level skills needed for employment in a given
occupation. Projects are optional for skill building
levels.

EBCE PURPOSES FOR LEARNING LEVELS

While not specifically required, all students tend to have at
least one learning level experience each program year. Generally
learning levels serve as alternative courses of action students
can choose after completing a career exploration of a site; more
specifically, learning levels

I. provide an intensified experience base for student Life
Skills and Basic. Skills project activities and further
reinforce student perceptions of the relationships between
learning and working

2. develop general employability skills, including the ability
to interact with adults and recognize social, economic and
psychological factors influencing personal performance and
job satisfaction

help students identify, and acquire, .if they wish, some of
the skills, knowledge and attitudes required for specific
jobs

4. give students opportunities to commi
periods of time to perceived interes

themselves for longer
and needs
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EBCE PURPOSES FOR SKILL BUILDING LEVELS

While skill building levels may achieve all of the purposes
listed under learning levels, their primary intent is to tap the
capacity of some employer sites for giving students specific job
skill training as preparation for entry-level employment in a
given occupation. Only a small number of students may choose
the skill building level--most often toward the end of the second
year of their enrollment in EBCE.

THE PEOPLE INVOLVED

The employer relations specialist (ERS):nas primary responsibility'
for helping e7tudents select ar,1 use learning and skill building
level sites, serving as liaison between learning center staff and
community site personnel.

The 2a12yer instructor (El) is the individual at a community
site who has agreed to work with the student on project and skill
development activities. This person will usually have served as
E.T. for the student during the student's career exploration of
the site.

The learning manager is responsible for helping students integrate
site-specific activities into their individualized learning plans,
primarily through negotiating project activities to be done at
the site. The learning manager also approves students wishing to
use skill building levels.

RELATIONSHIP TO INDIVIDUAL LEARNING PLANS

Learning levels are related to each student's learning plan
through project activities performed at the site which are based
on the student's assessed learning needs and interests. In
addition, job-related skill development activities are identified
for the student to become acquainted with and/or practice.
Students are also encouraged to reflect on their experiences and
record their observations in their journals as a further means of
assimilating and synthesizing their, site activities.

Skill building levels bear the same basic relationship to
individual lea": ans as learning levels.
exception is '' building levels are 0-
concentrate' acquisition of entry- the nay
or may not Projects and can only zer the
student ha., _ted the major portion-of _ ,program
activities.
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Lae ning .c Skill Building Levels

Planning and monitoring device, used in both levels are the
Learning Site Anaysis Form, the Student Performance Review and
the Student Evaluation of Learning_Site. Together these tools
enable students, staff and employer instructors to negotiate
learning activities in terms of specific site characteristics and
to insure that both the student's and the employer instructor's
points of view are represented in all planning, assessment and
evaluation of learning level activities. (For skill building
levels, the Learning Site Analysis Form is used only when project
activities are planned in addition to the job training offered
by the employer.)

EXPECTATIONS FOR STUDENTS

Before beginning either a learning or skill building level
students must have completed a career exploration at that site.
All learning levels must include projects negotiated with the
student to integrate site experiences with Life Skills and
Basic Skills objectives Students need not have had a learning
level at a site to use it for skill building level purposes.

Unlike explorations, learning levels ar not specifically
required of all students. In practice mil students usually choose
learning levels in order to meet their project requirements and
the program's expectations for fifteen hours per week of onsite
activities. Those hours may be achieved'through whatever
combination of site uses is appropriate to the individual
studentthat is, career explorations, learning levels, skill
building levels or special placements.

Students are expected to adhere to accountability standards for
site behavior, particularly concerning site regulations and time
arrangements. All students must turn in Weekly Time Reports signed
by their employer instructors to verify their site attendance.

PLEASE NOTE: EBCE does not-al/ow for Students to work at the sites
they are using for- program activities during program hours. Please
refer to the (CE) 2 policy statements regarding work for pay and
educational/financial productivity displayed on pages 2879288.
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STUDENT

Explore a site and
decide to return
there for a
learning level

Relay decision to
ORS and schedule
visit

150 to site for first
Jay and begin skill
building activities

Continue skill
building and begin
negotiating
project design with
Learning manager

Take project to EI
for approval and
begin working on it
while continuing
other skill building
activities

Periodically complete
Student Evaluation of
Learning Site form

Complete project and
obtain verification
from EI; complete
Last Student
Evaluation of
Learning Site
and discuss ,exit
evaluation with EL;
write thank you
letter

280

RY OF LEARNING LEVEL ROLES

EMPLOYER RELATIONS
SPECIALIST (ERS)

make necessary
arrangements for
establishing site as
learning level

With EI complete or
update Learning 51ta
Analysis Form (LSAT)

Work with EI to
prioritize learn
objectives
and return approved
objectives to LA

g

Continue sup-
EI/student
interaction

ENPLOYIR INSTRUCTOR
(EI)

meet with ERS to
establish site as
learnird level

With ERS work through
Learning Site
Analysis Form (LSAF)

Receive. ratify and
prioritize learning
objectives from LW

Use prioritized
objectives as possible
to fiirther-rect

activities; support
student site learning

Approve or modify
project

Periodically coaplete
Student Performance
Reviva form

Verify %;ork on
project and skill
building activities

Complete exit
evaluation, including
last Student
Performance Review
form, and discuss
results with student
and ERS

LEARNING MANAGER

(LM)

Discuss general
possibilities for
onsite project with
student (Life Skill

area, interestS,
possible topic)

learning
objectives from LSAF
and give to EPS for
return to E/ for
prioritizing

Use prioritized
objectives to
negotiate onsite
project activities

nitor and support .

student project work

Review and evaluate
completed project.
including EI
comments; record its
completico and write
recommendations for
further learning



Learning & Sk

Steps to Follow

7 Building vets

The steps listed below generally outline tasks staff must consider
when planning and implementing learning levels and skill building
levels. Lists of student and employer instructor tasks appear in
the narrative for Item 8, pages 310-312.

PREPARING FOR EXTENDED USE OF COMMUNITY SITES

4

Agree on purposes and requirements for lean
level and skill building levels

Design tools and procedures to support student
onsite activities

Designate staff to oversee learning and skill
building levels

Agree on student r d responsibilities

Identify learning and skill buildi_ng sites and
complete or update Learning Site Analysis Forms

Establish site placement and recur ikeeping
procedures

page

283

289

296

298

300

302

Arrange for necessary materials and transportation 306

Conduct orientations for students and employer
instructors

WORKING WITH LEARNING AND SKILL BUILDING LEVELS

Support student choices of learning or skill
building level fAtes

Arrange wi-7n e 'foyer instructors for students
to go to _o!- and begin learning activities

Develop au, -ferify learning objectives from
Learning S1 Analysis Forms for all learning
level sites

Neootlate onsite project activities for all
learning levels and for Skill building levels
as need be

307

318

-320

322
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0

0

0

20

282

Obtain employer instructor approval /modification
of project design

Support and monitor student onsite skill
development and project activities

Share student /Site information with other staff
and initiate accountability consequences
as necessary

Have students and employer instructors periodically
complete and discuss evaluations of their
experiences

Gain employer instructor verification of completed
skill development and project activities

Complete project evaluation and recording
credit

Record skill development activities for credit

Conduct termination interview h student and
employer instructor

322

324

325

328

327

327

Support continued student site uses 327

e



Learning & Skill Building Le cm 1)

Preparing for Extended Use of Community Sites

Agree on :- poses and requirements for learning
and skill building levels

Basic purposes and requirements for both learning and s.11
building levels are summarized in the preview to this section
(cages 277-279) . To keep in mind the relationship between th
two types of site use and the career exploration process you
might wish to review our introductory remarks for that strategy
-on pages 105-113. Below we offer some additional points to
consider while preparing for ither type of site use.

INTEGRATED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

All EBCE site uses should enable the student to carry expo aces

from orevious sites -;ver to those they are currently using and
in comprnsive activities that combine program outcome

loals with p- rsonal learning, lifestyle and career objectives.
In career explorations, students examine many sites in thr
:ommunity and begin to make decisions About caret r wc).

like to enter, the lifestyles they want rience rani the kinds

of learning t:-; need to achieve their goal:J. :1Thile they may use

lo=iion sites for project activities and certainly have
extensive interaction with site environments and personnel, the
primary emphasis of career explorations is on observation and the
first steps necessary -for educational and career eecisionmaking.

As students refine their understanding of the types of careers
they might like to enter they also interact with EBCE learning
managers regarding Life Skills and Basic Skills objectives
suitable to their particular learning needs. At the same time,

they begin to choose learning where they can settle
in for more extensive learning activiti-,J over lancer periods of
time. Through skill development and ints:---atd pL tot acti Mies,
students make an important nransition.frciu ubservers to actors.
bile they continue observing adult roles and situations, they
also become participants in the human and work processes associated
with particular sites and occupations.

In short, it is through learning levels that students fully
encounter the experiential aspect of EBCE learning; they choose
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EXTENDED SITE USES AND 71-1E LEARNING PLAN CYCLE

To 1.1:L:srrate :low student- am; 4ault invo -mnt in community Si ;-.5 is
woven =yether to provlde Integrated and comprehensive Leaning
experiences. the following disol-ty locks at the learnind Level and skill
building level processes from the point of vied.' of the EBCE learning
plan cvcle.

ASSESS IT information is gained through the student's previous :areer
explorations of sites ar_o through testing and interview analysis of
Life Skills and Basic Skills abilities and personal interests.

ASSESS

7-71
LEARNING

PLAN

PRESCRIPTION for the individual student
follows assessment and includes the
following:

Projects
Life Skills
opportunities
site ;see Item -,

folk Ski -S.
rest Develop-ant
:icular to

Skill develocment acti ities
negotiated between student and
the employer instructor that enable
he student to acquire skills most
relevant to personal interests and
meads (see Item 2)

EVALUATION and INTEGRATION of student experiences and adult feedback
takes place continuously:

through employer instructor- and learning manager evaluation
of completed project activities

through employer inst actor evaluation of ' dev, ent

activities

through employer instructor evaluation of the -A=udent's general
performance and behavior at the site (see Item 2)

through the s`- rent's evaluation of site experiences and the
employer instr tor (see Item 2)

through conferences in .hich the student and employer instructor
meet with the employer relations specialist to discuss thsir
evaluations of each other

through subsequent choices and negotiations the student has with
the employer relations specialist regarding other sites to use
for indepth learning and with the learning manager regarding other
projects to complete
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courses of action, perform realistic tasks alongside working
adults and experience and reflect on the results of their actio
They reach out into the world and gain tangible feedback from
the people and places that make up their world.

The key t=hing to remember about learning levels is that they bring
together the reality of a community site's learning opportunities
with the reality of the student's particular personal and
educational needs. The stress is equally on gaining relevant
occupational skills and making progress in a commrehensive
educational program. To do this (CE)2 uses a learning s
analysis procedure combined with an individualized student
assessment and negotiation process to prescribe onsite project
activities in Life Skills, Basic Skills and Career Development.
It is the EBCE educational team who, with the support of emolcver
site personnel, work with each student to plan, implement and
evaluate the student's learning level activities.

SKILL BUILDING LEVELS

The major difference between a skill building level and a learning
level is that the student takes advantage of what an employer site
is already offering its employees in the form of preapprenticeship
and other types of job skill training programs. In the learning
level, staff Work with the employer instructor at a site to
analyze that site's learning poten':ial and to personalize the
student's learning. In the skill building level there need not
be a learning site analysis since the student chooses the site
precisely for an occupational learning program already in
existence.

Thus skill building levels ire a career development resource in
the same sense as s-ecia.acements are a Life Skills and Basic
Skills resource used in certain student projects (see "Cross
References" below). For example, (CE)2 students have taken
courses offered by a beauty salon in hairstyling, an automotive
training school in mechanics and a major wood products corporation
in wood fibre technology. In all of these instances the student
attended classes offered to regular employees.and received the
same certificate of completion that employees received.

Because the occupational emphasis of skill building levels can
conflict with EBCE's comprehensive educational goals, learning
managers. must verify that students have completed the major portion
of their program requirements (career explorations, projects and
competencies) before starting this type of site use. Should a
learning manager feel a student could benefit from additional
activities tied in with the skill building level he or she may
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nego_ ate o7oject activities tc be dine at the same mime. If this
haooens, then the learning site analysis orcoedure noted above for
learning levels (:see also oage 300) is implemented for that skill
building level

EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTIVITY AND COMPREHENSIVE LEARNING

A very imhortant issue to be decided by any program making use
community sites for student learning is whether or not students will
work for pay during school hours and the degree to which students
might benefit employers in a commercial or financial way- (CE)2
takes the basic position that students should not work as employees
during school hours, particularly at sites they are utilizing for
learning ourposes. It also affirms that students are at sites for
educational reasons and should not be oroviding employers with
"free labor." The program's policy statements regarding these two
issues are displayed on the following cages.

SS-REFERENCES

The learning play? .cycle pattern underlying all EBCE curriculum
processes is detailed in "Learning Plan Negotiation," pages 43 -48.

Career Development outcome goals, objectives and suggested
implementation strategies appear in Appendix B.

vial placemencs are discussed in "Projects,

286
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(CE) POLICY ON STUDENT LEARNING AND WORK FOR PAY

is the policy of ..-71.-712 that students do not receive fin dial relmourse
for any activities on employer sizes while representing tna :CE) trt ram.
Reasons for this policy are as follows:

Paying the student creates legal and financial barriers detrimental to the
program (work permits. withhold). ng requarements. tax reporting, union
membership and so on).

Paying the student suggests productive work teen done. Students must
not be productive while on employer 5.1,tes for earning purposes. (Rule
of thumb: the student should demand more of the employer site in te.-
time. attention. materials and so forth than ne Is returning in the way
of production or services.)

-ployers would soon be cia ified as hose willing and those not d
to pay students. This t; not A valid derernana_it for employer site use.

Students are reluctant to leave a site where they are receiving p
must retain the flexibility for new sites to be selected when the
lietential of the .-zrrent z,ne _ eyhausied.

It has been our experience that when pay and
activiies take precedence.

we

rning

oat

Students do earn nigh school diplome for successful -o lutioon of this
program.. In addition they are offered an extensive education that
reg.eires facilities, staff and materials.

The above policy does not suggest. however. that is in any wey prejudiced
against st.)dents working for money. The opposite is true. Adequate pay for
honest and productive work is central to the purpose of career education. We
do think the two activities should by separated. Therefore)

Students are encouraged to find employment outside pt.igram hours.

2. We will permit employers to hire students from (CE)
expectation that they do so; any such agreement wil
the orr loyer and student.

here is no
entirely between

Students will be ,laced on and moved from employer sites According to -
educational issues involved. No consideration will be given to a
student's employment on a site.

Students may hold p jobs during the day as long as the hourly
requirements of the program are met. Such employment may be by
employers participating the (CE)2 program. Jobs with employers where
students are currer.tly placed or have had a learning level placement must
be performed before 313° a.m. or after 5:00 p.m. on weekdays or on
weekends and vacations. In no case will work for pay hours on (CE)2
employer sites coincide with program hours.

We will make available to students information about opportun ti
as they come to our attention.
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( CE )2 STATEMENT REGARDING STUDENT ONS ITE PRODUCTIVITY

In the Experience-Based Career Education model at Community Experiences
for Career Education, Inc., the word "productivity" is used inaeveral
different,ways. Students are told that they are expected to be
educationally productive; that is, they in their rolet as learners are
to produce obvious' results and participate in learning activities in a
sincere and conscientious manner. Employers are told that students are
not:to be financially productive; that is, students are not to turn out
units of' work that result in financial profit for the employer, the
company or the organization.

It is a policy of (CE)2 that educational productivity described
below) is the focus/of this entire program and that the conditions
listed under financial productivity are,onacceptabl

Educational Productivity occurs when students are productive in the
learning sense and agree to tasks that have the prospect of resulting in
meaningful learning experiences. Students use equipment; handle
materials; make, assemble, draw and paint things; and perform services
for the purpose of learning as much as posilble about how these things
are done and how it feels to do them. They also help identify and
design learning activities and complete learning objeCtives that are a
part of closely monitored learning plans=

Students come to understand what things need to be done in a work task
and also why they need to be done. Students do a variety of tasks and
remain in specific work areas only as long as those areas are returning
obvious learning benefits. The student's "payoff" is in terms of
understandings acquired, sk.1.1.1s learned, habits developed and experiences

gained. Students might be very productive but.the,production should
definitely serve an educational purpose.

Financial Productivity occurs When a student remains on one job, with

the intent of performing that job. In such cases, the student turns
out work comparable to that of regular employees that could be
sold for profit in the interest of the company or organization=
student Might or might not be offered a salary and night replace _

existing employee or a potential employee: Emphasis is on, the production
of phygical things rather than development of attitudes and values.
Evaluation would be on the basis of quality and volume of physical work
done.
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Learning & Skill Building

Design tools and procedures to support student onsite
activities

LEARNING SITE ANALYSIS FORM

The Learning Site Analysis Form (LEAF) is. used by the employer
relations specialist in conference with the employer instructor to
identify skills required for a specific job at a learning site.
The learning manager-then uses the LSAF to acquire information
About onsite Life Skills and Basic Skills learning opportunities
that relate to individual job skills and can be built into the
design of project activities for that site

The LSAF can be a good information resource the student may
refer to when choosing work places for any type of site use. It
is absolutely necessary for the design of projects which are
required for all learning levels; it is used for skill building
levels only when students and staff agree a project is necessary
for that particular site use.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT RECORD

The Skill Development Record (see page 290) is for recording
job-related skills the student learns and/or practices wNile
at a site. On arriving at the site, the student agrees with the_
employer instructor on the skills to be learned, writes them on
the record sheet together with target dates for mastering thet
and begins either observing employees or actuallypracticing the
skills. In this way,- the student becomes immediately involved in
the-site in an organized and educationally productive fashion.
At the same time, for learning_levels the student and learning
manager will be negotiating site-specific project activities
that are-often tied in with skills identified on the Skill
Development Record.

There need be no direct connection, between skill development
activities and those written into projects. The former are
intended to give Students practice in job skills directly
associated with a given occupetion; project activities will often

,-do this also, but they are primarily oriented toward integrating
site experiences with more comprehensive learning objectives in
all three curriculum areas.



Student

DIRECTIONS:

SKILL DEVELOPMENT RECORD

Ask your El to take a few minutes tc discuss with
you the skills you will be acquiring at the site.
List them hero and note target dates for cuLripleeion

Ask your EI how well you should be able to do each
task. For example;

A. Number units per (hours, day, min
a.
c.

Percent of accuracy required
Able to initiate and complete without
supervision

Situ

3. Have your EI note the extent of your
participation:

A. You have observed the task
B. Yob have practiced the task
C. You have acquired the task

4. When you think you can do a task as well as
your El says you should, have him /her check
you on the task and fill in the last two
columns.

TASKS/SKILLS EXTENT OF PARTICIPATION TARGET DATE COMPLETED EI INITIAL

V-

- i C

-I

-iR

+4 7

=.... _ ==

11-1:,3

- I i

_



Learning & Skill Building Levels (Item 2)

The Skill Development Record enables students and staff to keep
a cumulative record of skills acquired on sites which can be
entered in the student's overall EBCE performance records, and
used for seeking either future employment or additional education.
The major criteria the El uses when judging these skills-is
whether or not the student could be hired on the basis of
demonstrated proficiencies. The record sheet is designed so all
skills learned at a site appear cumulatively on that student's
permanent form, thereby enabling staff and employer instructors
to see how present learning experiences relate to the student's
past choices of skills to be learned.

The same procedures are also used when a student chooses a site
for d skill building level. Since this level entails detailed
training the'ERS and employer instructor decide how to summarize
skills on the Skill Development Record. In some cases a company's
course syllabus or sunnary'of training objectives can be attached
to the record sheet. If a certificate is granted at the end of the
skill building level, it can be included in the student's portfolio.
In.any casei.be sure that the Skill DevelopmentRecord specifies
the essential skills learned and has the ET's initials verifying
the student's accomplishments.

PROJECT ACTIVITIES

Projects are required for all learning levels and may be written
to give the student additional credit for skill building levels
as well. Because they spend several weeks or more at a site
during either of these levels, students usually negotiate
separate projects for each site used. (See "Cross-References"
below for samples of such projects.) Onsite projects will often
parallel the Ei's job tasks pretty closely and in effect provide
a mini- course in that person's career activities.

For example, for a learning level project at a local newspaper a
student may go into the community to interview people and
research a story, return to the newsroom to draft up copy and
interact with-editors to refine the story and prepare it for
actual publication. (Some employers will carry the experience
full circle by printing student products so they can see the ;

concrete results, of their efforts.) A project for an auto
repair shop could parallel a shopman's duties from receiving a
car for diagnosis through to repairing it and writing a bill. Keep
in mind however that projects are not required to show such a
close correlation. In the examples just noted the student could
instead be working on a personal/social development project
which focuses learning on communication and personal growth skills
in work environments.
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STUDENT PERFORMANCE REVIE

Student Date

Employer

Site

Learning' Le Skill Building Level

UPO...VUT 1 ,') / / '+7J Q
Re - t emplo-er site on t
heres to established schedule

-.-

ComMent:

_

Understands and accepts tz,?cp.sibility

Observes employer's rules

ShowsShtnts interest and enthusiasm
------IL-

Ccurteeus, c perati''s

d team marker

Judgment
.

P,5:..ie, self-confidence

strates_app:opflate dress /grooming
onrernad for equipment /property

CorsrhYle:

LEARNINGPROCZES
, .

_ve, peeks

Learning growth
Qua ,qty .0Z ner'sig, projects

rill..-';is 143tio.; -='.- spprooriate son

H-,--,r, am?!._ . ev sit, 4 nirri rest urces

omptly :
Sel)%s fe.u1".JurA'conc . .riq performance

1ccopts feedback information

seS eri icism constructively
rCumpleteS tasks assigned

[Progressively requires less supervision-
C_
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Learning & Skill Building Levels (1 2)

Most important, the project is a formal device for patterning
comprehensive learning opportunities that are built into a.
particular.site. Increased job skills are a planned for but
essentially fortuitous result of the student's pursuing integrated
learning objectives in all three curriculum components. Projects
are in essence the primary learning technique used during learning
levels to match student educational needs and program expectations
for learning 'growth. If a single project is insufficient for a
site--that is a student completes the first project negotiated
and wishes to emain longer at the site--then additional
activities fora complete second project will be designed.

Since students lay not use skill building levels until the major
portion of their program requirements are completed, projects for
that type of site use.are totally optional. While skill building
levels are essentially a career development option, any training
program a student.takes will entail-practice of Basic Skills and
Life Skills as well. Accordingly, learning -onagers may choose,
to grant additional project credit to furthez recognize the
student's accomplishments and to point up the interrelatedness
of all learning. Often such project=s will be as simple as a
statement to the effect that, upon completing the Company's
program, the student will receive credit for a project in a
related Life Skills area. Examples might be project credit tr.
science granted for an automotive training program or project
credit in creative development given for courses at a hairstyling
school.

STUDENT PERFORMANCE REVIEW

The Student Performance Review is a process by which the employer
instructor periodically evaluates student achievement, attitudes
and work habits. Implemented far both learning and skill-building
levels, this review process is an invaluable way of giving the
student feedback and letting staff know how a student is doing at
a given site.

The Student Performance Review form slee-page 292) covers a
student's attendance and punctuality, udes, responses to the
learning process and onsite performanc It allows for assessment
of behavioral aspects of a student's pe formance and provides for
input to the planning of the student's- areer Development and
Life Skills activities. The El's remarks in such areas as the
student's use of initiative or understanding and accepting
responsibility can help the learning manager design Life Skills
projects the student can do either at that site or at future
sites. Similarly, comments regarcling work habits can help staff,
particularly the ERE, counsel the student on future site choices
and carder plans in general.
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CURRICULUM rPISTRUCTION

student

Employer Instructor

Site

Learning Level

STUDENT EVALUATION OF LEARNING SITE

Building Level

e _11

EI DEMONSTRATES OF HIr HER ROLE BYt_ __o _ _ _

ProvidiagorientatiOn,te tlpplin22En:___

MakIn!ntroductionstO other people i
Orienting to facilities

.

Clarifying expectations of dress/grooming t.----

Defining rules and punctuality

Comment

EI PROVIDES A FRontim IVE LEARNINU ENVIRONMENT BY;

Beng interested in development of student and program

Being willing to take time to help

Encouraging 'independent work on assigned tasks

Understanding why student is there

Giving feedback on performance

EnCouraging new and meaningful experiences

Supplying company information and materials.

Commiint

ARE YOul

atisfied with your present learning site?

Gaining valuable learning experiences?

Clear of ur = rforw*ance

Comment

ADDITIONAL COMKENTS:
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Learning & Skill Building Levels (Item

The EI should complete this form at least midway through the
student's stay at the site and again when the student is ready to
conclude the learning or skill building level. After completing
the form the EI meets with the student and the employer relations
specialist to discuss results of the 'review and plan courses of
action the student might take to either change or improve certain
behaviors. Used in this fashion, the form helps all parties keep
in touch with how the student is doing onsite.

STUDENT EVALUATION OF LEARNING SITE

The Student Evaluation ©.f 'Learning. Site process parallels the
Stn'ent Performance Review described above. At the same time as
the EI evaluates the student, the student uses a similar form
(see page 294) to evaluate experiences at the site and to give
feedback about the El's interaction with the student. Both
persons then meet and share each other's evaluations. The
student thereby has the opportunity to rate the site and the El,
engaging in an analysis/evaluation activity that provides a
perspective on learning as a process and experience participating
in an open exchange with an adult regarding their mutual
performance and behaviors.

CROSS-REFERENCES

Site placement end recordkeeping procedures related to the devices
described above are treated in Item 6 of this section on pages
302-305:

A brief -Summary of points to keep in mind for relating the
Learning Site Analysis Form to learning and skill building,levels
appears in Item 5 of this section, pages 300-301.

The LSAF procedure is described. in More detail in "Learning Plan
Negotiation," pages 72-76; the use of LSAFs'for writing projects
is also discussed In "Projects," pages 236-241.

Samples f projects written for learning level sites together
with their corresponding Learning Site Analysis Forms appear in
Appendix C.

Employer relations specialist responsibilities for the LSAF and
a sample walk-through of the procedures Tor filling one out
appear in EMployer/Community Resources, pages 112-117 and
Appendix M.
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Designate staff to oversee student onsite activities

EMPLOYER RELATIONS SPECIALIST

Ab in the case of all student site activities the employer
relations specialist has primary responsibility for supporting
students and site personnel. Key ERS responsibilities are
as follows:

1. assist in student placement on sites, including
counseling regarding specific site choices

2. make sure a Learning Site Analysis Form is
complete and up-to -date for each. site chosen
as a learning level

serve as liaison between learning managers and
employer instructors regarding the design of
project activities to be completed at each
site

record all'data necessary for granting program
credit or supporting student learning and
personal growth

monitor program policies regarding student site
use (nonpay/learner status of student, safety
conditions and studeht conduct)

6. report to learning manages as necessary regarding
student performance at sites

resolve conflicts- etween student and employer
-- instructor

respond to any special information and support
needs an El might have

9. provide career and personal counseling on an
ongoing basis

10. share information about student onsite activities
with other staff as necessary (for instance, during
zone debriefing meetings)
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Eoarning & Skill Building -evels (Item 3)

OTHER STAFF

At the learning center, the learnin plays an important
role by interacting with students in the design and implementation
of project activities to be completed at specific learning level
sites. Briefly, LM tasks include

1. using Learning Site Analysis Form to develop
learning objectivesA4hich in turn are used to
design projects for individual students

2. monitoring student work in projects

3. providing students with feedback and discussion
regarding onsite learning activities and their
relationship to career/life goals

4 making sure additional learning in Basic Skills
is implemented as necessary for individual
students

5. recording project - specific data

6. verifying student completion Of project
activities, including Et certification of
activities done at sites

generally keeping in touch with the EBB as
necessary to let that person know specific
changes in a student's learning plan or
,career/life goals that might impact onsite
performance

CROSS-REFERENCES

The-role display at the beginning of this section (page 280)
summarizes key steps taken by staff, students 'and employer
instructors in the learning.lbvel process; student and employer
instructor steps' to fO1low are also summarized in greater detail
in Item 8, pages 310-112.

Role descriptions and related information for all staff are
presented in "Personnel," Management _& Organization, pages 50-57.

See also "Projects," pages 240-241 for more information about the
learning manager's role in negotiating onsite project activities.
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Agree on student rights and responsibilities

Student rights and respc nsibilities are generally the same for
all types of-site use. The "Cross-References" for this item list
pages where you can find discussion, of this topic for career
explorations, learning plan negotiation and guidance. Following
we offer a few points'to keep in mind for learning and skill
building levels.

STUDENT AND STAFF RIGHTS

The primary student right to keep in mind is that the student can
renegotiate learning activities and goals whenever new
understandings of lifestyle or eer aspirations warrant changes
in what the student is doing in th program. Staff and other
program adults have the oorrespo __ngright (and responsibility)
to help students challenge abilities and goals through the
ongoing negotiation processes buZlt into the development of all
student learning plans.,

In the case of learning or skill building vele students usually
will not change their minds to the extent of a site in
midstream simply because they have already explored such sites
for ,career explorations and usually know what they are getting
into when they choose to.return for extended learning. More often
students will find certain,. project activities are not relevant
to their needs or that some of the skills they chose to acquire are
either too difficult or irrelevant to what theywant out of that
particular site experience. In such cases the student simply
negotiates the desired changes with the learning manager (for
projects) or the employer instructor (for skill development
activitie

STUDENT: RESPONSIBILITIES.
/

Generally, the student is responsible for managing as much as
posSible his or her-own learning activities and site behavior.
More specifically, student responsibilities include

1. arranging for transportation
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Learning & Skill Building Levels (Item 4)

2. following employer site rules and regulations

3. turning in tine cards verified by the EI

4. identifying and working on skill development
activities

completing negotiated project activities

completing the Student Evaluation of Learning
Site forme mid-way and at the end of each experience

participating' in evaluation interviews with the
EX and employer relations specialist

CROSS-REFERENCES

More detailed lists of student tasks appear in the summary of
roles on page 280 and in the student steps to follow displayed
in Item 8 (page 310).

See Career Explorations, pages 128 -129 and 159-161, "Learning Flan
Negotiation," pages 77-91, and the "Guidance" section of Student
Services for more discussion of EBCE accountability standards
and procedures.

Explanation, of "school year action zones" which are used. to help
students plan and manage their tasks appears in "Learning Plan
Negotiation," pages 81-84.
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5

Identify learning and skill building sites and complete
or update Learning Site Analysis For=

IDENTIFYING SITES

When first recruiting sites the ERS should determine whether
students can use them only for career explorations or if thcy
also use them for learning, skill blinding and/or special-placement
levels as well. Because it is impdrtant that students have the

ante to follow through on-their initial explorations at sites by
returning for more detailed and intensive learning levels,
employers should be encouraged to receive students for at least
those two levels. Only a few sites will be set up to host
students for skill building levels because that use evils a
training program situation which most small and middle-sized
sites do not have.

Situations in which an EX might offer individual training to a
student are usually handled as learning levels. An example would
be an architect or engineer allowing students to "shadow" them
and learn drafting or surveying skills sufficient to enter careers
in those areas. Such cases involve a one-to-one interaction
between student and EI for which learning managers would have to
write projects in order to insure that the student's learning
was properly planned, monitored and.evaluated. ,

As with career explorations, the type of site uses offered by
specific workplaces should be noted in a master list for student
reference when choosing sites. Most students want to know when
they plan explorations whether or not they can return for learning
or skill building levels if desired.

Also remember that larger Sites may have more than one location
-where students can work on learning or skill building levels. Site
files kept by the ERS should specify this information and a
separate Learning Site Analysis Form must be filled out for each
such location.

LEARNING SITE ANALYSIS FORMS

To negotiate project activities for a learning level site the
learning manager must have a completed'Learning Site Analysis' Form
for that site. Whenever possible the ERS completes the LSAT' during
recruitment of the site. Otherwise the ERS schedules an
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appointment with the site's employer instructor and cor pletes the
form during the first days a student i3 at that site. Following
is a summary of points to remember about the LSAF:

The same L.-5AF can b,2 used for all students visiting
_ site,: it'should be updated only as the job it
describes undergoes significant changes.

2-=-- Learning objectives written ,.roto-m-LSAFs (and used
in designing specific projects) may be used for
more than one student. If the LSAF char.qes the
learning manager writes new objectives and has
them verified by the El.

Although it is not absolutely necessary, the LEAF
can be filled out for skill buildiAg level sites
to give staff a detailed record of the site. If
a project is to be designed to parallel the skill
building experience, an LSAF definitely must be
completed. Such an LSAF could be written from the
training syllabus used by the company offering
the skill building level. :n this case, the LSAF
still should be checked with the El or instructor
offering the course to make sure the resulting
description accurately reflects the job for whi
the student is training.

See "Cross-References" in Item 2, page 295, for other places in
the handbooks where LSAF procedures are detailed and samples
displayed; see Item 11 of this section, page 320, for a summary
of steps taken by the SRS to interface LSAF data wits project
negotiations.
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Establish site la -ment and reco_--eeping procedures

SITE PLACEMENTS

The same basic placement procedures can be used for all typos
site use. For an explanation and display of the placement
contract forms used by students and employer instructors see
"Career Explorations," pages 122=125.

Since they have already met their employer instructors during
career explorations, arrangements between students and EIs for
learning or skill building levels are usually less formal than
for career explorations. Often a student will arrange to return
for a learning level-while he or she is still on an exploration
at a site. The EPS should still make a "first appointment"
phone call to the employer instructor to let that person know the
program is aware of the student's intentions and to make sure
the EI understands what's involved in extended onsite learning.

th career explorations, that appointment time should be
posted at the learning center and noted in the ERS's records.
When the student and EI agree on a weekly calendar, that portion
of the placement contract form should be filled out and posted
in place of the first appointment note at the learning center.
When a learning or skill building level is concluded (CE)2 also
asks the EI to mail the "Employer Instructor Report" postcard
(just as with explc:ations) to verify that the student's attendance
has been satisfactory.

RECORDKEEPING

The same recordkeeping prodedures apply to both learning and skill
building levels.

ATTENDANCE

In addition to filling out the time schedule portion of the
placement contract form, students are asked to have their
employer instructors sign a Weekly Time Report slip which is turned

in to a clerical assistant at the learning center each week. This
helps staff keep in touch with a student's attendance patterns over
the longer periods of time involved in either type of site use
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PERFORMANCE

(CE)2 uses a Learn-__ Site Utilization form (see gage 304) to
record all the key steps involved in a student's use of a site
for extended learning purposes. The ERS collects the information
for this form and either records it directly or asks a clerk to
do so. Before the student's exit interview at the end of a
learning or skill building level, the ERS should make sure that
all steps have been completed up to that point.

To monitor student onsite performance the ERS should make regular--
weekly, if possible maintenance visits or phone calls to each site.
Any specific information gained about a student's performance is
noted On a Maintenance Visit Record form filed in the ERS's
notebooks; copies can be sent to the learning manager or other
staff as need be.

Based on observations made during either type of extended site
use the ERS will also want to update comments regarding the

_

student's career interests that are recorded on the Student
Profile. sheet in the program's records.

The learning manager will maintain a record of stunt project
activities in progress and is responsible for making sure credit
for completed projects is entered in the program's records. (This
applies for skill building levels only when student and LM agree
a project is necessary.)

The Skill [Development Record form (see page 290) also records
performance data regarding the student's learning of job-related
skills.

The Student Performance- Review and Student Evaluation of Learning
Site forms completed several times during a student's visit to a
site are also filed in the program's records (See pages 292-295).

All oerformance data for each student is summarized in the Record
of Student Performance portfolio which serves as an ESCE transcript
and graduation credential.

An Accountability Write -Up form is- used to note and communicate
to other staff and parents any problems a student might have
regarding program or site accountability standards.
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Student

LEARNING SITE UTILIZATION

Site 11.1h Department 5-lb

date initiated date started

Cap 71
date completed

EVENTS DATES

Learning Site analysis completed -7 4
-I objectives written

verified by __

Project negotiated
(student /LM) /

Project negotiation ratified
(student/employer instructor) 7 ii

Student Perforaance Review
(by employer instructor) r l 1 impl

Student Evaluation of Learning
Site (by student)

Skill Developmen_ Record
(employer instructor/LA) / 4:, --. 7 y

Project completion certified
(employer instructor /LM) 3 , S

Final Student Performance Review
(employer lnstruCtOr) f

--
6.-- 7

Final Student Evaluation of
Learning Site (by'studen

--
C , S

Exit (student /employer

instruct :
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CROSS-REFERENCES

The following record forms - e discussed elsewhere in this
handbook:

Accountability Write-Up forms, "Learning Plan
Negotiation," page 88

Learning Site Analysis Forms, in "Learning Plan
Negotiation," page 72

Project forms, "Projects," page 215

Student and Employer Instructor Contract form
(placement .contract) and Employer Instructor Report
postcard, in "Career Explorations," page 124

Student Profile, in "Learning Plan Negotiation,
Page 54

All-of the above forms are discussed within the context of the
program's total recordkeeping system in "Student Records,"
'Student Services.

The Record of Student Performance, also displayed in Appendix D
of Student Services.

For more information regarding ER.S site maintenance forms and
procedures, see "Site Utilization," Employer /Cormnui_ty - .Resources,
pages 125-133.

Parent reporting is discussed in "Learning Plan Negotiation,
page 69.
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Arrange for necessary materials and transportation
logistics

The "Learning Resources" section of this handbook (particularly
pages 481-483 and 494-498) explains EBCE's approach to student
learning materials_. Essentially these should consist of the
people, equipment, literature and products available at various
community sites.

Issues pertaining to student use of transportation are discussed
in,"Career,Explorations,". pages 134-I36 related forms and
procedures are also .referenced there.

IdentificatiOn photographs posted at each site a student visits
are also discussed and referencedin "Career Explorations,"
page 135.

Recordkeeping fOrmS have been discussed and. referenced in
preceding item (pages' 302-305). Following is a summary of o

to be prepared in advance and the number of copies needed for
each:

Learning S e Analysis Forms--one for each site

Learning Site Utilization Forms--one for each time a
student uses a site for either purpose

Maintenance Visit Record forms--one for each week a
student uses a site for either purpose

Student Evaluation of Learning Site and Student
Performance Review forms - -at least two of each type
for each time a student uses a site for either
purpose

Student and Employer Instructor Contracts and Employer
Instructor Reports (placement contract forMe)--
one for each time a student uses a site for any
purpose

Project forms--each student will need at least
ten each year

Weekly Time Repo- - one per week for each student
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Conduct orientations for students d employer
instructors

Procedures and attitude-setting comments for orienting both
students and employer instructors have already been presented
in the orientation Item for career explorations (see pages 137-244).
Lists of student and employer instructor tasks for learning levels
are presented on the following pages. Because skill building
level procedures are basically the same as for learning levels
(with the exception at times of project activities), there are no
checklists for that strategy. Below is a brief summary of
additional points you might wish to make during orientation.

STUDENTS

Remind students that learning levels emphasize comprehensive
learning activities; if they wish specific career training they
may use skill building levels after the bulk of their program
requirements have been met. Determination of whether or not a
student may .use a skill building level is made individually
through negOtiation with learning managers.

Also make it clear to students that either type of extended site
use will make heavy demands on their own abilities to organize
their time and follow through on their responsibilities. It is

particularly important that they understand the concept and
procedures of the school year action zones (see "Cross-References"
below) in relation to time and task scheduling.

New students who might be shy about the prospect of spending
several weeks at one place in the community can be reassured by
reminding them that' they will have a chance to become comfortable
with meeting adults thrOugh their shorter career explorations
before they commit to learning levels. Similarly, learning
managers will be working with students on their first projects and
will have many chances to help each student individually deal
with hesitations or confusions regarding how onsite projects are
designed or completed.

As with career explorations, an orientation workshop format can
work well to introduce students to some of the variables involved
in choosing learning level sites and in deciding on projects to
be done at the sites. You might use a display or overhead
transparency of the Learning Site Utilization form as a-way of
explaining the separate stages involved in each learning level.
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A mock walk-through pf the site selection and project negotiation
processes can also be presented. (See Items 9, 10 and 12 for
details concerning how students choose and utilize sites.)

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTORS

Since Els for learning levels will already have hosted students
on career explorations they usually do not need a. lot of additional
orientation to the concept of student onsite learning. Also,
development sessions held in the evenings for all employer
instructors give staff and Els chances to share ideas and exchange
questions and answers about specific situations that might arise.
When a student chooses a learning or skill building level site
the EPS should make sure the El does understand his or her role
and answer any last minute questions that might arise. Beyond
that, the EPS will be making regular maintenance visits to each
site and can deal with additional problems .or questions as they
arise. A summary of employer instructor responsibilities that
can be used to supplement the Checklist (see page 312) when first
briefing Us includes:

identify, schedule and provide for student nsite
learning experiences

2. participate in the completion of Learning
Site Analysis Form

3. help identify Basic Skills learning opport
for each student

4. inform EPS of performance levels expected for
various tasks students can do

5 approve and prioritize learning objectives
TOXWIJJO.V

6. periodically complete Student Performance Review
form and share results with student and EPS

7. tutor, as possible, students with special needs

S. :certify students' time at site

9. participate in final evaluation of student in a
debriefing conference with student and ERE

3
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S-REFERENCES

Student orientation to the entire program is discussed in
"PrOgram-EntrY/Exit," Student_ Services, pages 27-35.

Development sessions to orient and further train employer
instructors are discussed in sEmployer Instructor Development,"
Em -r/r'nmmunity Resources, pages 74-102.

School year action zones are explained in "Learning Plan
Negotiation," pages 81 -84.
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STUDENT STEPS TO FOLLOW FOR LEARNING LEVELS

Frbm the sites you have explored, choose one you'd
like to return to for a learning level.

2. Tell your decision to your em Moyer relations
specialist and suggest a time you would like to
start.

Discuss with your learning manager the kind of
project activities you'd like to do at the site:

What are specific interests in that
site? (job skills, people, products, possible
experienc-1N and so forth)

b. Which 'Zia Skills area would best suit a
project for that site?

What are your Basic Skills needs and interes
that might be practiced at that site?

4. Arrange with your ERS to go to the site and plan your
transportation there.

5. Co to the site and use the "Student and Employer
Instructor Contract" form to plan your weekly

schedule.

Agree with your Fl on job skills you wish to learn
and begin observing and/or practicing them; write
those down on your Skill_ Developmentyorm. (Don't

lose that form! Your El will initial it as you learn
skills and we will use it to record your learning in
our records.)

6. Meet with your learning manager and negotiate
project activities to do at the site.

7. Be she to have your Ei sign the Weekly Time Report
slip and turn it in to the clerical assistant every
Friday.

Every couple of weeks remember to complete a Student
Evaluation of Learning Site form; the El should do a
Student Performance Review form at the same time
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STUDENT STEPS TO FOLLOW, continued

Meet together with your EI and discuss your evaluators
of each other; the employer relations specialist will
usually be there for these meetings,

9 Work on your project activities:

ask your EI for help as necessary

b. check in regularly with your learning manager

c. try to stick to target dates,

obtain your LI's verification of _e activities
requiring his or her evaluation

10. When the project is done, turn it over to your learning
manager.

11. Make sure your EI has initialed all the skills you
learned, on your Skill Development Form.

12. Complete the final evaluations of your site
experiences (see step 69 and meet with your EI and
ERS for an exit interview.

13. Discuss with your learning manager and E any
possible next steps you might take to continue
building your skills and interests. That is, other
projects you can negotiate, other sites you might
go to for explorations, learning levels and so forth.

14. Don't forget to write a thank-you letter to your FT!

15. If you want more talaIng in an occupation to-better
prepare for employment, talk to your ERS and learning
manager about a Atill121411LraintL. If you are
finished with most of your program requirements you
may be able to go to a site offering a ttaining program
in the skills you need.

If you do, you will follow the same basic steps
described above for learning levels. The only
difference will be that a project may net be
necessary, depending on what you and your learning
manager decide.
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EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR CHECKLIST FOR LEARNING LEVELS

TO FACILITATE THE STUDENT'S LEARNING PROGRAM

1. Hold interview at your -th an EBCE employer relations specialist to
complete a Learning Site Analysis Form (LSaF) and suggest learning
actiricies and job skills students may do at your site.

e ve the student at your site and decide job skills he or she can begin
-cticing.

Review learning objectives e learning manager writes from the LSAT' and
prioritize them in the order in which they might be done at your site.

4. Review and approve the student project designed from the learning objectives,

5. Help establish target /completion dates for learning activities on project.

6. Help the student with project - related research at your site, as specified in

learning objectives.

7. provide the student with a place to study.

Evaluate the student's performance of some project activities and certify
their satisfactory completion when called for on the project form (see
"Criteria" column).

9 Record on the Skill Development Sheet any skills the student acquires at your
site, verifying that they were performed according to your standards.

10. Help the student complete any Basic Skills assessments in reading and
mathematics that might be planned for on the project and show relationship
between job tasks and Basic Skills needs wherever possible.

Help the student work with Basic Skills materials.

12= Complete Student Performance Reviews and discuss the student's evaluation of
his or her site experiences.

13. Counsel regularly with students about career plans, site experiences and

so forth.

14. Help the ERS maintain weekly contact (personal or telephone) with you.

TO MONITOR STUDENT ATTENDANCE

1. Establish a regular weekly schedule with the student.

2. Be sure that the student reports his or her time schedule and any changes

In it to the ERS.

SIGN STUDENT WEEKLY TIME SLIPS to validate their acc
141,

Deal with student attendance proble7 as you would those of an employee.

Maintain weekly c--_ act with the EPS.
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Working with Learning & Skill Building Levels

Support student choices of Learning or skill buildinc
level sites

Student selection of si tees to use for learning purposes is
ultimately a result of all the interactions they have with
program adults in the course of identifying and refining their
individual learning plans. In addition to comments offered below
you might find it useful to review Items 12 and 20 in "Career
Explorations" which discuss counseling students about site
choices (see pages 148 and 166 respectively).

CHOOSING LEARNING LEVEL SITES

Because learning levels combine occupational experiences with
project activities both the employer relations specialist and the
learning manager will be involyed in student negotiation of
learning level chOices. Some students will choose sites for
specific careerdevelooment reasons; others will have more
generalized or personal interests in mind. What is important
to remember is that the learning level strategy is set up so
students gain both increased knowledge of specific job skills and
opportunities to pursue. their individual interests in Life Skills
and Basic Skills areas. Their own motivations for choosing sites
will of course affect whether they emphasize one kind of learriing
over another but their onsite activities should always be planned
to insure they confront both job skills and personal interests.

Occupational:interests will often be the most obvious reason a
student selects to return to a site for a learning level. fter
exploring one or more sites in a certain career area, most
students will want a learning level in that area to gain more
information on which they might base their future career plans.
Ideally staff should encourage students to have at least two or
three learning levels each year in different occupational areas.
In this way students have a chance to compare their indepth
experiences with several jobs the same way they compared their
observations of jobs during career explorations.

Personal interests or needs in certain Life Skills or Basic Skills
areas wifalso influence student site choices. Student with
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strong interests in math or science will tend to pick learning
level sites where they can Practice those skills with professionals.
Similarly, students with deficiencies in certain areas may select
sites where the people or environments are best suited for their
Improving in those areas. For instance, a student having trouble
with math and having a strong interestinthe outdoors can link up with
an engineering firm and spend time learning surveying skills,
practicing mathematics and also following through a career
possibility by examining whether or not surveying as an occupation
provides satisfying outdoor experiences. In another case a
student with difficulty relating to people could plan a personal/
social development project at a social service agency specifically
to improve communication skills and gain an increased understanding
of human interaction.

Employer_inatruotors_ can also be the reason some students choose
to return to sites for learning levels. A student might develop
a friendship with a certain adult and decide to spend more time
working with that person simply becr,use of satisfaction gained
from the'personal relationship. Also, some Els may volunteer to
spend extra time with certain students to help them work on a
certain learning objective. A reporter, for instance, might
suggest to a student visiting on an exploration that he or she
would be willing to work in greater detail with that student's
writing skills. An independent tutoring arrangement could be set
up or a formal learning level initiated whereby the student also
gained additional job skill learning.

In summary, EBCE is not directly in the business of aining
students for specific employment; its primary goal is to help all
students increase their abilities to plan and make decisions
about their careers and lifestyles in general. Different
students will choose different paths for different reasons; as
long as they continue meeting program expectations in each
curriculum area they should be free to follow courses of action
that are appropriate to them as individuals.

CHOOSING SKILL BUILDING LEVELS

The skill building level is an EBCE option which responds to one
kind of student need. Essentially it enables those students who
are conv%nced about entering a certain occupation to gain the
skills necessary for them to be employed. (CE)2 does not
encourage all students to make use of this option simply because
many students are not ready to make such a commitment. For
those who are interested in skill building leels, staff should
keep in mind some of the problems as well as benefits associated
with early entrance into a career. Ask yourself, and the student,
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By going right o a job i this person cutting off
future options he or she, might. have? Should the student
reconsider farther '.education ?- What are the chances of the
student returning to school for advanced training later on?

The world is filled with people who are unhappy about having
locked themselves into a certain kind of job and now feel they
cannot change- There are also many people who are perfectly
happy with jobs they began after high school and who find their
work challenging, satisfying and personally meaningful- You
.cannot decide what's best for a student; but you can make sure
the student carefully, considers the consequences of one course
of action over mother.
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10
Arrange with employer instructors for students to go
to their sites and begin learning activities/

For .this step you will want t _eview Procedures for the Learning
Site Analysis Form (see Item .5 for discussion/an& further
references).. You should also look over the explanation of
placement procedures in Iem 6 (page 302) of this section and in
Item=4 of "Career Explorations," -pages 122-125.

Ctudents themselves may arrange their first appointments with
employer instructors/for beginning learning or skill building
levels. The employe/ relations specialist should also contact
EIs to make sure t1ere are no questions needing to be answered.
For learning levek`s the ERS will also want to set a time for
completing or updating the Learning Site Analysis Form for that!
site (if it is not already finished). The'learning manager used
the LSAF for negotiating a Project for that site. It is important
therefore that it be completed and passed to that person as soon
as possible after a student begins a learning level.

Sttdents may be at siteS-for as long as a week before their
project negotiation is finalized. In the meantime they should
be learning and/or practicing job skills particular to those
sites. These are noted on the Skill Development Record form
(explained and displayed in Item 2, pages 291-293) and initialed
by the El as they are mastered.

Choosing skills for-the student to work on is fairly straightforward.
When the student first arrives at the site he or she sits down with
the employer instructor and talks about skills at the site that
the student might learn. .Usually these are obvious tasks, although
.t can help if the El has already gone through the'LSAF interview
because that procedure pinpoints job tasks and underlying Basic
Skills relating to those tasks. The FRS might also dheck with
the employer instructor before the student arrives to make sure
the El is coforttble with identifying skillsthat are appropriate
to the student's interests and reeds.

All the "kills that will eventually be learned at that site should
be recorded on the Skill Development Record form, but they need
not all be predicted-at the beginning of the learning level. That
is, a few skills might first be agreed on that the student will
surely be doing and, as time passes and the student's proficiencies
increase, more complex skills can be identified. Also it can
happen that a student's interests shift within a certain job area
and other skills can be agreed on later in the learning level that
are more useful to that individual's goals.
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Some skills the student may only be able to observe while others
can be actually practiced. For instance, sensitive and expensive
equipment might be restricted to authorized personnel only; a
student might then observe employees operating the equipment and
answer questions the EI asks to gunge his or her understanding of
how the equipment is used.

FOR SKILL BUILDING LEVELS

The Skill Development Record procedures will usually be different
for skill building levels. In this kind of site use the student
typically enters immediately into a company's training program and
there will be no need to decide what skills the student is to learn.
The form should still be used however to record the training
received and to provide a consistent way of transferring information
about student performance into program records.
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Develop and verify learning objectives from Learning
Site Analysis Forms for all learning level sites

All learning levels require onsite project activities. Learning
Objectives to be used in negotiating projects are developed by
the learning manager from Learning Site Analysis Forms for each
learning level site. LSAFs and learning objectives are developed
for skill, building levels only when a project is also planned for
that type of site use. Following is a summary of steps the
employer relations specialist takes to insure an accurate
interface between LSAFs and learning objectives.

1. The ERS and employer instructor complete the
Learning Site Analysis Form (before or during the
first days a student is at the site)

2. The EBS delivers the LSAF-to the learning
manager who develops a list of learning objectives
that clearly state what le student can do at the
site in terms of job activities

The EPS then tak es the list of learning objectives
to the El for verification and prioritizing. The

employer instructor makes sure the objectives
accurately reflect that job and works with the ERS
to organize them in a sequence that can be
followed in learning the job.

At this point the El may also add comments
regarding tasks the student can do and those that
can only be observed. Also, the EFTS might take
notes about things a particular student might
wont to do in addition to following the sequence
of learning objectives. Since both the ET and EPS
will alreadt ,,,ow the student, it sometimes helps
the learning manager to have feedback from these
people regarding how a project might be further
personalized to-meet the student's unique needs
and interests. Learning objectives themselves
should match the "job," not the student. This
permits their re-use for writing projects for
subsequent students who might choose the same site.

The ERS takes the prioritized learning objectives
back to the learning manager who uses them,in
negotiating a project for the student to perform
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at the site. The student will then bring a copy
of the project to the employer instructor for a
final verification that the prescribed activities
can be done at that site.

warning objectives may also be used by the student before the
project is designed as a way of identifying job tasks he or she
may be working on for skill development purposes. Similarly,
students can use learning objectives to guide them in actually
starting on activities that will finally be formalized in the
negotiated project.

CROSS-REFERENCES

Learning Site Analysis Form procedures are.dealt with in several
places in this handbook - -in Item 5 of this section, pages 300-301,
"Learning Plan Negotiation," pages 72-76, and "Projects," _

pages 213-214.

Sample prioritized learning objectives and corresponding LEAFS and
projects appear in Appendix C. Additional sample learning
objectiv , appear in Appendix G.
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12
Negotiate onsite project activities for all learning
levels and for skill building levels as necessary

This step is basically a learning manager task which is detailed
elsewhere in this handbook under "Projects," pages 236-257.
Discussion of how project activities are integrated with learning
levels appears throughout this section (see particularly Items
1, 2 and 9); Item 2 (page 293) also explains circumstances under
which optional skill building level projects may be negotiated.

The employer relations specialist should look _ver the student's
project after it is designed so as to be familiar with it should
the El have any questions. Also the learning manager may consult
with the EPS regarding the wording or intention behind a particular
site activity. The ERS's knowledge of the site and understanding
of a student's performance on sites can help the.learning
man ger gain a better picture of what a student can or cannot
rea onably do. Essentially, however, ERE involvement at this
po is minimal.
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Obtain employer instructor approval/ ifi:a -ion of
project designs

©n site Projects usually require the support and/or evaluation of
the employer instructor. Before beginning the project the student
should show it to the El to make sure there are no last-minute
questions or problems concerning what can be done at the site.
If there are any changes to be made the student and El can agree
on a proposed alternative which is then checked with the learning
manager. If there are any problems about a project design the
El can contact the employer relations specialist or call the
learning manager directly. While Us do not often meet employer
instructors, they are free to interact with them as the necessity
arises.
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Support and monitor student onsite skill development
and project activities

Implementing this step largely involves the employer relations
specialist's having a thorough knowledge of the purposes and
requirements for student uses of sites and "playing it by ear" as
problems or questions arise at various sites.

For both learning and skill building levels the ERS should make a
point of contacting the employer instructor at least-once aweek.
A Maintenance Visit Record form (see Item 6, page 303) can be used
to record observations made by the SRS or reported by the employer
instructor about a student's'performance or about a particular
site's feasibility as a learning place in general. Things the
EPS should be. alert to include:

Is the student's work on learning activities
"regressing at a' reasonable pace? Are target
dates being met?

2. Are there any special personality problems,
talents or traits either the EI or student
exhibit which should be noted by and /or passed
on to other staff?

Is the student showing any learning needs
(particularly inilasic Skills) that might be
addressed by additional project activities?

4. Are there any student accountability problems
(attendance, behaviOr, etc.)?

Basically this type of information should surface during the
evaluation reviews made by student and employer instructor (see
Item 2; page'293) . However, these reviews only occur every two
or three weeks; in the meantime the ERS's regular maintenance
contacts can be an invaluable way of spotting problems before
they become serious.
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Share student/site int _iation with other staff and
initiate accountability consequences as necessary

INFORMATION SHA` NG.

Information sharing techniques are ident.
use. To implement this step you should rev
Corms used to monitor student onsite perform
read Item 18 in "Career Explorations," pages
more detailed explanations appear for informal
interaction, use of maintenance and accountabi
staff meetings.

ACCOUNTABILI CONSEQUENCES

all types of site
the recordkeeping

ce (page 302) and
62-164, in which -
-RS/staff
y forms and all-

Student rights and responsibilities particular to learning and
skill building levels have been presented in Item 4, pages 298-299.

Staff and employer instructor response to student accountability
issues is basically the same for all types of site use. See
"Careor Explorations," Item 17, pages 159-161, for detailed
explanations and examples.
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Have students and employeL instructors periodically
complete and d:,,Ecuss evaluations of their experiences

The Student Performance Review and Student Evaluation of
Learning Site forms are introduced and displayed in Item 2 of this
'section (pages 292-295). Studenta and employer instructors should
complete these forme at least twice during each leas:, '_gig or ski.11

building level. If a student spends longer- than a mon., at a
site th'i reviews Should occur on -shout a bi-weekly basis.

After they complete the reviews student El - .awn the
employer relations specialist an, liscuss
not only is'an important opportunity for the student to give
adults feedback but it also serves as an integrating activity in
which the student can gain and reflect on valuable feedback about
his or her performance, attitude and general Characteristics as
a learner.

In effect these sessions can achieve results similar to those
intended in'the career exploration debriefings (see page 168).
Xith learning and Skill building levels, however, the student
shares ideas and opinions with the adult most immediately involved
in his or her learning--that is, the employer instructor. The ERS
can, if the situation warrants, it, steer conversation from
discussion of present performance to considerations of what that
performance might ssian to the student's future career plans.

For instance, attendants-patterns or performance of certain tasks
should be related to obvious requirements for employment in that
career. A student planning,on eventual self-employment may choose
not to worry too much about attendance (other than meeting program
expectations, of course), while another student whose plans point
more toward working for a large company should understand how
attendance and punctuality habits developed during high school
will pay off fitter in life.
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17
Gain employer instructor verification of completed
skill development and project activities

This step should occur automatically as the student achieves
agreed-on prociencies and completes project products on the
site. The Skill Development Record has a column the El initials
when a skill is learned and another to indicate the degree to
which the student learned skills. Many =site project activities
have as their criteria "to the satisfaction of the employer
instructor." Some of these will, simply entail the El's observing
the student and signing that a task meets daily expectations.
Others may involve checking a student's conclusions, testing the
quality of a product and so forth- In any case, the employer
instructor is the "teacher of record" in the community and should
be directly involved in evaluating a student's work. Since the
'learning manager is formally responsible for crediting a student's
project work, he or she should check the El's evaluations against
what staff know about the student from assessment and observations.

Complete project evaluation and recording for credit

This is a learn -;g manager task which, whenever possible, should
occur before the student's termination interview. IA thi5.way if
the learning manager discovers something about`the project's
products that might require reworking, the student will have time
to make revisions before the level is completed.

See "Projects," pages 266-273, for detailed explanation of how
projects are evaluated and recorded for credit.
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Record skill development activities for credit

When a student finishes a learning or skill building site, the
Skill Development Record form with EI signatures verifying skills
learned is passed to a clerical assistant for notation in the
program's records.

20
Conduct termination interview with student and employer
.instructor

s interview occurs when the student and El complete their
final evaluations of each other (see page 325). In addition to
discussing the student's site performance the ERS should try to
steer this interview into some consideration of what the student's
experiences might mean in terms of future career planning. After
.spending several weeks or more with the student, the employer
instructor should be in a position to give valuable feedback on
how the 9#-.1 nt's demonstrated capabilities relate to possible
careers.

21
Support continued student site uses

Remarks for this step are basically the same as for the corresponding
step in "Career Explorations" (see Item 20 of that section, page
166). Students will be using sites for more learning levels and
project activities; they - v choose additional explorations to
follow up on new ideas g ad during their most recent 'experiences;
or they may want a skill bcalding level to gain entry-level job
skills. In any case, employer relations specialiLts and learning
managers should always discuss with students their reasons and plan:;
in terms of broader career and life goals.
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COMPETENCIES

Competencies are those skills and tasks considered by the
local community to be necessary for adults to function
effectively in that community. Students demonstrate their
competency in various skills (health, insurance, credit,
automobiles, and so forth) to the satisfaction of community
members with proven expertise in each competency area.

THE PURPOSES OF COMPETENCIES IN EBCE

The competencies are intended primarily to insure that student
can meet their community's expectations for adult performance in
the healthsafety, economic, political, property, recreational
and occupational aspects of daily living. To help students gain
"survival level" proficiency irCthese areas EBCE identifies
competencies, requirements and certification procedures that

1. incorporate input from the community in specifying'essential
skills

2.. provide for adul
in the community

student interaction in learning experiences
tself

3. help students benefit from the knowledge and experience of
working people in various fields, thereby also expanding
their awareness of various career options and community
resources

4. exercise student skills and responsibilities in dealing with
various kinds of adults in different community settings

5. reinforce EBCE's emphasis n student initiative d follow-
through on learning activities

THE PEOPLE INVOLVED

The learning resource specialist (LRB ) is primarily responsible
for supporting competencies and their certification by supplying
resources and assistance as necessary and by recruiting and
orienting competency certifiers.
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CE- Leten certifiers are individuals from community
knowledgeable in specific competency areas and willing to help
students prepare for and complete competency objectives.

A planning or advisory group of ccmmanity representatives should
also be involved in identifying or reviewing which competencies
are important for their particular community.

RELATIONSHIP TO 1 JIVIDUAL LEARNING PLANS

The certification process provides students with fu:ther
opportunities to exercise their basic communications, reading and
mathematics skills. Specific competency requirements may also
overlap objectives from the Life Skills areas and, to some extent,
C.Rreer Development.

While certification is a process that must be individually
initiated and followed through by each student, the actual
competencies themselves are not individually negotiated. Unlike
activities, objectives and criteria for other learning strategies,
competency certification by definition encompasses basic and
necessary transactims that all young people must master; they are
therefore unnegotiable in content.

EXPECTATIONS FOR STUDENTS

All students are required to complete thirteen competencies over
the two years they are in the program. Since all are considered.
"essential to survival," students entering as seniors must
complete all thirteen. Students must formally identify competencies
they are working on and set expected target dates for completing
each competency activity. They are also expected to contact
certifiers; arrange for meetings, locate, resources and so forth.
The learning resource specialist and competency certifier play
supportive roles in this process.

0 . Each EBCE program should make use of competencies
that reflect the living conditions and interactions unique to its
particular community. Competencies ideally should be designated
by representatives from the community best qualified to judge
exactly p.;hat skills students should acquire. Similarly, criteria,
procedures and resources appropriate to each competency should be
reviewed for relevancy by community representatives. While the
procedUes for implementing competencies outlined in this section
will work well for any program, some schools may choose to add or
delete particular competencies depending on input from their own
oommumity, staff and students.
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Steps to Follow

PL NIN COMPETENCY CERTIFICATION

Agree on purposes, requirements end procedures for
competencies

Designate staff do oversee identifying competencies
and implementing certification procedures

Seek advice from community representatives to
define competencies that reflect local needs

Agree on student rights and responsibilitieS for
competency certification

Develop description of competencies and procedures
into form usable by students and certifiers

PREPARING CERTIFIER!, RESOURCES AND STUDENTS

Li]Identify and recruit individuals in the comm _y

to serve as certifiers for each com.2etency

9

Orient competency certifiers

Identify and gather information resources for
each competency

Establish rec daceeping system

Competencies

page

338

339

342

344

345

347

347

349

Prepare and print necessary forms and instructions 349

3500 11
Orient students to competencies and distribute
competencies workbook

CERTIFYING STUDENTS

Initiate student selection and scheduling c
competencies

Support student use of resources and preparation
for competency certifications

As necessary, arrange group and individual
meetings among students and certifiers

353

354

354
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As necessary, provide certifiers 1- resources
or space to conduct certification

Initiate accountability consequences as necessary

Record student certification in each competency

Maintain regular contact with certifiers

Periodically review usefulness of competency
resources and hold meetings with certifiers and
students

page

355

355

356

356

356

SUMMARY OF COMPETENCY ROLES

CERTIFIER

May help select,
refine competencies

Provide resources as
necessary; May net
or talk with students
about preparation

Meet with student.
certify competency
completion

NT

Select competencies
to work on and
project target dates
for certification

Review materials,
attend seminar and/
or interview
certifier s as

nssary

Complete preparation
for certification

Make appointment
with certifier

Obtain certification
signature and notify
staff of completion

ILEAR1VI ttf OJRCE snr_ ST

Provide orientation
information to students and
certifiers

Compile list of competency
selections and target dates

Contact certifier to provide
seminar fur groups of 6 or
more; provide resource
services

May review work, suggest
next steps

May help with scheduling,
particularly if there is a
group of students ready

Monitor student target
dates; make sure
certifications are recorded
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Competencies (Item 1)

-Planning Competency Certification

1

Agree on purposes, requirements and procedures for
competencies

PURPOSES AND REQUIREMENTS

purposes and requirements for the competencies are
summarized in the preview to this section on pages 331-332.
Determining competency requirements appropriate for other
communities will depend on several overlapping variables:

1. number of competencies agreed on as appropriate
for your community

2. types and complexity of criteria decided on for
certifying completion of each competency

length of time students will be participating
in the program

number of certifiers available for each competency
in comparison with number of studen

These variables overlap. For example, you may select twenty
competencies with very brief certification criteria that may be
achieved in a year's time, or you may arrive at seven or eight
competencies with more complex criteria that will entail longer
periods of time. Similarly, if your program is intended as a
single year experience open to several hundred students in a
small community, you may have difficulty coordinating the numbers
of .competencies with each certifier's available time to insure all
students complete what you expect of them.

To effectively certify many students for a number of different
'competencies, each competency should be as distinct and clearly
specified as possible. When criteria and requirements for several
competencies appear to overlap, confusion is generated among both
students and certifiers, and the entire process of preparation and
certification is complicated needlessly.

Other points to keep in mind when planning competencies and their
requirements include the resources available for each competency
and the procedures students follow for certification.
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CERTIFICATION PROCEDURES

Detailed procedures for certifiers and students are listed on
pages 348 and 351 of this section. The procedures you establish
will impact how many competencies students will be able to complete,
the criteria they will be able to meet and so forth.

The certification process is both an information exchange between
students and knowledge,4ble adults in thexakmnunity and a means of
helping students understand how the concepts of accountability,
negotiation and performance relate to their lives in the community.
Although students receive program credit, certification is not
simply a "test," but is rather a self-instructional process, in
itself an essential part of the teaching/learning experiences that
underlie all of EBCE.

Competency certification settings should be similar to situations
in which the student will need competency skills in life:

1. The student should come in direct contact with adults in
the community licensed or otherwise qualified to fulfill
this role "for real" as part of their work.

2. The studLnt is r,-quired to make an appointment with the
designated ad, and go to his or her plat: of business
for the certification interview (although 3 save time a
certifier may request a group certification meeting at
the program learning center).

The evaluation of competency completion, even in instances
where the competency behavior is simulated (as in first
aid), is made on the basis of criteria specified and used
by adults who normally make such judgments in society
(for example, a Red Cr'oss examiner, public health nurse
or doctor).

4. Certification involves either situations the student
normally encounters (for the physical health and
automobile competencies, for example) or situations that
simulate experiences the student is likely to encounter
as an adult (for the income tax and voting competencies,
for example).

Students do not fail" competencies as long as they are willing to
continue to learn and to try again. If, for instance, a loan
officer responsible for certifying the credit competency does not
feel the student has adequately demonstrated the procedure for loan
applications, he or she simply sits down and talks to the student
about what further learning is needed. Additional certification
attempts may be made as soon as tI student feels ready.
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COMPETENCIES VERSUS -COURSES

A final po.Lt to:consider with respect to competencies and
certification procedures is the nature of the learning-students
will experience. The competencies are fundamentally essential
tasks and transactions all adults must be capable of performing--
regardless of their educational background. Packing: more
information or events into a competency and its prcesses than are
absolutely necessary can detract from the immediacy (and basic
simplici;:y) of the competencies.

Staff, students and certifiers should not use the certification
process for purpose other than those outlined in the criteria
for each competency/ However, opportunities for additional
learning may be generated by student interaction with competencies
and certifiers. Stwients are encouraged to follow through by
developing other learning activities that can be implemented
separately from the certification process.

"Mini-courses," tutorial sessions or special project activities
may be sparked by student preparation for competencies (dealing,
for instance, with more indepth knowledge of insurance, the
subtleties of automotive mechanics or political processes). But
these "mini-courses" are not attached to .what a student must do
c,lt each competency. Similarly, while preparation for a competency
requently entails exercise (and perhaps additional learning) in

certain basic skills (reading, mathematics, communications), the
two kinds of learning should not combine to complicate the actual
certification process. Instead, students and certifiers note any
needs or interests a student might have and set up separate programs
of study (possibly with the certifier as tutor, if he or she is
willing and qualified).

The same reasoning applies to counseling interactions that might
arise froM certifier/student interaction. While expecting and
hoping for such incidental effects as increased personal-social
skills, staff again discourage turning a certification meeting

anything other than what it is intended to be. As in the case of
basic skill or special interest learning, additional personal
interaction may be negotiated distinct from certification.

CROSS-REFERENCE

See "Projects," pages 258-263 for discussion of how tutors, mdni-
opurses and other mare extensive activities are incorporated into
EBCE student learning plans.
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2
Designate staff to oversee identifying competencies
and implementing certification procedures

Competency certification is essentially a process of students
contacting and making use of community resource people for the
purpose of learning and testing survival skillt. A staff person
should be designated to perform the planning, monitoring and
support tasks necessary to help students. These tasks include

1. recruiting community certifiers

2. locating, obtaining, cataloguing and making
accessible to students information resources
for each competency

maintaining records of student co _etency
certification

4. monitoring and. assisting student work on
competencies

assisting students and certifiers with scheduling
when necessary

6. maintaining supportive contact with certifiers

At (CE)2 the learning resource specialist performs these functions
as part of generally supporting use of EBCE resources. Other
staff people should also be familiar with the competencies to be
able to suggest resources they might discover and to make
suggestions for refinement of requirements or procedures.

CROSS-REFERENCES

A detailed role description of the learning resource specialist
appears in "Personnel," EAMTmemiLLc1.22Eikari, page 54; LRS
duties in relation to competencies are also discussed later in
this handbook in "Learning Resources," Item 3, pages 484-485.
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Seek advice from community representatives tc, define
competencies that reflect needs of the local community

The competencies encompass those specific skills a community
perceives as critical to survival in it. It is important that
they reflect the opinions and ca,,ditions of the local community.
The workbook offered at the end of this section is designed so
that separate competencies can be added or deleted if other programs
choose.

A smaller rural community might, for instance, consider certain
agrarian or forest management and survival skills important (fire
fighting, dealing with animals, hunting safety). Communities with
ready access to water recreation might think swimming important.
An urban city might decide that navigating the metropolitan trans
system is itself a survival skill. Many communities may rank
bicycle maintenance and operation as an important skill.

You may want to gather representatives from all parts of the
community served by your program--parents, students, sthff,
businessmen, service agencies, workers, potential certifiers--to
help decide the competencies that meet local needs. Doing this
can develop a sense of community ownership beneficial to the
program. Moreover, by linking compettnfdes to prevailing community
conditions, the program can arrive at a set of skills whose
relevancy to daily life is obvious to the student.

You may choose simply to bring community people together to ratify
and/or make suggestions for revising competencies defined by staff,
or you may set up a series of task force meetings to modify and/or
totally rewrite the competencies presented in this section. In
either case, keep in mind the various points described in Item 1
for defining competencies and setting criteria.
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DEVELOPING A SET
Staff and Selection Committee Steps

Identify essential skills needed by adults in your
community by meeting together (selection committee is
comprised of students, parents, teachers, workers
from the community!.

Decide how any competencies students can do and
select those your community thinks are essential;
decide what performance.criteria are necessary for
students to show they can do each competency.

3,1()

Review the details of each competency and write
competencies in a form usable by students.



(",_,71-1( tenci t._ (r 3,;

OF COMPETENCIES
Staff Steps

Identify people to certify a student's performance
in a given competency and provide certifiers with
a clear ideaof-what's expected of them.

...4 = .,

Make sure there are resources (people, places, things)
students can use to prepare each competency; obtain
materials and build reference files for student use.

Plan for a review of the content, process, resources
and requirements after a period of use then make
any necessary changes.
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Agree on student rights and responsibilities for
competency certification

PROGRAM

Clearly specified accountability standards and consequences for
student performance are necessary to make individualized
competency certification work as a learning activity. Student
accountability can be measured by several basic criteria:

1. the requirement that a certain number of competencies he
completed each year

program licies concerning student performance, both in
terms of personal behavior and learning progress

3. the program's intention that students be individually
responsible for both preparation and certification for
the competencies

To help students hold themselves accountable and to give staff a
basis for monitoring student performance, students are asked at
the beginning of the year to select and set target dates for the
competencies they expect to complete that year. They then tell '

the learning resource specialist their expected schedule and begin
preparing for the first competencies they have chosen.

Fundamental to EBCE is the belief that accountability standards
must not only state program expectations but should also be
responsive to individual differences in each student's learning
style and rate. Thus, accountability standards are purposely
general enough to allow individual freedom. Students are ,xpected
to

schedule target dates for completing competencies

keep their appointments with certifiers

3. obey the law and conduct themselves appropriately both in
the community and at the learning center
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STAFF

Staff can make accountability realistic for each student by
negotiating the consequences to follow when a student does not
meet a program standard. Thus, when a student fails to meet
projected target -- dates, the staff person in charge schedules a
conference with the student to discuss time budgeting skills and
agree on a course of action that will enable the student to better
manage his or her learning responsibilities. The conference should
result in both negotiation of new target dates and discussion of
specific techniques the student might use to meet those dates. For
instance, the student might choose to stay at the learning center
a certain portion of each day to work on competency preparation.
He or she may decide to make weekly contact with the staff person
to make sure that the new learning and time management techniques
are working.

CERTIFIERS

Certifiers should also help students maintain accountability
standards. They can do this by simply refusing to grant
certification to those students who are not prepared or whose
performance or behavior is otherwise unsatisfactory. If the
problem is serious enough, the certifier may notify a staff person,
but this is not always necessary, since failure to receive
certification causes the student to miss a target date and
precipitates a conference for that reason. Repeated failure to
meet target dates for any reason leads to additional conferences
and further examination of the student's time budgeting, behavior
and learning performance. These later conferences may also include
parents and the program director.

At all times, consequences follow naturally from a student's
actions. A student may fail to graduate or even be asked to leave
the program, but these should always .be consequences that occur
directly as a result of the student's choice not to meet program
standards.

CROSS NCES

For further discussion of accountabiiity standards and procedures
see "Learning Plan Negotiation," pages 77-91.
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Develop descriptic% 'ompetencies and pro
into form usable ty !C-its :nd certifiers

lures

A workbook format organizes combincy requirements and proced_: s
so that all involved can understand them. (CE), uses the workbook
reprinted at the end of this section to orient and d students
and certifiers; it includes

1. steps for students to folio% in certification

2. a general introduction 'co the competencies a=nd the
requirements

individual treatment 13 each competency in terms of
activities and criteria, related resources and any
special arrangements'that may be necessary for
certification

The workbook also includes worksheets for students e notes
on resources and additional information relevant to certification
in a particular competency. For those programs whose communities
have other or additional competencies (see Item 3, page 339), the
workbook is designed so that specific competency pages may be
removed or replaced.
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Preparing Certifiers & --StUdents

6
Identify and recruit individuals in the counity.to
serve as certifiers for each competency

The learning resource specialist should oversee identification and
recruitment of certifiers from the community for each competency.
A list of suggested certifiers for (CE)2's competencies is
displayed on the follvang page..

The initial recruiting of certifierd is, made much easier if the
learning objectives and activities for each competency are spelled
out and positions or titles of qualified certifier are suggested.
For this reason lt is useful to take along the competencies
'workbook for the certifier to review and keep for reference.

The personal approach between individual certifiers and staff works
best for both recruiting and orienting certifiers. The LRS can

visit certifiers at their businesses durihg the recruitment process
and again to .discuss specific learning activities. Often,

certifiers will suggest other people who can be Certifiers as well.
Problems arise, and solutions are more easily found if the
certifier and staff member can talk about it on a personal basis.
Using community representatives to help plan the competencies
(see Item 3, page 339) can also serve as a recruiting short cut.
People involved in planning may volunteer as certifiers or suggest
names of other people \to contact.

Remember also that while certifiers should be " e t" in their
fields,they need not necessarily be employed by or formally
associated with businesses or institutions in a given competency

area. Many parents, for instance,. mn, be quite adept at automobiles

or income taxes and may be fine certifiers even though their
employment may be in other areas altogethe At the same time,

however, you must be careful that a certif er4,s expertise is

somehow recognized by community .standards. Otherwise you can run
into problems concerning.the validity of a certifier's evaluation

of student performance.
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COMPETENCIES AND SUGGESTED CERTIFIERS

COMPETENCY

transact business on
credit

maintain a checking_
account

provide adequate
insurance

4. 'file income taxes

5. budget time and money

6. maintain physical health
and leisure time

'S

respond to fire, police
and physical health
emergencies

participate in the
electoral process

9 understand local
government

10. explain legal rights
and responsibilities

11. make use of publ
agencies

12. apply for employment
and hold a job

13. operate and maintain
automobile

SUGGESTED CERTIFIERS

bank official, credit
union and finance
company personnel

bank official

insurance agent

tax official

how economist

FE teacher, recreation
leader, "spa" staff
member, doctors, nurses

fire and police officials

city recorder

local government officials

attorney, legal aid
society, court room
personnel

city or county clerk,
other government officials,
League of Women Voters

ethployer

police officer, mechanic,
driving instructor
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Competencies (Item 7)

After recruiting certifiers, orient them either individually or as
a group to insure their underOanding of the competencies and the
certification procedures. The checklist on the following page
recommends steps for certifiers to folloW and may serve as a
useful orientation device. Certifiers should also be given the
workbook used by students, or at least a copy of their competency
and the. certifier- checklist.

Certifiers quickly learn that they decide how to hold certification
sessions If special materials or resources are required, the
learning resource specialist provides the necessary support. If
several certifiers are recruited to handle a particular competency,
they may wish to meet together with the LBS to agree on a structure
for certification sessions.

8

Identify and gather information resourceS:for each
competency

Staff, certifiers and students should all cooperate in collecting
materials for the competency resource file. Materials such as
first aid manuals, tax information and consumer literature are
often available for free and can easily be stored in file cabinets
at the program's learning center. Students themselves might seek
out and acquire some resources as part of their orientation to the
community. This can be particularly helpful if staff time for
such tasks is limited.

Other materials accessible at community sites (at a certifier's
place of business, the local library and so forth) should be
referenced at the learning center. The list at the end of the
attached workbook suggests resources and agencies to contact for
each of the competencies. A card file of some sort will help
students locate names, addresses and scheduling information about
specific certifiers.
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CERTIFIER STEPS TO CONSIDER

Familiarize
for certifica

ith the general steps students follow
-d in the workbook).

2. Review the description, requirements and arrangements for your
particular competency (outlined in the workbook).'

3. Ask staff about resources for your particular, competency
available to students at the,learningoenter.

4. Consider possible modifications or improvements in the resources
(including other people) or procedures for your competency.

Give staff a list of the times you are free to
---

meet with students in preparation geminate (optional)

b. talk to students Over the telephone about specific
problems (optional)

meet with students to certify their completion
of the competency requirements

E. If possible, invite students to your place of business either
to study materials you have there or to complete their
certification.

7. Interact with students for preparation or certification.

If you choose, "pretest" studente either aver the telephone or
in person to make sure they are on the right track.

9. Agree with students time and place for final certification.u

10. Evaluate the student's perfo anc4 of competency tasks.

11. If performance meets your standards, sign the certification
form in the back of the student workbook.

12. If perf0 re is unsatisfactory, explain thiS to the student,
discuss further preparation needs and schedule an appointment
for another try.

13. Review for yoUrself the effectiveness of your interactions with
students and make any suggestions you can for improving
certification procedures.

tj
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Establish recordkeeping system

Competenc em 9)

The learning resource specialist should have some kind of system
for recording expected target dates for competencies, as well as
for keeping track of those complete'a. Forms should be provided to
students for obtaining certifier signatures and a procedure outlined
whereby completion of each competency is noted in the program's
master records. (See the last pages of the competency workbook
for a form students may use to obtain certifier signatures.)

10
Prepare and print necessary forms and instructions

Aside from whatever forms your master records require, all the
necessary materials for competencies and the, certification
procedures appear in the competencies workbook. Consider
obtaining enough workbooks to be able to give them to certifiers
as well as students. You may also wish to reproduce the certifier
checklist on the facing page and give copies to each certifier,
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11
Orient students to competencies and distribute
competencies workbook

The competencies workbook reprinted at the end of this section can
used as a guide for orienting students. A workshop format is

a useful structure for orientation, as it provides a relaxed
atmosphere in which students and staff can comfortably exchange
ideas and assimilate information. Students should understand two
important things about certification:

1. Students are expected to initiate and follow through on
their own certification processes, including

.a. scheduling target dates and meeting with certifiers

b. obtaining necessary supportive resources t prepare
for certification

c. as necessary, arranging transportation to the
places of certification

d. maintaining contact with staff regarding target
dates, resource needs and any changes in proposed

rtification times.

2. The content of individual competencies is not negotiable,
the competencies are considered essential survival
skills that all students Must acquire. Flexibility and
individualization are allowed for in the certification
procedures (that is, scheduling, use of resources and
interaction with certifiers) and not in terms of the
criteria to be met.

The student steps to follow reprinted on the next page also
appear in the competencies workbook and should be discussed
during orientation.
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STUDENT STEPS TO FOLLOW

1. Read through the workbook to, find out what yot reed to
do and where infoimation can be found.

Plan a schedule for completitg all the competencies
within your tide limits. Set target dates for completing
each one. Record-certifier names, titles and target
dates on the "Competency Certification" page of the
workbook.

Tell the staff person in charge what your arget dates

Read carefully the instructions for each competency
as you prepare for it. If you do not understand
clearly what you are expected to do, ask someone to
explain.

S. List appropriate resources in "Resources"
section of each competency.

study the necessary materials carefully.

Practice the activities you will have to perfo
certification.

Work with other students to plan appointments and
transportation when certifiers prefer to work with
groups of students.

9. Make an appointment with e certifier and let tie staff
person in charge know.

10. Plan transportation carefully so that you are sure to
arrive'on time.

11. Take the workbook with you and have the certifier sigi
on the ".Competency Certification" page.

12. Follow steps 3 through 11 for each competency, trying
to keep closely to target dates for completion of your
original plan.
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STUDENT CERTIFICATION PATH FOR COMPETENCIES

DECD.
WHAT
YOU

,

MATERIALS
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Certifying. Students

PLEASE NOTE: As protedures for each competency may vary
considerably you. should compare the general comments made in this
section with specific Information:given for individual competencies
in the competencies workbook.

Initiate student selection and scheduling o competencies

This step should follow directly after student orientation to the
competencies (see Item 11). Students draft target dates for all
the competencies they intend to complete during the year so that
they can begin budgeting their time accordingly. Keeping a list
of target dates for all students can help the staff person in
charge make sure there are resources and certifiers available.

Make sure students underst d the competencies can be done in any
order comfortable for them and they can be working on several at
a time. Also encourage them to map out their timelines for
npleting competei les in some visual way that makes it obvious

to them how their time must be budgeted. Students should keep in
mind that some certification appointments will have to be plamed
around certifier workloads. For example, a certifier who is a
tax consultant might not wish to take time for students during
the first part of the year when tax returns are due. This kind
of information should be stated on the certifier information cards
kept by the learning resource specialist. Students should also
understand how to handle transportation arrangements for getting
to various places for certification.

(CE)2'
Manage

Po
nt," Mane

CROSSREFERENCES

provisions are discussed in "Basiness
ement & Or anizarion, pages 129-135.

A time - planing chart appears on the inside hack cover of the
competencies workbook.
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1

Support student use of resources and preparation
competency certification

Students should be able to use most competency resources at the
program's learning centerL Where materials; are located in the
community, references should state clearly how students access and
use them. Procedures for checking out and returning resources
should also be explained. Learning center files should be
arranged to reflect individual competency requirements.

As preparation requirements will vary for each competency the
student's workbook should identify steps needed to prepare for
each one. Students handle their own preparation, but staff should
monitor their progress and made suggestions as necessary. If
certifiers offer preparatory sessions, staff may be involved in
scheduling those sessions to insure effective use of both student
and certifier time. Keep preparation sessions with certifiers to
a minimum, and preferably schedule them for groups of students.
Remember, certifiers are not instructors.. Some initial contact
with them may give students shortcuts for preparing to pass a
competency, but such contacts should not become instructional
seminars. (Suggested resources appear in the competencies workbook.)

354

As necessary, arrange group and individual meetings
among students and certifiers

Studentsare responsible for arranging their own certification
sessions. However, a certifier,may prefer meeting with groups of
students and ask the staff member to help coordinate numbers of
students and places to meet. The same holds true for any
preparatory sessions: when necessary, staff should be ready to
assist in'logisticsr but students have first responsibility.



15
As necessary, pro
space to conduct

Competencies (Item 15,

de certifiers esources or
reification

Keep in touch with certifiers, ask their advice on resource
usefulness and give them suggestions for resources that might
work well with students. Certifiers may require. assistance in
obtaining specific materials for certification --for example,

=multiple copies of a quiz, audiovisual equipment and so forth.

Sometimes,, certifiers will prefer not to hold certification at
their places of business. Staff will then'have to arrange either
other places in the community or space at .the learning center.
This often happens when groups of students are to be certified at
the same. time and the certifier's place of business has no
meeting space to accommodate them.-

16
accouitability consequences as necessary

Accountability has already been discussed in Item 4,
(pages 342-343) At this point, it is important to remember
that accountability conferences and decisions about consequences
should be made as quickly as possible. Students are working
individually on competencies and should rot stray too far off a
productive track without some feedback from staff or certifiers.
Postponing doing something about an accountability problem can
needlessly jeopardize a student's general progress in the
program.
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Record student certification in each competency

17

See the "Competency CertifiCation" form in the student workbook
for one method of recording certificr signatures. There should
alsckbe a regular system for noting certification signatures into
the prograM's master records so that the workbook form is not the
only record of a student's progress.

ain re with certifiers

Keeping in touch with certifiers generally facilitates the
coordination and accountability/monitoring tasks staff-must
perform. Certifiers ma- also suggest useful certification
techniques or methods of dealing with students. Regular contact
keeps the learning resource specialist up to date on both
problems and rewards of the entire systeth of competency
certification. (Here also a log system can help the LRS keep
track of the many different certifiers who are contacted.)

19
Periodically review usefulness of competency resources
and hold meetings with certifiers and students

As competencies and certification procedures are designed to
match the needs of the local commuaity, staff should review their
usefulness regularly with those community adults who work with the
competenciesthe certifiers. Asking students also to participate
In such a review not only substantiates their sense of 1,rogram
involvement, but it can also stimulate some refreshing exchanges
of ideas. If a group meeting is not feasible, staff and students
migh devise a questionnaire to collect certifier recommendations.
The following pages display some typical problems and solutions
discussed at a (CE) 2 review meeting.
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NOTES ON MEETING WITH CERTIFIERS

(see also summary on following page.)

PROBLEMS PERCEIVED

One certifier wants more
personal contact and
practical application.
rather than reliance on
study and testing.

Certifiers need clearer
specifications as to what
students are expected to
know.

Sometimes several students
turn in identical work.
How does a 9ertifier
if they have really done
the work.

It is sometimes difficult!
for certifiers to work
large groups of students
into their business
schedule

Certifiers want more
precise feedback from
students-as to interest
and competence. Too mazy
students seem to be doing
the competencies just to
get certified.

Certifiers wish to have
the right to deny
certification if
performance is not
satisfactory.

The learning engendered
and measured by the
competencies is too

14Aited_trummt.

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

Try a training session or
seminar at community site
or at learning center.

The LES will review
folders on each compe,tency
with certifiers and get
their further advice.

The ce er could
questio students orally
before certification to
ascer n their levels of
under g.

Use-seulinars; start
students 'on competencies
early in the year; adjust'
their scheddles to match
peaks and valleys of
work demands.

How about some process-
oriented conferences?
Perhaps counseling could
be expanded in this area
some certifiers would like
to participate in this.

They have it This should
be clarified for all
certifiers.

Certifier; can suggest to
staff that further work be
negotiated with the
student; all adults Should
-try to follow through more.
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SUMMARY

The problems above were stated specifically by at least one
certifier, and often agreed to by several certifiers.
Staff perceived two common threads of frustration running
through the comments. First, certifiers wanz to contribute
their time and effort, but they want to spend it really
helping students learn something; too often they feel they
are merely rubber stamps. Second, the competencies are too
limited in scope and need to be expanded somewhat so that
the students gain a better understanding of the area covered
by the competency.

Staff were impressed by the interest and involvement of the
certifiers, by their genuine desire to teach and help
students. In fact, almost all the prOblems mentioned deriv
from what they experience as the frustration of this mo
It is a highly desirable attitude that (CE)2 should_
reinforce by a careful consideration of the cer 'ers'

opinion about the competencies.

If it is decided that the general scope of the competencies
should remain unchanged, then it would be desirable to
expand certifier involvement in the program. One wav this
can be done is to utilize them as special placement
resources for individual project work. This would increase
the site resources available to students and give certifiers
the opportunity for the greater personal involvement with
students that they desire. (See "Projects," page 211.)
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STUDENT WORKBOOK FOR THE COMPETENCIES

the following pages is reproduced a revised'
version of the workbook (CE)2 students currently
use while working on their individual compei:encies
requirements Ti save space, the covers of the
workbook have been dieted.
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What Are The Competencies

The competencies are skills and tasks that you should be able to perform

to function effectively in today's society. They are oot necessarily

"good," but they are important. They will acquaint you with other skills

and information you may use the rest of your life. in these

skills will make iteasier for you to become, indepen;ePt, self-reliant,

self-confident and legally responsible for your own actions'.

Some of the competencies involve situations you already encounter in

your daily life. For example, you have had some experience in the area

of maintaining physical health, so you might choose to demonstrate this

competency without doing any additional preparation. You need to check

out how this competency is done, however, because you will want to know

the specific activities called for. Other competencies involve

situations that yo6 have not experienced. You may not have filed income

tax before, but you will need this skill in the Pear future.

One more thing. Some of these competencies ask you

information as if you have had

rertain experiences. For

example, you may not own a

car now. On the competency

that assumes you do, you

are free to take

information about

the car either

from a friend, your

family or the ,car

you would own if you

had one. This is

called "hypothetical

information."

Watch for it.

invent facts and
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Who Evaluates Your Performance

Your performance on the competencies will be evaluated or certified

(remember when they were called "grades"?) by people working in the

community. We're going to call these people your certifiers. They are

people who in their daily work are directly involved in the issues dealt

with by the competencies. We assume that they already have the skills,

know the tasks and-understand the information that you are going to learn

from these competencies. It is

362

important to realize that the certifiers

are your teachers for the

competencies. All of these people

should Welcome your questions: You

should feel free to all( them about

anything that confuses you

concerning your work.

What Da You Do?
The competencies have been selected

becPse they represent skills

important or necessary to live

successfully in modern society.

For this reason, you are'expected

to take most of the initiative in

1. locating the materials you need
to complete each competency

2. making appointments with certifiers

3. planning your time, making and
keeping appointments and
arranging your transportation

successfully completing the
requirements of the competency

5. obtaining the signatures of
,certifiers when you have
completed the requirements

tj
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The Competena
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How Do You Locate Materials

All names, addresses and telephone numbers of competency certifiers can be listed

on the "Competency Certification sheet at the back of this workbook. Materials

necessary for an understanding of each competency can be listed in the "Useful

Resourcs" section for each competency in this workbook. You should be familiar

with theSe materials before seeing the certifier. After you have thoroughly

studied the materials, you should arrange a meeting with the certifier. If group

meetings are arranged, be sure to let the certifier 'know how many of you are

coming. It is very important that you keep the appointments you make.

Where Is Competency Certification Recorded?
Make sure you bring this workbook with you to competency sessions, After

understanding and completing a competency to the satisfaction of tie certifier,

have the certifier sign the "Competency Certification" sheet. It is your

responsibility to be sure the certifier signs your workbook in the proper place

and enters the date of successful completion. It is like making sure your

employer signs your paycheck if you want to cash it!
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Planning petencies
First, you must ;plan your schedule concerning the competencies. A blank

planning form is pcinted on the AvAde back cover of this workbook. You

should estimate how long it ;11 take you to complete each competenLy

before your schedule will be convenient for the cerfifier:and practical

for you. Often you can work. on several competencies at the ar,r time if

you do some careful planning. Remember, however, that it i orobably

impossible to get all the competencies completed in a short period of

time. Also, don't expect your certifiers to be available at a moment's

notice. Like you, they have many other responsibilities.

Af e' other students have made their schedules, a master list can be

compiled. This list will have all the students' names under each

competency. Each student's schedule for completion will also be listed.

Use the master list to advantage to help you work

together, plan transportation and arran a group

meetings with certifiers.
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Points To .Remembe

Your performance on the competencies is evaluated by working adult
the Community. They are experienced in their fields --ypu should feel
free to ask them any questions you might have.

2. Your schedule is important and should be follfted
closely. It is extremely difficult to finish d
great number of competencies 'at one time It is

unreasonable to expect that certifiers will be
able to see you at a moment's notice.

It is your responsibility to make and keep
appointments with certifiers. For some
competencies you may need to coordinate
other stuck ...11 for group appointments.

4. If you are'une:Jle to keep an appgin:' with a
cer'.ifier because of some emergency, ,,, must
cal: the certifies- to make new arrangements.

Whenever it is appropriate, group -oetings can be
arranged for several students and ',nsportation

arrangements shirred.

6. Names. titles and phore numbers of certifiers
should be listed on the "CompetencyCertificatioe
form in the back of this harvlook.

7. Certifiers will sign the "Competency Certification ""
form as you satisfactorily complete each competency.
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The competencies are listed on the following pages. Follow the
steps below and as you start to work on each competency, fill in
"Resources" and "Arrangements" when you get the necessary information.

-TUDENT SfEPS FOR CERTIFICATION

1. Read through tne workbook to find out what: you need to do
and where information can be found,

Plan a s,:hedule f -r completing all the competencies within
your time limits. Plan dates for completing each one. Record
certifier names, titles and telephone numbers on the
"Competency Certification" page of the workbook.

Tell the staff person in chzarge what your expected completion
dates are.

4. Read carefully "What You Do" and "How You Do It--Specific
/Activities" fir each competency as you prepare for it. If
you do not un,trstand clearly what you are expected to do,
ask someone to explain.

List useful resources on the space provided at the end of each
competency description.

6. Study the necessary materials carefully.

7. Prat-Lica the tasks you will have to perform for certifici ion.

8. Work with other students to plan at;pontmcits and transportation
when certifiers prefer to work with groups of students.

Make an appointment with tim certifier and let the Staff person
in charge kw.i.

F' an transporta

on time.
n carefully so that you are sure to arrivo

Take the workbook with fou and - the cert ier sign on the
"Compel:ency tificati n" page.

See that the comaetem7y certifitJatio
reclOrds of your orogram.

entered .4.11 -er

rollow steps three through twelve for each competency, tryi.g
to keep closely to yourischedule for completion of your
original plan.

1.7
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Transact Business

C)ri A Credit Basis

WHAT 'MU DO

Show a thorough and
of

an

understanding of the terms,
conditions and interest rates
that go along with using a bank
credit card.

riSatisfactorily complete a standard
installation contract for a purchase of
$300 ur more and compute the cost to you
in interest if you pay it in one year.

HOW YOI 1 T--SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

Explain to the satisfaction of a
certifier the term_ and conditions
of the bank's credit card, including
credit limits and interest charges.

2 When presented with hypothetical or real
information about your income and current
debts, complete an installment contract
to the satisfaction of a certifier.

RESOURCES YOU USE

A. Certifier:

B. Materials: See resources l in the back of this workbook.
Materials rust be studied be.'u e meeting With the certifier.

'1ENTS YOU MAKE

Your s...7heduiE for comp l'etion

Abp
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Numb-r of stud2nts participatin

Transportation-

Activi.V 2

Your schedule for completion:

Apporntrrent with certifier:

Number of studstudents 2aftici pating:

Transportation=

USEFUL RESOURCES AND GENERAL NOTES
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Maintain A Checking Account

WHAT YOU DO

Follow the specified procedures for opening
an account at a commercial bank.

rin Balance a checkbook and reconcile the
Ljillj check register, cancelled checks and

bank statement.

HOW YOU DO IT--SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

Make an application for opening a
checking acount to the satisfaction
of a certifier.

2. Demonstrate to the :a -sfaction of the
person to whom you pay the money the
ability to write a check.

Demonstrate a basic understanding of
checking acco.mt procedures to the
satisfaction of a certifier.

RESOURCES YOU USE

A. Certifier:

B. MAterials: See resources list in the back of this workbook..

Materials must be studied before meeting with the certifier.

ARRANGEMENTS YOU MAKE

Activity

Your sch=dule for completion:

APpointilene
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r of students participating:

z arspOrtat on

Activity 2

Your schedule for ompleti_

Appointment with certifier:

Number of students partiL ting:

Transport

Activityj

Your schedule for completion:

Appointment with

Number of students pa ti -.iPating:

Transportation:

USEFUL RESOURCES AND GENERAL NOTES
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FlProvide Adequate Insurance For Yourself
Family And Possessions

WHAT YOU DO

[I]Decide to your satisfaction if
regular insurance or some
alternative insurance better fits
your needs.

DSelect an appropriate life
insurance plan or outline your
alternative insurance plan to a
certifier.

r-I Select an appropriate health
LJ insurance plan.

LI1 Select appropriate automobile and
property insurance plans.

HOW YOU DO IT--SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

1. Given hypothetical information about
family members, possessions, income
and age, explain the conditions of
the plan for each-category of
insurance (health life, automobile
and property insurance plans) to the
satisfaction of an insurance agent.

OR

Given the same information as above, explain, the conditions of your
alternative insurance to the satisfaction (7f,a certifier who does
not have regular insurance.

RESOURCES YOU USE

A. Certifier:

B. Materials: See resources list back of thiS workbook.
Materials must be studied before meeting withl'he certifier.
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ARRANGEMENTS YOU MAKE

Activity

Your schedule for completion:

Appointment with

Numbe of students par "cipating:

Trans ion:

CFFUL RESOURCES AND GENERAL NOTES
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File State And
Federal Taxes

YOU DO

Complete a W-7 withholding form.

Complete a state income tax form.

Complete long and short federal
income tax forms.

HOW YOU DO IT--SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

Given hypothetical information on
income, occupation, interest payments,
family deductions, property and age,
complete the required tax forms to
the satisfaction. of an income tax
official. If you have a job, use
your own information for all of the
required forms. except the long
federal form.

RESOURCES YOU USE

A. Certifier:

B. Materials: See resources list in
back of this workbook. Materials
must be studied before meeting with
the certifier.

ARRANGEMENTS YOU MAKE

Activity 1

Your schedule for comp1eticn :

Appointment with certifier:

Comidec,Jncio -tudent Workbook

5
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N mho r of s tudents participating:

Transportation:

USEFUL RESOURCES AND GENERAL NOTES
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Budget Time And
Money Effectively

WHAT YOU DO

Plan a one -week schedule of activities.

Plan a household budget.

HOW YOU DO IT--SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

1. Plan, carry out and record a schedule
for a period of sel,A days. The plan
must include all activities you do, and
the record you keep must be completed
to the satisfaction of the certifier.

2 Using your own family and household
for basic information or using
hypothetical data you make up, plan a
budget for three months to the
satisfaction of a certifier. You must
know about gross and net income and have
these facts incorporated in the family
and household budget before meeting with
the certifier.

RESOURCES YOU USE

U.

rtifier..

Materials: See resources list in the back of this workbook.
Materials must be studied before meeting with the certifier.

ARRANGEMENTS YOU MAKE

Activity 1

schedule for completif-

Appointment with cert.
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Number of students participating:

Tr _s: Ation:

Activity 2

Your schedule for completior;

Appointment with

of students participa

Transportation:

USEFUL RESOURCE AND GENERAL
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M main Good Physical Health And

Make Effective Use Of Leisure Time

WHAT YOU DO

r-] Develop and follow a
LJ fitness program that

suits your physical needs.

Participate in activities that
are recreational to you.

YOU DO IT-- SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

Given an assessment of your
physical needs _by a qualified
person, identify your health
and recreation needs: for example,
weight reduction or gain, increased strength
and endurance and recreational use of time.
Based on this physical profile, develop a
physical fitness and recreational program
leading to improvement in the areas that
need improvement.

Select two activities in which to participate
over a period of three months. Outline the
plan and when you are done turn in a report of
the activities.

RESOURCES YOU USE

A. Certifier:

B. Materials: .See resources list in the back of this workbook.
Materials must be studied. before meeting with the certifier.

ARRANGEMENTS YOU KE

Activity 1

Your schedule for completion

3 7
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Appoin -nt with fier:

Number of students :;articipating:

Tr i _rtation:

Activity_2

Your schedule for

A o n

Number of students participating:

rtation:

USEFUL RESOURCES AND GENERAL NOTES
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Respond Appropriately To Fire,

Police And Physical

Health Emergencies
WHAT YOU DO

[I:Demonstrate a knowledge of
fire prevention and
effective action in
fire emergencies.

0 Show a knowledge of
procedures if you had
to act in an emergency
situation.

[:1Pass a basic fi
aid test.

HOW YOU DO I --SPECIFIC
ACTIVITIES

Outline emergency
fire procedures to the satisfaction of a certifier.

Explain to the satisfaction of a certifier appropriate action that
you could take in at least fivr emergency situations.

Participate in a first aid class or seminar.

RESOURCES YOU USE

A. Certifier:

B. at- ials: See re our :es list in the back of this workbook.
lacerias must be ,tudied before meeting with the certi-: er.

ARRANGEMENT YOU MAKE

Activity l_

Your schedule for completion:

Appointment with 'fiel
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of students par cipating:

tation:

Ac ti v i ty 2

Your £che lefr comp e on:

App.ntrnt to certi

Number of students participa

Trans _a ion:

y 3

Your schedu »e for completion:

A p- t to cer cifi

N.imher of students partly pating:

Transportation:

USEFUL RE SOURCES ADD GENE E NOTES
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Electoral Process

WHAT YOU 00

Complete a voter registration form and
complete local, state and federal
ballots.

0 Show an understanding of the issues
involved in a ballot measure.

[I]Demonstrate an understanding of the
process involved in the resolution
of an issue in your life and activities.

HOW YOU DO IT-- SPECIFIC ACTIVITIU

!en hypothetical information about
age, occupation and residence olus
information about candidates, complete
the registration and ballot.forms to
the satisfaction of a certifier.

2. Given two kinds of ballot measures,
discuss your analysis of the pros and
cons to the satisfaction of the
certifier.

Select an issue in your community or
school and explain your position on
that issue to the satisfactior of
a certifier.

RESOURCES YOU USE

n Jr1 rk_

A. Certifier:

B. Materials: See resources list in the back of this workbook.
is very important that you study the ballot measures before
attempting to be certified.

ARRANGEMENTS YOU MAKE

Activity

Your schedule for completion:
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Appointment wit

Number of students participa n

Tr dnsWfta 'on:

Activity 2

Your schedule for completi

Ap in -e

of students pazti cipa tin

Tr porta ion:

Activi

Your schedule for cvmp2etion:

Appointment with certi 7:

Num er of students pa I patzny:

Trans r ta

USEFUL RESOURCES AND GENERAL NOTES
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Understand The Basic
Structure And Function
Of Local Government

WHAT YOU DO

Show an understanding of the job,
duties, obligations and authority of
elected and appointed officials.

Explain ways in which you can hold an
official accountable.

Show an understanding of the effects of
lobbying practices by interest groups and
individuals.

HOW YOU DO IT=- SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

Select a person from each of the
legislative and executive branches
local government and explain that
person's role and responsibilities to
the satisfaction of that official.

Observe the legislative and executive
functions of local government in
operation by attending a city council
meeting.

Select an issue in which lobbying efforts
were clearly involved and explain the
effects of the lobbying efforts to the
satisfaction of a professional special interest lobbyist.

4. Explain, to the sat- action o1 your certifier, a variety of
ways that you can hold officials accountable, including re-election,
recall and direct pressure.

RESOURCES

A. Certifie

B. Materials: See resources list in the back of this workbook. You
dust study the materials before meeting with a _representative from
this legis tive and executive branches. Certifiers for this
competency will probably want to meet with groups of students.
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ARRANGEMENTS YOU MAKE

Activity 1

Your ",--dule for completion:

Appointment with certifier:

Number of student rti ca ratir

Tr ns _a tian

Activity_

Your schedule for comple

Ap nt with certifier:

Numl er of students par ng.

Transportation:

Your schedule for comple

Appointment with certifier:

386



Numbor of students participating:

Transportalion:

Activity 4

Your schedule for completion:

Appointment with certifier:

Number of students participating:

Transportation:

USEFUL RESOURCES AND GENERAL NOTES

Competencies (Student Work ok)
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Explain Pe son firegal Rights

WHAT YOU 'Do

Show a practical knowledge -of the basic

constitutional guarantees.

Explain your procedural rights (due
process), ways you can claim them
and limitations to individuals'
abilities to claim them.

Show an understanding of consumer
rights and use of/consumer
protection agencieS.

HOW YOU DO IT--SPECIFIC ACTIVITrES

1. Explain to a certifier the various
Tights guaranteed ,y the constitution.

Explain to a Legal Aid lawyer the ways
in'which rights can be unequally
interpreted for the poor and the
rich and how people camiprotect
themselves against such
inequitable treatment.

Given information on consumer
abuse, explain consumer protection laws
and the use of consumer protection agencies to the
satisfaction of a representative of a consumer protection agency.
Try to draw from your own experiences as .a consumer.

RESOURCES YOU USE

Certifier:

B. Materials: See resources list in the back o
You must study the materials before meeting
This is extremely important.

.
,

ARRANGEMENTS YOU MAKE

Activity-I

Your schedu. for comple -ion:

this workbook.
ith the certifiers'.
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Appointment with

Number of students participating:

Transportation:

Activity

Your schedule for completion:

Appointment

Number of students participating:

Transportation:

Activtty 3

Your schedule for completion:

Appointment

Number of students participating:

Trans tation:

USEFUL RESOURCES AND GENERAL NOTES
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Make Appropriate Use

Of Public-Agencies
WHAT YOU 00

E] Complete application to the
Federal Insurance' Contribution Act
(FICA), which provides Social
Security.

0 Show an understanding of benefits
available from public agencies.

Survey public information available
through local government agencies..

Li

Compe fences _nt Workbook)

-Demonttrate effective tactics for easy
and successful use of public agencies.

HOW YOU DO IT--SPECIFIC ACTIVITIE-

1. Make an application for and secure a
Social Security .Card.

USing information either hypothetical
or from a person you. know, complete
application for Unemployment
Compensation.

Using information available at the
county courthouse, list the following
information about your present place, of residence:

a. assessed valuation
b.' property tax amounts by Category 0 allocation
c. zone designation,
d. type of sewer service
e. all assessments against that property (sewer, street,

lighting, fire district, water `di stri ct, roads, etc.)
f. monthly payments or rent
g. legal rights for the tenant, if rented property

4. Contact a public agency to obtain some information or services and
keep.a record of the steps yin go through (actions, names, titles
and phone numbers of contact people, run-aroundt if any, etc.)
in order to obtain the information or services desired.
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RESOURCES YOU USE

A. Certifier:

B. Materials: See resources list in the back of this workbook.

ARRANGEMENTS YOU MAKE

Activity 1

Your schedule for completion:

Appointmentn tmen

Number of students parpatingi

Transportation:

Activiy 2

Your schedule, for completion:

App certifier:

Number of students participating:

Trans !_lor
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Activity 3

Your schedule for completion:

Appoint certifler:

Number of students part cipating:

Trans

Activitv 4

Your s,,n1dule for cowple tion:

Appoi

Number A` R<9 &3.c.

Trerl

--rtifier;

USEFUL RESOURCES AND GENERAL NOTES.
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Ti Make Application For Employment
L r. 1 And Successfully Hold A Job

WHAT YOU DO

Go through the step* to obtain a
job.

\

0 Either obtain the job\or research
the job charic eristiCs that
would directly affect an employee.

HOW YOU DO ITSPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

1. -Read classified employment ads or
register with the State Employment
Office and use their listings;
choose at least one job,. prepare
aTesume, make application and
have an interview for the job.

Either obtain the job and work for
a specified period of 'time, or
explain to the certifier details
about the job such as salary, .houri,
fringe benefits, vacation and
holidays, dress regulations and job duties. If you already hold
a job, that will satisfy the requirements for this competency.
Have yOur employer sign the Competency Certi icationform.

HELP

WANTED

RESOURCES YOU USE

A. Certifier:

.8. Materials: See resources list in the bad

ARRANGEMENTS YOU MAKE'

You will be responsible to- contact your ,employer and you must obtain
certification from the employer.

f this workbolk.

Activity 1

Your schedule or completion.
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Appointment with cart

Number of students participating.

Transporta

Activity 2

Ynu1r schedule f r mpl ion:

Appointment with 'e

Number of students participating:

Transrta tion :

USEFUL RESOURCES AND GENERAL NOTES
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11E Operate And Maintain
, An Automobile

WHAT YOU DO

I Get both a learner's permit and a
driver';, license.

ri Outline the essential elements of an
1---1 automobile maintenance program.

0 Outline safety and defensive driving
techniques.

I itemize auto expenses and, compare

LJ them with the expense of using,'
public transportation.'

HOW YOU DO IT--SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

1.. Either pass the state written and
driving tests to thesatisfaction,
of a Motor Vehicle Division examiner
and get a driving permit and licenSe,
or on parent request,pass the written
portion only.,

Develop a maintenance program for an
automobile to the satisfaction of an

=automobile mechanic. Change a tire,
replace a fuse and describe winterizing
techniqUes.

tuncies (Student Workbook)

Demonstrate AefensiVe driving techniques to the satisfaction of a
driver' training instructor. (If you select option two of
Activity 1 above, a verbal explanation is acceptable.

DeScribe to the satisfaction of a certifier ,emergency techniques
if an auto stalls-lm a freeway.

List to the satisfaction of the certifier all the costs of
pUrchaSing, insuring and maintaining an automobile for one year
Includeinterest,mintenance and depreciation. costs. Compare,

these costs to the expense of using public transportation, for one
year.
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RESOURCES YOU USE

A. Certifier:

'a s: See resources list in the back of this workbook.

ARRANGEMENTS YOU MAKE

Activity 1

Your schedule for mpletion:

Appointment with ce

Number of students participating:

Transportation:

Activity 2

Your schedule for completion:

Appointment rti

Number of students participating:

T_ran spc r to ti orb :

Activity

Your schedule mpletion:



Appointment with certifier:

Nurser of students. participating:

Transpor to tion:

AcivityA

Your schedule for completion:

Appointment with cer

udents Pa

er,

cigating:

Your schedule for comp `On:

Appointment with certifier:

Number of Students participating:

Transportation:

Competencies (Student o book)
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USEFUL RESOURCES AND GENERAL NOTES
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Suggested Resources For Compe encies

please contact your staff member coordinating the competencies
assistance if you have difficulty locating any of the resources
below.

1. Transact business on a credit basis

Suggested Materials

books on credit
responsibilities and use

credit card requirements
and applications

sample contracts from various
stores

federal and state laws on
credit, interest,
bankruptcy, contracts,
minors, etc.

Maintain a checking account

Suggested Materials

books on managing personal
income

sample checking accounts

Provide adequate insurance fe

S:u_-ested Materials.

books on general
recordkeeping

insurance brochures
sample insurance policies

of various kinds
state laws pertaining to

insurance

4. File state and federal taxes

Suggested Materials

tax formsand instruction
booklets

simulated tax problems

Or
listed

Agencies to Contact

local banks and credit unions
debt consolidation agencies
consumer protection groups

and agencies
state legislators

Agencies to Contact
.

local banks

ok)

yourself, your family and *sessions

Liyenc es to Contac

local insurance agencies
state insurance division

Agencies to Contact

state and federal tax agencies
private tax consultants
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Budget time and money effectively

SIBSuggested Materials

books on general
recordkeeping

books on financing
pamphlets on budgeting and

planning

Maintain good physical health and

Sucgested Materials

--booklets on various physical
activities

books on health, exercise,
diet and fitness

Respond appropriately to

§Agested Materials

books on first aid
pamphlets on-emergency

procedures

Agencies to Contact

local education agencies (e.g.,
home economics department)

local banks

make effective use of leisure

Agencies to Contact

state and local park services
physical education departments

local schools and colleges

ire, .police and physical health emergencies

Participate in the elect° a

Sn5gested Materials

voters' pamphlets
sample ballots
voter registration forms
federal, state and local

election laws

9. Understand the' basic

Sugges ted Materials

AgenciettO Contact

police, fire and health (mental
and physical) emergency agencies

process

A enc es to Contact

voters' groups
federal, state and local

government representatives
lobbying groups
county elections office

licture and function of local govern

city and county charters
state constitution
booklets on judicial system,

lobby_ing and youth roles
updates on constitutional

amendments. and local
ordinances

local newspapers
books on government
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10. Explain personal legal rights

Suggested Materials

pamphlets on youth and law
U.S. Constitution
state constitution
warranties and guar4ntees
booklets on consumer protection
HEW regUlations on rights of

Students

Competencies (5tudent Workbook)

_sencies to Contact

consumer protection agencies

local law enforcement agencies
federal, state and local

government representatives

11. Make appropriate use of public agenc,es

Suggested Materials

booklets on Social Security,
Welfare, Uriemployment
InsuranceY-etc.

sample forms for various
agencies

Make application for employment

Suggested Materials

various job applications
booklets on job finding
sample resumes
information on Unemployment

Insurance
sample agreements from rivate

employment firms

Agencies to Contact

public agencies (city, county,
statu, federal)

and successfully hold a job

13. Operate and maintain an autbmhile

Suggested_ Materials

auto consumer report
state motor vehicle laws
service manuals -
drivers' manuals

encies to Contact

local employment agencies
private employment firms
employment directors of businesses

and agencies

Agencies to Contact

motor vehicle depal-tments
auto sales and service shops
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CORWO-ENCY CERTIFICATION Studen
INSTRUCTIONS

Print in ink or type the name, tit lnd telephone number of each certifier specified for the competencies. You will find thisInformation in the file kept by you ,,rogrm

When you satisfactorily complete a competency the certifier(s) should sign the certificati. n sheet and fill in the d

Keep the sheet as your record of completion of the competencies.
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Plan Your Schedule
List all competencies in the left-hand column. Enter in the proper Monthly columns the date you plan to start working on eachcompetency and the date you intend to complete each. Keep your schedule current by changing the dates when necessary. Whenall activities of a competency have been certified, enter completion date in the right-hand column.
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STUDENT JOURNALS

The journal is a way for students and staff to share
thoughts and feelings with each other through a series
of journal enti=_, written and responded to on a regular
basis over an extended period of time

THE PURPOSES OF THE JOURNAL

1. encourage students to build trust relationships with adults
who offer feedback that is personally relevant to their
individual characteristics and experiences

increase student skills of organizing and expressing thoughts
and feelings

help students improve their awareness of self and career /life
options by recording and reflecting on experiences they are
having in the community and in their personal lives

help students draw connections between their present
experiences and future aspirations

enable staff to respond more individually to each student
to keep in touch with changes that may affect program
performance or personal development

THE PEOPLE INVOLVED

Because the learn-__ manager (LM) has the closest and most continual
contact with students, that person serves as journal correspondent.
Some procedure, however, should be agreed on whereby a student may
change correspondents should there be reasonable cause.

RELATIONSHIP TO INDIVIDUAL LEARNING PLANS

The journal relates to all program learning strategies in that
students are encouraged to use their journals to express opinions
and observations about the impact of learning activities on
themselves. The journal exercises student abilities to integrate
separate experiences into a "total picture" of self and goals, a
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CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION

process critical the negotiation of individual learning plans.
The journal also helps build the information base and feeling of
trust and reciprocity necessary for all student/staff negotiations.

While not intended for Basic Skills prescription purposes, the
journal can serve as an additional basis for negotiating specific
Basic Skills activities appropriate for each student.

EXPECTATIONS FOR STUDENTS

Students are expe ted to ete at least two standard notebook
pages per week in their journals. Staff correspondents respond
regularly and in writing to journal entries. They also have
conferences with students tc Cher discuss jo,a-nal entries.
Entries are considered confideotial and are not shown to anyone
without student permission.
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Steps to Follow

PLANNING THE JOURNAL PROCESS

Agree on purposes and requirements forfo journals

Agree on student rights and responsibilities for
journals

Determine guidelines by which staff will act as
correspondents

Establish record eeping system, for monitoring
journal entries

WORKING WITH JOURNALS

Student Jc-urna2s

tudents to journal process and distribute
journal guides

Decide how to divide students a ng
correspondents

Respond regularly to journal entries

Meet with student to follow through on journal
correspondence

Provide for student requests for change of
correspondent

If possible, have someone to receive and record
entries and pass journals to correspondent,:

Apply accountability standards and consequences
as necessary

Hold student group meetings for review and
refinement of journal requirements and processes

415
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431

432
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433

434
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CURRICULUM & INS _ UCTION

STVDENT

Reflect on
and your experiences

Put g

SUMMARY OF JOURNAL ROLES

CLEPY

Support and Intl
Student. building a trust
relationship

iak

Pass journal o clerk Receive journal,
record completion

Pass journal
student's
correspondent

Receive journal and read
it honestly

Respond--in writing as
much as possible

If asked by student,
comment on style, language,
grammar and so forth

Return journal entries to
tudent as regularly as

possible

When your correspondent
returns journal, read
or listen to his or her
comments and, as need be,
meet to talk about
journal entries

Meet with student to give
support and feedback about
journal contents as
necessary

Write another journal
page and start cycle
again

follow through on your
trust relationship by

1. respecting the
journal's

confidentiality

2. refining your
understanding of the
Student gained through
reading his or her
journal

3. giving additional
support (emotional,
practical and so on),
as suggested from
journal entries
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Student Journals (item 1)

Planning. the journal Process

Agree on purposes and requirements for journals

ES CE's purposes and requirements for the journal are summarized on
page 42/ and are explained to students in the journal guide
reprinted at the end of this section (pages 437-452). Following
are a few additional issues staff should agree on before usingjou als with students.

Properly handled, the journal can be an important synthesizing
agent in the life of each student. Regular use of a journal can
help students reflect more objectively on personal characteristics
and patterns that emerge as they encounter diverse situations,
people and tasks. Moreover, the journal provides a place for
staff to give honest and sincere feedback to students in a
private and nonthreatening fashion which can in turn serve as the
basis for developing personal relationships that are meaningful
and constructive for both parties.

The journal is a very effective way of encouraging students to
externalize thoughts and feelings. It is important that young
people learn to recognize and articulate their "gut-level"
feelings and responses to experiences. Also, students not only
think about themselves, but write to someone about themselves as
well. The journal symbolizes a relationship that they are helping
to build. Correspondents are real people with their own thoughts
and feelings who respect students as people and are willing to
give honest reactions and advice.

In addition, the journal may help students perceive the usefulness
of regular reflection on their behavior and feelings. While
students may thrive on the excitement and diversity of their
experiences, they should also have the chance to perceive the
effects that can accompany taking quiet time to collect and dwell
on their thoughts.

DECIDE ABOUT CONFIDENTIALITY

It is imoortant to agree on the level of confidentiality with
which journal entries willloe-treated. Correspondents should not
share the contents of journal entries with others unless the
student agrees beforehand. This helps the student feel more
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CURRICULUM & IN.INSTRUCTION

confident about deal<ang with an adult on a trust basis. Journals
are "privileged communications" and should not be held Against
the student.

Information about a student's personal life is always a delicate
issue. On one hand, such information can be invaluable for
helping other adults support and guide a student's perscnal
development. On the other hand, misuse of personal information
can cause the student to lose respect for the correspondent an.-.
even to experience serious setbacks in his or her development as
a self-confident person.

Journal correspondents frequently have a better sense of the
student's attitudes and general learning progress than other staff
may have. They cannot help but-draw on this knowledge when dealing
with students and many often wish to share it with other staff.
Decide ahead of time how and when to share such information, and
make that decision clear to students. One way to handle this
might be to point out to students that their correspondents may
share general impressions with other staff but will not refer to
specific facts stated in the journals. Students might also note
in their journal when they have written something they do not wish
shared in any form. At all times, a good rule of thumb is that no
one other than the correspondent be permitted to actually read
journals without the student's permission.

THINK TWICE ABOUT PRESCRIPTIONS

Be careful about using the journal to prescribe for basic writing
or grammar difficulties. If red-penciling grammar mistakes or
making writing assignments becomes the top priority, the journal
will fast lose its effectiveness as a way of keeping in touch with
students as real people. That is not to say journals cannot be
used to improve a student's writing skills; in fact students will
often request such feedback on their journals - - particularly if
they are having difficulty saying something that's important to
them. Correspondents can point out needs for writing improvem'nt
in an indirect fashion through comments such as, "I cane really
sympathize with what you are trying to say but I'm not sure I
completely understood you as you wrote it here."-7thereby laying
the groundwork for a talk about writing skills that is based on
the student's perception of a real need. By encouraging students
to be accurate and to put some effort into being honest about what
they are saying correspondents can have a significant impact on
a student's writing abilities without ever talking direr l- about
grammar or punctuation.
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Student Journals (Item 1)

S PLMFLE

r am a little bewildered by your last journal entry. I
tried to piece ,together the drawings and the word s, and I
have seen the tool box you are building, but I need more
help to understand what you mean. How about writing it
out for me another way to help me see what you mean? Or
maybe bring in your plans sorretime and explain them to me.
We could record it on a tape recorder, then you could write
it down as you listen to the playback. Have you ever

'thought About becoming a cabinet maker?. You do really good
work.

In short, correspondents don't have to be En lish teachers. Good
communication habits are necessary for everyone; the journal can
be an excellent place to influence students' general abilities to
articulate their thoughts and feelings. Remember, the regular
activity of formulating, organizing and expressing ideas builds
self-understanding as well as communication abilities. It is._ a
rr-40-ns of organizing feelings and thoughts that might otherwise
have remained vague and formless. You don't have to be trained
as a writing instructor to encourage students to do this. What
is important is that the correspondent respond to the tudent' s
expressed intent and meaning rather 'Ilan judge written style or
content.

CROSS-REFERENCES

"Curriculum Outcomes, pages 24-30, describes (CE') 2's approach to
the Basic-Skills; see also I`Projecti," pages 251-255, and Appendiz
D for further discuss- -of how Easic Skills can be worked into
individual learning plans.
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CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION

Agree on student d responsibili
journals

EXPECTATIONS

At 2, students are expected to complete at least two standard
k

notebook p&ges per week in their journals. Staff correspondents
respond regularly and in writing to journal entries. When adopting
the journal, however, programs should be careful to set
requirements that can be met reasonably both by students and by the
staff who must plan the time to respond to journals.

Because journals are highly personal, EBCE does not hold students
accountable for the contents of journal entries. The journal is
specifically intended as a means through which students can be
completely honest-With themselves and with their correspondents.
Such honesty cannot be dictated--it can only be encouraged through
staff attitude and general conduct in dealing with the student.
It is .43 to the individual correspondent, however, to judge whether
or not a student is being honest about journal Obligations. If a
correspondent decides a student is consistently misusing the
journal, actions should be taken to helpthe student change that
Behavior.

CONFERENCES

Remember, the journal's first goal is to help students and staff
communicate about important matters. As much as possible,
misuses of the journal should be dealt with during the regular
.inferences the correspondent has with the student (see Item 8,
page 431). In this way solutions to any problems the student has
can be introduced and discussed as part of an:ongoing student-
correspondent relationship rather than being unduly dramatized in
a "oonfrOntation atmosphere" such as a conference held specifically
for accountability purposes might provoke.

Problems will range from single laziness to serious personal
hesitations about self-expression in any form. Nor will
difficulties be limited strictly to the student; staff members
must be honest enough to recognize when their own mannerisms or
attitude toward the journal or a particular student are causing
the trouble.
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While correspondents must be flexible with individual students
they should also remember that part 'of learning is accepting
responsibility for tasks that must be done on-a regular basis.
Student willingness and ability to adhere to their journal
obligation can be a reflection of their success in dealing with
the many other responsibilitieS of individualized learning.

Keep in mind, however, that the journal loses its validity if it
becomes a burden for the student. Penalties of the "stay after
school until y6U're caught up" variety tend to be counterproductive
to using the journal for building trust relationships. In short,
respond to the needs of each student and be as creative and
sensitive as possible in,negotiating ways t1 t will help the
student overcome his or her difficulties and begin using the
journal as a communication technique that is personally meaningful
and satisfying.

SOME SOLUTIONS

At (CE)2 correspondents frequently choose not to look backwards
after journal conferences and instead say to the student, "let's
count this conference as make-up for the entries you've missed.
We spent a lot of time going over some pretty important issues and
that's what journals are-all about." When a correspondent feels
it is important that the student make-up past entries he or she
may ask the student to do an hour or two of monolog on a tape
recorder instead of actually writing entries. Sometimes a student
may choose to write a lengthypaper about something personally
important to him or her.

If the student is simply afraid of putting pencil to paper the
correspondent might suggest "write some, talk some--for the next
few weeks do only single page entries and come see me often to
talk about things." At other times it works well to switch
correspondent roles--the staff person spends several weeks
writing journal entries and the Student responds to them.
Switching roles can be an excellent way to humanize the journal
interaction. It helps the student perceive what's expected by
way of journal contents and to see the staff person being honest
and "up front" about his or her daily experiences and-feelings.

CROSS-REFERENCES

AccoUntability standards and procedures for the total EBCE program
receive attention in "Learning Plan Negotiation," pages 77-92.
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Agree on guidelines by which staff will act as
correspondents

Basically, the guidelines for jo
simple; correspondents should

nal correspondents are quite,

respect the student's ipdividuality and treat journals
as confidential

respond honestly and'regularly to every entry

3. monitor the regularity and general quality of journal
entries; when a ptudent consistently misses entries or
does not take them seriously, a conference should be
held to find out why and to-do something about it

4. try to follow through on patterns that seem to develop
in journal entries- -both regarding exhibited basic skills
abilities and any personal problems a student might be
having--through personal conferences with the student

Journals provide excellent opportunities for staff to watch for
and encourage any positive personal qualities or talents the
student might show -- particularly with respect to using writing
as a medium of expression. Frequently, conferences held to
discuss a personal problem or skill deficiency exhibited in the
journal can be "turned around" by also talking about positive
qualities found in journal entries. Giving the student a chance
to confront both positive and negative characteristics in a
balanced context encourages development of a more realistic and
comprehensive view of self and abilities.

BE COMMITTED

Correspondents must be committed to the purposes of the journal
and be willing to put some effort into making it work. Building
trust relationships is not an automatic kind of activity; staff
and students both must take time and energy to write, respond to
and follow through on journal entries. And they must feel
positively enough about the journal to strive always to be honest
about themselves and their feelings. Staff might even consider
polishing their interpersonal relationship skills through use of
various workshops, courses and retreat activities offered by
local colleges and agencies. while such special training is
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certainly not necessary to be a correspondent it can be a very
valuable source of specific techniques-for example, feedback
strategies-such as paraphrase and describing your own feelings.

SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR RESPONDING TO JOURNALS

While students do not have to write about specific things,
correspondents should always encourage them to stretch themselves
in their writing and to express more accurately the:things that
are happening and feelings they are having that are most important
to them personally. In responding to journals one question can
often be worth IO,COO words of advice. Following are a few issues
and questions correspondents might consider when encouraging
students to Use their journals. They are divided into several
important growth areas--career development, integrating experiences
and self-awareness. Some of the questions suggest things students
might write about; others may be applied to things students have
already written to help broadehtheir perspectives of particular
experiences.

Keep in mind that these suggestions are aids to optimizing s(-,,e

of the journal's effects on students. The correspondent is not
directing the student; rather he or she should be helping students
learn how to be themselves- The timing and appropriateness of any
suggestion made to students mUst be carefully weighed against the
liability of the journal relationship becoming a forum for

,

\\

_correspondent lectures.

Career Development

The journal can give learning managers an excellent oppopunity to
help students draw together the many career development<ectivities
built into all. EBM learning strategies. Work with the notion that
everything one does in;life can have career-related overtuis.
Help students perceive that their present experiences are already
taking the shape of a specific career"that of learner--and that
events, activities and environments they are now encountering
can and do have direct impact on the quality and content of their
present and future lives.

Also watch out for your own biases. Try to avoid channeling
students into careers; rather urge them to consider a variety of
possibilities and to develop habits of self-analysis and critical
thinking necessary to match themselves with their career options.
While responses should be geared to what a student has written,
some of the following sets of questions can be kept in mind as leads
for getting students started on managing their own career development.
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What are you interested in doing with yourself? Do you know
anyone- already doing those kinds of things? Friends?
Family? Families of friends? Neighbors? Someone you read
about?

What do you think might happen to your other interests if you
spent a lot of time working at that particular one? If you
took,a job like that what would it mean to your free time?
Could you raise a family in that kind of lifestyle? Would
you want your kids to pursue those kinds of dreams as they
grew older?

Do you like to have free time? What do you think you'd do
if you really had all the free time in the world?

You sound like you don't like people to tell yoU what to do.
What about at your job? Does it make a difference if you're
getting paid to do what someone tells you?

I gather you like working with animals. You've even done an
exploration at a veterinarian's office. Yet all your learning
levels and projects seem to move u toward mechanical fields.
Which one will be a hobby and whic- one a career?

Integrating Experiences

A very irtant part of career development is the ability to
perceive LaAnt11-11201210. among interests, abilities and
different kinds of learning tasks. Help students see how the
things they are doing how-both inside and outside of school - -can
have a bearing on what they want out of life. Work with other
teachers to generally watch the student's projects and site
experiences and test his or her interests expressed in the
journal against the choices made in terms of learning activities
and environments.

Here are some typical guest and comments that might help
students increase their ty to integrate experiences:

What do you think that means? Could you do something about
it if you had more skills? What kind of skills?

Your employer instructor seems to demand a lot of neatness
from you that you don't like. Yet you are interested in
going to college in social studies. Don't you think
society's pretty messy right now? Maybe a little neatness
could help?

I gather you don't like the reading you did for your critical
thinking` project. Yet you are full of stories about your
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life that make great reading for me. Why do you think it is
that you don't like to read factual things but you like to
tell stories?

IX think that experience with the watchdog might have affected
you more than you've told me so far. You tell me you -want to
be a forester yet, you avoid exploring any forest management
or animal- related sites. You like to read books about
Wildlife but maybe you're a little afraid of the real life
thing-because cif that dog bite?

Sowhat? You've got great dreams but you hop all around when
it's time to make choices about sites to explore. What's the
problem?

Have you noticed how quickly you seem to handle those kind of
people situations? Thought about doing a project to polish
off your personal skills? Then what would you do?

You like carpentry with your neighbor but you can't _tend it
at your learning -love/, sitethink you just like working with
your neighbor no matter ,what. he's doing?

Self-Awareness

Thinking about wt's happening and talking it out to another
person can be an important step' toward getting a better,
understanding and control over yourself. This in turn can help
you act more positively and with greater confidence in managing
career development and general learning choices. As students
learn to integrate their experiences and begin managing their own
career development it is important that they also develop their
abilities to analyze themselves and to act on the basis of their
judgments. Learning managers will be helping students do this
throughout their various negotiations as they work to build
individual learning plans. The journal is a good place to
reinforce student self-awareness already initiated in learning
plan conferences.

Work with students to be consistently open and direct in their
journalsand be equally straightforward in your responses. The
simplest way to encourage self-awareness is to be honestly
critical of things you find hard to believe and share some
personal experiencee which illustrate your own growth in self-
understanding and honesty. Keep in mind the Greek adage, "the
unexamined life' is not worth living." Reflecting on one's self
and helping others ao so is an art; you must be willing to go on
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AN EX -P

Anne, that was quite a journal entry. If it was an accurate
picture of your week then I'm really concerned about you.
.1" get,. the feeling, nothing interests goile that you'd rather
'hesomeWhere else doing something else. Do you really feel
that way? What can we do together to improve the situation?
Anne, next time would you tell me about the work you've been
doing and people you know who could help you get more
interested in what you're doing? I really want to get to

ow you better but I need your help.

hunches poke a little and see what happens. And be careful--you
are not a p ychotherapist; you are simply trying to be a friend
and give re istic feedback.

In short, verything done with the journal should in some way
help stude is increase their skills of self - reflection and self-
analysis. All the suggestions given in the preceding categories
can also help in this area.

ROSS- REFERENCES

Further discussion of the attitudes and details of student-staff
interaction in EBCE appears in "Learning Plan Negotiation," pages
43-51, and throughout the "Guidance" section of Student Services

For more information about student-learning manager discussion of
career-development, integrating experiences and self-awareness see
the section on "Projects," pages 233-235; the same concepts are
also treated to some degree under each of the other EBCE learning
strategies--see particularly "Career Explorations," pages 148-150,
and "Learning & Skill Building Levels," pages 313-315.
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stablish recordkeeping system for monitoring
ntries

al

The forial system for nitaring journals need be no more complex
than a log for acting .the times a student turns in journal entries.
At (CE)20 studentt give their entries to a clerical assistant
who records their completion (but:does not read them) and passes
them to each student's correspondent. Correspondent notes taken
from journal entries are considered as confidential as the entries
themselves. Correspondents may, however, draw from their notes
when summarizing their evaluation of the student's performance
and progress for various reporting purpoLes (parent conferences,
credentialing and so forth).
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Student Journals

Working' with Journals

Orient students to journal process and distribute
journal guides

Since the journal is intended to help Fte,dentS reflect on al
experiences in the program, orientation Lo the journals should
occur at the same time students are oriented to other ',gram
purposes and activities. Journals silo '1 be pre ltee: only
as a form of communication, but also as 41 important tool students
can use to help bring together and make sense of all their
learning experiences.

A journal guide can help orient students to the journal and can
serve as a reference for questions they might have throughout t
year. The guide should identify the journal's basic purposes,
give exapples of the types of entries students might write and
state program requirements for completing journals. A copy of
(CE)2's guide is reprinted at the end' of this section.

Because journals are highly personal and their purposes can be
misJnterpreted, it is important to agree ahead of time on any
program policies that will influence student and staff use of
journals. Sone of the issues staff should explain to students
include

1. number of journal entries required each week

2. acceptable subject matter--(CE)2 maintains an "anything
goes" approach, as long as students don't subvert the
journal's essential purposes by."faking it"

whether or not journals will be used to prescribe other
kinds of learning activities

how confidential journal entries will be

A.journal workshop can take wh_tever form the staff person
conducting it feels comfortable using. ); staff walk through
the journal guide at this time and read facsimile entries, to help
students understand the types of things about which they are
expected to write. Similarly, exercises to help students start
writing are helpful orientation activities--for example, free
asSociatien games, make-believe letters or jotting down "ideal
Characteristics of a journal correspondent." One way to help
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those students who freeze before writing their first words might
be to ask them to talk to their correspondent into a tape recorder
and then simply transcribe what they've said.

A good wrap-up for the workshop can be to ask students to write
their first entries at that time. This enables staff to- discover
immediately how well students understand their orientation and to
answer some of the r ,,At common questions without taking individual
conference time to_do so.

Besides explaining requirements and techniques, orientation should
make clear to students the essential attitudes and spirit of
journal writing. Be careful not to stress structural issues over
the intangible values of building trust,being honest and feeling
comfortable with being one's self.

cRass -REFERENCE

Orientation activities for the entire program are discussed in
"Program Entry/E t," Student Services, pages 27-35.
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Decide how to divide students -ngstaff correspondents.

The journal works best when the correspondent takes on only as
many students as he or she can reasonably c3a1 with and still
achieve any degree of personal contactusually nb more than
thirty. The journal is based on the importance of students
learning to communicate thoughts and feelings regularly and over
an extended period_ of time. When assuming responsibilities for
reading journals, staff should think carefully about their work
loads and judge how many journals they can honestly give their
full attention to on a weekly basis.

(CE)2 divides students among the learning managers who will work
with them throughout the year oh developing and implementing
their individual learning plans. In this way students begin their
journals with the staff person who will have the closest and most
continuous contact with them during the year Assignment of
students to learning managers is done somewhat at random during
orientation week -at the beginning of the school year, althoug
learning managers may indicate a preference for certain studen
based on their experiences with them from the preceding year
After the first few weeks students are free to change either
learning managers or correspondents based on their increased
familiarity with staff and on their own feelings as to whom, they
feel most comfortable with.

If your program divides staff roles in a different pattern (for
instance combining Lk functions with those of the learning
resource specialist or employer relations specialist), keep in
mind that additional duties may reduce the time a staff person
can spend on journals. Students may then be distributed so that
more staff read journals for fewer numbers of students.
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Respond regularly to journal entries

Responding to journals an become very time - consuming.
Correspondents have to take into account how many entries they
must deal with each week and judge when a conference or use of a
tape recorder might More efficiently achieve the same results as
lengthy written comments.

Correspondents should jot down their first reactions as they are
reading each entry. These need not be long, as their effect will
accumulate over time as more entries are written, commented on and
returned to students. Following up on first impression comments
with tape recorder or typed responses can help correspondents to
fill in details of their reactions and also save time and energy.

Avoid responses like "OK," "doing fine," or "keep it up" and try
instead to focus cn something specific in the entry itself. One
trick is to use well-conceived questions as a way of sketching out
an opinion and triggering further thought on the student's part--
for example, "your words are telling me one thing but the
experiences you describe suggest that there's something between
the lihes; didn't that person's actions bother you at all?" As

time goes on responses often take the form of an ongoing written
and spoken conversation with the student, unique and special in
its own way. (See Item 3, page 420, for more discussion of how
to respond to journals; see Item 2, page 418, for dealing with
student accountability.)

AN EXAMPLE

Student: Today was the first full day of school and I'm
getting to feel better about it already. There are some
fine-looking girls there. I hope they stay and I hope I
can get a date with some of them. Nancy Douglas was
dressed in her good duds! She looked good.

,Corres dant: "Thanks for the journal. I agreethere are
a lot of beautiful people here this year. I'm glad yoU like
it. NO were kidding around a lot today, but seriously I'm
looking forward to working with you. I think we'll have a
good year.'
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Student Journals (item Sl

Meet -,-tudents to follow through can

:nee

%
Meetings with students about their journals may take several
forms. Most often, student and correspondent will simply stop
for a few minutes and rap about an item of particular interest,
enlarging on comments that have been written on the entry. On
occasion, entries will suggest a serious personal problem or point
out a talent or capability which the student may not Piave noticed.
The correspondent or the student may then schedule a meeting to
pursue the issue in greater detail.

Remember, £3 entails a great deal of thdiVidualism with fi.equent
changes in student and patterns. Journals ure one way of insuring
some continuity to student experiences. Meetings to round out and
further substantiate that continuity are very important to the
effectiveness of the journal as an EBCE strategy. While they
should not take the place of written comments, they should
definitely be ur,e1 to complement the journal process. These
conferences neeG not be 'wry long and don't have to happen on a
regular basis. What is important is that correspondents don't
becone "pen pals" who never see students on a personal basis.
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Provide stadent requests for change of correspondent

A student may find it difficult to "open up'" with the particular
correspondent he or the has been assigned, or iu may happen that
a student finds a relationship with another staff person -

preferable because-of corn interests or because that person is
working with the student Jri a particular personal or learning
problem. Student and correspondent shoule then meet and hnnestly
discuss the situation, deciding, if necessary, that the student
select another correspondent.

The decision to change correspondents should not be left completely
up to the student. It is not easy for a young person who may be
taxing his or her first steps toward being honest with an adult to
say "I don't like you, I can't open up with you, I want another
correspondent." Correspondents must be sensitive enough to
recognize when a student is having trouble and. introdoze the
subject in a nonthreatening fashion. The conversation can begin
as simply as "I don't feel like we are getting anywhere in your
journal. Want to talk about it?"

Dick, I'm trying to figure out what you really munt in
your last journal entry. Your tone sounded joking, but I
think you,may be serious. Would you really want to write
your journal to Paul? There could be some good reasons for
you to prefer a correspondent who didn't also evaluate
your other school work as I do. If this situation is
uncomfortable for you, tell me what it is that's bothering
you Maybe we can either work it out together or see if
Paul can start respond;ing to your journal.

At the same time, frequent changes will prevent the development
of any kind of meaningful interaction between the studet and one
correspondent. "Hopping" from teacher to teacher is not uncommon--
particularly in individualized programs. Correspondents should
challenge students who seem to be dning this and try to work with
them to focus 'ran and deal with whatever problems they may be
having.
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If possible, have someone receive and record journal
entries and pass them to correspondent

(CE)2's clerical assistant records 11:iw many entries students
complete each week. The assistant notes completion of journal
entries (but does not read them) and passes the journal to the
correspondent. In this way, accurate records are kept so the
staff can find out at any time whether or not a student is
meeting program requirements. It is important that whoever serves
this function understands and respects the journal's basic
confidentiality. It is also preferable that correspondents not
do recordkeeping of this type as it would consume time and energy
that could be better spent responding to students.

11
Apply accountability standards a-;t consequences as
necessary

See Item 2, page 418 for a discussion of (CE)2's positioposition on
journal accountability. Whatever standards are applied, keep in
mind the following:

1. Problems should be responded to quickly as they arise.

Penalties should not be imposed automatically'by a
system or "third party;" the student has a right to
state his or her side of the issue and to discuss the
problem with the correspondent.

Consequences must be fair and should not subvert the
major purpose of the journalto encourage students to
be themselves and to communicate ``about things that are
important to them.

4 Correspondents also have the right and responsibility to
state their own feelings and observations about student
behavior, particularly concerning their judgment of how
honest students are being with themselves and with their
journal entries.
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Hold group meetings for review and refinement of
journal requirements and processes

Both staff and students must understand and agree on the purposes
of the journal as a strategy. If correspondents discover certain
students are not using the journals in ways expected of them, a
student group meeting should be held to discuss their perceptions.
It may happen that simply getting their concerns out in the open
will help students better perceive the journal's purposes. At
the same time, if student feedback consistently indicates a
particulA_r purpose does not work, staff should consider revising
journal expectations.

Hven if no apparent problems are surfacing concerning the journals,
it is a good idea to meet with students to review generally the
usefulness of journals. (CE)2 usually takes the opportunity of
its student/staff retreat to hold discussion workshops to assess
all program learning activities from the studruit's point of view.
Some correspondents may choose to build less formal reviews into
the journal process by asking students to periodically focus
their entries on an evaluation of theic own journal performance
and the journal's usefulness to them personally.



Student Journal Guide

STUDENT JOURNAL GUIDE

On the following pages is reproduced a revised version of
the guide given students to help them understand what is
expected of them in their journal writing. To save space
tie covers of the guide have been deleted.
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What Is A- Journal

rat Journal Guide

What is a journal? Some peope think it's a diary; others that it's a
newspaper. It doesn't have to be either. It can be practically anything
you like, as long as you're willirg tocio some writing.

IT'S ABOUT YOU

The journal reflects the contents of those moments in time that are
personal or have special meaning for you--experiences from which you draw
some understanding about yourself or your world. They are not necessarily

grand or monumental but they are
special in some way to you A
journal is a place to express, on a
regular basis, some written record
of what you DO, THINK and FEEL.

The one person you need to get to
know really well in this world is
YOU The journal can be the most
exciting teacher you will ever
encounter--for the act ,f putting
into words your experie:ces,
thoughts and feelings.. will cause you

to reflect more on your daily life._
Writing about yourself is one .way to
grow in knowing yourtelf, to become
more aware of your learning, goals
and needs, to understand why you do
the things you do.
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Who Are You Writing To
An important, aspect of your journal will
be:the response you get from your

correspondent. This is the EBCE staff,
Person who will be responding to your
journal entries. dut while on the surface you
amwrtting to yourcorrespondent, underneath you
will also be writing to yourself. The correspondent
shares in this writing experience and works with you to

help you communicate better. This does not mean that you must
try_ to please someone Else with your writing. It means that someone who
is interested in you will be reading and responding to what you write.

Think of your correspondent as another part of yourself, and you will have
the key to what is exciting, interesting and important to write about.- It._

is, very much like an internal_ conversation with a part of you that you may

not know as well as you would like to.

You are not required to discuss anything in particular, nor are you
expected to unburden your soul with the correspondent unless you feel that

is what you need and want do. The journal is YOU--let it say so, but be

honest with yourself. Write what YSU1 think is important. Don't worry about
style or correctnef. Relax and enjoy your writing experience. You will be

surprised at the results!
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Getting Down To Writing

Rcme er, what is important is to share
ideas, work out your thoughts, or
create. The journal is not so much a
point-by-point description of your
daily activities as how you think and
feel- about them. For example, don't
just limit yourself to saying:

You see? You already know what you did.
Put the events of your life in a context
of thinking and feeling, evaluate them
a little bit. Did the experience change
you, affect you in some way, or give you
a special insight? How do you feel
about the situation? What do you
think about it What effects do you
predictthe experience will have on your
future actions? Learn from what you
write--the journal will inform you only
to the degree that you inform it.
Discover what is interesting to you by
writing it down. Concentrate on your
reactions, your observations, and your
judgments about what's happening to you

.5tuant Juurna_1 Guaic
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For example, expand the situation shown on the preceding page in terms of
how you might think and feel about it, and you will have something like
the sample entry below.
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What's Expected

It is hoped that your journal will be very much "you," inside and
out The following requirements, however, can help give vou a
sense of continuity and organization:

Use a special notebook or binder which you keep only for
journal writing. This prevents loss of entries and gives
you d continuous whole to see and reflect upon at all
times. You should turn in the entire journal with
everything you and your correspondent have written so far.

You are responsible for your journal--

don't lose it!

Turn in your whole journal each week. While your
correspondent has your journal, you might find At important
to keep notes to enter when your journal is returned.

Remember, your correspondent is another person who is
listening to you with an open mind. Try not to waste
anybody's time--most importantly yoUrs--with trivia.

A complete journal entry should cover at least two full
pages for each week. Once you become involved with the
process, however, you will probably go beyond this minimum.

You can expect two kinds of growth-to result from writing
regularly in your journal.. First, your writing ability will
improve, simply because you will be writing often.

Also, your ability to understand your experiences will deepen,
both from the regular act of reflecting on and writing about wha '-
happening to you

Your
from the interaction between you and your

icorrespondent. Your correspondent will be reading your journal in
a serious attempt to 'understand what you mean, not in'order to
criticize or even evaluateyour writing. If your correspondent is
honestly puzzled by something you write, he or she may sometimes
ask you to be more clear in your expression. But the journal
should be a sincere dialogue between two people trying to
understand each other.
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Getting On With It. .Hints And Tips

If your,mind reaches a blank space and you feel there
is nothing to write about, take a look at the ideas
on the next few pages...

You may find something there that will turn on your imagination.
If not, make something up.. You can learn a lot about yourself
from the simple process of trying to put words onto paperthat's
what creation is all about, taking feelings and thoughts that
might be drifting anywhere and finding something about them that
pulls them together into something you can give shape to...
whether it's just words strung out on paper, stories about what's
happening to you or what you dream about... if you put your own
time and energy into it, that's creation...

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU DON'T LEAVE YOUR JOURNAL BLANK.
Your mind is never empty.., even when you think it is
there are things floating in there doing things to you
Ask yourself questions...what's hanging you up? Write
about you might find out something.new...
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Form

There are many ways to look at yourself, to show feelings, to react to
the world and your experiences. Just because your journal will be mostly
in words, don't limit your expression to just one style or form every time
you write. If you haven't experimented with different forms of writing
before, do it now _Try writing in the form of a poem, a dialogue in which
you imagine both sides of a discussion, a play, a speech, an interview or
a dream. Try writing as if in the pastor the future. You may prefer to
write in prose (that's what you're reading right now) or stream-of-
consciousness (writing down exactly what is going on in your here-and-now
without using regular sentence structure, punctuation, logical sequences
and so forth).

Whatever form feels comfortable to you, remember your original purpose of
refleCting on your experiences and clarifying your reactions to them.
For example:
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This student is using the journal entry to help her understand her emotional
reactions to a changing job situation:
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Playing With V ords

'FACES

Student Journal Guide

Fnz57-1 tcL 5cFt=

!Low] EFAST1

If you are not sure how to goabout writing a poem, read a few poets
(maybe your correspondent can-helpwith suggestions), past and, present,
and get a feeling for their rhythms and ideas. Then write a poem
of your own.

A dialogue can take several directions. You can hold a conversation
with another part of your self that you don't show to most people, or
you can imagine a dialogue with your correspondent. You may report an
actual conversation you have overheard or taken part in Or you can
create two imaginary characters and report a conversation. Think of -

what you would most like to do after you finish school.
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Imagine a dialogue between you as a job applicant and an interviewer for th
Job. Think ofthe thing you could say.that would be most likely to get you
hired. Now reverse roles: you're,the interviewer- -what do you want in a
prospective employee? ,try doing the dialogue in the form of a cartoon or
comic strip. Try writing your own play with setting and directions.

Interview someone about something you are interested inlearning_about.
Be sure to have some questions and ideasready-fOr-the person you're
going to be interviewing. It, 011 be mainly your responsibility
to keep the interview going. (If you have trouble taking good
notes, a tape recorder will be a help here.)

Or you may want to try_ to pretend you are something.
Be that thing and write about how you think and feel
as it. Imagine. you are the sea, a caterpillar, a
cigarette, a garbage can, a tree, a marble. Theo
describe what you see, hear, feel,. do.

Or just set. aside a ten-minute pericid,
concentrate on the sounds, thoughts,
feelings which come into your
mind and write down,as muc:i
as you can.

See if you can discover
other forms of
expressing yourself in
writing. Experiment)

And if you run out of
ideas, look on the
following
pages.
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Ideas
YOUR COMMUNITY PLACE

The Place

D What is pleasing about your
neighborhood?

0 What is distasteful about it?

ri Rebuild your neighborhood so that
1-1 fiti vt.lur view of the ideal.

r-1 Describe your response to your
LJ surroundings at different times of

the day (i.e., sunrise, noon, sunset,
night).

The People

What'd9 people in your neighborhood
believe in? What are they prejudiced

About. How do they show these
values?

Student Journal de

What kinds of work do you.see?.
Which can you do? /Which- do .

you like?

Interview some peop.e in your
neighborhood. F/ind out about the r
past, present and planned future.
Try to describe /their lifestyle,
their dreams. _iscuss why you
think they made the choices they
did.

W Happening

D What neighborhood activities do
You enjoy?

0 What could you and your neighbors
do together to make your community
a better place to live?

4
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Then Wha

Have you ever worked in your community? What-kinds of jobs were
you able to find?

E]
Do you think moTe.jobsshould be available for youth in your
cgmmunity? What kinds of jobs?

[171
Describe your view of a perfect job. Where would it be? What
would you be doing? .How much money would you make? What kinds
of people would your employers be?. Hew would you relate to your
fellow employees?

In your opinion, does what you are learning in EBCE relate to
future employment? Do you feel you are being prepared for getting
a job? Are there any suggestions you have which would make you
feel better prepared?

448
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Write a story about a
person Whois unhappy -
in hit or her job.
Try to solve the
problem in a realistic
manner.

How do TV images of
careers and life
compare to the way
people live in your.,
community? What kinds
of similarities and
differences* you
see?

Interview one of your
parents or a neighbor
about the work they
do. How do they feel
about their job? How
would they change
things if they could?



Ideas, Ideas
YOUR EBCE PLACE

The Place

F71 Describe how your learning center looks. How do you think the
LJ place contributes to your learning experiences? How would you

change it if you could?

Student Journal Guide

The People.

r] Describe someone in EBCE that you care about.

fl
What kind of problems do you have in EBCE? How did they get to
be problems? Who could help? How?

YtALIJilamiaa

1-1 Has some new interest developed for you lately? Are you looking
--I at any unusual sites? How do you feel about them?

E] Describe a recent day in the program. Describe an ideal day.

Then What..

E What's worth knowing? How do you
know? Why do you think so?

0 Describe how you would lead a
class for a week in a subject you
choose. What activities would
you plan? Why? Try choosing one
subject you like and-one that you
don't.

flthe value of the projects
you have negotiated. How do they
relate toiyour present and future
plans? What would make them
better?

fl
List your project topics in order
of preference, and discuss why
you ordered them that way.
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Ideas, Ideas, Ideas-

YOUR PERSONAL PLACE

Describe your Self from as many points-of-view as you can.

17-1 Discuss a response you've had to some recent media experience (TV
1-71 program, newspaper article, music, movie, etc.)

r-11Discuss your-personal reaction to a recent rap session you've had
L-j with (a) friends, (b) parents, (c) correspondent, (d) other teachers,

(e) a stranger.

Develop a thought or idea you have. Anything goes!

r-1 Step outside yourself, and describe YOU as if you were a stranger just
J meeting you.
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fl
Get into any kind of emotional
response you have experienced
(i.e., anger, sadness, happiness,
etc.), and describe it with color
and life.

1-711 Do you like being alone? What do you
most like to do when you are alone?

riDiscuss your hopes and fears, strengths
L--1. and weaknesses. .What relationship do

these have to your life?

EWrite down a dreamor:a fantasy
had recently. Analyze its meaning
to you.

F-71 Do you have a pet? Describe its
L-11 personality and your relationship with

it. Put yourself in its place and
describe yourself and a day in your
life.'

ri What kind of relationship with nature
do you have? If you

and

spend. your time
where would you go and why? What would you

Student Journal Guide

nywhere in the world,
do once you got there?

Discuss something you hate. 'Try to decide what it is within
yourself that makes you feel as you do.about it

E Develop a _method for relaxing. Give directions so that your
correspondent can try. it, too!

te a story in which you are the. hero or heroine. Try to relate

the story to future employment you hdpe to experience.
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BE
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EMPLOYER SEMINARS

Employer seminars are regular meetings of students w-s

employers and other community people to discuss Career
Development topics. The seminars help students better
perceive issues and trends occurring nationally through
frank discussion with individuals from the local community
who are impacted directly by such issues as the changing
work ethic, job discrimination, retirement and career
mobility.

THE PURPOSES OF EMPLOYER SEMINARS

1. give students an information base in important Career
Development topics which they might subsequently examine
and test during their, individual learning experiences
in the community

make further use of the particular knowledge and experience
of employer and community resource people

provide large group leaning experiences to complement
individual student activi'ies by

a. encouraging circulation and exchange of ideas

b. stimulating collective discussion and debate
facts and opinions

allowing for peer group reinforcement of learning
and general persbnal growth

THE PEOPLE INVOLVED

One or more staff members should be designated to help guest
resource persons prepare for their presentations. These might
logically be the student coordinator and one of the employer
relations specialists -. They in turn may call on either the
learning manager or the learning resource specialist for %adcUtional
support.
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RELATIONSHIP TO INDIVIDUAL LEARNING PLANS

The content of employer seminars relates most directly to Career
Development objectives and is' incorporated in each student's
project work. Since attendance is required, seminars alsb interface
directly with program requirements and the Student Accountability
System.

EXPECTATIONS FOR STUDENTS

Students are required to attend all employer seminars. Subject
matter of each seminar will be incorporated into student projects
to insure student assimilation/use of information presented.
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Steps to

PREPARING FOR EMPLOYER SEMINARS

0

How

Employer Seminars

Agree on purposes and requirements for employer
seminars

Designate staff roles

ify student rights and responsibilities

Involve the community in planning and implementing
seminars

Select topics for seminars

Identify speakers and plan each seminar

Specify dates on program calendar for reminding
speakers, staff and students

page

459

460

461

461

462

466

470

Orient students to seminar purposes 470

CONDUCTING EMPLOYER SEMINARS

010

w

Orient end assist seminar speaks

Conduct seminars and incorporate them into
subsequent learning plans

Debrief with staff and speakers to evaluate
seminar presentations

Monitor studont attendance and apply accountability
consequences as necessary

Initiate thank-you letter and/or other types of
response to conclude the seminar speaker's
involvement

471

472

474

474

474
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Employer Seminars (Item I)

Preparing for Employer Seminars

'Agree on p &rpcses and requirements for employer seminars

EBCE's basic purposes and-requirements for employer seminars were
given at the beginning .of this section (page 455) . Following are
some considerations your staff should discuss when planninc- for
seminars.

Employer seminars should provide accurate, current and relevant
information about important economic and employment issues. They
can be invaluable learning experiences for staff as well as students.

The seminars should be honestly representative of prevailing
conditions and trends. They should involve speakers with diverse
viewpoints from all walks of life who have direct experience in
specific topic areas.

When possible, seminars should involve more than one speaker.
Students have a right to hear both sides of issues and to
understand something of the plurality of experienceS and ideologies
that comprise today's society.

Seminars should not only present abstract overviews but also
demonstrate a topic's applicability to everyday life. For example,
a discussion of supply and demand can deal with petroleum shortages
and national economic trends in terms of their impact on consumer
lifestyles and real job possibilities in the local community.

Seminars should not substitute for real eAperiences in the community.
Rather, they should complement student learning activities at
employer sites by providing a broader context for analyzing
experiences and refining career/life goals.
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hate staff roles

Employer seminars should involve all the staff to some degree in
selecting topics, identifying speakers and planning presentations.
You may wish to designate one :,taff person to coordinate planning
efforts and to serve as liaison with speakers. Following is .a

brief summary of EBCE staff roles as they might relate to employer
seminars.

The student coordinator is most consistently involved helping,
plan and implement all types of group activities and ca therefore
be of great assistance with seminars.

The pro ram administrator is in a good position to e some of the
initial contacts with people in the community that e necessary to
refine the definition of topics and selection of_p tential speakers.

The employer relations specialist may already be /familiar with many
of the people selected as speakers as well as clzerally aware of
Career Development implications of seminar topics as they might
impact student onsite experiences.

The lasEllIkainaniEE is responsible for the total development of
each student's learning plan. He or she should be involved in
planning the content of seminars and making provisions for
incorporating seminar experiences into project activities.

The learning resource specialist can help with selection and use of
materials and equipment necessary for seminar presentations. The

WS's contacts with community resource people can also be drawn on
in the identification/selection of seminar speakers.

In addition, community members and students should be involved in
both planning and implementing seminars - -see Items 4 and 11

respectively.
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Specify student rights 1

Employer Seminars (item 3)

responsibilities

Students are expected to attend the scheduled seminars, participate
in their activities and work with learning managers to incorporate
seminar information in project activities. Attendance is taken at
seminars and entered in the program's records. Absences are dealt
with on an individual basis and, as need be, accountability
consequences initiated.

Keep- in mind when negotiating consequences for a student missing a
seminar that the seminar information is considered critical for all
students. To help the student accept the responsibility for missing
a seminar you might consider ways in which the student can do
additional activities to obtain the information he or she did net
receive from the seminar.

CROSS-REFERENCE

See "Learning Plan Negotiation," pages 77-91, nor discussion of
accountability standards and consequences.

4
Involve the community in planning and implementing seminars

Employer seminars deal with current izsues that impact the nature
and quality of everyday life. It is important that you involve
community people in both their planning and implementation. 'ay,

contacting your local ChaMber of Commerce and other-citizen/
coMMunity. groups. Invite employers and employees from the VOCE
site network. This kind of involvement can both increase the
relevancy of the presentations and improve your relations with the
Community. . (See also Item 6 for identifying speakers and actually
Planning each seminar.)
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Select to-ics for sen ar

SELECTING -TOPICS

9rainstor n with people from your community when Considering topics.
Ask yourselves, what are the issues and problems facing people in
this community; how do those relate to events and trends you see
happening on A national scale? You may wish to review the list of
career Development learning objectives in Appendix B for possible
topic ideas.

Keep in mind also that seminars will be used as resources for
project activities. while you should not dilute their 'essential
Career Development focus, it's a good idea to think About topics in
terms of their various Life Skills ramifications. Learninq managers
will find this helpful When they later are negotiating project
activities to help students as4amilate and act on what they learned
from the seminars. Topics will most obviously relate to functional
citizenship, personal/social development and critical thinking,
but the areas of creative development and science might his° yield
interesting project activities.

SOME POSSIBLE ISSUES

Following are several major topics chosen by EB staff, students
nd community representatives and some thoughts about how each is
important for students to confront. Remember, however, these
=thoughts are meant to sketch some of the directions a.seminar might
explore. We do not recommend them as representative of all the
important concepts relating to any given topic. Your planning group
and seminar speakers should decide what is important for students in
your program and community to understand.

The Changing Work Ethic.

Stu tents should analyze work in America for its national and personal
gn icance. It is important for students to understand

American productivity has, lagged significantly behind that of other:
countries in the recent past. rhere is a complix re,-son for this
gap, but one crucial aspect is work ethic of today's labor for ..e.
An analysis-of the ..!hanging work ethic is important to see if
technology' itself ct the organization of work is behind the a r anent
change.
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As part of the study of work ethics, students can consider
psychological sltisfaction and pride in work. They should deal
with the notion that work provides goods or services for other
people. In this broad sense all work has some degree of external
bene:Its attached to it. It is true, however, that some careers
allow for a greater pride of work than others. No one should take
pride in making a shoddy product even if it brings in large amounts
of cash. Often a person's work and the bdnefit of the work are
widely separated. Students should analyze what happens whoa this
separation occurs.

Students might also examine how job habits and work rules impact
both the employee and the prployer. It is important that students
understand the usefulness and legitimacy of habits and rules. They
should also be able, to determine when those same things are counter-
productive either in terms of personal values or broader social
effects. Students need to know how to change themselves or -the
rules if it becomes necessary and to understand the connections
between habits, rules and attitudes and a work ethic.

Economics

Students need to understand that the main structure of United. States
economy is free enterprise with\some degree of government involvement.
Students should be familiar with areas within the economy that are
more or less involved with state, local or federal go == nment.

At the same time that:students deal with a basic undersi ling Of

American economics they should analyze local and national economic

trends. They can lock at several key indices that help in
estimating the genera/ level of economic activity in the nation.
They can also develop a familiarity with the concepts_and measures
Of inflation, unemployment and gross product on both the national
and local levels. This kind of information might be combined with
an examination of local plans for community growth and help students
in their considerations of-career choice.

Management- -Labor Relations

Stude need some understanding of the history and present status
of or anized labor and management relations. It is important that
they d rstand that the` labor unions in the United States were
often -ced to fight for acceptance by management groups. In the
19th'and 20tn centuries'this fighting resulted in bloodshed on,
both sides. Today unions` play a crucial role in many segments of
the economy and are someUmes brought into decision making sessions
along with management. Students should understand that big business
and big unions play significant roles in the American way of life now,
yet only a minority of the labor force enjoys union representation.
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Organ ational Structure and the Individual

For students to understand the impact of organizations on their
roles as .:urkers it is important that they examine the hierarchical
nature of business Organizations. They should be able to identify.
the task roles and see the potential for efficiency and inefficiency
in the structure of organizations. Students should be able to
assess the effect of organizational structure on individuality.

Students also need to identify their own tentative desires for
advancement and how those wishes may be obstructed by organizational
hurdlea. It is important to consider how having values that differ
from an employer's might impact advancement in an organization.. It
is necessary for students to determine what credentials, experience
and/or training are required for advancement in different
crganizations.

Students should also analyze in relation to organizational structure
he career demands that can be made on their personal lives. They
should deal with the fact that the central point of most people's
lives is their work, in and out of the home. However, this is not.
11 there is to leading a full life. In too many cases'a worker's

_ersonal life and job are in conflict. -Things like more\pay versus
leisure time, work in the city vers' living in the suburbs or
country and work-tensions brought family life are all dem
put on workers' personal lives. 'S_ .writs need to consider in
choosing a career the various ways in which a particular job will
impinge on or fulfill one's personal life.
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Job Discrimination
../44

Students should look at how discrimination, both past and present,
impacts many of the economic problems that workers face today.
Even though there may be clear differences in the qualifications of
the applicants, these differences may be caused by a lack of
training opportunity based on sexual or racial discrimination.
Starting with equal education not necessarily enough because a
great number of adults with a full work life ahead of them are
stuck with the problem and no great chance of success. Students
should be able to recognize instances of discrimination, know where
it comes from and ways to deal with it--both in themselves and in
their environment.-__

Career,Goals and Strategies

ents should oonside chat, although the more highly specialized
worker is a key, part of the American economy, too much sp4cialization
creates problems:for the individual worker and the economy. Be=oming
an "expert" in one particular area is often economically rewarding
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but can be risky if demand for th at job or skill should change.
Any strategy for achieving future career goals must take account
of this basic problem.

The concepts of employment, underemployment and unemployment are
also important to think about in relation to potential career
Choices. The key distinction here is between underemployment and
unemployment. How can you tell if a person or a machine is not
being used to its full potential? Does holding any job mean a
_Person is employed?

Students should be able to outline strategies toward achieving their
tentative care goals, including strategies to improve skills and
Alleviate knowledge deficiencies. Some of the strategies for
realizing career goals should include knowledge of how to look for
a job and how to apply for a position once it has been identified.
Students should gain information about technicalities like how to
prepare for a successful job interview and write an effective
resume.
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Identify speakers and plan each seminar

IDENTIFYING SPEAKERS

\
Speakers should be identified as much as possible through the local
community. This can be done in a variety of ways ranging from
volunteers who hear the program administrator speak at a Kiwanis
or Rotary Club meeting to personal contacts made by staff or
recommended by students. Speakers m/ also be members of the
program advisory or gulJerning groups and/or the employer network.
Their familiarity with the program will help them to understand and
work with both the students and the EBCE philosophy. It is

important to contact speakers as early as possible to give them
time to arrange their schedules, prepare their thoughts and help
plan Lae seMinars.'

Keepinmind again the importance of speakers being !!presentative
I

of many different POints_of_view. Try to elan seminars_mith_several
speakers. While much of the content will be factual, different
people's experiences will lead them to emphasize different aspects
of a topic.

For example, a seminar on the changing work ethic might include
several retired people, .a blue-collar worker, a management person
and several students who discuss the different ways in which they
see the nature of work in America. For the same topic you might
invite two business executives from companies with markedly
different poitcies and philosophical orientations to discuss how
each sees the work ethic in America--both personally andfrom the
points view of their respective companies.

PLANNING SEMINARS

It is a good idea to rough out at the beginning of the year both the
topics and general formats for all the seminars you intend to hale
that year. A possible planning sequence could be as follows:

1. Before the year begins, meet with
representatives from the community
select topics' and gather ideas for
presentation. You might find some
can also be speakers.

taff and
and students to
their
of your planners
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Develop schedule for the seminars arm identi
speakers by the firnt weeks of school.

Several weeks before the seminar is sched meet
with speakers, staff and some students to plan the
specific format and needed support materials.

GENERAL FOR- CONSIDERATIONS

Seminars should average one or two hours in length and be condl.:-ted
in a relaxed manner conducive to the free exchange of ideas. Th.-1

can be held in the commons area of the learning center, or, when
it is possible and appropriate to' the subject matter, held outside--
at employer sites and other places in the doMmunity where the
reality of the environment might contribute to the effectiveness of
the seminar.

Each seminar is held once but can he videotaped for future
reference. Staff should all try to be there--seminars can help
them learn more about careers and the working world too!

Presentations, while utilizing the primary device of the large
group gathering, can also employ a variety of techniques designed
to involve each student more personally in The information sharing.
Various seminars might include lect,ares, panel discussions and
simulation games involving studenis in small group role-play
situations. Presentations should be f(. Sowed by question-and-
answer sessions during which students 41.,e 6ncouraged t Fen up
with employers and challenge any which they may disagree.

-PL ES OF FOUR EMPLOYER SEMINARS

Following are summaries of seve=-Al employer- miLars held at the
!Tigard EBCE learning center. We offer them here to illustrptt some
of the ways in which seminars might be presented.

"Finding A Job"

The veakers were two pe Inel managers from 111.--c indus
the local community.

Format: ,Students were divided into two groups;',each personnel
manager gave his or her presentation to one group. Aft-rwards the
groups joined with both speakers and staff to discuss thc different
points of. that Came out during the presentations.
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Content: The speakers discussed the techniques and procedures in
applying for a job, emphasizing tie importance of advance 1)3Dning
in applying for a job and the fact that a job candidate must
actually sell an employer on his or her skills and usefulness..
They gave various tips on job hunting, preparing for a specifiC job
interview, conduct during a job interview and filling out application
forms.

"Economics"

The s Baker was an economics professor from a state college.

Fornat: Students assembled in a large group with the speaker
presenting background material and defining terms. Students then
divided into swell groups to act out the roles of nine sectors
involved in one aspect of the economy. They concluded with a large
group discussion of how the economic sectors interacted.

Handouts included a diagram of the nine sectors involved in or
affected by the oil indeistry--foreign producers, domestic producers,
service stations, general industry. auto 'ftlustrY, consumers and
workers, government, alternative energy sce AS, environmen'alists--
and gleestione to answer in discussing the relationships of these
sectors to each other.

Content: Tie ,ipeakez used the oil/el-ergy is as an example of
the way economics affects everyday life. eegan with a brief
introduction to basie economic concepts, e, ,eined the theoretical
basis of t=he free market system and then d.. Messed the realities
of the "fre market" in the world today. He used the flow of goods
and services in the oil !ndustry to illUstrate his points and had
students break into nine groups representing the various sectors of
the economy involved in or affected by the oil industry. There +0,--e

individual group and concluding total group discussions of how eseh
sector affects the others. (The speaker later indicated beat this
role-playing technique, which he uses with his college studen
more effective when spread over several days.)

"The Chang Work Ethic"

The ulcers were a personnel director fro, a nearby eiectron:cs
firm and the vice president of a major wood products corpdration.

Format: The seminar began with a:full group meeting and opening
statements by tee speakers on work ethics, values and attitudes.
Students and staff/speakers then broke into small groups for
discussion of questions generated by the large group presenta
They concluded with a large group discUss n cif questions and
issues.
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Handouts consisted of leading questions related to the topic and an
introductory statement to the subject that underscored some of the
speakers' points= relating to increased employer awareness of employee
needs and the fact that employees are becoming better educated, less
income-oriented and more concerned with taking an active part in
managing what happens to them.

Content: The first speaker based his presentation on the notion
that work is synonymous with survivaleither you are living on
today's work or you are 'ving on savings or your own (past work)
or you are living on sc.-.0ody else's work. The second man advanced
the premise that the economics part of industry is still a fairly
mple Jea - -it takes a lot of goods and services to support a

society and virtually all of this generated, provided and delivered
through people working and ez.rning a salary.

Botn men stressed the need for people to find work that they enjoy
doing aid the importance of the searching process that people go
through prior to deciding what work they /`want to do. They also
introduced the relationship between the/economic system and the
political system and the direct bearing this relationship has on
the work ethic of a given Society. Students were especially
concamed with the issues of finding work that is personally
satisfying and what employes are doing or can do to help employees
feel important, valuable and satisfied with their work. In closing,
both speakers pointed out the interdependencies of employees and
employers whether the business is larce or small.

ob Discrimination"

The beakers were a personnel manager, an irsurance agent, a job
devriloper for the :Greater Portland Urban League and a representative
from the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Format: Staff members led thirty-minute small group discussio
used handoi' sheets of prp,ared statements and questions to
stimulate ecudent expression of feelings and attitudes related to
prejudice. The semirar concluded with a thirty-minute large group
discussion of the information emanatin-; front rht small groups and
presentation by a panel of people from the business community.

Handouts included chechlist foe ineividual "yes/n-70 and "agree/
disagree" expression of attitudes and opinions related to
discrimination_ Ind a case study involving a mai escape agent and
a middle-class black family.

Content: The student coordinator led the large group discussion,
which fe.turci brief presentations b' the four coae.tre sneakers on
their experiences eith discrionatio;) in job situaticns, either
personal or as rected in .company pokey and legal provIsions.
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The personnel manager dealt with the subject of discrimination from
the employer's point of view; the insurance agent discussed sex
discrimination from her own personal experiences as a professional
woman. The job developer shared not only his personal experiences
with discrimina4ion but also the kinds of problems he tries to solve
for others as job devF.loper for the Urban League. The person from
the Bureau of Indian Affairs discussed discrimination as an
acknowledged practice. of her agency, which hires only people with
some Indian heritage because it believes "Indians work best with
Indians."

Ei
Specify dates on p ogra. calendar for reminding speakers,
staff and students

Try to select at least the 'irst several topics for seminars early
in the year and place their rtes and subjects oo the school
calendar. This will give staff and speakers enough lead time to
plan the presentations and arrange their personal schedules.
Seminar dates can be listed i,n the Student Handbook and included in
school year action zones as well so that-students can know to plan
their other learning activities around seminar times.

Orient studentj to seminar purposes

Introduce students to seminar purpos.. . during their orientation

to the pror(ram. PI sure to explain how seminar topics can r late

protect and site activities (see item 10). Stress ,lso

impol6 of their planning their ovn time so that dan't miss

any ssv. ts. might wis!*. to review the purposes given in
TtCm 1 and at ';he ueginnfng of this seo';ion 'rhen olann:i,r.g your

ct-ientation. (ror 5feneza1 pr0gram orientation, see ''Program
Er.trg/E," 6tr!dent _Service's, pages 27-M)
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Conducting Employer Seminars

9
Orient and assist seminar speakers

This task is fairly self-evident. The degree to which a speaker
will need to be oriented to the program depends on how much he or
she is already familiar with it--for example, an employer instructor
will need little general orientation and time can be spent more on
insuring that he or she understands what is expected of the seminar
presentation itself. Others less familial with the program may
need to know more about its goals and philosophy. Usually
orientation will constof a brief informal discussion with the
speaker about the program in general and about topic particulars
that might be emphasized.

Wenever possible, encourage speakers _ plan their ow.1
presentatiohs. The employer seminar is a "dose of reality" and
should not be prejudiced by excessive staff interference. Thus
most of our assistance takes the form of helping speakers "warm-up'
ahead of time if they feel they need to do so, listening to their
ideas and suggesting possible methods of presenting them. Staff
should also assist speakers by obtaining audiovisual equipment
and preparing handouts they need to make their presentations.
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TcTRUCTION

Conduct seminars and c e them into subsequent
learning plans

CONDUCTING SEMINARS

Remember in conducting seminar;; that their main purpose is discussion
of important Career Development topics. In addition to the
presentation of facts, each seminar should in some way provide for
students, staff and speakers to exchange views, test opinions, ask
questions and so forth- This can be handled through small Dr large
group question-answer sessions or in small group workshops.
Workshops are particularly useful because they can be designed to
involve students more actively in developing their own responses to
issues and solutic 3 for problems.

How you conduct seminars will be largely determined by your speakers.
Some will be comfortable wth taking the lead in both presenting
information and deciding how best to handle discussing that
information. Others may be less comfortable with groups and might
prefer to have staff manage the formalities of the presentation with
the speakers serving as resource people--for instance, as members of
a panel. Staff shovld be alert to variations in personal style
among speakers and give support as necessary. Seminars are supposed
to be a free exchange of ideas, but don't forget that sometimes
people's shyness will inhibit the flow of discussion. Ask questions
at the right time. To help clarify issues, try paraphrasing speaker
comments or student questions. In short, be sensitive to the
dynamics of group interaction as well as to the content of the
seminars.

INVOLVING STUDENTS

Following are ways in which employer seminar 2xperiences might be
integrated with the student's other program work.

prior to seminar, there are se/era' things in which students might
be involved:

1 Stu y questions and a list of background reading for
students' can be prepared by speaker, s'aident or staff
member.

The topic can be discussed in a group meeting
irmslediateiy prior to the seminar so students will be
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prepared with some background information.
Preferably, a panel of students should prepare for
and lead these meetings.

Each student can be asked to bring to the seminar at
least one written questio relevant to the issue.

After the seminar, if there is sufficient interest, staff can have
a followup discussion or group activity relevant to the issue.
Learning managers can ask students to apply the issues to their
current employer sites by way of negotiated proltt activities.
In addition, you should encourage students to use their journals
to record their thoulhts about seminar issues. Ask them to look
more closely at their employer site experiences in the light of
information gained from seminars.

Seminar activities can be worked into projects in several ways.
The following options might be considered:

1. preparation of di, ion guest -ions and reading list
for a seminar

2. informed participation in small group discussions
held a few days after the seminar

leading a group discussion (possibly for credit in
both functional citizen hip and personal-social
development orojec- ,activities)

meeting speakers when they arrive, introducing them
to the group and sending a followup thank -you letter
(could be a personal/social development activity)

5. devising and/or leading a followup activity

6. explaining how the issue relates to an employer site
(could be either a project activity or a journal
entry)

7. recording questions raised by students at a seminar
and how they were answered (could be part of a critical
thinking project or a personal /social development
activity focusing both on content and process of
seminars)
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Debrief with staff
presentations

speakers to evaluate seminar

Implementing employer seminars will be an ongoing learning
experience for staff, community people and students alike. It
is a good idea to build into your planning schedule some form of
debriefing after eadh seminar. This can take place over lunch at
the learning center or entail a more formal evening meeting,
depending on your needs.

Invite several students to participate with you in debriefing.
They will be able to help you ascertain which methods and concepts
worked with students and which ones did not. You can also summarize
the results of the debriefing in a memo to the rest of your staff
for use in planning subsequent seminars.

12

Monitor student attendance and apply accountability
consequences as nece:sary

If you agree that seminar attendance should be mandatory (see
Item 3), then you should- -have some method of checking that all

students come to each seminar. It is also a good idea to decide
ahead of time what kinds of consequences your stag wishes to
apply to students who fail to attend, While each Base should be
negotiated individually, you can better insure equitable treatment
to a:1 students if you have some general consensus in advance as
to courses ch.' action that might be taken.

13

Th

Initiate thank-yfu letter and /or other types off response
to conclude the seminar speaker's involvement

!

step is straightforward. It is Jod public relations to
follow up on a community person's volunteer efforts by sending a
letter summarizing your appreciation and making comments about how
you saw the presentation. Also, the debriefing se ,ion following,

each seminar can help achieve a similar result (see Item 11).
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LEARNING RESOURCES

People, places and materials in the community itself form
the major portion of learning_respurces EBCE students use
to complete their individual learning plans. Supplementary
materials and detailed reference files of available
community resources are kept at the program's learning
center.

THE EBCE APPROACH TO LEARNING RESOURCES

1. reinforces coulmun ty-based learning by encouraging students to
recognize and use the learning potential of community and
employer sitee

2. provides for continual identification and/or acquisition of
human and material resour cc support individual student
learning.plans

develops an effective system for referencing available
resources both at the EBCE learning center and throughout
the community

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT LEARNING RESOURCES

Learning is a lifetime process that involves the total person and
all of his or her experiences; students should be able to use their
entire community as a pool -of resources for achieving learning
goals at any time in life.

Using the community asra resource for their educational programs
can help students better see the relevancy of their learning in
terms of realistic roles, situations and.people typical of that
community.

There are many people in the community who are willing to invest
time and energy. to help students. With the support of EBCE
learning strategies, these people can employ an interdisciplinary
approach and capitalize on each student's interests and long-range
goals.

Use of existing community resources can be more cost-effective
purchasing resources separately for institutional purposes.
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THE PEOPLE INVOLVED

Communit:resource people_ are anyone in the community who might
be contacted by students or staff to help meet individual student
learning needs.

Employer instructors and corTetency_certifiers are members of the
community who have offered to work as human resources students can
use in completing specific program activities.

The learnin- resource ecialist (LRS) is responsible for
coordinating the use of learning resources by referencing available
community...resources, maintaining basic. at the learning
center and helping students and staff locate specific people,
places and things that match their individual needs.

The emp 1 relations s ecialist (EPS ) facilitates student use of
resources in the EB employer site network and helps the LRS keep
up-to-date references on resources available in the community.

Other staff and program-related adults also make suggestions about
resources they discover that will contribute to student learning
objectives. Students are encouraged to understand the EBCE approach
to resources and to alert the LRS to any potentially useful materials,
sites-or people they encounter in the community.

LEARNING RESOURCES AND THE EBCE PROGRAM

All EBCE learning strategies require that students initiate and
follow through on locating and using the resources necessary to
achieve their individual learning goals. This section focuses on
what staff must do to make sure that there are resources available
to match individual learning needs and that students understand how

Access those resources.

Also detailed here are learning center files and procedures that
can support student use of community resources. We do not attempt
to delineate at any great length the enormous variety of potential
resources that can be found in your community. For excellent
examples of how people, places and happenings in the community can
serve learning purposes we refer you to The Yellow Pages of Learning
Resources by Wurman (see Appendix F).

Student use of the community as a resource also depends greatly on
the network of EEICE learning sites, the recruitment, development
and use of which are discussed in the handbook on Employer/Community
Resources.
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Steps to Follow

ESTABLISHING A FRAMEWORK

U

LParning Resources

Consider influence of EIFICE concepts on nature and
location of learning resources

Agree on basic resources for completing learning
activities

Identify staff to oversee learning resource uses
and procedures

Specify purposes of learning center and allor
spaces for people and materials

Orient students to access and use of learning
resources

GATHERING RESOURCES

6
Select and file basic materials to be kept at the
learning center

Identify potential resources students may use at
EECE employer sites

10

m

Identify potential community resources in addition
to those at employer sites

Organize inventories of all resources external to
learning center

Provide for audiovisual and
equipment

per supportive

Identify and maintain communica

Identify and coordinate competency certifiers
and resource-

Evaluate ea- 'ng resou
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nina Resources

Establishing a Framework

Consider influence of EBCE concepts on nature and
location of learning resources

ESCE concepts suggest that the day-to-day life of a community can
offer students a comprehensive set of individualized learning
experiences. Accordingly, EE employs a broader than usual
definition of learning resources. Since all "everyday" situations
can be tapped for learning Inv:poses, learning resources are defined
as anl materials employed in a student's learning process. The
number and kinds of instructional materials and human resources
used in student learning activities are theoretically infinite and
may be located anywhere in the "community classroom." Following is
a brief summary of basic EB concepts that impact learning
resources.

Thecommuni.0 the classroom: Learning is not confined-to any
one location; instructional materials must include people,
equipment and facilities at a wide range of employer and community
sites.

Instruction is individualized: Instruction is tailored to the
needs, interests and learning styles of each student. Multimedia
resources supporting this approach must.be flexible and responsive
to student needs.

Students learn b, coin : Since students are encouraged to learn
actively rather than passively, many resources are referenced at
the learning center and available elsewhere. In addition to
textbooks and multimedia materials, EB considers tools, equipment
and people in the community to be learning resources.

The curricula- is e-fo c -based: Students must demonstrate
levels of ability in a variety of skill and knowledge areas. As
students challenge their own competence in specific ways, they
find that current; comprehensive information gives them the
direction they need to meet their own learning goalF

Learning is integrated: Students learn how to relate knowledge in
compatible subject areas and to integrate many resources into their
learning projects.
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Agree on ha
activities

resources =or co learning

Learners themselves are perhaps the richest resource available to
an EIKE program. each individual's experiences, ideas, feelings
and attitudes can provide data for identifying and solving problems.
situations that enable staff and students to draw on their own
knowledge and to recognize and draw on the knowledge of others are
a vital part of the learning resources considered by the program.
Use of resources from the learning center, employer sites and
community should combine with staff/student interaction to enrich
each student's ESCE experiences.

All student learning activities begin with a meeting between the
student and a staff member, employer instructor or community
resource person to determine specific tasks, set goals and identify
resources appropriate to the activities.

As much as possible, students are asked to identify for themselves
the resources they might use. They then check them with the adult
with whom the activity has been negotiated and take the initiative
in locating and using the resources. This is true particularly for
projects, competency certification and the career interest research
necessary to select sites for exploration levels. At the same time,

all staff, particularly the learning resource specialist, stand
ready to give advice and to make sure tudents are going to the
right places as they practice their skills at finding and using the
things they need to achieve their goals.

The chart on the following page illustrates the activities each
student performs to meet program requirements in each curriculum
content area and suggests resources that should be available.
Subsequent items in this section discuss how resources are
identified and accessed by students.

REFERENCES

Resource uses ,9 discussed as appropriate separ-LL

learning str a <e preceding sections of this handbook;

particularly discu!Ysion under "Projects" on pages 258=263.

You may also uL the index at the end of this handbook to locate
other places where curriculum content areas (components), activities
and resources are discussed.
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STUDEAT RESOURCE USES

c1)FRICUf,lM =CNTENT AREAS AC:7;V:71,7

le Skills

itt=a1 tnin n,

Functional riticensni
Creative de'mlopment
Science
P,!rsonallsocial

development

Competen..:ies (13
survival
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Identify
procedures

rsee learning resource uses

The learning resource specialist has primary responsibility for
learning resources and is available to students who need help
while working,on their learning activities. As students progress
through the program, the LES assists them in the following ways:

Identifying for the learning center: The LES
initially identifies sources of instructional materials
for the program, selects appropriate materials to be
housed at the center and purchases or otherwise obtains

- them for student use

2. Location community and employer resources: The LRS
maintains files of particular characteristics and types
of resources and people at employer sites.

Directing students to resources: The LRS makes sure that
students can find their own resources, encouraging them
to become productive searchers by formulating their n
resource needs and seeking out their own materials
tools, both in -he community and at the center.

4. Instruc:ing users: The LRS instructs students, staff and
tutors in the use of instructional materials and 4-1' Lilent

at the center, develops equipment rc.clo- forms,
instruction sheets and files for mateil,iLs and acquaints
tudentj wi_th the use of available equipment.

del -ing tutors: The LRS monitors and aids tutors
recruited from the community to help students learn
specific skills, coordinates tutoring activities,
surveys and inventories the pool of tutors in the
community and provides tutors with support materials and
appropriate references.

6. coordinating competencies: The LRS coordinates the
activities of students as they wog` toward completion of
competencies, maintains materials tiles pertint to
each competency, confers with studen workin(=j on

competency requirements and arranges for qualified
people in the community to judge-students' competency
achievement (for example, bank personnel, insurance
brokers, driving instructors).
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Given EFCE's emphasis on indivi'3ual responsibility, it is preferable
not to overtly "police" learning center and equipment uses. (GE),

-
has found that students tend to monitor themselves in this respect.
Since there are limited resources at the center, most of which are
needed by all students, students usually track down needed eqeipment
or materials on their awn. The LRS also keeps informal track of
more expensive and/or-frequently used items such as tape recorders
and cameras.

All staff and students share the responsibility for being alert to
new resource opportunities they might discover in the course of
their program work. A learning manager and student might, for
exz,mple, conclude that a reference text borrowed from a local
library for a project activity could easily be used by many students
working on similar activities. They could 'then notify the LRS of
the text and its usefulness. The LRS may choose either to purchase
the text as an important item for the center's basic materials
collection, or to simply note its usefulness and local availability
on a card in the center's reference files.

Because of his or her continual contact wig rning sites in the
community, the em lo er relations -cialis_ 3 d more explicit
responsibility for learning resources. He or she should keep the
LRS informed as to the nature and type of materials, people and
equipment at each location. The EPS also works c' 'ly with th
LM to insure that students are making good use of th resources they
encounter in the community.

CROSS-REFERENCES

Job descriptions of the learning resource specialist, learning
manager and employer relations specialist appear in 'Personnel,"
Management & Organization, pages 52-54.

The role played by the loyer relations specialist
identifying site resourccL; is discussed on pages 494 -498.
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4

Specify ourposes of learning center and allocate space
for people and materials

PURPOSES OF THE LEARNING CENTER

Resource Center

The EBCE learning center pis not a library; it should contain only
the minimum materials and equipment necessary to support students
making the transition from classroom experiences to "real world"
learning at community sites. Rather than attempting to build 1
large general library at the learning center, the learning
resource specialist should first concentrate on locating and
developing reference files of community resources that may supply
students with needed materials. Then, the learning center's
basic materials collection should be built of those materials
that cannot be located in the community or that will be of
continued' usefulness to EBCE program activities.

This collection should contain; resources in each of the program's
curriculum areas, classified and stored alphabetically by subject,
title and author.

To facilitate student access to any and all pertinent instructional
materials, several types of equipment (examples run the range from
projectors and tape recorders to a computer terminal) should be
housed at the learning center.

Referral Center

A major portion of the materials needed by students to complete
their projects and other learning experiences will be located at
employer and community sites. Many of these resources are
inventoried at the learning center, but the center's references
are by no means comprehensive. It would be impossible to
reference all the useful materials available to students at
individual eMployer sites or in the area's libraries, public
agencies or educational institutions.

All program learning activities encourage students to use the
community as a major resource, applying search skills that will
be helpful throughout their lives. Both project and Exploration
Package activities, for example, ask students to locate and list
available resources that will help them develop products and
enable them to answer questions pertaining to a specific topic
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ALLOCATING SPACE AT THE LEARNING CENTER

As a clearinghouse for instructional materials, the lealearning
center should

1. offer easy, quick access to matIrials

2. make instructional equipment available to both staff and
students

house instructional materials in a nonthreatening,
nonbureaucratic environment

4. maintain an inhouse recordkeeping system to facilitat --
retrieval and use of pertinent materials by staff,
tutors, students and others
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The Geis

The (CE)2 learning center commons is a large work, udy area than
houses most learning resources kept in the center. The commons
contains tables and chairs for both individual and group
activities. It also includes shelf space for each student to
store belongings and a telephone message rack with a space for
each student. The t.RS's desk is situated in the heart of the
area. Surrounding the commons are the catalogs, reference books
and other instructional materials and equipment necessary to
support the EB curriculum. Housing th computer terminal in a
separate room effectively controls noise and provides additional
space for quiet study when the terminal is not in use. Next to
the computer room is an enclosure designated for quiet study.

Informality is the keynote of the learning center commons. Floor
sitting and auiet conversation should have a place in this area.

Student and staff needs for work space are accommodated. Equipment
permits individual use whenever possible, and forms are available
for students to check out both the media (for example, film, tapes)
and the equipment (for example, tape recorders, cameras). The
learning center commons is designed to be an attractive space,
organized for easy retrieval of media and able to accommodate
individual, small group and larger group usage at the sane time.

CROSS-REFERE ES

description of the (CE)2 basic material, collection is
included on pages 491-492 and in Appendix

See pages 505-507 for equipment housed at the learning center.

The uses acid design of the learning center are also discussed in.
"Business Management," Management & Organization, pages 121-128.
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Learning sour_ s (Item 5)

s to access And use of learning

Program orientation activities at the beginning of the school year
should include a workshoip on how to use learning center and
community resources. So students can best understand the logic
ofIthe EBCE approach to resources, the workshop should-occur after
they,have.been oriented to program, earning strategies and
requirements.:

Orientation should stress to students that they have primary
responsibility for initiating their pwn use of resources. The
learning resource specialist can explain to students his or her
role in ESCE, show them where materials and references are
located at the learning center and encourage thdm to be creative
in pursuing resources that meet their individual needs. Basic
groundrules for using and refiling learning center materials might
also be explained.

ORIENTATION: ACTIVITIES FOR LEARNING RESOURCES

0
To help students understand and begin using learning center
resources, worksheet acti-rtties such as those outlined below can
be used as part of orientation workshops.

Finding a Tutor or Other SpecialIaterest Resource

1. Select a special interest of yours.

2. Go to the tutor file and look for the name of someone who
might be able to help you follow through on your interest.

If there are none listed, check the community college
file to see if there are any classes you might take in
that interest area.

4. Also check employer-files to see if a par iculav site
might have personnel or materials related to your
interest area.
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Competency Certification..

1. Choose a competency.

Go to the files and list several resources you might use
to prepare for certification.

Go to the_certifier file and write down the name
certifier in that area.

4. Estimate how long it will take you to read the materials
and prepare for certification. Set a target date with
the LBS.

Researching for a Project

1. Select a topic you would like to use for a project.

2. Go to the card catalog and find a resource that might
help you on your project.

3. Find that resource on the shelf.
a. Check it out with the LES or learning aide.
b. Look through the material and return it to the

cart.

4. Use the file cabinet to see if there is information
in the filer on your topic.

5. Use the Reader's Guide to find one magazine article on
your topic. See if the center has the magazine and check
it out if you can.

CROSS FERENCES

Item 9, pages 503-504 describes learning center tiles and
Appendix F gives a bibliography of the basic materials collection.

See "Program Entry/Exit, Student Services, page 27-35, for
discussion of orientation week acti,-2 es.

Users May find the display on page 483 and the summary of basic
materials on page 492 helpful in designing orientation activities
that show students how resources are linked to specific strategies
and_program requirements.
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Gathering Resources

Select and file basic erials to be kept at the
learning center

BASIC MATERIALS COLLECTION

The learning center houses a limited basic materials collection
designed to support student learning. These materials respond to
needs of students and staff members that cannot be answered
readily with other major' resources (that is, from employer sites
or other community locations).

Prior to the first year of (CE)2, an extensive search identified
instructional materials that could be used as a basic collection.
Most of the resulting materials dealt with either skill level
information or knowledge considered so general that every student
in the program would need to confront it at some point in his or
her learning program.

Only a few instructional materials were purchased initially,
a concentration on items that would assist-students in learning
basi6 mathematics and ,reading skills. Although'e'limitednumber
of materials to support the Career Development and Life Skills
components were also selected, the major portion of the resources
to be used in these two areas were identified at employer/
community sites. Materials were added as students' learning
programs developed and as specific needs became evident.

Multimedia materials in the (CE)2 collection include kits
(several different med4a in one package), filmstrips, Ermm films,
videotapes, books, programmed texts, printed handouts, audiotapes
and reccrds. These materials were selected on the basis of their
support to the three curriculum components and their capacity for
being used independently by the student at his or her own rate.

The (CE)2 basic materials collection may suggest ways for
building learning resources for other programs, but should serve
only as an example. Each collection should respond to the needs,
of the specific program and resources in the local community.
Beginning such a collection requires compilation of a list of
resources to support activities in the program's specific
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curriculum areas, but the list should not be exhaustiye. Instead,
the collection should be flexible enough to answer staff and
student needs' that arise during the early months of the program
and to respond to unanticipated requests that occur throughout
the year. The major guideline for compiling such a collection is
to utilize what,is'available in outside collections and to
supplement those materials with a basic collection located in a
site convenient to students in the EBCE program.

BASIC MATERIALS COLLECTION SUMMARY

Reference books: for example, dictionaries, thesaurus, almanacs,
bibliographies, Books In Print

Textbooks workbooks r ed materials: primarily to help
students improve their Basic Skills (for example, Individualized
Learning for Adults, Listen and Read series, Business English,
vocabulary and spelling worksheets)

Competency materials: a file of certifier names and addresses;
instructions for individual competencies; files of pamphlets,
handouts and other materials useful in completing competency
requirements (for example, driver's manual, insurance forms, tax
information)

Prjects files of projects already completed by students;
supplementary materials related to individual project topics (for
example, information on pollution, drugs or legal rights of
juveniles)

Employer/community resources: a card file of often used community
resources (for example, tutor names, Portland Community College
course offerings, Tigard Library, Environmental Education Center)
and of participating sites (for example, contact person, site
description, job opportunities, levels available)

Career Development resource : pamphlgts, magazines, employer site
materials and career inforLat on (for example, job experience kits,
Self-Directed Search)

Periodicals and other resources: a rack of current paperback-
books; magazine subscriptions

Normal school media purchasing channels provide the best access `to
such materials. EBCE program budgets should also be flexible
enough to allow immediate purchase of materials as they prove
necessary.
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CATALOGUING AND FILING BASIC- MATERIALS

There is no "correct" way to catalog and file the items contained
in the basic materials collection. Since the collection 'should
be responsive to the needs of students in a particular program and
locality, some topics will receive more attention and some areas
will be more developed than others.

_CE)2 uses a general card catalog system as the main tool for
student access to materials. The present collection is organized
according to the Dewey Decimal System, using subject, title and
author's last name to reference each item in the collection.

The materials housed in the center are supplementary only.
Because resources located in the community or at employer sites
cannot be covered completely in the center's files, students learn'
to use this card catalog for leads (that is, the public library or
a community college librarymay be listed as possible sources of
materials) that will help them develop their individual resource
lists before beginning actual research-outside the center.

In addition to the card catalog, a vertical file houses
miscellaneous materials related to the three curriculum areas.
Pamphlets, flyers and other free materials are filed, and students
may'use them as they wish in their learning activities. Competency
materials are kept together, as are Life Skills materials related
to each of the five project areas.

CROSS-REFERENCE

Appendix F contains a bibliography of the materials
basic materials collection.

(CE ,s
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494

Identify potential resources students may use at E
employer sites network

Students in the EBcE program learn by doing. Employer site
resources give students opportunities to pursue portions of their
individualized learning plans under the direction of skilled
craftsmen or professionals. These .resources are diverse, consisting
of many kinds of people, materials Wirvd learning situations--often
as specific as the trucks, tools, technical standards and safety
gear needed to complete highway repair and maintenance.

Much of the equipment, ols and instruments used to produce goods
n services at employer $:Ltes can be related to student learning.
In some cases, individual .2mployers will allow students to use
professional or private 1fOraries, publications and /laboratory
equipment. Law libraries, courtroom personnel and legal briefs,
fcA example, may be interesting resources to a fledgling lawyer in
the ,Z.SCE student body. Other employers may invite students to go

int.-) the field to learn about. building houses or to check
violations, for example, using ths,Appropriate tools.

Empic,yers contrioute mantals of instructional and text materials
used to train people at their sites. Individuals work with
students using haeir awn professional materials, such as dentistry
instruments or dr,Afting equipment. The kinds of materials used in
these learning situations are almost limitless.

T=Fv'43 EMPLOYER SITE RESOURCES

een the learning resource specialist and
relatiula specialist is essential to identifying and using

site resources. The ERS:has 'frequent contacts with employer sites
4nd is in a good position to ascertain the people and material
resources such sites can offer students. The LM, cooperating with
the Rte, can alSo contact sites to locate learning resources.

Learning Site Analysis

The Learning Site Analysis Form LSAF) is an important device for
specifying the learning opportunities at employer sites in a way

,

that can be used for negotiating site-specific project activities
with individual students. Both ER andLRS may use the LSAF to
locate resources at specific sites. The LSAF contains, among
other things, a reading materials checklist and a .learning
resources checklist. Thereadingmaterials checklist asks' for a
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listing of often used forms, manuals, reports and other materials
students may encounter in their daily visits to the employer site
The learning resource checklist asks the employer to list tools
unique to the jobs at that site, special classes available, work
samples and equipment. The ERS fills out these sections of the
LSAF with the employer during an early visit to the site.
(Examples of tools used by ESCE students during the 1973-74 school
year appear on the following page.)

LSAF information an also be used in reverse--that is, a .student
might need access 'to a particular piece of equipment for a project

11.
activity. He or s de could check through the filed LSD's to fin
a site where that eluipment is used and arrange with the ERS to
use it on the site. If use is involved and time theuse 'consuming,
student might then choose to stay at the site for a learning level
to insure access to the equipment and interaction with site peoPle
who can assist the student in the use of the equipment.

Explorations and Projects

In addition to the LSAF, on which staff member and an employer
collaborate to identify site resources, students themselves are
required to focus on specific resources as part of career
exploration experiences at employer sites. Students record this
information in Exploration PackaqtE completed for -Mitch site andetch
filed at the learning center for use by other students. As
references to employer site resources, the Exploration Packages
provide several kinds of useful information:

1. personal judgments and observations by each student

photographs, sketches or written desdriptions
illustrating key aspects of the job environment

specific characteristics of the job

descriptions of personal experiences at the site and
recommendations about the site to other students

Students are encouraged to interact with s.te personnel and, as
,much as possible, make use of references, aerials and equipment
available at the sites where they are worki g on project activities
designed for performance during career expl rations or learning
levels.

Industry-Produced Materials

Both the L115 and the ERS also have the opportunity to judge the
quality and appropriateness of certain industry-produced materials
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EXAMPLES OF TOOLS USED AT EMPLOYEE4 SITES

Adding Machine Drum Lathe

Air Compressor Echo Chamber,

Air Drill Electrical Equipment

Air Gun Electronic RPM Counter

Air Sander Electronic Scaler

Air Screwdriver Filing Cabinet

Air Wrench Glass Blaster

Ambulance Grinders

Appointment Desk Hammer

Arc Welders Hand Tools

Binoculars Headphones

Blueprints Hydro Hoist

Boring Bar Hydro Press

Brushes and needles Jack

Calculator Jack Stands

Cash Register Key Punch

Coiling Hoist Lathe

Cleaning Equipment Manicuring T

Coffee Machine Manuals

Computer Material Measurer

Control:Boards Metal Lathe

Copy Machine Microphone

Development Equipment Organ

Diagrams Oscilloscope

Drafting Machine Parallel Bar

Drafting Table

Drill Press

- Drills

Piano

Pliers

Pneumatic Tubes

Posting Machine

Records

Sand Blaster
Scales

Screwdriver

16 mm Prolector

Sledgehammer

Speakers

spray Gun

Staple Gun

Table Saw

Tape Monitoring Machine,

Tape Recorder

Tapes

Telephone

Teletype

Test Fistures

Torches

Traffic Counters

Truck

Turntables

Typewriter

Verifier

Video Camera

Work Orders

X-ray Equipment

fcir EBCE student use. Industries, labor unions and government
agencies produce a large volume of training materials, and if they
are useful in' terms of program objectives, such materials may he
used either at employer sites or at the learning center. Many firms
have designed educational programs for their employees that can ,

serve as excellent EBCE resources.

ile industry-related materials should be available to students,
ere are several points staff should keep in mind when evaluating

such materials. First, the audience to which it is dkrected should
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be examined. Usually the audience is adult, and factors that
motivate and interest adults may not do the same for high school
students. Second, these materials can be narrow in their viewpoint
and may not give students a full understanding of the concept,
concentrating instead on what the company considers worth
emphasizing.

ACCESSING RESOLICES AT EMPLOYER SITES

At all times, cooperation betwe n the LRS and ERS critical to
optimum student use of employer resources. To help students knw
in a general way about all resources on emplryer sites, the ERS
should forward to the LRS any information about site resources
thlf 'e or she discovers in addition to those specified on the
LSAF. Students find this information particularly helpful at two
stages of their interaction with employer sites:

1. Before exploring sites: The file maintained and updated
by the-UM at the resource center is used for general
information about employer site characteristics.

2 When considering an_ exploration level: LSAF information
is used to indicate specific resources, activities and
materials'available at that site, and the file of
previously completed Exploration Packages can be used to
gain further information from the student's point of
view.

Employer Instructor Role

Employer instructors are the. most valuable kilrld of learning
resource students encounter through their site experiences.
The El playsan important role as part of the EBCE instructional
team and can spend a great deal of time working withatudents on
individual learning activities related to 'a particular job site.
He or she directs students -to use equipment -.and tools properly and..
judges whether or not a student has acquired jOb skills.- In
addition to job-related activities, students work on projectS that
require,other employer resources (for example, books, manuals or
employee.,, interviews). The ET supervises all of these activities
in -cooperation with theEPS. Generally,).t is the EPS's
responsibility to interact with the Et' to identify and, if necessary;
obtain specific_materials-for students. Although many of these
resources.are-identified.at the time of the TSAF interview, it it
sometimes difficult for an El to recognize "instructional material"
at his or her job site.
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At times, Eis also volunteer to help students on an individual
basis with deficiencieS in Basic Skills areas such as reading or
mathematics. AS tutors, they give valuable one-to-one help to
students, often explaining Basic Skills material in terms of its
relation to real life situations and usefulness to a particular
career.

CROSS-REFERENCES

Soe pages 508-510 and "Projects," pages 258 -259, for fort
discussion of the use of tutors.

Learning Site Analysis Form samples appear in Appendix C. The
LEAF is discussed in detail in "Projects," pages 213 -214 and "Site
Utilization," E'EgE5rmerliElynity Resources, pages 112-227.

See "Career Explorations," pages 105-186, for discussion of
explorations and a sample Exploration Package.

See "Projects," pages 189-273 for discussion and an example of
projects; other project samples appear in Appendices A and C.

Item 9, pages 503-504 and "Site Utilization, Employer/Community
Resources, cages 225-133, contain additional information on
employer site files.
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Identify potential community resources in addition to
those at employer sites

In addition to tapping the people and materials at employer sites,
students use other types of community resources. Projects
may include use of tutors, attendance at classes or special
placements at specific community sites. At other_td-rae-S,dents
use community resources less formally, as their needs dicta'-e
(for example, use of libraries, telephone calls to county extension
agents, "drop -in" visits to agencies and service-organizations to
gather literature or other data needed to complete a project).

IDENTIFYING COMMUNITY RESOURCES

Community representatives make a useful resource pool for building
an initial list of community resources. For instance, the strengths
of the public library system and the materials at the local community
college or university can be surveyed by members of the community,
school district representatives may offer the use of district
libraries, and employers can identify resources at their job sites
and point out other sources of useful resources.

The learning resource specialist has primary staff responsibility
for identifying representative community resources. As the program
establishes itself, the learning manager will make suggestions
about people, places or materials that may relate to a particular
student's project.' Students, too, should become involved in
locating community resources. The LRS often points students toward
learning situations, but the students have to follow up and explore
them.

Surveying the Community

One of the first steps the LRS takes is to inventory and make an
'availability study of local educational agencies and media resources.
Agencies surveyed should include local school system6 and
intermediate education districts, community colleges-and universities.
Queries may be made throughiform letters, telephone contacts,
'personal visits--whatever it takes to satisfy the LRS that the
resources of the community have been tapped adequately. '

Education. agtt22L11: The cooperation 'of all education agencies is
essential if students are to have the same access to media as they
have in public schools. To go into an area without this kind of
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cooperative effort would be unwise. County educational' agencies,
such as intermediate education districts (IEDs) in Oregon, may have
extensive media centers with staff consultants, graphic designers
and referende resources.

Public l br_ar les: Local public libraries are a major EBCE
resource. However, if the student is not a resident of the
political subdivision supporting the library (city or county),
special arrangements will have to be made to make materials
available on a checkout basis. Such an arrangement may be as
informal as a staff member obtaining a card and checking books out
for students.

Local high school services: Ideally, students in the program
should be able to use the libraries and materials of local high
schools. This may require negotiation with the district and
possibly making students in some way part of the school from which
they are borrowing materials. Because they are issued Tigard High
School student body cards, (CE) 2 students use the high school as a
resource in many ways. Students use the school's resource center
regularly and may attend selected high school classes as part of
their individualized learning plans. Some-students have taken
courses to fulfill college preparatory requirements (for example,
physics, advanced mathematics, literature). Arrangements also
exist between the school and the program to allow students to
borrow specific state-adopted textbooks. Finally, teachers fr
the high school serve as resources by certifying competencies and
tutoring EBCE students with special learning needs.

Local community colle3es: To date, only a few (CE)2 students
have actually taken quarter-long courses at local colleges, but
many have learned about college life through minicourses in
special interest areas during the school year. The community
college also has a "drop-in" program for students wishing help
improving Basic Skills such as reading or mathematics.

Other resources: Community agencies, public services, cultural,
!.nstitutions and the unadorned community environment itself can
provide learning opportunities for students--a, glance at the Yellsw
Pages of Learning Resources, familiar/ to most educators today,
demonstrates this fact. Resources must be developed to reflect the
character, special interests and needs of the local community.

Following. Up on the Commonity_So

During the first months of program operation,, the LRS follows up on
the earlier resource availability study to find community contact
people who can provide resources. If courses are to be available at
nearby community colleges, contacts should be made with college
registrars.. in addition, catalogs and other information -about course
offerings and Services should be obtained.
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SUGGESTED COMMUNITY RESOURCES

Local libraries (city, county, agency or special
interest, professional, business, private)

2. Museums

Governnnent offices

Parks and recreational areas

5. Theaters

6. School district libraries and other facilities

7. Community colleges

8. Universities (containing facilities such as the Northwest
Regional Special Education Instructional Materials
Service at the University of Oregon or Portland State
University's Learning Materials Center and Reading and
Math Lab)

9. County education agencies

10. Community agencies (YMCA, YWCA, scouting)

ll. Special interest classes (ballet, bowling, photography)

12. People (competency certifiers, teachers, businessmen)

Catalogs and brochures from local museums and schedules from
theaters and planned cultural events.can be added to the resource
center's inventory. The yelloi pages of thetelephone directory
and any special directory of services in the area (for example,
Portland's Chinook Centrex) provide good sources for available
community resources.

Local educational agencies may be major sources of materials and
media. For example, in the Portland area there are three media
depositories offering vast resources in educational media to.
Portland schools. To loan these resources to other educational
agencies,.a service charge plan may be required, but it should be
less than the cost of rental. These media centers also provide
consultation help, electronic and graphic technicians and
reference resources needed to use educational technology effectively.
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CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION

In addition, pamphlets and brochures produced by special interest
groups can be collected. The dairy council, telephone company and
banks, for example, offer useful information in attractive
packages.

Both local and national periodical and newspaper subscriptions
should be chosen to relate to student interest and to reflect a
diversity 'of subject matter and reading levels.

As the program becomes more established, communication channels
between the program and the community should become more effective.
Educational agencies such as the local high school and community
college can produce not only resource materials and people, but
also staff members willing to participate as tutors or competency
certifiers. General public relations efforts to introduce the
program to the community can be boosted if these efforts are
followed up by asking people to become more involved. Businessmen
find that not onlyf can they open their companies to students as
learning sites, but they also may counsel students wit special
problems or tutor them in a particular Basic Skills deficiency or
special interest area. Senior citizens may wish to help as tutors
of Basic Skills or simply teach a handcraft or special interest
class.

Complimentary Materials from, the CoMmunity

Since the program attempts to involve students in their own
educational program, students should become increasingly aware of
the rich resources that surround them during their daily travels
around. the community. As students discover complimentary resources
at employer sites and community agencies (for example, forestry
service, city hall, an insurance firm, the telephone company), they
should be encouraged to request them for their_ own projects and
for other students' use and information at the learning center.
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rang Resources (Item 9)

Organize inventories ll resources external to
learning center

Students should have access at the learning center to a selective
inventory of resources available at employer sites and in the
community. The_inventory cannot list evervthLng, but it should

students some ideas as to whom they may ask and where they
look for additional information and materials. The system can be
as simple as a card file kept easily accessible on the learning
resource specialist's desk, or it can be a more derailed system
including anAotations about types of services or materials offered
at resorace sites. Students are learning to explore their coirmunl
consequently, general resource sites such as public libraries or
community college cour6e offerings should form a major part of
this reference file to allow students to search for their oun
answers.

At (CE) 2, most available resources at employer sites and in the
community are inventoried at the center. Students are expected to
visit employer and community sites to obtain the materials they
need. _Inventories and resource files at the center take several
forms:

Erv,12ersiteca.c: This file, kept on the LRS's desk,
'contains information about each employer site including:

name of contact person

ype of ID- iness

3. special limitations, particularly regarding available
experience levels (that is, exploration, learning, skill
building, special placement)

4. special notes and comments

Exploration Package file: Exploration. Packages completed by
students for each site they explore are filed near the ERS's desk
at the learning center for student and staff, reference.

Learning Site Analysis Forms: Also filed close to the ERS.'s desk,
completed LSAFs for all active employer. sites provide more
specific information about individual sites and jobs.
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CareerInformat4on System (CIS): Used by students to identify
occupations of interest to them, this computer -based system also
lists programs and .nstitutions in the Pacific Northwest where
occupational trainin may be obtained and identifies useful books
and other materials students can use as preparation for specific
jobs.

Vertical file on career rnformatiion A vertical file houses
brochures and other materials identifying sources of career
information students might contact.

neral counit resource card file: This file is divided into
free sections:

1. competency certifiers (competency title and infor ation
About available certifiers)

(contact information and specialty areas)

3. general community resources (for example, community
colleges, libraries, foreign language courses, junior
achievement centers, fire prevention bureau, YMCA, YWCA
and leisure classes such as ballet, swimming and karate)

Directories. City telephone books, city directories like
Portland's Chinook Centrex, daily newspapers, general interest
magazines, and publications that describe events or advertise
services in the community may included. The Yellow Pages of
Learning nesources helps staff and students discover innovative
rc:;ource materials recently produced. The Dictionary of
Occupational Titles and other career reference materials are also
good resources.

The ERS keeps the inployer site file up-to-date and the LRS
maintains other resource inventories. The ERS, LRS and students
continually add to these inventories and materials and, as the
program becomes more established, the LRS devotes more time to
contacting employer site representatives and asking for relevant
materials or references.

CROSS-RErEREN

'Site Utilization," _m 10 er /CoIm unity P..17ources, pges 125-133
contains further information on employer site files, including
sample entries.

Appendix E explains
detail.
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learning Resources (Item 10)

Provide for audiovisual and other supportive
equipment

Multimedia material., can convey factual data in an interesting.
"real life" fashion. They can complement the printed materials
students read for their, learning activities and can stimulate
inquiry or further forms of creative expression in individual
students. Also, such resources can provide models of skilled
performance, helping students to assume more responsibility for
their own instruction.

IDENTIFYING NECESSARY EQUIPMENT

As much as possible, the program should encourage employer and
community sites to share their multimedia equipment and materials
with students. As part of their learning levels at some sites
students will be Able to -use cameras, tape recorder, developing
equipment and so forth. Such materials are usually referenced on
the Learning Site Analysis Forms filled out for ea' participating
site. The learning resource specialist should also try to identify
other sources of equipment which students might usesuch as local
school or library facilities.

The program should also determine the equipment necessary at the
learning center to support common student needs. For instance,
all students will need cameras and tape recorder to complete heir
ExPloration PaC-ages. Many students will prefer to use multimedia
materials in preparing products for their project activities. Some
may even wish to videotape their experiences. The program may
also need videotaping equipment to capture employer seminar
presentations for future reference by students who were unable to
attend them. Similarly, there may be other special presentations
on important EB issues which staff may want to record permanently
for use in the following years.

Obtaining Equipment

Normal school purchasing channels
inexpensive access to equipment.
or:rent some equipment, as well.
equipment purchased by the Tigard

provide ready
A program may
Following are
MICE program:

and relatively
be able to lease
the types of
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computerputer terminal: leased by the pr am and used for
tutorial instruction in Basic Skills areas and for
career exploration activities (for example, Career
Information System)

videotape and audiotape equipment: used with specific
multimedia packages in Basic Skills and Life Skills (for
example, Listen and Read series, tapes and workbooks)

filmstrip previewers: used with specific multimedia
packages in Basic Skills and Life Skills (for example,
The Alienated Generation, filmstrips, cassettes,
discussion guides)

4. phonographs: used with specific multimedia packages
in Basic Skills and Life Skills for example, Modern
Biology, records, filmstrips, discussion guides)

S. slide projectors: used with specific multimedia
packages in Basic Skills and Life-Skills and for
project work

cassette tape_recorders: used by students to improve
cOmmunications skills, record impressions at employer
sites and produce project products

instamatic cameras: used by students to complete
Exploration Packages at employer sites

USE AND MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT

The LRS instructs staff in proper use of equipment at the learning
center. Instruction can be a formal part of staff orientation or
can occur as staff members require a particular piece of equipment.
Students are instructed during orientation week at the beginning.
of the school year. Instructions for using. the Career Information
System, either computer terminal or needlesortmethod, should also
be provided (see AppendiX

Tape recorders and cameras are used most often by students to record
portions of their exploration experiences. Because students must use
this equipment over relatively short periods of time, during which
they are encountering a wealth of new information,' (CE)2 has found it
helpful to provide brief instruction sheets to remind students of the
steps necessary to use the equipment successfully,
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SAMPLE EQUIPMENT LIST

QUANTITY NAME AND MODEL NUMBER

(Photographic)

1 Kodak Ektagraphic 120 movie projector

Kodak Ektagraphic slide projector (zoom lens)

1 Kodak Ektagraphic slide projector

1 Bell & Howell 745 filmstrip projector

1 Bell & Howell 1552 16 mm film projector

3 Projection carts

1 Buhl 80 overhead projector

3 Beacon filmstrip previewers

1 Knox wall projection screen

1' Knox portable projection screen

1 Howe rear screen projection sys

10

5

10

5

1

1

2

1

Kodak Instamatic cameras-

_d)

Hitachi TPQ 201 cassette playbacks

Hitachi TRQ 290 cassettes recorders

Culver headphones ,

Culver liStening center

Audiotronics stereo record player

Bell & Howell cue recorder

Bell & Howell active cue stops

Wallensak 2550 cassette tape recorder

(Other)

1' Monroe 1330 calculator

2 Monroe 570 calculators

Monroe 9-key adding machine

2 MAST programmed learning machines
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1 1

Identify and maintain c© uunication with tutors

Tutors are used in two curriculum components: Basic Skills and
Life Skills. Often-requested examplesAof the former include
reading and mathematics tutoring;. examples of the latter include
tutoring in creative development activities (macrame, painting)
and science activities (basic electricity). All work with tutors
is related to the student's individual learning plan as a part of
or a substitute for individtal projects.

DENTIFY ING TUTORS

When tutoring is requested by the student or the learning manager,
the learning resource specialist secures a subject matter
specialist from the community who can give the student the
necessary individualized instruction. Tutors may be sought by
circulating printed brochures about the program; however, most
tutor contacts result from referrals by staff, program supporters
or local school district members.

One CE)2 tutor was recruited through the efforts of the chairman
of the (CE)2 Board of Directors, a local businessman. He
suggested the name of another local businessman with skills in
mathematics and mechanics. While work commitments did not permit
the businessman to serve as an employer instructor, staff
recognized that he could provide tutoring in mathematics, as well
as_counseling for several students interested in the areas of
automotive and industrial mechanics. The LRS gathered information
on specific uses that could be made of this person's time,
including the number of students who would benefit from information
about training needs and employment opportunities in the mechanics
field and the number of students who needed help in mathematics.
The tutor eventually worked, with selected students in mathematics
workshops for two hours a week and arranged a seminar and
individual counseling for students interested in mechanics.

SOME GUIDELINES FOR RECRUITING TUTORS

Contact the education departments of local.colleges or
universities to'check possible use of student teachers and
interns for tutoring, as well as use of specific university
facilities. (For exaMple, (CE)2 contacted Portland State
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University's Reading and Math Labs. ERCE students may go
there to use the facilities under the guidance of university
students.)

2. Check community college counseling departments for volunteer
tutors and check the drop-in tutoring center.

3. Use materials and facilities of the intermediate education
district, if available.

Encourage employer instructors to work as tutors. (For (CE)2,

employee instructors have proved to be great teachers,
helpiug students learn-such things as keypunch operations and
the fundamentals of landscape gardening, as well as providing
assistance in such Basic Skills areas as reading through the
use of parts manuals or training handbooks.)

5. Consider other possible sources--retired people in the
community, teachers in the district, service-oriented clubs
and organizations. (For example, (CE)2 is located near a
large retirement community, and made a formal effort to
recruit retired Persons to participate as tutors.)

6. Determine the budget for tutors and, if necessary, set a
monthly budget; this budget would establish the number Of
hours per:month a ,tutor could be used if he or she ;Charged
a fee.

Establish a system that utilizes the tutors and gi
opportunities to express their concerns-

Establish an accountability system for tutors (possibly
reporting to the LRS or learning manager).

Consider the possibilities of group tutoring.

CATALOGUING TUTORIAL RESOURCES

em

The file of tutorInformation is part of the community resource
card file kept on-the LRE's desk. Each tutor's card lists
name, address and telephone number, area of expertise and special

comments or notes.
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WORKING WITH TUTORS

When a tutor is called on to work with a particular student, he
or she is briefed by the learning manager and the LRS on the
specific instructional needs of that student. Student and tutor
then meet and plan what they intend to accomplish. This plan is
approved by the LM and written up as a project activity. The LRS
then helps schedule tutoring sessions, considering the convenience
of both tutor and student.

Tutors should be given responsibility for selecting materials to
interest students and to accomlish agreed-on learning objectives.
However, the LM and LRS may have additional suggestions for
appropriate resources. If materials are requested by a tutor, the
LRS helps obtain whatever is needed.

The LRS provides other support to tutors, Est noticeably by
monitoring students' schedules with tutors. Monitoring student
progress with individual tutors is the LM's responsibility. As a
student completes a unit of work satisfactorily, the LM records his
or her performance for project credit.

CROSS-RE RENCES

Pages 258-259 in "Projects" discuss tutoring as it is incorporated
in student projects.

Paid tutors sign a Tutor Service Agreement, displayed in
"Personnel," Management & organization, page 78.
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RECRUITING COMPETENCY CERTIFIERS

Competencies are a set of survival skills identified by community
representatives as essential for students to have mastered to
operate effectively in the world outside the classroom. All
students are required to compleGe thirteen competencies.

The learning resource specialist has primary responsibility for
recruiting competency certifiers and monitoring the process of
competency certification. He or she identifies and recruits
Certifiers from the community for each competency. For example,
bank officers may become certifiers for students wishing to prove
their ability to maintain a checking account, transact business on
a credit basis or budget time and money effectively. An insurance
salesperson may certify that a student can provide adequate
insurance for self, family and possessions. A police officer may
check student competency in responding appropriately to emergencies.

Some Guidelines for Recruitment

Several guidelines for recruiting certifiers have surfaced from
the (CE)2 experience. First, the involvement of business and
other community representatives in the certification process is
another important way .that ESCE students learn skills in
realistic settings removed from the class...room. Certifiers find

that they are better teachers then they think. They are asked to
participate because they can provide students with expertise in a
particul x skill. Most often, when given the opportunity,
individual certifiers apply a great deal of creativity in thinking
of ways to present competency materials.

Finally, the personal approach between individual certifiers and
the staff member in charge of the competencies works best for
recruiting and orienting certifiers. The LRS visits certifiers at
their businesses during the recruitment process and again to
discuss specific learning activities. Often certifiers provide
leads to other people in the community who will be good certifiers
in other areas. Problems crop up and solutions are more easily
found if certifier and staff member can talk about it on a
personal basis.
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Orienting Competency Certifiers

After recruiting certifiers, the LRS orients them to the
certification process. The certifier quickly learns that he or
she decides how to hold the certification session. If special
arrangements, materiels or other resources are required, however,
the LRS provides the necessary support. If several certifiers are
recruited to handle a particular competency, they may wish to meet
with the LRS to agree on a structure for their certification
sessions. Even if agreement is reached, each certifier most
likely will use a different approach, and individual ideas about
what is important will be reflected in each person's style.

COMPETENCY RESOURCES

Orienting Students

During orientation week, students are given a booklet outlining
program expectations %nd riquirements for each competency. A
portion of the week is set aside for orientation to the competencies.
Individual LRS assistance supplements this initial orientation, and
a file of competency materials for student use is available at the
learning center.

Competency Materials

The LRS, competency certifiers and students collect erials for
the competency materials file. Students Use this file continuously
to find materials that help them understand each competency.
Students find certifier information (name, address, telephone
number and competency area) in a file located on the LRS's desk.

Using the Community

Whenever possible, (CE)2 sends students into the community for
competency certifications. Staff believe students gain valuable
learning experience by proving their expertise in a competency
Area to a qualified professional. By performing competency skilh;
at the place where they later will bank, shop or request public
services, students gain a dimension of realism missing from a
class discussion of these skills. Usually small groups or
individual students set up appointments with certifiers and meet
with them outside the center. When necessary, the LRS sets up a
competency certification (usually for a group of five or more
students) at the learning center.
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Scheduling Sessions and Recording Work

Students schedule their own certification sessions. In the early
months of the program, the.LXS may become involved in this
scheduling until the student is more confident about interacting
with adults. The LBS also monitors student progress and checks
for reasons when students fall behind their schedules.

The Student Status Board contains a card for each student listing
the competencies and the starting and completion dates for their
certification. Students take a certification form to each
certification session. The form is-signed by the certifier
the student demonstrates proficiency in the competency. The
student then ,gives the form to the LRS for logging in the program
records.

CROSS-REFERENCES

A Listing of the competencies chosen by the Tigard community for
(CE)2 and a discussion of how they were selected appears in
"CoMpetencies," pages 339-346; competency certification is
detailed and a student competencies workbook reprinted in the
same section, pages 359-408.

Competency resource materials are listed on pages 401-403.

Se StudenC Re- ds," Student -ces, IteM$ 12 and 13, for
discussion of competency certification records and the Student
Status Board.
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Evaluate usefulness of iearnin- resources

To he12, evaluate the adequacy of current resources and plan for
and acquire additional materials, each EECE program should record
the use students make of various learning resources. When
evaluating the use of resources, ask if students can do the
following things:

laterial Resources

1. go to the right source (library, media center, employer
site'i community)

2. seek out the person who can help

3. ask questions that quickly and clearly identify the
needed information

4. use employer and community files to gain information

5. select information applying directly to the problem

6. share the information gained

7. locate information by using an index or table of contents
of printed materials

operate appropriate audiovisual materials

9. know how to locate information at the learning.center,
employer sites, libraries, museums and so forth

10. work independently to locate information using the
Reader's Guide, card catalog, references and so forth

People Resources

1. accept other peoples' ideas and experiences as useful

2. seek opportunities to interact with other persons to
determine their usefuness as information givers

3. ask others for help
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Themselves as Resources

1. describe events ob3ective3-

descr- e personal behavior in specific situations

review situations and critique mistakes

4. think of alternative ways to handle a situation
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APPENDIX A

Life Skills Objectives and Predesigned Projects

This appendiX is intended as a working tool learning managers may
use when negotiating projects with students. For each Life SkillE
area, the following pages provide

2earning_objectives that outline the kinds of learning
growth students should experience

2. a brief explanation SBCE'S approach to the Life
Skills area and sone discussion of related learning
activities

3. a sample ErAde1421242125Lt written to insure th
all students touch on the most important learning
objectives in that area

For a general survm4MFlaY0 Skills delivery techniques, see
"Curriculum-Oatcones," pages 19-23. For implementing projects,
see "Projects," pages 189-213.

A Project Writingl-Guide given students to orient them to planning
their own projects is also given in "projects," on pages 229-232.



Appendix A (Creative,.velopment)

OBJECTIVES FOR CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Outcome Goal: Students will increase their ability to
identify the effects of and participate in creative
processes to blend new and existing materials, ideas or
concepts into forms or experiences.

Learning bjectives: Students should be able to

. recognize and use the creative process in thinking,
talking and writing

2. discuss the form d meaning of "art"

identify and participate in creative experiences to
develop skills and styles that satisfy their expectations

EBCE'S. APPROACH TO CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Creativity is an essential element of self-expression and contributes
significantly to one's total growth as a person. Committed to the
concept that education is preparation for life, EBCE considers
creative development a valuable living skill that can help.. students
find more satisfaction in both their work and nonwork pursuits.

Creativity is more a characteristic of our attitude and the ways in
which we act than it is indicative of a specific product or result.
Since creativity is by its nature -a uniquely personal quality EBCE
does not try to prescribe for or evaluate it in any standardized
fashion. Rather,' learning Objectives for this area serve as
guidelines to help students recognize their own creative capacities
and to encourage them to become more confident about expressing
themselves in creative ways.

While students are challenged generally to be creative in all their
activities, specific requirements in this area are limited to two
projects each year. In the course of completing these projects the
student is also expected to deal creatively with specific Basic -

Skills and Career Development activities on employer sites.

In applying creative development objectives to the design of
projects, the following ideas should be considered:

'1. Creativity is a process, not a pEaduct.
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2. The concept of creativity should not be limited to the
"arts"; rather it is a way of understanding and dealing
with all human endeavors and should be reflected in
everything we do.

Projects should spur inventiveness positive
originality in any field rather than merely emphasizing
participation in one of the arts or crafts.

4. Project goals should emphasize the recognition and uSe
of creative thought rather than some quality, act or
outcome. Similarly, while projects may address the
history of an art or the products of someone else's
creativity, they should always stress the student's own
creativity in the present.

The predesigned project in creative development asks students- first
to develop their own definition of creativity and thenito look for-
examples of it in a variety of settings, including the employer
sites they are examining as part of their Career Development
experiences. Students'are free to interact with staff, other adults
and their peers in working out their ideas, However, they should'
take their own stand on the issue and defend and explain it in
conversation with the learning manager and, as necessary, with
employers and other adults in the community.

There are no easy ways of "measuring" the degree to which a person
is creative. Evaluation of a student's creative development
depends largely on staff getting to know the student as a whole
person and making subjective judgments of performance based
on what can be perceived and/or judged professionally about that
particular student. The creative development predesigned project
helps staff get to know what creativity means to each student and
provides a basis for giving further feedback in an individual
manner.

The individually negotiated project in creative development gives
the student a chance to exercise creativity as a skill to be used
in exploring the possibilities of any subject he or she chooses.
Whereas the predesigned project treats creativity in many different
situations, the second project tends to narrow in on a particular
topic area or skill. While EBCE does not push "art for art's sake,"
the program does encourage students to use this project as a way of
exploring particular modes of creative expression of interest to
them. Examples of projects negotiated by students appear in the
following display.
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EXAMPLES OF CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT
PROJECT TOPICS

Advanced Welding Techniques

The Art and History of Batik

Cabinet-Making at Bunn Music

Candle-Making

The Care and Feeding of
e

iq

Ceramics

Children's Literature

Comics and ,Cartooning

Creative Development at Art Center West

Decorating Eggs

Drums

Get Your Talent Together
The Harmonica .

House Framing

Interior Decoration

Landscape Painting

Leathercraft

The Miracle Worker

Painting of Various Surfaces

Petals and Thorns

35 Photography

Shop Procedures: Gun Cabinet

Tournament Karate

Water Vapor Transmission

Woodshop-Maze Construction

Writing Science Fiction
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STUDENT NAME

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR

LEARNING'MANAGERRATIONALE/ASSESSMENT:

LIFE SKILLS AREA: CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

PROJECT TITLE Reco.ni in. Creativit in New W

EMPLOYER SITE

This project will acquaint you with the creative process. You
recognize creativity in yourself, in others, and in the world around you.
In addition Co defining and identifying creativity, you will engage in a
creative activity of your choice.

STUDENT RATIONALE:

PROJECT EVALUATION:

RECOMMENDATIONS:

STARTING DATE

TARGET DATE

DATE RECEIVED

ERS CERTIFICATION

CRITICAL THINKING
WRAP-UP COMPLETE

COMPLETION DATE



ACTIVITY I

DATE

Define creativity.

A. In your own words, write a definition of
what creativity means to you.

Identify common things in the community
that Shoe creativity. Now do these things
fit into your definition of creativity?

*Helpful hint for definition:

List ten things you think are creative. On
another sheet, list word* that apply to all
ben creative things. rry to use those words
in your definition.

RESOURCES PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
Unless otherwise specified, products and
criteria will be negotiated with your Le

Your pant experiences

Photographs froe _g n

newspapers

The community at 1

A. A well - written definition of ere

O. A collection (collage,' scrapbook,
photographs, etc.) of examples of creativity(
include a caption for each that explains how
it fits Your definition of creativity.



ACTIVITY 2

DATE

RESOURCES

Unless _

PRODUCTS/CRITERIA

specified, products and
be ;ley tad with your LM

Apply your definition of creat v
the following:

A. An eaaapla of creativity that
improved business on your job site

B. A commercial product that you ti
creative (explain what is creative
About it)

C. An advertisement that you feel is
creative (explain why).

D. pisc zed art

Employer site

Library

Magazines

Television

Employer instructor

Museums

Art galleries

Develop an advertisement for this example
of creativity and have it evaluated and
certified by your employer instructor.

Certl

B. A written statement that describes the
product and explains why it is creative
(to be submitied to your learning manager)

C. Bring in the ad and orally explain to
your learning manager Why it is creative.

D. Ask the gallery or museum attendant to
certify that you can explain how two
pieces of art fit your idea of creativity.

Certification

Ti

EVALUATION

5



ACTIVITY 3

,DATE

RESOURCES RROUUCTS/CRITERIA
Unless otherwise specified, products and
riteria will be negotiated with

_ the creative process Gott} for bus
and for pleasure:

A. Choose a situation on an esployer site that Employer sit
could be creatively improved.

the one you think will e

the situation. Pats and crafts stows and boiskS

Employer in lor
Propose three alternatives.

Library resOur

3. Discuss your choice and your reasons Attathmsn
with the employer instructor.

B. Select a creative leisure tifti activity
that you can do.

EVALUATION

A. A written statement of the situation
followed by three alternatives (signed
by the employer instructor)

Completed Attaahi _ 1

I-1



ACTIVITY 4

DATE

RESOURCES

7- _

PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
Unless otherwise specified, products and
criteria will be negotiated with your kM

Abalyro the creative process:

A. Think about how it felt to create
somethings

Are you satisfied with your product?

What skills did you use?

1. Is there room for improving these k

4. Is there a stepby-step creative process?

Where and when does creativity take
place?

6. Describe yourself as a creative person.

Reread your definition from Activity 1 and
rewrite it if this project has changed
your ideas.

Products and resources from
Activities 1, 2, and 3 of this
Project

A. Discuss questions one through five with
your learning manager for certification.

C-_ _ c _ion

A rewritten definition or an additional
statement that you're satisfied

EVALUATION
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Attachment 1 Crea ve Developmentl

ACTIVITY SHEET

Select one act. ..cy from each of the following iups and participate
in it as Indicated. Before you start, fill in the form at the t'ottom
of the page and have your learning manager sign it.

GROUP ONE

A. Spend an hour at the Metropolitan Art Museum.

B. Visit the Contemporary Arts and Crafts Gallery.

C. Interview a local artist.

D. 'Critique as piece of art or an exhibit.

E. Other:

GROUP NO

A. Select a creative medium and deslYn and produce somet!,ing that meets
your cw-i definition of. creativity.

M. Using before &id after" photographs, do some interior room
decorating in a room of ydur choice.

C. Design a detailed plan to physically improve the EBCE I
center.

D. Other:

GROUP THREE

A. For your product from Group Two, keep a record of all costs and how
long it took you; create a detailed marketing plan for your product.

B. Create an advertisement for your product or interior decorating or
whatever; include prices.

C. Other:

I have chosen to do the following activities:

GROUP ONE:

GROUP TWO:

GROUP THREE:

My products for these activities will be

My target date for completion is

Student
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Appendix A (Critical Thin :ring)

OBJECTIVES FOR CRITICAL THINK

Outcome Goal: Students will increase their ability to
gather, analyze and interpret information and seek solutions
to problems.

Learning_Objectives: Students should be able to

7_ id6ntify a p-oblem or issue

z. gather and sort information fe.'.ated to the problem and

recognize that statistics, observations, language
and feelings are different toes of information
that form the basis of cur knowledge about
situations

b. be able t' understand different types of information
as common language rather than mystical jargon

interpret information related to the problem,
recognizing.d;e impact of biases both in the data and
in themselves

4. develop a variety of alternatives and define a course
of action in relation to the problem or issue

evaluate the results of their actions and be prepared
to take an alternative course of action to deal with
the problem or issue

EBCE'S APPROACH TO CRITICAL THINKING

Critical thinking is the most "basic" of the Life Skills. It is
important in EBCM LPcal,ee it serves as a logical way of organizing
th various learning processes students encounter. Learning
ob:ectives for critical thinking describe a set of problem-solving
techniques to help students better manage their own learning both
while in the program and throughout their lives.

All negotiation carried on by the student with staff and community
adults to set\learning goals and plan activities gives the, student
practice in critical thinking and provides an ongoing means of
encouraging and measuring that practice. As students schedule and
manage their learning, they further exercis ,,:. critical thinking and
give staff many chances to evaluate them in that skell.
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CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION

In conference with program sta f, students assess their own abilities
and interests, identify specific areas needing work, set goals and
meke plans to achieve specific skills and knowledges, evaluate the
results 'of their learning and make new plans based on a reassessment
of their interests and abilities in light of what they have
experienced.

Because of .the importance of critical thinking to everything they
will do while in the program, students are expected to begin their
program year with a redesigned project'in that area. This project
gives students initial experiences in EBCE learning that involve
not only practice in critical thinking generally but also application
of that skill through orientation activities related to project
design, use of employer sites and other prOgram strategies and
resources. Students may receive credit for a second project by
completing "critical thinking wrap-up activities" for each of -the
other projects they do during the year. Otherwise, students
individually negotiate their second project'in this area (see
sample topics displayed on the following page).

Students gain further practice in critical thinking as they go
through the procedures required to identify and refine their career
interests by selecting career exploration and learning level sites.

For additional discrssicn of critical thinking, see'"Career
rations," page 113, and the Project Writing Guide displayed in

"Projects," pages 229-232.
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Appendix A (Critic41 ThZi

EXAMPLES OF CRITICAL THINKING
PROJECT TOPICS

Aircraft Sys

Counseling

Electrician

Extra-Sensory Perception

'French

Introduction to Truck Driving

Lumber and Merchandising

Marriage Project

Metropolitan Ambulance Comp _y

Motivation for Career Success-

rark Landscaping

Portland International Raceway

Product Development in Educational Research

Smith Air Control

with Air Control #2

Testing Methods

12 Horsepower Kohler Engine

What It's Like to be Blind

Witchcraft. Its Content and Its Validity
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STUDENT NAME

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR

LEARNING MANAGER RATIONALE/ASSESSMENT:

This project is designed to introduce you Eu the
While orienting You to th (Lt), progmza. You Wi

=34 411:1 how to to write, :in--

STUDENT RATIONALE:

LIRE SKILLS AREA: CRITICAL THINKING

PROJECT TITLE Critical ThinKtIIIETDELL_IML20rien ati

EMPLOYER SITE

a1 th Whiny proee,iy

irn what a project

STARTING DATE

TARGET CATE

DATE RECEIVED

ERSCERTIEICATION

CRITICAL THINKING
WRAP-UP COMPLETE

COMPLETION DATE

Pi

rf

kv



ze yourselt with the who on

A. Names and posit/On-5 of staff and how the-i
work together

A. Resources (human and academic) located in the
riling center (see Attachments)

Use of the computer terminal

RESOURCES
Unless
criteri

PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
arise specified, products and
I negotiated with your LM

Attachments

(CE)2 staff

Student Handbook

Keterning students

Computer tertnina

A diagram staff organisation with
a short descriptive statement of each
Position and the name of the person filling
that position

B. Using Attachments I and 2 show the for
of resources

CIS computer p
resource Spent
specialist

stout certified by learning
t or employer relations

R5 or E on



ACiIVITY 2

DATE

RESOURCES PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
Unles oCierwise aPecified, products and
c_'toria will be neyot'__ad with your LB

Understand the -relationship of (CE)2 to
the ctmmunity;

A. Using a list of current employer sites.
group these mites according to the
occupational clusters on the back of ydur
Exploration Package.

B. Explain purpose. activities and people
involved (including students) in the
recruiting, training, and maintenance of
the employer network.

C. In your own words describe the (CE)2
ComPetency program.

D. Describe in writing the relationship
between (CH)2 and:

1. Tigard High Seh..1

2. Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory

(CE), Board of Directors

List of employer site

ExT,loration Package

Employer relations specialist

Learning resource specialist

(CE)2 Handbook

Community sites

List of employer sites grouped by occupation

clusters

Certification Ef must

C. Discussion with learning resource specialist

f.R.5 Certification

D. A well wrmtten and detailed essay showing
actual relationship

EVALUATION



ACTIVITY 3

DATE

RESOURCES

Care rs and (CE)2:

A. List your first three choices
exploration sites.

0

Complete your first Explorer P Age

Explain the differences

Explorations

Learning levels

Special placements

4. Skill building levels

D. Complete a task sheet for action one 1
and 2 and discuss your plan with Your
learning manager. Explain the importance
of time management.

EVALUATION

Employ r relations spec

CIS printout (from Act'

Employer site

Employer instructor

Exploration package

Student Handbook

Task sheet

Time Tray by R. Alec 1 cKenzie,

Chapters 1-4

PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
Vnless otherwise specified, products and
4:riCeria will be negotiated with your LH

B.

List of three explorations with anticipated
daces; site placewent slips

ERA Certification

es tl on

or ERS Certification

D. Completed task sheet and discussion with
learning manager emphasizing the
importance of time management



ACTIVITY 4 RESOURCES

DATE

PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
Um_ ss ct.herwis specified, pro and
criteria errgot44ted wiLn your LM

The project=

Redd at least one other- predesignad
project and two learning level projects.

Using the Project writing Guido write
a project for yourself

MOM The Project Writing Cu I : it displayed
in ''erojects,' pages

Attachment

Project Writing Guide

Predesigned projects

Learning manager

A. Discssion with learning manager rf
project parts and functions

t wtll written project And discussion
with learning manager

EVALUATION



CURRICULUM INSTRUCTION

Attachment Critical Thinkin

(CE)2 LEARNING CENTER RESOURCES

Active employer list

Activity File

Blank project

Cameras /film

Master Record Books

People

Phone bock

Predesigned projects

Career development information Project/Journal Turn-In Point

College Information File'

Competency certifiers

Computer terminal

Dictionary

Exploration Pa,:cages

Projection equipment

Sigrin/Sign out sheets

Student Personal Files

Student Record Books

Supplies (glue, etc.)

Gas reimbursement forms Tape recorders /tapes

ILA materials Time :slips

Learning' Objectives Transportation requests

Learning Site Analysis Forms 'Video tape equipment

magazines
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LOUNGE

tudent Learning
Coordinator Manager

Program
dministra RECEPTION

Program
_Assistant

lri
La. I..

CONFERENCE

Employer

r

S Relations , Learning-
Specialist' Aide

A ...

Quiet Learning Quiet Computer
Study Manager Study Terminal

LEARNING CENTER CO NS

Equipmcot
Resources

Employer- Learning
Relations Resource

Assistant Specialist pecialist

F
Resources

rn

0
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Appendix A (Functional citizenship)

OBJECTIVES FOR FUNCTIONAL CITIZENSHIP

Outcome Goal: Students will increase their understanding and
application of democratic processes in interpersonal actions
and in the private sector as well as in local, state and
federal government.

Learning Objectives : Students should be able to

1. demonstrate that they understand the principles of
demcracy by comparing the activities of individuals
and private or public institutions to those ideals

2. explain and give examples of strategies for social
and political change

analyze how systems of governance' come into being
and identify the assumptions on which those-sySteme
are based

4. demonstrate an understanding of the structure 0.nd
functions of the three branches of American govern

understand and give examples of hole decisions are made
and carried out at various levels of governance

6. develop a familiarity with the American tax system so
that they can identify its main purposes, sources of
income and uses of monies

through the use of examples, an undertanding of
the distribution of power in American government

8. analyze the ways in which laws are made and enforced
in a democracy

analyze the operations of organizations of their choice

10. understand why participation and responsibility are
necessary in a democratic society

identify in what ways, citizens participate in
their government and 'society

(j,
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UM & IN -RUCTION

EBCE'S APPROACH TO FUNCTIONAL CITIZENSHIP

There is little question that an increased awareness of government'
and the responsibilities of citizenship is highly beneficial both
to the student and to society. Learning objectives for this area
stress that to be truly "functioning" citizens, students must be
able to combine an understanding. of how their government works with
the actual exercise of democratic principles in their-day-to-day
activities.

Negotiation, Accountability and Citizenship

While it EEC E students encounter a variety Of learning situations in
which their own efforts will lead them to discover the role
citizenship can play in making them well-rounded members of their
local community and of society, in general. The negotiation process
through which students participate in designing their individual
learning plans is one technique that introduces students to the
relationships between rights and responsibilities as they.work
staff to set goals and evaluate their own performance.

As a corollary to the negotiation process, the Student Accountability
System defines what is expected of students and helps them perceive
the consequences of their own actions, thereby encouraging them to
be responsible for planning their own learning prograndand for
coordinating their daily activities. Students also have a chance to
participate actively in gBcE through numerous kinds of meetings held
to discuss' experiences and criticisms of the program and to solve
various prObleMe related to their learning plans. Each student's
"citizenship role" as an UWE participant is also discussed at
regular staff meetings in which staff share observations and discuss
the kinds of feedback individual students need.

Competencies Relate to Citizenship

Five of the thirteen competencies relate directly to citizenship
objectives:

Number 47 file state and 'federal income axes
uMber 8: participate in!the electoral process

Number 9: understand the basic structure and function of
local government

Number 10: explain your own legal rights and responsibilities
Number 11: make appropriate use of public agencies'
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Appendix A (Functional Citizenship)

Projects Focus on Government Forms

The predesigned project in functional citizenship asks students to
reflect on the nature of democracy and other governmental forms of
deciSion making. Students then examine their own roles in decisions
that are made about themselves and people around them. As they
examine real situations students fodus on specific

they
problems

of interest to them and discover ways in which they can become
involved personally in affectng social and political change. Thus
while we require that students learn about citizenship and politics
on a national level we also expect them to "learn by doing" through
testing out citizenship roles available to them directly in their
local community and in their daily lives as students in EBCE.

Through the predesigned project students may take the step from
passive observation to active participation by joining social or
political groups of their choice and by looking seriously at the
"governmental" structures of organizations of all kinds, including
those of specific employer sites. In this way we hope that students
will perceive how they as individuals can become involved
meaningfully in social and political change and how this involvement
impacts their career and lifestyle experiences.

Individually_pegotiated projects usually relate closely to the
student's examination of various occupations and bring the student
into direct contact with a variety of social/political activities
in the local community. One student might be seeking a career in
social work and so begin wor.on a project that examines the role
of volunteer workers in social agencies;. another student interested
strictly in a craft like sheet metal fabrication might Choose to
examine the union structure as it relates to that technology.
Sapples of project topics negotiated by MICE students appear
on'the following page.
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CURRICUWM INSTRUCTION

EXAMPLES OF FUNCTIONAL CITIZENSHIP
PROJECT TOPICS

Abortion--Pros and Cons

A.:ohol Information

Alternatives Work at Public Defenders

Are There Different Ways of Being "A Good Citizen"

Being a Claims Adjuster

Child Abuse

Counseling

Emergency Medical Training

The FBI and War Against Organized Crime

Ghost Towns in the West'

Helping With a Scout Troop

Investigation Techniques at Public De fen

Joshua:, A Child of the World

JuvenJuvenile Delinquency and Juvenileile
Juvenile Rights and the Law

e Law and Game Management

Local Procedures for Road Improvements

Operating and Maintaining a Small Business

Security Patrol: Responsibilities and Limitations of an
Officer

Understanding the Organization and Advantages of the Armed
Services

Unions--Their History and Organization

U.S Army Recruiting

A Volunteer Worker at Outside-In
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STUDENT NA:

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR

LIFE SKILLS AREA:, FUNCTIONAL CITIZENSHIP

LEARNING MANAGER RATIONALE/ASSESSMENT:

PROJECT TITLE

EMPLOYER SITE

Role As a CIt len_

This project designed to make you aw the form of overnmunt in America.
while completing it you will learn morL . out yovernment'd role and the way;; in which
Jt aff.wc3 your lire. You will also h, sn opportunity to participate in some form
If dovernmental process.

STUDENT RATIONALE:

PROJECT EVALUATION:

RECOF iENOATIONS :

STARTING DATE

TARGET DATE

DATE RECEIVED

'ERs CERTIFICATION

CRITICAL THINKING
WRAP-UP COMPLETE

COMPLETION DATE

r L7: 1'1

ru
M
M 0
tD
In'..
k.
141
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ACTIVITY 1

DATE .

RESOURCES PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
Unless otherwise specified, products and
criteria will be negotiated with your lisi

Why Have GoVe ment?

A. write list of Asiatic:els designed
to collect ideas and opinions about
why we have government.

B. Interview three adults in the
community. Ask your questions and
record their answers.

C. Eased on the information you have
collected and your own thoughts, write
your answer to the question; "why

have government?"

D. Discuss fdaiirm of governance on the
employer site with your employer instructor.

E. Ease you play in decisions
about yourself,

1. at your job site.

2. at, the learning center

3. at your home
.

4. with friends

Adults in the community

Employer instructor

Pr rents

u.s. Constitution

The (CE)2 competency en voting
competency

Government and political science
textbooks

-

A. A lice of questions designed to collect
specifie information

E. Tapeor written d , answerx

C. Your written statement, to be discussed
with the learding manager

LM Certification

D. Discussion with employer instructor

er Certification

Also h the information with your LM

t. Discussion with your learning manager

LA/ Certification

EVALUATION



ACTIVITY 2

DATE

- --

RESOURCES PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
Unless otherwise specified, products and
criteria will be negotiated with your LI.

Select an area of ocial concern and investigate
it in a systematic Hann t:- Be sate that your
investigation covers the following questions:

A. What is the "problem'?

What are its causes?

C. Who (people or organizer/0ns) is i

D. How did they get involved?

E. How is the government involved?

F. In what ways can a private citizen
hecoma involved?

G. what are rm gring to about

H. What must happen in order to "wit:
problem or improVe the situation?

rived?

Yellow Pages of Learning Resources

ok Cent-es (Portland access
directory)

Telephone dire

Lobby groups

Employer instru

(CE)2 staff

Newspapers

y

A written description cf your plan (cub fitted
before you begin your investigation)

CertifJcatio

A debriefing paper or discussion of the results
of your investigation. Negotiate the form with
your learning manager before beginning the
investigation.

The report will take the form of

Student cure

ion

EVALUATION

I..

M ri
P.



The American tax system:

A. On an employer site, identify at least two
kinds of business taxes.

1. what is thu purpose of each'?

2 How is each collect,

1. How is each computed? '

4. Where does the money go?

D. Identify at least four kinds of taxes (other
than inc_me taxes) which you might expect
to AA? AB a citizen:

1. What is the purpose of each?

2. !low is each collected?

Flow is each cdmputed?

-1. Where does the rmsnqy go?

5. Do you understand and agree with each?

o. What alternatives might you suggest?

PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
Unless otherwise spcieled, products and
cr1 teri. will be ne9otiated with our LM

Accountant or bookkeeper
at employer site

Internal Revenue Sorvice

tate, county, -end/Or city tax
offices (assessors)

Employer instructor

7ncome Tax Competency

A. A well-written essay that answers the c4estions
listed--to be evaluated on content as well as
spelling, grammar, sentence structure and
punctuation

U. An essay similar to product A and an igdOth
dis,ussion with your learning manager

LM Certification

EVALUAIION



ACTIVITY 4

DATE

Investigate the laws and codes that relate
to employers and employees on your employer site:

A. What laws or codes apply to your
employer sate?

Occupation and Safety Health Acts
(OSHA regulation)

Who enforces these _regulations? Legal office of the employer site

C. What is their intended purpo Employer Instructot

0. Doe s your employer instructor feel they Unions
are serving that purpose?

Oregon, Student Public Interest Research
E. Evaluate the good and bad points of the Group (OSPIRG)

odes as you see them.

F. Sow do these codes affect you
(not as an employee)?

G. How can ineffective codes be changed?

PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
Unless otherwise specified, Products and
criteria be negotiated Wilt y

Discuss these questions in detail th yOot
employer instructor and learning manager.

El Certifi

&Meer _

EVALUATION



ACTIVITY RESOURUS

DATE

TrYirg Out nship:

A- Provide a geed working definition of
citizenship.

Define, the term "lobby."

List we examples of citizen participation
in the deciAiot-making proce -i at the local,
state or na4ional level.

Explain why such participatiOn is essential
to a democracy.

Work through the attached Activity Sheet.

Government in Oregon

Chinook Centres (Portland acu.s,
dire.7tori)

Yellow Pages of Learning aces

Employer instructor

Activity Sheet

Oregon Student Public Interest
Research Group (OSPIRG)

PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
Unless othorwiNe specified, produ

regetiated with Ur

nil

A. A well thought out definition

B. A concise defi- tion

A list of five'examples with _h

explained in detail

D. Discussion with employer instructor or
learning manager

Cpl or EI Certification

E. Completed Activity sheet

EVALUATION



Appendix A (Punet onw1 Citizens:u
Predesigned Project

Attachment 1_ Functional tizenship)

ACTIVITY SHEET

',SLect one actis.ity from each of the foliong groups and participat6 in
it a indicated. Before you start, fill in the form at the bottom if
the page and have your learning manager sign it.

GROUP ONE

A. Attend a city council meeting.

B. Attend a school board meeting.

O. Attend a (CE)2 board meeting.

D. Attend a meeting of some other governing body
(Must be agreed on in advance with your learning manager.
Governing body selected:

GROUP TWO

he meeting you chose to attend, do one of the following:

A. Speak on behalf of (or in oppositi .o) an issue or candidate.

Write on behalf of _ in opposition an issue or candidate.
GIve a copy of what you have written t chairperson of the
meeting.

GROUP THREE

P.

Attend and, .:;r participate in a 1_bb

k on a referendum.

p conduct a political poll.

D. Participate in organizing a candidate fair.

E. Become involved in a precinct levy.

F. Write a lette;° to the editor of the nawsoaper and gf,' pub ed,

I have to do the o n activity -ass

r;RoUP ONE;

GROUP TWO:

GROUP THREE;

The products) for thane activities will be

My target dace for completion is

Student Learnlm manag-?r
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Appeneix A (Personal/Social De loprmn

OBJECTIVES FOR PERSONAL /SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Outcome Goal: Students will increase their ability to understand and
accept responsibility for self, personal behavior and effects of actions
and attitudes on others.

;earning_Objecti -es: Students should he able to

1. describe therms,- by

a. identifyinc, assessing and using personal information to
bring about personal growth and development

b. demonstrating a positive self-image

2. demonctrate self-direction and responsibility by

a. coping effectively with daily tensions and pressures
b. initiating action to further perSonal growth and development
c. making their own decisions and Choicer:
d. setting realistic 'learning and life goals with a minime m of

stress
e. describing and using strategies of decision making in

determining cc es of action and goal!:
f. evaluating decisions and their end results
g. understanding the consequences of their hehavior in relation

to themselves and others

deal positively with human sexuality by

understanding tne le/female roles as they de lelop in
societies

b. explaining the rola of femaleness and /or rialeness in terms
of their personal development

c- understanding the effects of human sexuali on determining
their goals and courses of action

use personal information for entering into and in aining ctive
interpersonal relationships by

-describing individual acid group behavior in nonjudgmental
terms
demonstrating .1,11/r, L vemclt in group pr,.,esses
listening and to king at other group a,enters
liztening and caltributing in inctiv.I'cual or up
discussions without interrupting or dominating the
interaction
agreeing and disagreeing with r mhe. of a 5,- rup rithOut

demonstrating hostilitp
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CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION'

BCE'S APPROACH TO PERSONAL/SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

As a life skill, personal/social development deals with what is
perhaps education's most generalized and least measurable purpose:
that of providing students with resources and experiences to help
them develop lnd refine their' attitudes toward themselves and
society. In supporting the student's personal /social development
EBCE draws heavily from theories that say personal growth is largely
a result of the choices an individual makes -nd that observable
behavior equates with how the student acts out choices.

This approach coincides with E3 curriculum design in both concept
and practice. In all our dealings with students we stress that
they make the choices necessary to identify and accomplish their
individual career and life planning tasks. Program learning
strategies comprise techniques and processes whereby students can

1. reflect on their interests, personal characteristics
and talents

match what they are learning about themselves
career an lifestyle interests

plan courses of action to achieve career and life
goals that are personally meaningful and satis

At the same time, students' actual learning experiences,
particularly their constant interaction with adults in various
community settings, give them a chance to reassess what they know
about tmselvei, redefine future goals accordingly and develop
the flexibility necessary to cope with the fact1 that not only are
they entering a rapidly changing world but-their self- concepts
and goals will be changing as they grow and mature.

The learning oje ,rives for p,Irsonal/socir:3 &velopment are
Lsigoed to help students dc ' effectively w2.th a deluge of
infczmation about themselve .. nd the world they will be encountering
both while in the program and as adults. Objectiver include
growth in such personal mandgement skills an r-ntal ealth, self-
,.-Irection, self-analysis, interpersonal rear ns and responsibiYitv.

Individ iaa ing and Self-R 4flection

`('he. n, 1.jotior pocess for developing individualized le4rning
plans encourages students to look at themselves, to exercise
self-direction and responsibilil! and to-enter .ritc, effective

interpersonal relationships wit a 11,ttiety of people (personal/
social developmnt objectives 1, 2 and 4), We also Iry to avoid
m-ale and female s'Iereotyping in a otx if,tert,ction wit t, stuclents,

5.54



Appendix A (Personal/Social Develop-

particularly respect to their career development planning
and activities (personal /social development objective

_

Student Accountability Encourages Responsibility

The Student Accountability System is designed to give students
consistent feedback regarding their behavior and performance and
reflects to a large extent the activities described in the learning
objectives for personal/social development. The system helps
students understand the importance of adhering to established
procedures and of following consistent channels of negotiation if
they disagree. Staff also hold regular meetings to exchange
Observations and decide appropriate responses regarding each
student's personal/social behavior and general performance of
program, learning strategies. .

Other program activities such as student meetings, staff/student
retreats, presentations to groups and seminars also contribute to
the student's exercise of personal-social skills. The student
icaurea) serves as another means of stimulating students to reflect
on themselves and their experiences and to express their thoughts
for the benefit of another person.

Projects Focus On Growth

ESCE's primary vehicles for implementing student learning in the
Personal/social Life Skills are the two projects required each
year in that area anc the student's process of self - assessment
and refinement of career options in relation to career
explorations and learning levels at various employer sites of
their dhoice.

The Eredesignedproject in this . _a asks students to describe
themselves in an objective yet pe-._..tive way and to apply the
critical thinking process to examine "whc" and "what" they are.
Students then interpret what they have observed about themselves.
identify a behavior they wish to change and define a course of
action to achieve that change. They also must reflect on tnemselveb
as thoy relate to interpersonal activities and consider how they
perceive male and female rules in their own lives and in society.

idents conclude the project by summing up their experiences in
self - descriptions.

In the r_ negotiated _project for his area students
focus on a particelar aspect o their personal development that
they feel needs imprevement and/or further understanding. We
encourage students in designing this project to look particularly
fcir ways in whi.j1 they might Learn more about themselves while also
learning more tout the woLld around them, The examples of
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CURRICULUM & IN TRUCTION

project titles below show some of the ways stdents may pursue
various personal interests and goals.

In addition to projects, students face many of thc esponsibilities
required of mature adults when they participate at employer sites
on career explorations- and learning levels. In looking at career
options students not only examine job-specific skills and
conditions but they also gain a better feeling for the many
intangibles relating to a given career- -such as the kinds of
personal responsibility they will have to exercise, types of
people they will have to 4ncounter and other subtle psychological
and environmental factors contributing to job satisfaction. In

this way students encounter personal management skills they will
have to exercise in any career -- getting along with cc- workers,

being on time, respecting property, being honest abou expressing
abilities and talents and so forth.

More discussion of negotiation and student accountability appears
throughout "L arning Plan Negotiation." Career explorations,
learning levels and student journals are discussed separately in
sections beginning on pages 105,277 and 411, respectively.

EXAMPLES OF PERSONAL/SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
PROJECT TOPICS

Acquiring Saleable Job Skills
Aspects of Insanity
Body-Building and Weight Training
Budgeting the Household
Changing Behavior
Communications Skills
Craziness
Customer Relations
Developing Leadership Qualities
Dream Analysis
Elementary School Counselor
Fu'ure in Communications
Hunting
Insight Into the Bible
Librarian Skills
N-ttrition and Exercise

Open Marriage
Oral Communication ani Disc-Jockey Business
Teaching at Yaznhill Outdoor Camp'
Techniques of Public Speaking
Techniques and Variety in Yona
What It's Like To Be Blind
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STUDENT NAM

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR

LIFE SKILLS AREA: PERSONAL /SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

LEARNING MANAGER RATIONALE/ASSESSMENT:

PROJECT TiTLe Underst ndinl Myself in RelAt

EMPLOYER SITE

54 compl,cinq pject, you will learn how to know your=, ir bec dff 4n individual

syd ds 4 morlb0r of a .trout- In ddiniuy cliodrddrey ot' "who you are', you' ea

SOrrit ,k!ll ti)-0 can help qoe 4d,c hdhdvior to a atyle tha 101re qatisfyin to 1 u DATE RECEIVED

STARTING DATE

TARGET DATE

STUDENT RATIONALE:

PROJECT EVALUATION:

RECOMMENDATIONS:

ERS CERTIFICATION

CRITICAL THINKING
WRAP-UP COMPLETE

COMPLETION DATE

At

E]

m
0 F-J
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ACTIVITY I

DATE

inscribe yourself in a PO

B.

RESOURCES PRODUCTS /CRITERIA
VnIC$a otherwise specified, products and
criteria wilf bo nOqutiAtd with your LM

Make _ list of your perv'orvil strengths

and weaknesses, both foF 1,Our physical
condition and for your (?ttOt('alltY.

Based on youz list of srPgis,
the good. positive Yon_

In your own words. defie
. on the attached "Useful

_ of words

List"

that deals with 0 person who
is looking deeply at his or tier lif,1 and

attempting to make chang00 in it.

-z_

EVALUATION

Att ,h

Attachment
Instructions)

Old magazines,

Autobiographies

Newspapers

tc.

n ept Inventory)

nality Box

AttdchMent d (Useful t- ahul+ry Lis

Student cdordi at,a;

psychology books at the learning
center

Libraries

Attaches nt 4 (Suggested Book

strengths and weakne
t least ten Of each

B. noose One of the following;

1. Make an advertisement for yourself.
2. Make a personality box.
3. Write a job resume.
4. Write an autobiography.
5. Write a lcrig. laudatory eulogy for

yourself extolling your virtues and
achievements, to be judged on ability
to render the reader teary-eyed.

6. Negotiate a similar activity with your
learning manager:

of the vocab ords

D. Write a letter to the main character in
the book. Show that you 'understand"
this person's life. ONt Negotiate an
alternative activity with your learning
manager:



ACTIVITY =

DATE

Show that /au Gall cnanv
if you want to er need to

RESOURCES

Identify GOtre itg about Yourself that
you'd ltke to diAnge (by either improving

or aboli-4hin4 it),

On an employer tc, observe this behavior
And record eats but it in the followln9
Way:

select to ai awit cf time observe
yournelt.

2. Count the gloater of times the behavior
.curs using is observation period,

L S4ow ward ze, a graph or chart.

Interpret tie aph or

how It might a
fight affect Job perfotrAnce.

Plan a strategy
behavior by doin

i.

r obanging tniu

the E011owital=

Sot a qi2al.

Do a Force Fiel, Analysis.

Set a deadline-
EvalnatO Your progeos

PRODUCTS /CRITERIA
llnleaa otherwise specified, products and
ziteti,, will be ne4oriated with your LA

Field AaJlysks/

A. A Written dascriptin of be;.avior (or
cartoon or _ ..)

B. A chart or graph (make it clear and simple)

A well written p,ragrapb explaining how
this behavior could affect other people
or your Job; have it read and certified
by rwo people. one employer instructor
and one other person with whoa you spend
a lot of times

Loa

Fie

it Certification

Another Pe

ring manJtior cortificatIg
d --alysis

Ccrtifica 0

Employer instructor's certlfic
behavior change;

El ceiti cation



ACTIVITY 3

'DATE

a effsct Al member of graup!

A. Gbaery a group and record data asked for
on the Group OVservation Guide.

On an employer site, participate in a
conversation doing at least three
Perception Checks. (Practice with a
friend first!)

G_ choose an adult who will observe you and
give you feedback on group process skills.

If you feel you need improvement in any on,
of the group pr..cess skills, discuss it
with your learning manager or employer
instructor.

RESOURCES
Unless ottinrwise swcined, products and

will he nyoutiateJ with dour LM

PRODUCTS/CRITERIA

Attachment 6 (G In Observation
Guide)

Employer site

iCE)2 group sc,ELital

Attachment 7 (Pe eptIon Cheoh
InJtru '1011)

Attachment eedback Scale for
SelecteA Group Process Skills)

L moleted Group Observa

Certification

uids

Adult certification with segges
improvement.

Adult Certification

D. A written plan for change in group process
skills, certified by an adult



ACTIVITY 4

DATE

Understand how male/fetal-1, trial have

developed in our society And how they infl nee
our daily lives:

Read the following quotation and respond
to it by writing two pacagrarhs, one in

sePPott of And one against this particular
point of view;

Career women 41-0 trying E0 destroy mart-1.140,
family /ire, and womanhood. We would be
Metter off if every working woman quit her
job, especially single girls who are trying
to take ms-a lobs away from them.

On an employer site VU sex ro
various jobs in the following way:

1,

1,

4.

Count the total number of employees.
What percent are female? male?
Could they do each other's jobs?
Discuss with your Er the Equal Rights
Amendment (ERA) and its is P lications on
the job site.

For each of the following job title
down which sex cones to your mind firs-_

secretary hair stylist
bank executive model.

school principal truck driver
learning manager,

Are you Personally aware of an
exceptions?

2. Pick a job title which is not normally
associated with persons of your sex.
Investigate and document the difficulties
you might encounter in trying to get that
job.

RESOURCES PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
un:esg o ise specified, products and
criteria will be negotiated with your LM

Recent news articles about the
Equal Rights Amendment

Personnel officer at Company
(a major firm employing several
hundred people)

An official from the Civil Rights
Division of the State Buteau
of Libor

Employer ins

Two written paragraphs, to be Judged on their
logical argument and ability to convince the '
readet of uach paint of view

A written statement accomuanted by figotes
a graph with written explanation)

showing differences in jobs done by men
and women employees) also obtain your
employer instructor's certification that
the Equal Rights Amendment has been discussed

ion

C. An oral discussi n with your learning
manager.

LN Can ideation

EVALUATION



Appendix A (:'ersonal/Social Development)
°redesigned Project

Attachment 1 (Personal/Social Development)

SELF CONCERT INVENTORY

This exercise can help you describe how you are and how you wot,ld like to
be. There are no right or wrong answers; each person may have diffeent
ideas. Respond according to your honest feelings. After each of the
characteristics listed below, state how much the characteristic does or
doesn't fit you. Then go back and circle how important it is to you to
have that characteristic (1=not important, every important). You can
then tell at a glance the qualities you might work on.

I AM

THIS WAY
I'M NOT
THIS WAY

HOP IMPORTANT.'

THIS IS TO ME

Brave 1 2 3 4

Careful 1 2 3 4 5

Cheerful 3 4

Clean 3 4 5

ronsiderate 5

'oopezative 1 2 3 4

Dependable 1 3 4 5

Fair 1 2 3 4 5

Friend Y 1 2 3 4 5

Good 1 2 3 4

Happy 1 2 3 4 5

Helpful 1 2 3 4 5

Honest 1 2 3 4 5

Jealous 7 2 3 4 5

Lazy 1 2 3 4 5

Likeable 2 3 4 5

Loyal 1 2 3 4

Mean 1 2 3 4 5

Obedient 1 2 3 4 5

Polite 1 2 3 4 5

Popular 1 2 3 4 5

Selfish 1 f 2 3 4 5

Sincere 1 2 3 4 5

Smart 1_ 2 3 4 5

Studious 1 2 3 4

Thoughtful 1 2 3 4
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CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION

Attachment 2 Personal/Social Development}

PERSONALITY BOX INSTRUCTIONS

The Personality Box is a way of presenting two views of
yourselfhow you see yourself and how others see you. It

is an illustration of the inside and outside of you, and
this is why a box, which has an inside and outside, is
used

Directions:

1. Find a box. A shoe box is good, but a box of a.ny size
or shape that you think expresses you is fine. Are
you a refrigerator box? A toothpick box? A hat box?
An Alka Seltzer box?

On the inside, glue or draw pictures, words, objects,
or whatever to create' an image of how ycu see yourself.
Think about as many sides of your personality as you
cart.

On the outside, glueior draw pictures, words, objects,
etc. to create an image of how you think others see you.

4. Attach a brief written explanation of what the inside
and the outside of the box show, what specific pictures
mean, etc.
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Appendix (Pe Deveopment)
Dredes-iThed Projedc

Attachment Persona jai DeveloPment

USEFUL VOCABULARY LIST

1. participant observ-

self-concept

responsibility

self-directic)n

personal goals

6. observable behavior

7. behavior modification

B. self-awareness

9. force-field analysis

lid strategy

11. coping

12. cause and e

13. social roles

14. maleness

15. femaleness

act

16. interpersonal relationship

17. (group) process

18. dominate

19. facilitate

20. feedback
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CURRICVLUN c INSTRUCTION

Attachment 4 ersonal Development

SUGGESTED BOOK LIST

Go Ask_ Alice, ymou

I _ever Promised You a Rose Garden,

A Separate Peace, John Knowles

I Know Why the Ca ed Bird Sings, M_ a

Diary_ofA Young Girl, Anne Frank

Autobiographj of Malcolm X

The Story of My Life, en

Zelda, Mary Milford

Siddhartha, Herman Hesse

Eleanor: The Years Alone, Nash

Keller

Loneliness long Distance_

_lbs in Search of ' Self, Virginia Axline

I'm OK, You're OK, Eric Berne

Open Marriace, O'Neil and O'Neil

Manchild in the Promised Land, Claude Brown

Sciedad Brother, George Jackson

Why Ain i Afraid TO Tell You Who I Am?

Man's Search For Meanina,- Victor Frankel

Transparent Self, Sidney Jourard

Soul On Ice, Eldredge Cleaver

Hey White Girl; Susan Gregory

Yes I Can, Sammy Davis Jr.

Black Boy, Richard Wright

Alice in Wonderland, Lewis

The Li

Carroll

e Prince, Antoine de St. Exupery

Born To Win, James and Jongeward

Winning With People, James and Jongeward

The Seven Story Mountain, Thomas Merton

Goliath, David Harris
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pendi_x A rsondl/Social Development)

rredesigned Project

Attachment 5' S ial Develo ment)

FORCE LYSIS

This activity will help 4,ten ify the forces for and the forces
against reaching a specifi 9©l ial you've set for yourself. Some
behavior is productiveand )01t iS 00t, and it is not always
immediately obvious,, The ItIkat Eieisa Analysis can be useful to
see which behaviors will hial.t) you reach your goal. (If you need'
help working with this, soft Wbr 1eatning Manager,)

My Goal

FORCES FOR FORCES AGAINST



CURRICULUM INSTRUCTION

Attachment Personal/Social _Development

GROUP OBSERVATION GUIDE

Date of observation

Task of group

Observer

Response rate: Make a tally in the appropriate box each
time a comment is made.

Names of group
members

Tal)y boxes
Total number or responses
Total number of people

participating

Rate the group on the behaviors listed below by cling
the appropriate number on a scale of 1 to 5.

Low

Dominating by 1 or 2 persons 1

Horsing around 1

Withdrawing (silence} 1

Being negative 1

Getting off the subject l

Kate the tone of the group
best describe the group:

High

2 3 4 5

C 3 4 5

3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

circling the, adjectives that

friendly lazy hostile successful
hard-working bored cooperative unsuccessful
aimless willing confused creative

'3
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Appendix A (Personal/Social neve opment)
Predesigned Project

Attachment 7

NONVERBAL BEHAVIOR -- "PERCEPTION CHECK"

We can increase
to communicate m0
means we have -aQetiett

and feelings.

rsonal understanding as we learn how
efectively. A common understanding
e information About each other's ideas

Many times feell are expressed nonverbally, but nonverbal
expression is, ofn Misunderstood. One skill that can help
improve nonverbal nMmunication is the "perception check";
this helps us see it we have a correct understanding of
another person's fallings.

To make a perceptko
are the other perto4
whether you rea
Remember,- you de
evaluating the pe

Check, you describe what you think
inner feelings in order to check
derstand what he or she feels.
e other person's feelings without

The following exAAIDA
interpret your feel'

get
talk

ges say: "This is how

Impression you'd rather not
this. Is that so?

You lock Jylce yoU felt hurt by my
comnent, rid you?

Am 1 right that 'yr u feel disappointed

because nOtody coMmented on your new
dress?



CURRXCULUt1 &INSTRUCTION

- Attachment 8 Per nal/Social Develo men

FEEDBACK SCALE FOR SELECTED GROUP PROCESS 'KILLS

This activity will give you a Chance to look at the ways
you relate to others in a group situation. On the basis of
this information you can analyze the ways in which you may
want to grow to develOp more satisfying relationships with
others.

Ability to n t

Not at all able 4

Contributes to discussion without dominating

Compliely unable

Not dominatedhyAnother individua

Never dominated

4

Considers androspects ether -eo- le A °Pinions

laarei,i considers

eke information by asking gueetiOne

7

Completely able

Completely able

Always dominated

4 7 tl Always consid ±rs

Rarely qUaationa 1 2 3 Always que t ons

Full' and pahetently_Feeeende te_gUebtigne_

Never responds- 1 2 3

Disagrees without hostilit

Nev

Ability to influence others

Completely unable 1

Willie trust others

Completely suspicious 1 2

4 8 9

7 ll 9

4 9

ID. eyes communication skilla such a h a in c'

Always responds

Always

Completely

Completely try

7 Fi 9 Always
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Appendix A (Science)

OBJECTIVES FOR SCIENCE

Outcome Goal: Students will increase their ability to
recognize and apply scientific procedures and methods,
particularly in the analysis of technology's impact on
natural environments and cultural values.

Leaz2ling_...C13ectives: Students should be able to

1, use systematic logical methods for testing the
reliability of facts

2. use cause and effect reasoning to explain a point
of view

recoghize precision, accuracy and self-discipline
as necessary_ aspects of the scientific method and
discover by application the extent to which they
either hAve these traits or are willing to. develop
them

4. discuss positive and negative consequences of
advancing technology

5. describe a balance between technological _progress
and the quell ty of life

EBCE'S APPROACH TO SCIENCE

The existing 1 of technology in this country brings every
person into direct and often complex contact with the results of
science, in recent years environmentalists have shown quite
clearly what happens when we emphasize the products of science
without undePStanding fully or attending to the effects of those
products. UrderStanding scientific procedures andithe impact of
those processes on the natural environment and on human values
is an essential step toward.meaningful participation in today's
society.

The Scientific Method

scientific method involves the following basic, steps:

1. collecting observations

2. generalizing the observations by sear _g for patterns
or Correlations
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I LUM & INSTRUCTION

formulating, from the patterns or correlations, a
hypothesis relating the observations to some cause
or con6ition

4. using the hypothesis to make predictions

collecting more observations to test the truth of the
predictions, thus confirming or denying the hypothesis

It is useful co point out to students hew closely these steps
relate to the logic of the critital thinking steps outlined in the
learning Objectives for that Life Skills area. It is also important
that students realize that the scientific method (or any other
method of problem solving noes not necessarily yield the truth.
Using tho utathod can only expected to result in an increased
likelihood of finding a i_ruz. v alationship, or a relationship more
closely appr,7,x1r,iating the truth. Thus students should cone to
appreciate the role of uncertainty as a part of science and to
b#tter understand that all hoTzn knowledge involves a growing and
hanging process. This is particularly important with respect to

Our att!.tude toward technology and its relationship to the
Arinmenc and to our standard of living.

Projtxts-in Science

Science learning objectives emphasize:the pp2E1211 necessary to
mderstane scienca as a specific field of inquiry and to profit
1 :cm the method as it may be applied to any problem.

Sent' rit-:,F,d not immerse themselves at great length in the
nci rug 1;hc.j 5f a particular scientific discipline (for

' , -, physics) to gain a firm grasp of
111 Instead each student's project

Atudent discover personally what the
come-to use a variety of community

resouice:u a, oites -:.)test how and where science really does apply
to clux live individually and as a society.

EanysigrItslmaiat in this area contains activities that are
standardiLedto the extent that all students confront each of the
learning objectives identified for science as a Life Skill. At
the same time, the resources and products/criteria columns are
designed to encourage students to make-full use of their unique
interests and abilities in realistic practice of the scientific
method.

When negotiating the student's second project staff try to build on
activities practiced in the first, particularly in terms of further
using employer sites and giving attention to both local and global
implications of particular science issues and problems. In this
way, students whose interests and career aspirations might be totally
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Ap radix A (Scienc

"nonscientific" are helped to perceive some of the ways in which
science and. technology impact all our lives.

If interestsor career goals warrant it, students can plan projects
for intensive study of particular science fields in a variety of ways:

1. through study of resource materials available at local
public and private libraries and institutions

2. through working closely with an employer
3L-P

instructor
with e_ertise in a given science (for example, a
chemical engineer at a gypsum plant)

\

3. by usinga tutor in that area

4. by taking classes offered by local high schools,
community colleges and certain larger employer sites

e prefer to let intensive study of this kind e -Ave as part of the
experiences students have as they come to under,,cand science in \

realistic situations by examining specific occupations of interest
to them For example, a student with a general interest in .chemistry
might, by exploring a local gypsum plant, become interested in that
area as a career. He or she can'then negotiate a project to
pursue Chemistry.in a general way at a local high school
(recognizing now the need for such a background to pursue a specific
career) or even sign up for a class offered to employees at the
g'y'psum plant, where chemistry could be studied as it .applies to
the needs of that industry. Similarly a student with no conscious
interest in science, but feeling strongly about being involved
with people, might come to explore a variety of medical/social
sites and decide to pick up elementary biology as a prelude to
advanced study in medicine,psychology or other related careers.
A student might have no specific career in .mind but be -very
interested in general physics. Intensive study could then occur
through the various options listed above and the student might come
to focus on a Specific career Or careers in which physics cbuld'be
used. Examples of project topics negotiated by EDCE students are
displayed on the following page,
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CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION

EXAMPLES OF- SCIENCE PROJECT, TOPICS

Anatomy and First Aid Techniques
uariums

Automobile Repair and Automobile Pollution
Basic Anatomy and Its Processes
'Behold the. Eye of the Mind
Changing Behavior in Children
Computer Operations
Computing for Heat-Loss and Heat-Gain
Controlled Environment of Plants
Drugs: Use and Abuse
The Ecology Controversy-Population Explosion
ESP, Mysticism and the Occult: Are They Real?
Fire-Fighting Techniques
Geology: Rock Types and Some Fossils
Gypsum Fibres
IBM-Field Engineering Division
Individualized Learning for Adults -- Communications_s

and Math
Kinetics.'

Learning Beauticial Skills /Cosmetology
Life on the Beach
Math Through Computers
Nuclear Energy
Nutrients and Nutritional Food
Observing and Predicting Weather
On Becoming an-Optometrist
an Being a Motorcycle Mechanic
Photographic Techniques--
Recording and Forecasting Weather
The Sewing Machine
Terrariums
Understanding Combustion and Heat
What It'Takesto be a Dentist
Wildlife Conservation
Working With Adult Mentally Retarded
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STUDENT NAM:

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR

LEARNING MANAGER RATIONALE/ASSESSMENT:

LIFE SKILLS AREA: SCIENCE

PROJECT TITLE

EMPLOYER SITE

Scientific Investigation

This project is l si gned to acquaint you with the scientific irethned or prob

solving. Completing this project will help rrta compare your bilities with those

needed by a ,:iunCINC and also become nirn awaie of the ,2mtent La Whi0h science
15.. involved with m=any aspeJiii or onr li'mo's.

-ifuL,,_A RATIONALE:

PRUJE T EVALUATION:

RECOMMENDATIONS

STARTING DATE

TARGET DATE

DATE RECEIVLU

ERS CERTIFICATION

CRITICAL THINKING
WRAP-UP COMPLETE

COMPLETION DATE



0
ACTIVITY 1

TE

RESOURCES PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
Unleaa otnenrise specified, products 4,4
criteria will be negotiated with your LN

Define Science:

A. In your mien words, state the
scientific method of problem solving.

S. In your own words, defineMine the swient
processes on Attachment 1.

ntify two lob site applications of
scientific method. Discuss these

h your employer instructor.

D. Does careful application of the scientific
method under controlled conditions always
yield absolute truth or certainty?

cience tests

Attachment 1 (trot

Printed materials at the
learning center

Employer instructor

A. A step-by-step statement (oral or writ
of the scientific method of Problem
solving

Written definitions

n

El Cort ic ion

Discusuinn with learning manager

Certlfic

EVALUATI-

1



ACTIVITY 2

Becoae familiar with and learn to iden ify
cause and effect relationships:

A. Define and give an example of
cause and effect.

Identify cause and effect reasoning in two
magazine or newspaper articles.

C. On the employer site(s) of your choice.
identify four examples of cause and effect.

RESOURCES PRODUCTS / CRITERIA
Unless otherwiso specified, products and

will be negotiated with your LM

materials on cause and effect tee
the learning reeourc

Employer instructor

Newspaper and magazine article

Employer'eita(s)

Employer instructor

abet)
A. A written definition with example

with c
azine andfor n
use and effect

at articles

nships indicated

Written examplesdiscussed with
employer instructor



LP,

.

_ _

ACTIVITY

DATE

RESOPRCES

On an employer site, identify behaviors
a scientist wcuLd he and observe which ones
you have in yourself.

A. Complete Atachmen 2 on the ee ioy

used on the Activity Ch6ckli-
rate yourself on each ehe scien_
behaviors pal find in yourself.

C. Determine the behaviors ydu would need
to develop Po pursue a career in science.

Attachment 2

Eripleyer Site

Employer instructor

science testa

y Cnt- ckli,t

PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
unless of SuPei'e specified, products and
criter newot crud with your LA

A. Discussion of AttaLhelent 2 with
employer instrusaLor

U. Written
you see

luation of scient'_ _ behaviors
yourself

Discussion with learnt

i Ce_

C 1



ACTIVITY 4

DATE

Use the scientific

A. List ten areas on an employer site that
could be areas for scientific investigation.

B. on t=he employer site, select a problem
and apply the sci entific method to its
solution.

C. Evaluate your role in the scientific stetYiod i

I. Was I able to solve the problem?
2. Did I correctly apply the scientific

method?
Did I adequately consider the po-
alternative solutions?

4. What biases did I have at the beginning
of my research and how did I handle them?

5, In what ways did I use mathematics to
solve my problem?

6. What skills have I developed that were
particularly helpful in this process?

7. What skills would I need to develop to
become more efficient at this kind of work

h. Did I injay this experience7 Wily_ or
why not?

RESOJRCES

Employer site

Employer instructor

High School library

Public library

P,'ODUCI-/CRITERIA

univds otherwise specified. products and
criteria will mvociated with your

L list of ten areas on the Tub site,
shared with your employer instructor

El Certification

A clear statement of the troblem selected
followed by a step -by -step description of

the process you went through. Summarize
your findings and state your conclusions.
Include a display of statistical data
collected.

total or write omen

your learning manager
d to

LH Certification

EVALUATION



ACTIVITY 5

DATE

n In the ii7rim,1

Select and visit a community site that is an
example of advancing science andior :echnology
or agency which deals with environmental
or ecological Issues. On that site, investigate
ah issue or an application of the scientific
method-

RESOURCES PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
tholes C,tiiaiwise specified, products and
criteria will be negotiated with your ON

C)

Oregon Student Public Interest
Research Group (05PIRG)

firenon Museum of Sclmnce and Industry

Portland State University environment
Learning Center

Produ is Corporation

Kcal or county Planning Cobloission

Ch k Cent nd accessInn

directory)

Yellow Pa of

Before you visit the site, negotiate with your
learning man,;er exactly what you plan to learn.
Gather information relating to the following
questions and decide in advance how you will
present this knowledge to your learning manager.

1. Were is the site located?

2. Why is it in existence?

What issues does it deal with or -hat
products does it produce?

4. How is the scientific method u

5. Whet is the social or cultural impact of
this organization?

Information will be presented in the following
manner (to be negotiated with your learning
manager):

EVALUATION



Appendix A (Science)
Predesigned Project

Attach

SCIENTIFIC WORD LIST

Provide a working definition, in your own words, of the
following terms:

1. systematic behavior

cr2tical

logical methods

cause and effect

5. precision

6. accuracy

7= self - discipline

8. statistics

9. self - control

10. effective relationships

initiative

decision making

13. goal setting

14. coping

15. self-esteem

,ress
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Appendix A (Science)
?redesigned Project.

Attachment 2 (S(Science)

ACTIVITY CHECKLIST

ing the following displav as a guide, observe and record
ntific behaviors you find at an employer site.

WhAt to look for

What dla you tiee
that seemed to suggest
this type of behavior

What lid you see that
seemed to demonstrate the

apposite type of behavior*

be__

-kIng

c n d

e e fund S

use nd effect_

on

__

Vein accuracy

If the space aiiowed you is not adequate, use separate paqe for add nal abservati.nn .
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CU CU INS TRUCTION

586

What to look. for

Attachment 2 icoiried

What dtd you see
that seemed to suggest
this type of behavior.

What did you $VQ
seemed to demonstrate -11-
opposite type of behava) P

Kowa .iuvelaaPount cf

_elf-dIscipline

-con c

dhows
reiatronships with others

_
_haws init7.ative

thaws y to to xs
independent de

_ r =_-__ .-

bows y to 5
and Meet goals

Thows ability tc o
eFFcutively with stre

shows se -- m

the space allowud you ae not adequate, use a separate page for additional observatiors.



APPENDIX B

Career Llvelupment Learning Objectives and
Recommended Delivery Techniques

The following pages give learrang objectives for each of the four
Career Development outcome goals and suggest activities that can
help students achieve individual objectives. See "Curriculum
Outcomes," pages 4=350 for a narrative summary of methods for
delivering Career Development learning.
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IDENTIFYING CAREER INTERESTS

Appendix B (Career Develo

UNDERSTANDING WORK

Students wil
onal aptitudes, _int=ros

potential career interests.

icrease their knowledge of
and abilities as applied to

-al. Students will increase their knowledge of
ia governmental and economic issues and trends in the

world of work.

LEARPING OBJECTIVES

Self- Analysis

1. Students should analyze the
interrelationship of lifestyles,
interests and aptitudes in
relation to potential career
choices.

2. Students should identify
personal strengths and
deficiencies in skills,
knowledges and attitudes in
relation to potential career
Choices.

Students should examine the
influence of family, peer and
societal expectations on
potential career choices.

Sod a- Economic Issues and Ti

b.

c.

d.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

b.

DELIVERY TECHNIQUES

Exploration Package
"matching exercise"
student journal
Career Information System
Self-Directed Search

Exploration Package
student journal
learning level experiences
Career Information System
Self-Directed Search

special activity, making
a Family Career Tree
Self-Directed Search

e World

4. Students should have a basic
understanding of the social,
governmental and economic
system in America and how it
relates to potential careers
and to their general welfare.

Students should analyze the wcrk
ethic in. America for its
national and personal
significance.

a.

b.

a.

b.

c.

employer seminars
competencies 1, 2

7, 9, 10, 11, 12
functional citizenship
project activities on
employer sites

3, 4,

employer seminars
Exploration Package
learning level experiences
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59f

VG OBJECTIVES

6. Students should have an
understanding of management
labor relations in America,
including a historical
perspctive on the labor
movement and its economic-
social impact and current
labor-management relationships.

7. Students should understand the
concepts of employment,
unemployment and underemployment
in relation to potential career
Choices.

Students should become aware
of local and national economic
and occupational trends,
recognizing growth, declining
and emerging industries and
occupations.

Students should be aware of the
nature and effects of all types
of job discrimination.

a.
b.

DELIVERY TECHNIQUES

employer seminars
functional citizenship
project activities

a. employer seminars
b. Career Information System
c. learning level experiences

a. Career Information System
(for local outlook)
employer seminars
learning level experiences

employer seminars
learning level experiences

hiatchil9 Specific Job information_Wi_tb_Interests,
A- ti Ludes Abilities and Careei aciaU

10. Students should be able to
compare job information with
their interests, values and
abilities and make decisions
about further investigation
and/or participation` in career
areas of their choice.

Ii. Students should outline
strategies toward achieving
tentative career goals,
including strategies to improve
skills and know]Adge
deficiencies to reach those
goals.

a. Exploration package
"matching exercise"

b. Career Information Sys

a.

b.

c.

d.

12. Students should examine Career a.

possibilities in view of the b.

demands these careers make on c.

their personal life. d.

em

employer seminars
learning level experiences
skill building level
experiences
project activities on employer
sites, partiularly onsite
Basic Skills applications

employer seminars
Exploration Package
Career Information System
Self-Directed Search



Appendix B (Career Developmen

EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

Outcorre Goal: Students will develon increased dependability
and general skills in job finding, job application and on=
the-job negotiations necessary in daily work interactions.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Job Findin and Job Applications

DELIVERY TECH LIES

13. Students should be able to use a. career' Information Sys
a variety of sources to locate b. employer seminars
available jobs.

14. Students should know the
benefits and liabilities of
using public and private
employment agencies.

a.

b.

15. Students should be able to a.

interview successfully for jobs. b.

16. Students should be able to
write personal resumes.

17. Students should be able to use
and understand the social
security and state industrial
accident systems, unemployment
and so forth.

a.

b.

employer seminars
competency 12

competency 12
employer seminars

competency 12
Student Profiles

a. competency 11
b. employer seminars

Work_ Interactions and 0--the-Jq=L;22ptiation

18. Students should be able to
interact successfully with
supervisors and coworkers on
jobs of their Choice by
recognizing rules of the shop,
production expectations and
team work habits.

a.

b.

c.

employer seminars
learning level exper
skill building level
experiences

19. Students should understand the a. learning level and/or
nature of organizations, skill building levels
including organizational needs b. employer seminars
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LEARNI:1G OBJECTIYES

and structures, and should
examine the impact of those
structures on themselves.

a. Students should identify the
company or business
organizational structure and
examine the impact of that
structure on their working
roles.

PPYOPPlogEnITy_Level Work Skills

21. Students should have the
opportunity, when desired,
to develop specialized entry
level skills in potential
careers or jobs.

22. Students should develop some
general job skills in a variety
of occupational settinos.

592

DELIVERY TECHNIQUES

c. predesigned critical
thinking project acti-1

d. predesigned functional
citizenship project
activities

a. employer seminars
b. predesigned critical

thinking project activities
c. predesigned functional

citizenship project
activities

skill building level
experiences

b. special classes (for example,
college or industry training
centers)

e. predesigned functional
citizenship proje
activities

a. learning level experiences
b. learning level skill

development activities
c. Basic Skills work on

employer sites



Appendix B (Career veiopn

CAREER KNOWLEDGE

Out me_ : Students will increase their knowledge of
financial d psychological inducements, preparation needs
and available preparation programs in potential careers.

LEAR111ZNG OBJECTIVES

Train in* Reiuirernents and 0

23. Students should, identify public
and private training
oiSportunities available in
career areas of their choice.

24. Students should be aware of
costs and alternatives for
financing trailing in the
careers of their choice.

Psychological Considerations

a.

b,
C.

d,

e,

a.

b.

DELIVERY TECHNIQUES

employer seminars
skill building level,
learning level experiences
Career Information System
SelfDirected Search

Career Information System
learning level experiences

.c. employer site reference
materials

d. learning center reference
materials

e. Self-Directed Search

25. Students should understand the a.

psychological income of various b.

Careers in tens of pride in c.

work, service to others and d.

self- satisfaction any

26. Students should be aware of the
benefits, problems and pressures
of retraining as midcareer adults
and as individuals who choose
to'enter fields that
traditionally may not have
accepted certain people.

a,

b.

C.

employer seminars
Exploration Package
learning level experiences
Self-Directed Search

employer seminars
learning level experiences
predesigned personal/soCial
development project
activities
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NG OBJECTI

27. Students should understand the
concept of retraining and
additional schooEng as an
asset to the flexible worke

28. Students'should be aware of
the problem of mobility within
the mob itself., in addition to
geographic mobility_

594

a.

b.

C.

a.

b.

c.

d.

DELI7ERY T `C NZ U S

employer seminars
learning level experiences
Exploration Package

Exploration Package
employer seminars
Career Information
learning level eXpe

y tem
flees
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APPENDIX

Sample Learning Site Analysis Forms Learning
Objectives and Resultant S,:udent Project

Following is a set of examples showing

a Learning Site Analysis Form (LSAF) completed for
a particular site

2. prioritized learning objectives written by the
learning manager from the LSAF and sequenced by
the employer instructor

the individually negotiated project that was
subsequently designed by the learning manager
and student to incorporate key learning
objectives related directly to the site and
its learning potential

These examples are intended to supplement discussions of each
of the three items that appear in "Learning Plan Negotiation,"
pages 72-75, "Projects;" pages 236-2411 and Learning & Skill
Building Levels," pages 300-301.

For a walk-through of the employer relations specialist/
employer instructor interview process see E77ployQr/Communitu
Resources, Appendix M. That same handbook displays a second
set of examples similar to those appearing here--see
Appendix P.
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Appendix C (Sampue LSAF)

experience -bQsed
ccuieei education

LEARNING SITE
ANALYSIS FORM

BUSINESS/INDUSTRY

DEPARTMENT POSITION

41V S
ADDRESS/PHONE

EMPLOYER

EMPLOYER RELATIONS SP IA LIST

DATE.
2.4 -fi 7
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SPECIAL CONDITIONS

Physical Requirements

Please check or enter descrip
the site:

Heavy li

. Carrying

Stooping J4.4.40t CtAAJa.

IC Standing long periods

Ong

Appendix C (Sample ISAF)

of those requirent that apply to

Sitting long periods

__)( Special voice qualities

Tolerance for noise

)( Special appearance

Tolerance for odors

Driving ability

Please list

,

other special\physical requirements

Clothing, Equipment Requirements

Driver's license Hard hat Coveralls Rain, to,,, ',leather gear

unifoj

OTHER

Safety Conditions

Please describe special safety restraints or conditions as designated by
the employer instructor or contracts and agreements:

C44.41--
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READING MATERIALS CHECK LIST

Which of these are available to students at your site?

rff Job application forms.

Er Notices and signs on job site

[3/Forms (order fOrms, invoices)

Er/Catalogues

Brochures or printed advertising

Manuals and written instructions

Schedules or lists

Account statements

tters, memos, notes (a sampling)

rts, pamphlets, or articles in publication

Telephone lists or lists of extensions

Address lizts

Labels or writing on p

O Union or Labor Force contracts

O Personnel' tests regularly aerministered

O Any other specific work-related materials

1-1 List others

Using list above as e ..icerence, select three pieces of written
material ou feel must I), read in order to do the job satisfactorily.
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Appendix C ('Sample LSAF)

LIFE SKILLS PERFORMANCE TASKS

WET!! WHICH OF THE MI._ _NG TASKS W ABLE 7, STVDENTS:'

Cr'itical Thinking

Answer questions about your involvement wi ESCE.

Review a project written by a student that involves your place of business.

functional Citizenship

Answer quetions about the ways in which various aspects of democracy impact
yOur place of business; for instance, what role do employees play in your
organization's decision making process?

Answer questions about business taxes that impact your place of business;
for instance, how does the t'ax work, how is it collected and computed, what
exemptions are allowed, who regulates the tax and what are the penalties
for infraction?:

ElAnswer questions about codes that impact your business and employees and
give your opinions about the relative merits of those. codes.

Science

Er Help the stegent apply the five-step scientific method: observe a
problem or oeess; (2) look for patterns and correlations; (3) formulate a

theory or hypothesis; (4) use the hypothesis to make a prediction; aad
(5) test tyre theory or hypothesis as it might impace your place of business.

Critique the student's recommendations.

Help students identify cause and effect relationships and situations at
your site.

Personal/Social'Oevelopment

3.../ Help a student identify and analyze a behavior he or she possesses that
need.; to be strengthened or eliminated.

Allow a student to analyze a conversation in which you are involved. (To do

this a student will try to interpret non- verbal clues such as tone of voice,
facial expression, body movements, etc., in an effort to:understand how the
speaker feels.)

Critique a student's observations.

Discuss the manner in which male/female roles affect types of jobs, advancement
and availability within your .1.ace of business.

Creative Development

Help a student understand creativity net lust as expressed in painting, music.
or crafts, but as a process related te all aspects of life:

Allow the student to photograph creative products or methods
at your business.

!help the student identify creative business methods or operations.

criti Ir a student's suggestion of an alterrative to procedures or products.
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CUE WORDS

Appendix C (Sample

The following list of cue, words can be used as prompts to help employ
instructors specify the kinds of activities that are suitable for
students learning on their sites.

READ

Identify
Interpret
Skim
Understand

NS

Chose
Copy
Describe
Direct
Discuss
Edit
Enunciate
Flexible Vocabulary
Inform
Instruct
Interview
Listen

Paraphrase
Persuade
Record
Summarize
Transcribe

MATH

Add
Balance
Calculate
Calibrate
Centigrade
Count
Decimals
Degree of Angle
Degrees of Heat
Divide
Estimate
Fahrenheit
Formulas
Fractions

Measure
Multiply
Percent
Ratios
Subtract
Use Money

spgcr C JOB SKILLS LIFE SKILLS APPLICATION

Administer Develop Mark Analyze
Adjust Diagnose Memorize Chart
Advise Discriminate Mix Comprehend
Alphabetize Draw Nail Create
Analyze Drill Post Empathize
Appraise Drive Reason Generalize
Arrange Examine Repair Negotiate
Assemble Excavate Replace Observe
Bore Experiment Score Perceive
Build Fabricate Serve Realize
Classify File Service Relate
Cleao Finish Setup Resolve
Compare Install Solder Solve
Compile Investigate SOrt Synthesize
Control Layout Spray Translate
Coordinate Locate TeSt Use Statistics
Design Lubricate Type
Detect Manipulate Weld
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MAJOR T N -TomET2 C ASSISTANT\
Subtasks

(Check box for
Student Participati n

cassmaramw-

MATH

(How well)

READING

(How well)

Apploed

Fundamental:

Applied:
d - _

undamental:

Applied:

1 iiidaiiieniai

AG

Appl ed:

Fundamental:

i lied

Ftindan ntal

Applied.

Fundamental:

0
0.044.

Applied-

Fundatueotal

Applied:

Fundamental'

-V.-----3112-tr-wlrk Applied Applied:
Cltdmiri /.4."4,1A..4.r.aora.
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Appen x C (Sample LSAF)

COMMUNICATIONS

(How well)
SPECIFIC JOB SKILL` LIFE SKILL APPLICATION

.

Applied:

Fundamental.

Q

App I led-

Fundamenta I

App I ied-

F tin I- mental

Awl it:d.

Fundamental

Applied-
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MAJOR TASK 'FRAME
Subtasks

(C heck box for
udent Part ic ipat ion )

SPEIOSING
MATH

(How well

READING

(Ho

A ed Appl ied

Fundapie I Fundamental:

Appl Appl ied:

iii :Imelda! Fundamental

$G .a Appl ied

ndare,n ta I Fundamental'

Appl ied Appl ied:

tint:lament d I Fundamental
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Appendix C (sample AP)

COMMUNICATIONS

(How well)
SPECIFIC JOB SKILLS LIFE SKILL APPLICATION

Applied:

Fundamental

o

App I led

Fu mental'

Applied

F undaviumf a : .

Applied

Fundarnyntai ----
Arm! iPti
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MAJOR TASK

TRUCTION

tsuAL -rzAstoms AN 01ZT rics
Subta k

(Check box for
Student Part lc ipation

MMTH

(How well

READING

tAm,r4 VOW ,

AIM' led

i

Fun{liine nla 1

Applied

Fundament a i

Ai ol led -

uu,i,,iiietlia I

Applied

Fundamental1
ppl led

Flinilameem I

Appl led

Fundamenta I

Applied

Fundntttnt.il

Applied

Fundamental

111

Applied

_. ri_

Applied:B

NOTE:
1
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Appendix C mpIe LSAT)

SPECIFIC JOB SKILLS LIFE SKILL APPLICATION

A pp ad

Fundoin,!ntal

Applivd

Fundamt,ntal

Applied

!milatneni a I

F undarw!.11 I

Ai w aI
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MAJOR TASK comrAcT
Subtasks

(Check box for
StAent Participation,

S
MATH READING

Mow well)

App t 0E1

(now well

Applied

Fundamental

A lied

Fundarnental

iu



COMMUNICATIONS

Amh

(How well)
SPECIFIC OB SKII.LS

=

cLiz C e LS,A

LIFE SKILL APPLICATION

Fundame al

Ano

F

F ,Jrf In nnrol
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MAJOR TASK KERATOHETRY UP/LLARY VSTANCE/VOCA UL "I PAT1 F TS
Subtasks

'Check box ii f
Indent Panic Ipa I

MATH

(Haw viol)

READiNG

(flaw Belli

Am I led WA,

Fu amental

Pj pplied

Furidamentjl

Applied

.

_ pia

, lied

i nt10,0,1)1,11

=

Applied

Fundamental

,
Applied

.443121

FuJritl menta I

Apniii-i,

llili ial111,1110

Applied

Fund,' nentaI

II

I Applied.Aopiind

_



Appendix C (S pie LSAF)'

MUNICATIONS

1. ow welI)
SPECIFIC -JOB SKILLS LIFE SKILL APPLICATION

Awl led:

Fundamental

App I led-

Fundamenta

`Applied:

Fundamental- %

Applied;

Fundamental

Dom. 13

App,I led
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6

MAJOR TASK VISUAL FIELDS
MATH

I C hec k box !or
Student Part ic !pat mill

Fundamenta I

Fundamental

14



C ple
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TOOLS, MATERIALS, AND LEARNING RESOURCES

AVAILABLE FOR STUDENT USE AT THE SITE

Tools unique to this job:

At.eAkUl Q

the student might be able -e

P.

Work samples and materials:
Clp=0..2.*14) miNAwrimE4

Heavy equipment:

Office machines calculato etc-)

Audiovisual materials (films, tapes, slides, video tapes) and equ
(projectors, recorders, cameras) the student might use:

abLotld 12"Aw4

precision instruzm n
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

z_ g Objectives from .L...5AF7

The following activities have been written from the Learning Si re

Analusis Form for

and reflect activities a student can do at that site.

1. List the major tasks optome c' assistant.

Acquire the skills to use a lensome_er, the instrument
lens measuring, by learning

b.

read numerical valves on the meter, registered in
diopters, and

use and adju e machine,

In demonstrating efficient use of the lensometer the student
will show understanding of appropriate levels of algebra and
geometry.

4. Using a lens clock the student will measure the surface
curvature of a lens (called SAG).

5. Be able to read measurements and set up algebraic equations
using a conversion chart.

6 Demonstrate the ability to perform hand neutralization. To
do this he will use a trial lens of a known R to establish
the opposite of a test lens. He will match the lens until
apparent motion seen between the two lenses resolves.

7. Do basic frame repair and measure the lens to fit the correct
frames. In doing this the student

must assist the patient in making
instance, binding t'e temples for

able to insert edged lenses in
metal frames.

a good fit, for
comfort, and

either plastic or

8. Be able to order Ric from the lab and accesso
To do this the student will

from vendors.

a. need to understand mm lens dimensions and dioptic
powers,

be able to express information to lab personnel, and
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c. in dealing with the optometric lab, able to
explain services Provided.

9. Understand the task of frame dispen ing. To do this the
student must

a. be familiar with he relationship between facial
characteristics and frame styles,

b. be able to communicate with patients to help them
decide on an appropriate und pleasing frame
style, and

be able to help patie obtain comfortable fit.

Understand the skills necessary for proper frame styling,
including hot sand bath and plastic stress limitations.

The student who wishes to aain the skills of an optometric
assistant will need to understand the area of visual
training and/or Orthootics. This means having a working
knowledge of instrumentation and being able to follow
0.D.'s directions for specific therapy and/or testing of
patiehts in the following areas:

a. supervise patients engaged in develo maktal vision
activities such as visual -motor activities,
chalkboard, walking rail, bean bag, visual-auditory
coordination

supervise patients engaged in plaptprosedt_ and
have a working knowledge of instrumentation:
Visuscope, Euthysoope, Knight Euthyscops

c. ye Movement activities: have working knowledge of
rotational instruments such as Rototrainer, Master
Trainer, Kirschner Rotatr

d. binocular activities: be familiar with operation of
stereoscopic instruments, red-green anaglyphs,
polaroid vectograph anaglyphio materials.

In Dr. Baker's office all of the above will be experienced on an
observational basis. The student can visit another optometrist to
acquire first-hand experiences.

12. The student will gain an ;Inderstanding of contact lens
instruction or edification. This means having a working
knowledge of the following areas:
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Appendix _(Learning objective

-Instruction: demonstrate ability to instruct patients
in methods of insertion, removal and care of lenses,
use of cleaners, wetting and soaking solution.

Verification of contact lens: demonstrate ability
to verify Rx of lens when received from lab,

Lens modification: demonstrate ability to modify
contact lens (C/L) curvature, edge, peripheral
curves. The student can practice on real lenses.

d. Lens manufacture: demonstrate ability to produce
rom button to finished lens in accordance
x.

13. tie student will be able to use the keratometer (or othometer).
an instrument that measures the curvature of the eye. It
measures in diopters or millimeters of curve for determining
amount of converse or diverse.

14. The student will be able to explain why the curvature is
measured and what is done with the meazurement.

15. The student will understand the concep of apilla distance
and be able to use the machine to measure the client's far-
viewing and near-viewing distance in millimeters.

The student will be able to determine focus point: the

distance between the lines of sight tells the optician where
to put the optical centers.

17. Because there are many words uncue to optometry the student
will keep a running log of new words, write definitions and
explain them to the satisfaction of the employer instructor.

18. Develop the communications skills involved in dealing with
patients.

19. Answer the phone, make appointments, log appointments by time
and date and use the verbal reasoning necessary to deal with
scheduling problems.

20. Master the use of the wall chart visual acuity:

a. Understand what 20-20 vision means.

b. Understand the 'reasoning behind the wall chart
letters and why the charts are used.

Memorize the wall chart letters and criterion for
passing or failing.
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Be able to operate and record results from commonly used
visual field screeninq devices such as

a. Multiple Pattern Vision Screener (Roberts;
Harrington-Flocks)

:ry -Land Peri Brombach or sim ar

c. Tangent Screen - know sizes of targets test
distances used

Demonstrate ability to operate and record results of testing
using peripheral fields, central field and tangent screen.
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r
ACTIVITY I

DATE

Mizhael will gait, a total pictur,1 or what
an optometrist and an optometric assistant do.

RESOURCES

Dr. Baker and ,taff

PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
Cnles$ otherwise specified, product :i and
criteria will be nwyotiated with your LH

List or major and miror tasks to be written
legibly and in ink



ACTIVITY 2

DATE

. RESOURCES PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
Unless otherwise specified, products and
criteria be negotiated with your Li

Michael will gain competence in use of the Employer site Performance for each one certified by the
following instruments: employer instructor

1. lensometer "

2. lens clock
E Certifies on

3. conversion chart

4. keratometar

5. wall chart

He should understand through observation
the use of the following instrurents:

1. visuscope

2. euthyscope

1. rototrainer

4. master'trainer

S. Kirshner rotator

6. stereoscopic inetr n t

EVALUATION



ACTIVITY 2

DATE

. RESOURCES PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
Unless otherwise specified, products and
criteria be negotiated with your LAY

Michael will gain competence in use of the Employer site Performance for each one certified by the
following instruments: employer instructor

1. lensometer "

2. lens clock
E Certifies on

3. conversion chart

4. keratometer

5. wall chart

He should understand through observation
the use of the following instrurentse

1. visuscope

2. euthyscope

1. rototrainer

4. master'trainer

5. Kirshner rotator

6. stereoscopic instr n t

EVALUATION
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ACTIVITY 2

DATE

. RESOURCES PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
Unless otherwise specified, products and
criteria be negotiated with your Li

Michael will gain competence in use of the Employer site Performance for each one certified by the
following instruments: employer instructor

1. lensometer "

2. lens clock
E Certifies on

3. conversion chart

4. keratometar

5. wall chart

He should understand through observation
the use of the following instrurents:

1. visuscope

2. euthyscope

1. rototrainer

4. master'trainer

S. Kirshner rotator

6. stereoscopic inetr n t

EVALUATION



ACTIVITY 2

DATE

. RESOURCES PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
Unless otherwise specified, products and
criteria be negotiated with your LAY

Michael will gain competence in use of the Employer site Performance for each one certified by the
following instruments: employer instructor

1. lensometer "

2. lens clock
E Certifies on

3. conversion chart

4. keratometer

5. wall chart

He should understand through observation
the use of the following instrurentse

1. visuscope

2. euthyscope

1. rototrainer

4. master'trainer

5. Kirshner rotator

6. stereoscopic instr n t

EVALUATION
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ACTIVITY 2

DATE

. RESOURCES PRODUCTS/CRITERIA
Unless otherwise specified, products and
criteria be negotiated with your Li

Michael will gain competence in use of the Employer site Performance for each one certified by the
following instruments: employer instructor

1. lensometer "

2. lens clock
E Certifies on

3. conversion chart

4. keratometar

5. wall chart

He should understand through observation
the use of the following instrurents:

1. visuscope

2. euthyscope

1. rototrainer

4. master'trainer

S. Kirshner rotator

6. stereoscopic inetr n t

EVALUATION



APPENDIX D

Onsite Basic Skills Exercises And Prescrliption Pad

On the folloFing pages we offer examples 04 several optional
_ _ _

tools your staff, may use in identifying, pr/ escribJny for and' -

evaluating Basic Skills tasks that can be performed at employer
sites. Included are:

1. Basic Skills self-assessment exercises students
may either perform as project activities or substitute
for a portion of the Exploration Package. (Ser:,

"Projects," pages 251-256, and/or "Career Explurat
page 155.)

brief narrative instructions that are given students
and employer instructors regarding use of the exercises

a sample of a Basic Skills prescription form that may
be used by the employer relations specialist to notify
EBCE learning managers of any difficulties perceived by
either employer instructors or by the ERS in a student's
performance of Basic Skills tasks at employer sites.
This form can be used in conjunction with the self-
assessment exercises or separately, depending on the
circumstances in which difficulties are noticed.

IC you plan to use either device extensively u u may wish to have
them printed in No-CarbOn-Rvquired (NCR) pads since several copies
of both ahe Basic Skills exefcise form end the prescription form
are necessary to use them adequately (see instruction sheet
pages 633-634).
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On the follotring
tools your staff
evaluating Basic
sites. Included

Pages we offer examples of several optional
may use in identifying, pr/ escribJny for and

Skills tasks that can be performed at employer
are:

1. Basic Skills self =assessment exercises students
may either perform as project activities or substitute
for a portion of the Exploration Package. (Se
"Projects," pages 251-255, and/or "Career Explorations,
page 155.)

brief narrative instructions that are given students
and employer instructors regarding use of the exercises

a sample of a Basic Skills prescription form that may
be used by the employer relations specialist to notify
EBCE learning managers of any difficulties perceived by
either employer instructors or by the ERS in a student's
performance of Basic Skills tasks at employer sites.
This form can be used in conjunction with the self-
assessment exercises or separately, depending on the
circumstances in which difficulties are noticed.

if you plan to use either device extensively uou may wish to have
them printed in No- Carbon- Required (NCR) pads since several copies
of both ahe Basic Skills exefcise form end the prescription form
are necessary to use them adequately (see instruction sheet
pages 633-634).
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Student Naae

Math !ma cs

'ropy to:

Employer Sire/job Date

ONSITE BASIC SKILLS SELF-ASSESSMENT

Student
Employer Instructor
Employer Relations Specialist

ctructions: Select five tasks requiring mathematics that are
representative of this job. Write them on this

t

sheet. Evalu te student's performance. If
successful si -_ student's ropy of tasks. If
student has d fficulty fill in Prescription Pad
and attach tu;student's copy of this assessment.

Description of task

1.

4.

The student has suces _u y ed these tasks.

Date 5%anaturo of Employer =4:tructor

3



Appendix D (Basic Skills)

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF BASIC SKILLS EXERCISES

Communications Skills

The student (with help of employer relations specialist or
employer instructor) consults a list of available job- related
reading materials on employer sites.

2. The student Selects three different kinds of reacP:ng materials
such as=

a. a form such as invoice, personnel application,
order blank, telephone message form and so forth

instruction manual or information_ p phlet

routine memo or letter

d. list of names and addresses

The employer instructor or employer relations specialist
describes the three selected tasks on the Onsite Basic Skills

,

Assessment form._ Employer instructor, employer relations
specialist and .student\each get a copT,-.1

For each of the three tasks the student will demonstrate to
the satisfaction of the employer instructor, -Tioyer relations
specialist or learning manager his or her at:L. t to read the
material well enough to utilize it as necessary _ the job.
Suggested means of assessing this are

Form. The student will demonstrate ability to read and
respond to a form by completing it satisfactorily.

Instruction manual or informaLn2Er22 The student will-
read and explain or demonstrate appropriate performance in
response to a passage designated.

Routine roe o or letter. The student will read. a memo or
letter and satisfactorily explain orally or in writing:
(a) the main point(s), (b) the writer's purpose and
(c) spec1/4fic facts and details. This -could also be
demonstratectby composi g a reply to the letter or memo.

List of names and addresses. The student will demonstrate
ability to locate three nacres on an alphabetical listing and
copy the names; addresses and telephone numbers (if given)
accurately.
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CURR INSTRUCTION

The employer instructor will evaluate performance and sign the
student's form if he or she performs the tasks successfully.
If the student has difficulty the employer instructor will
talk to the employer relations specialist and/or write a note
st.. ;gesting where help is needed. The ERS will communicate
this to the student's learning manager.

Mathematics

1. ThGstudent, in conference with employer instructor and/or
employer relations specialist, selects from the Learning Site
Analysis Form (LSAF) five applied skills tasks requiring
mathematics or the employer instructor may assign tasks other
than those on the LSAF.

2 Assigned tasks are written on the Onsite Basic Skills Self-
Assessment form, Employe instructor, employer relations
specialist and student each get a copy.

6 34

The student performs the tasks.

4 The employer instructor evaluates the student'S performance.
If the student performs the tasks successfully the employer
instructor will sign the sttr4eni's form. If the student has
difficulty the employer inr -torwill talk to the employer
relations specialist and /or .ite a hote suggesting where
help it needed. The ERS will communicate this to the
student's learning manager.

NOTE: The employer relations specialist maz use the Basic Skill
prescription pad displayed on the following: '?age to record
employer instructor suggestions and to pass them to the learning
manager.



Appendix D (Basic Skills)

Student Name Employer Si to /Employ -?- Ins t recto

BASIC SKILLS PRESCRIPTION PAD

(Fill each time the student has difficulty Give a
copy to the student and one to the learning managerJ

Activity

Write project and activity number or describe
applied Basic Skills task:

Prescription

What should be done?

What can we do?

What can the EI do?

(signed) Employer Relations Specialist,
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Apptmdi a (Carer s ssment Instruments)

APPENDIX E

Career Assessment instrumen

Students use hots the Career _Information System (CIS) and the Self-
Directed Search (SDS) as ways of narrowing in on their career and
occupational preferences and identifying specific jobs that might
be of interest to them. (See "Career Explorations," pages 116 an,1
145 -)

CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM

The CIS is a unique computer-based program developed at the
University of Oregon to provide cc Trehensive data regarding
the availability of jobs and related occupatonal information--
primarily for the state of Oregon. CIS also has available an
Occupational Needlesort System for use by programs without
computer hook --up facilities. The needlesort system comes with
career information files in the form of computer print-outs. The
CIS approach to career interests identification and research can
be of extraordinary assistance to all school programs dealing with
career counseling and the preparation of youth (and adults) for
careers.

Several other states either have begun or are planning career
Olformat.'.on systems similar to CIS. For instance, Alabama,
Colorado, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio,, Washington,
and Wisconsin have received grants to set up similar systems.
If you are interested in access to a locally-based system, you
should contact one of the following sources for further information:

1. Career Information System
Office of the Director,
247 Hendricks Hall
University of Oregon
Eugene,Cregon 97403
(503) 686-38

the head of the Sta
in your state

Department. of Labor

your _ate Superintendent of Public Inst c_L
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How (CE) S' .dents Use the System

Using 3 questionn...1,:e form, the .stude it respon-:; sti=n1
job preferences according to six categories:

1. physical limitations 4. apt nudes

location 5. interests

3. education and tra _ng 6. ea rings

The student punches answers to questions in each c.,:.tegcry on
computer terminal located at the learnin7 center. The terr4nal
is "online" with the CIS da-La bank. The CIS program will
through the data bank on the basis of variables specified through
the six categories and identify jobs in which the student might
be interested. The student may request a print -out at any point
but usually waits until all questions have been answered to
narrow down the 7.ist as much as possible. The student then has
several "Quest" options open. He or she may

request a general description of cr.e or more jobs
(see following page) and/9r

request a print-out of the ways to prepare for
a job and/or

. request a listing of materials available about
the job and its prepare ion/training needs.

This is 1-,e standard procedure fob..

may also go to the terminal at any
request various information abau
the same kinds'of data that can
questionnaire :"roceSS-

by all students. Students
'.i re and, using ,. code book,

-7ecific jot+ type and get
oOtaind through the

Th- system also recoras questionnaire answers for summarizing
now many students use the system and what kinds of characteristics
they inquire about (big city location, certain earnings levels
and so forth). Staff can a so use this cata to find out, for
instance, how often students are requesting bthliographic date,
thereby ascertaining whether or not students are reading about;
jobs or if that part of the systrr being utilized at all.
Thus the service provides some unobtrusive measures that FP:-

ff and planners may usa for program design aLd
purposes.
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SAMPLE JOB DESCRIPTION PRINT-OUT
FROM CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM

'DESC 8162
3162 REGISTERED NURSES

REGISTERED NURSES ASSIST PATIENTS WIT_ CARE, PrNCTION AS A >EMBER
OF THE HEAL'IN CARE TEAM TO ASSIST IN THE PROMOTION OF HEALTH. DUTIES
VARY DEPENDING UPON WHETHER THEY WORK IN A HOSPITAL, DOCTOR'S OFFICE,
PUBLIC HEALTH CLINIC, INDUSTRIAL PUNT, AS A SCHOOL NURSE, OR VARIOUS
OTHER ROLES. GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES INCLUDE THE NURSING CARE OF
PATIENTS, TEACHING HEALTH- CARE, INSTRUCTION OF NURSING SKILLS,
ADMINISTRATION OF DRUGS, PERFORMANCE OF TREATMENTS, AND FUNCTIONING
WITH PHYSICIANS AND OTHER PARA-MEDIC-ALS IN THE HEALTH CARE TEAM TO
ASSIST PATIENTS' RETURN TO HEALTH. PRESENTLY, AN EXPANDED ROLE FOR
NURSES IS BEING PRACTICED WHICH ENABLES PHYSICIANS TO DELEGATE MORE
COMPLEX MEDICAL PROCEDURES TO THEM. ENVIRONMENT: INDOORS WITH EVENING,
WEEKEND OR NIGHT SHIFT DUTY. EMPLOYERS: HOSPITALS, NURSING HOMES,
PHYSICIANS, PUBLIC HEALTH FACILITIES, INDUSTRIAL PLANTS, SCHOOLS OF
NURSING AND PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

LICENSING GRADUATE FROM AN APPROVED SCHOOL OF PROFESSIONAL NURSING &
PASS EXAM GIVEN BY THE STATE BOARD OF NURSING. TRAINING: PROGRA140 AT
APPROVED SCHOOLS ARE 2, 1 & 4 YEARS; SEE 1,:CATION FILE (EDUC 81623
FOR NAMES OF SCHOOLS. CURRENT EMPLOYMENT- 7TATEWIDE THERE ARE OVER
9,000 JOBS & OVER 50% IN & AROUND THE. PORTLA.D /LEA: IN COMMUNITIES
WITHOUT LOCAL HOSPITAL-, EMPLOYMENT IS US'ALLY SMALL. WAGES: ENTRY
RA TI FOk MOST JOB; IN PORTLAND HOSPITAL- IS NEARLY $770/MO- BUT
RATES ARE TYPICALLY LOWER IN CLINICS & OTHER COMN-TNITIES.

OUTLOOK: SHORTAGE OF APPLICANTS. OUTLOO. 1F ENDS ON A LARGER SUPPLY
OF NURSES. STUDIE- INDICATE SOME IMPROVE!. WITH MORE SCHOOLS, MORE
MEN EN'' RING THE FIELD AND FEWER WOMEN WIT. .4ING FROM THE OCCUPATION
FOR LOk,:'; PERIODS. CURRENTLY, THERE ARE SHORTAGES IN MOST COMMUNITIES
ALTHOUGH THE PROBLEM TS LESS SERIOUS IN CITIES LIKE PORTLAND AND EUGENE
WHERE WAGES ARE HIGH N MANY APPLICANTS ARE AVAILABLE. PROPOSED
LEGISLAYION THAT PERMITS DOCTORS TO DELEGATE MORE FESPONS7BLE DUTIES
TO NURSES SHOULDqLULT IN NEW, HIGHER PAY JOBS FOR NURSES IW AREAS
L'KE THE SOUTH COAST WHERE SHORTAGES 07 MEDICAr. SERVICES '7F SERIOUS

FOR WAYS TO PREPARE, TYPE IN 'PREP 91620.
FOR HOOKS. TYP7, IN 'BIB 8162
OIAS/SEP 30 3 74

?STOP_
WHEN THE PROGRAM PRINTS 'DONE' THEN LEAN 1' THE TERMINAL FOR THE '.:EXT

USER,.

DONE
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SELF-DIRECTED SEARCH

a means of identifying specific job interests, the Self-Directed
Search is similar to the CIS. However whereas the CIS concentrates
largely on profiling a job on the basis of some information about
the student, the SDS profiles the stude by ascertaining responses
to a large number of questions regardin the student and then
provides a code book for identifying in general the types of jnb
the student's characteristics, interests, competencies, preferred
occupations and acti ies might suggest.

In developing the ScS researchers devised a system for classifying
peop:a into six basic "types- and for designating occupations by
the same set of types. They found that people with certain
Characteristics tend to drift toward certain kinds of jobs and
that certain jobs required certain personality characteristics.
While this matching system of course is not altogether accurate,
it does give a good indication to the student of how his or her
personal interests, qualifications and characteristics might
relate to real jobs and careers in the working world.

Following is a brief summary of the people/job types developed
k..! the designer of the SES, John L. Holland:

Realistic : General preference fpr activities that
entai:i the explicit, ordered or systematic manipulation
of objects, tools, machines and animals; a dislike of
educational or therapeutic ac Lvities.

Investigative (I) : General preference for activities
that entailtha obserlational, symbolic, systematic and
creative investigation of physical, 1iological and
cultural phenomena to understand and control such
phenomenz4 a dislike of persuasive, social end
repetitive activities.

Arti-tic (A) , Gene:ate preference for ambiguous, free,
unsy3tematized activities that entail the manipulation
of ?hysi,..al, verbal or human materials to create art
fogs or products; a dislike of Ixplioit. systematic
and ordered activties.

(S) : Gerieral pry Zererce for activities thal-
entail the manipulation of Jthers to inform, train,
develop, cure or enliqn; a dislike of
ordered, sirstema.tio activities involving materials,
toots or machines.

(E) General preference for activitiot
that entail ctganizational goals or economic cain;
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a dislike of obs- rvatioral, symbolic and systematic
activities.

Conventional (C) : General preference for ac
that entail the explicit, ordered systematic manipulation
of dat'4 a dislike of ambiguous, free, explorat ory or
unsystematic

(This information was taken from a bcok by Holland--
vocational Choice: A Theory of Careers. Englewood Cli
jersey: Prentice -Hall, Inc. , 1973.)

New

For information concerning the SL6 or for co'ies et its
gvestionnaire booklet and accompanying Listing of occupations,
write: Consulting Psychologists Press, 577 College Avenue, Palo
Alto, California 94306.



APPENDIX F

(CE) 's Basic Materials Collection

Following are a summary of 's basic ,materials classification
system and an alphabetical listing of the resources (CE)2 obtained
for its basic materials collection (including periodicals).
Materials listed are drawn from the program's 1974-1975 inventory
and may or may not reflect its current resources. Because of the
wide assortment of references currently available we do not make
specific recommendations as to titles you should purchase for your
learning center. We assume your own district and school libraries
..v11 have many such materials on hand and will be equipped to help
you develop a collection suitable to your particular resource
needs. See "Learning Resources," Item 6, for a description of how

set up its basic materials collection.

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM USED BY (CE)2

materials are assigned Dewey Decimal Classification
numbers and accession numbers.

Each unit of mate
the type of media

is identified by a code
at it is

elating to

Audiotape AT Kits (two or more KT
Books B different media)
8 mm film F Programmed texts PT
Filmstrips Fs Records 5

Folio FO Vide,, pe VT

e are main entry (title
subject cards for each unit
contain:

or author), shelf list and
of mat-eriaJ. These cards

Title
Author ,(when available)
Pmblisher
Date of publication (o.: copyright avail- e)

Source
Cost '(w of 1973)
Listing. of all elements of t at unit of material

(each part of kit and so forth)
Technical information (pages, number of frames in

filmstrip and so forth)
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BASIC COLLECTTON

America! The Poez.rvofa Nation. 2 filmstrips,
2 cassettes with discussion puide. Guidance
Associates, 1972. $41.50.

American National Red Cross. Basic First Aid. 4 b

$3.7.programmed instruction. Doubleday, 1971.

Anderson, William. Jobs. Behavioral Pesearzh
Laboratory, 1972. $5.45.

k-

Attiyeh, Richard E. Capitalism, and Socialis
(The American Economics Series, Book 7). Contents:
workbook, testbook, teachers' manual. Behavioral Research
Lab, 1972. $17.98 per set.

Attiyeh, Richar_ E. Problems of Economic Stability
and Growth (The American Economics Series, Book
Contents: workbook, testbook, teachers' manual.
Behavioral Research Lab, 1972. $17.98 per set.

Attiyeh, 'Richard E. Taxes and Government Soendin
(The American Economics Series, Book 5). Contents:
workbook, testbook, teachers' manual. Behavioral Research
Lab, 1972. $17.97 per set.

Benne-,'Patr cia Ann. Troubleshooter: A Pro.ram in Basic
English Skills. With teacher editions. iloughton fling

1969. Books 1-7, $4.80.

Berg, Paul C., Stanford E. Taylor and Helen Frackenpohn.
Skimming_Ar2d Scanning. 2 texts, 5 workbooks. EEL
McGraw-Hill, 1962. $23.50.

Blumenthal, Joseph C. English 2200, A Pro rammed Course
in Grammar and Contents: 2 texts, tes,l, manual.
Harcourt, 1964. 2 copies.

Blumenthal, Joseph C. English 2600, A Programmed Course
in GrammanLEA2gt. Contents: 2 texts, manual,
testbook. Harcourt, 1969.

Blumenthal, Joseph C. En-1:..s} Revised Edition.
Text, testbook. Harcourt, 1962.

Blumenthal, Joseph C. En lish 3200, A Pio rammed Cours.
in Grammar and Usage. Contents: text, testbook, manual.
Harcourt, 1962.
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Bcbrow, Daniel. Basic Mathematics. 5 book

teachers' manual, supplement. Encyclopedia Elitannica,
1962. $12.00.

Bolden, LeRoy. Safety (The American Health and Safety
Series). Contents! workbook, test booklet, teachers'
mrnual. Behavioral Research Lab, 1972.

Civil Disobedience. 2 filmstrips, 2 cassettes with
discussioa guide. Guidance Associates, 1971. $39.00.

Corcoran, Robert P. Popular Libra DictionarY,
Skillbook. Popular Libravi. 1972. .87:

Crouse, William H. Automotive Mechanics. McGraw-Hill,
1965. 616 pages. Free_

Crowhurst Normnan H. Basic Mathematics. Rider, 1961.
Free,

Dickson, William G. P_ _cal Problems
Automobile Trades. Wier teachers'
$1.59, $1.00 key.

CS:

Dickson, William G. Prac ical Problems in Mate
Electrical Trades. With teachers' key. Delmar.
$1.5G, S1.( key.

Dickson, William G. ractical
Machine Trades. Wif=tm teachers

51.00 key.

Problemsin Mathematics:
key. Delmar. $2.85,

Dictionar of Occupational Titles, Volumes 1 and 2. With
2 supplements. 1965. $6.25, $7.50.

Do We Live or Exist? (By the Students). 1 filmnstrip,

2 cassettes with discussion guide. Guidance Associates,
1971. $20.00.

PT

KT

PT

B

B

B

B

KT

Drooyan, Irving and William Wooten. Programmed PT
Beginning Algebra. 5 velunes. Wiley, 1971. $14.36
per set.

Educational Developmental Laboratories. Listen and Read
program. Tapes and workbooks. McGraw-Hill, 1966.
TA-$139.50, GHI 1--$127.75, GH12--$127.75,
JKL--$127.75, MN-$252.50.

Efron, Ales: der. Exploring Mechanics. Hayden, 1969.
Free.

KT
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546

Envi,or mental

Family

a Sound filmstrips. Contents:
_s, 6 tape cassettes. Bailey Film Associates.

nanciel Educa
1 372 . 60 guide, $._

op am. Cobak Corporation .
ook.

_
ay.Freedom of the Press Tod. 2 filmstrips, 2 cassettes

with discussion guide. Guidance Associates, 1969. $39.00.

General Motor Corporation. Hydra-matic_400, Principles
eration. General Motors, 1965. Free.

Golenpaul, Dan, editor. Information Please Almanac,
Atlas and Yearbook, 1972. Golenpaul Associates, 1972.
$2.25.

Guralnik, David B. Webster's New World Dictionary,
Elementary Edition. Macmillan, 1966. 2 copies, $3.36 each.

Hancock, John D., Miriam S. Olken and Dale-G; Seymour.
Introduction to Modern Mathematics, Series 2. 4 volumes.
Behavioral Research, 1972. ;9.95.

Hanson, Beatrice E. 1,r. zssive pe ingSpeed
ice. Gregg, 1968. 2 copies, $2.34 each.

Hemmerling, Edwin M. Ele
Algebra and Geometry. McGraw -Hill, 965. 3 copies,
$7.95 each.

Houghton Mifflin Action Series. Titles iclude: Forces;
Vibrations; Encounters; Challenges; Reactions'. 2 copies

each, workbooks available. Houghton Mifflin, 1970.

:!'inanities: The Age of Dante and Giotto. 4 filmstrips,
2 cassettes with discussion guides. Guidance Associates,
1971. $44.00.

Humanities: The Age of Leonardo and Michelangelo.
4 filmstrips, 2 cassettes with discussion guides.
Guidance Associates, 1:271. $44.00.

Humanities: The Renaissance in Florence. 4 filmstrips,
2 cassettes with discussion: guide. Guidance Associates,
1971. $44.00.

Hungerford, Harold R. Modern Biology:
Survival. 4 filmstrips, 2 records wit

-onmeat and
e. $32.50.
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el, B. Hallei. Body Structure and Function (The PT
American Health and Safety Series). Contents: test
t'ooklet, workbook, teachers' manual. Behavioral Research
Lab, 1972. 413.87.

Tgolt Haller. First Aid (The American Health and T
Safety Seties). Contents: workbook, test booklet,
teachers' manual. Behavioral Elsearch Lab, 1972.
$14.87 per set.

gel, B. Haller. Personal Health (The American Health
and Safety Series). Contents: workbook, test booklet,
teachers' manual. Behavioral Research Lab, 1972.
$13.87 per set.

Igel, B. Hailer. Prevention of Comm le Disease
(American Health and Safety Series). Contents: workbook,
teachers' manual. Behavioral Research Lab, 1972.
$13.87 per set.

Igel, B. Hailer and Dorris H. Calloway. Nutrition
(The American Health and Safety Series) Contents:
workbook, test booklet, teachers' manual. Behavioral

search Lab, 1972. $13.87 per set.

Jacobs, Harold R. Mathematics: A Human Endeavor.
529 pages, illustrated, with teachers' edition.
Freeman, 1970. $

James, Leonard F, The Supreme Cour erican Li e.
Scott, 1964. 51.71.

_ Experience kits.. Science Research Associates, 1572.
$130.00

Johnson, Steve and Kcn Smith. Chinook Centre x. Outlook
25i372. 2 copies,

Kcedy, MerviA and Marvin Bitt. Arithmetic
Modern Approach. With teachers' key. Addison-
,. ,4-60 book, $2.00 key.

mbrell, Grady and Ben S. Vineyard. Succeeding in t
Woridof Work. With workbook. McKngnt and McF.nigh'
1970. $1.98 workbook, 55.97 book.-

Kinchla, Ronald.
1972. $3.71.

.

Statistli Behavioral an Lab,

Knowles, Plvid H.. Income Tax (Consume' Mathemati c, Book
5) . Behavioral Research Lab 1972. $21.68 par set.

77.,

FT

PT

PT

B

PT

PT

PT
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Knowles, David H. Insurance (Consumer Mathematics,
Rook 6). Behavioral Research Lab, 1972. $21.68 per
set.

Knowles, David H. Investments (Consumer Mathematics,
Book 7). Behavioral Research Lab, 1972. $21.68 per
set.

Knowles, David H. The Household Budget (Consumer
Mathematics, Book 3). Behavioral Research Lab, 1972.
$21.68 per set.

Knowles, David H. The Pay Check (Consumer Mathematics,
Book 2). Behavioral Research Lab, 1972. $21.68 per set.

Knowles, David H. The Wise Buyer (Consumer Mathematics,
Book 4). Behavioral Research Lab, 1972. $21.68 per set.

Knowles, David H. Vocational Opportunities and
Lifetime Earning (Consumer Mathematics, Book 1).
Behavioral. Research Lab, 1972. $21.68 per set.

Kryston, Victor and Portia editors. Know What
I Mean. Workbook. Internal ..1 Soriety for General
Semantics, 1972.

PT

PT

PT

PT

PT

PT

PT

Laubach Literacy, Be Informed Series. 17 packets. PT

New Readers, 1970. 10 copies, $.60 each.

Lewis, Norman. Work Power Made Easy. Pocket Books,

Division of Simon and Schuster. $.95.

Lish, Gordon. English Grammar, Volumes 1 and 2. PT

Tostbook and manual. Behavioral Research Lab, 1972.

Lumsden, Keith. International Trade (The American PT

Economics Series, Book 6). Contents: workbook,

testbook, teacher's manual. Behavioral Research Lab,

1972. $17.98 per set.

Lumsden, Keith. The tree Enter ris (The

American economic Series, Book 1). Content_

workbook, testbook, teachers' manual. Behavioral
Research Lab, 1972. $17.98 per set.

Lumsden, Keith. The Gross National Product (The

American Economics Series-. -Book -2) Contents:
workbook, testbook, teachers' manual. Behavioral
Research Lab, 1972. $17.98 per set.
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Market Economy. Sound filmsti;,s.
6 filmstrips, 6 sound cassettes. 11ey Film
Associates. $63.00.

Mass Media! --act on a Nation. 2 filmstrips,
2 cassettes. Film di-;i-ussion guide. Guidance
Associates, 1971. 339.00.

Mast Learning S stem, Modern Eng 1 -` -0.

3rol

Ma-

1968. 581.00.

Sys= tem Punctuation 1 and 2, Mcdern
Grolier. $45.00.

Mast Pro rammed In-
Development Company, 1970

Basic English. Mast
.50.

McCloskey, Paul N., Jr. The United States
Constitution. Contents: workbook, test booklet,
teachers' manual. Behavioral Research Lab, 1972. $3.81.

McEvoy, Paul. Learning How to Use the Dictionary.
Macmillan, 1963. 2 copies, $1.89.

Modern_8nglish Series, 300 Commas. Mast Development
Company, 1964. $28.50.

Motivation for Career Success. Guides to narration,
manuals, stamp books, inventories, worksheets, consumable
and nonconsumable instructor components. Educational
Achievement Corporation, 1971. $869.50.

Narc Drug Information Series. Color filmstrip
with cassette. Guidance Associates, 1970. $20.00.

1970 Fisher Body Service Manual. General Motors, 1969.
Free.

172 Pontiac Service Manual.
Free.

al Motors, 1971.

1973 Pontiac Service anua General Motors, 1972.
Free.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, Computer
Technology Program, Units 1-7.

OB Guide for Young Workers, 1969-70 edition,
U.S. Department of Labor. U.S. Government Publications,
1970. $1.50.

Kr:

Fs

Fs

PT

PT

FS

K

KT

B
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cupational Exploration Kit, 1971-72 on_ Science
search Ass a .00.

Occucational Outlook Handbook, 1972-73 edizi_(
U.S. Department of Labor, 1973. $6.25.

Olivo, C. Thomas. Basic Mathematics,
Book 1. With teachers' key. Delmar. 1962..

Olivo, C. Thomas. Basic_ Mathematics, SimpLit
362 pages, illustrated. Delmar. 1972. $5.40

Oregonian
10 cooies

The Living Textbook. Oregoniafl,
free.

Perry, Patr Ready Set, Sew. Buterick. 1971.
$4.95.

Poe Edgar Allan. 2 filmstrips, 2 cassettes -ith
discussion guides. Guidance Associates, 1970,

Postman, Neil and Howard C. Damon. The Languaoe of
Discovery. Halt, Rinehart and Winston.

Prejudice! 2 filmstrips, 2 cassettes with discussion
guide. Guidance Associates, 1971. $41.50.

Preparation_ for College Board Examinations. Cowler,
1972. 2 'copie, $3.95 each.

Psychedelics. Drug Info -ation Series. Color filmstrip
cassette. Guidance Associates, 1970. $20.0n.

Rasmussen, Pe
$1.60 per set.

Algebra. 4 booklets. 1972.

Rees, Paul K. Algebra and Trigonometry. McGraw-Hill,
1969. $7.60.

Revolution. 4 filmstrips, 2 cassettes with discussion
guide. Guidance Associates, 1971. $39.00.

Rosenhack, S.B
Volumes 1 and
with each vol

Rowe, Joh.
191 Seri

650

Introduction to American Government,
rkbook, test booklet, teachc' manual
.havioral ReSeatch Lab,

and Fred Winger.
1, General Typing. G.

B

KT

PT



P' +e, John, Alan Lloyd and
Cours
each.

Gregg i.

Append x F (Basic Matr 1s)

. Keyboard
2 copies, ;l

Rowe, John, Alan Lloyd. and Fred Winger. Typing 300.
with learning guides. Gregg, 1072. 2 copies, $4.
each, 2 copies learning guides, $1.20 each.

Schure, A. Basic Transistors. Rider, 1061.

B

Sedatives. Drug Information Series. Color filmstrip KT
with cassetme. 701idance Associates, 1970. $20.00.

Shefter, Harry ,i Minutes a Day to Perfect Spelliry
Pocket Books, Division of Simon and Schuster. $.95.

Slater, Alfred L. The Slide Rule, A Complete Menu-
Rinehart Press, 1967. $5.00.

Social Movements: To Change a Nation. 2 filmstrips.
2 cassettes with discussion guide. Guidance Associates,
L971. $39.00.

Speaking of language. 2 filmstrips, cassettes with
discussion guide. Guidance Associat , 1971. $41.50.

Standard Textbook_ofCpsmetology. Milady Publishing,
1967-. 494 pages-. Gift.

Stimulants. Drug Information Series. Color filmst
with cassette. Guidance Associates, 1970. $20.00.

Sullivan, M.W. A Pr e Introduction to the Game
of Chess. Behavioral Research l,ab, 1972. 54.46,

Sullivan, Marjorie, Doyle and Sullivan Associates.
Programmed Math, Books 1-15. McGraw-Hill, 1968.

Talley, David. Basic Carrier Telephone. Hayden, 1966.
Free (IBM).

Talley, David. Basic Teleph
Hayden, 1969. Free (IBM).

Teenage Rebellion- Chal
2 cassette
1971.

hint Baste

to Authority- 2-filrqtr 1

wide. Gnidanc lc

KT

KT

B

NT

PT

PT

B

B

KT

The 1 , 21f--ortrait. 2 i-ilmst. KT
casseb es with discusion guide: Ga an_i fsoolat.,,,

1971. $39.00
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The Alienated Generati,,n. 3 filmstrips, 3 watt
discussion guide. Guidance Associates, 1969. $51.L._

The City and the Modorn Writer. 2 filmstrips, 2 cassettes
with discussion guide. Guidance Associates, 1971. $41.50.

The Harlem Renaissance and Beyond. 2 filmstrips, 2
cassettes with discussion guide. Guidance Associates, 1969
541.50.

The Literature of Protest. 3 filmstrips, 3 cassettes with
discussion guide. Guidance Associates, 1971.. $55.50.

The 1960s: A Decade of Hone and Desz==.1r. 2 filmstrips,
cassettes with discussion guide. Guidance Associates,

1969. $39.00.

KT

KT

KT

KT

KT

The Poetic xperience. 2 filmst , 2 cassettes with KT

discuss:on guide. Guidance Associates, 1969. 541.50.

ainin g Chart Manual. Delco Remy.

Turner, David R Pre
Arco, 1965. 2 co

rgh,

a for the Armed Forces I
es, 54.00 each.

Basic Electricity Rider,. 1954. Free.

Valkenburoh, Van. Basic Electronics. Rider, 1955. Free.

Webster's New World Dictionary. World, 1968. B copies,

$4.89 each.

weiner, Samuel. The Federal Reserve System and IFs Effect
on Money and Banking (The AmeriCan Econcmics Series, Book 4).
Contents: workbook, testbook, teachers' manual. Behavioral
Research Lab, 1972. $17.98 per set.

Wigg-inton, Eliot. The Foxfire Book. Anchor, 1972.
2 copies, $3.95 each.

B

PT

A, John Rowe and Alan C. Lloyd. Gregg Typing I. KT

elt Education Series. Gregg, 1965. $3.80.-

Winger, Fred, John Rowe and Alan C. Lloyd. Ty--)--

r'iegg Adult Education Series. Gregg, 1965. $4.20.

Burman, Richard S. yellow Pages of Learning Resources. Group B

fcr 7:nvironmental Education, 1972. 5 copies. $1.95 each.

ZoDubek, C. Gregg Shorthand. Individual Progress Method.
T=Ipes and workbook. McGraw-Hill, 1972. $325.00.

KT



Appendix F (Basic Mat

PERIODICALS SUBSCRIBED TO BY (CE),

3c es -d Gardens Newsweek

Outdoor LifeCar and Driver

Chancing Tin-es

Consumer Repo

Mom;

education USA

Glamour

Good Kousekee

Ingenue

Li fry

Manpower

Mechanics Illustrated

Media and Methods

Modern Office Procedures

Phi Delta Kappan

Popular Science

Reader' s Diges t

Red_book

Saturday Revi

Science Diges

Scientific America

Seventeen

Sports _Illustrated

- rrt-t

Sunset

T=me

Transaction Society

id

Motor Trend U.S. News and World Report

national Geographic Weight Watchers



APPENDIX G

Sample Learning Objectives

In Item 10 of "Projects," pages 236-241, we discussed developing
learning objectives from Learning Site Analysis For= and how
projects are built from the objectives. The following appendix
gives objectives derived from the LSAF displayed in Appendix M
of Employer/Community Resources. These objectives are divided
according to specific LSAF pages to better show you how each part
of the LSAF is interpreted for learning purposes.

Normally, oviL _ives w_Lll appear as a single list and learning
managers will not take the time to designate the parts of the LS,iF
from which objectives are derived. For mere examples of learning
Objectives, see Appendix C of this handbook.
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.Appendix (Learning Object _s)

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

The following '-ities have been wri

Analysis Form for

id reflect aotJiv' student can do at that site.

OBJECTIVES DIRECTLY RELATED TO JOB TASKS AND SKILLS

SPECIAL CONDI TIONS

1. The student will demonstrate the ability to adhere to site
requirements for appearance and safety.

MAJOR TASK: DIAGNOSIS

Sub-task; "Read Work Order"

2. The student will become familiar with work orders used on
the site and indicate an ability to:

read the work (1,--iers that communicate to the service
----ger and th_ worker the repairs that are needed

write work orders; the student will either obtain copies
of work orders to write on or make facsimiles and
demonstrate an ability to write work orj that
carefully describe the needs of the ui-0, -Ler

111,= s- cadent will observe the ways in which the service manager
discusses problems that the customer is having with his or her
car; the student will observe the communication skills that
are needed and also will be able to, when possible and
allowed, take these descriptions and write them into work
orders.

_:p- task: "Use Electronic Diagnosing EquiPmer t"

4. The student will be able to:

read instruments and gauges

perform numerical computations from the oscilloscope

c. add, subtract, multiply and divide with 100% accuracy as
required for use of diagnostic equipment



'STRUCTION

read directions and manuals for testing equipment

write out results on work orders for recommendations
customer repairs

use electronic diagnosing equipment to determine whether
or not proper repairs have been done

Sub-task: "Road Testing a Vehicle" (for diagnosing o b-

determining accuracy of repairs)

5. The student will be able to:

a_ read the work order to know what to look fr
b. understand from other work orders the required work on a

particular car

write on the service order and discuss
mechanics or the customer any rep

d. road test the car and determine by
rep,7,ir might be indicated

e. hear a "miss"

listen and obser

MAJOR TASK: ACTUAL Al-RS

Sher
needed

ations what

wind 1 and s(: =_Irth

Sub-task: "Disassemble a Car for a Final Diagnosis"

The student will be able to:

3. measure with 100% accuracy for size of replacement parts

b. read manuals to determine types of repair needed

c. read work ordeI: interpret repairs needed

discuss with other mechanics and the service
the diagnosis for the disassembled car

be able to read micrometers, calipers and other
precisio gauges

.5-ub-task: "Actual Repairing"

7. The student will be able to:

a. compute the pounds per square inch using a torque wrench

b. read three work orders

(7; fill out purchase order for parts

d. use hand tools as necessary for particular repairs
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sub-_

9.

Ap:ndl G (L earning Objectives

"PeassemblL: and Fil2 Time Accounting Card

tudent will be able to

compute and record the time required to complete a job
the nearest tenth of an hour

read directions on forms

c. become familiar with the system for keeping track of time
on trouble-shooting jobs and be able to accurately fill
in the forms to report this

d- be able to read a time clock

'-'4 JCR TASK= TESTING REPAIRS

ctromc Retest"

9. The student will be able to:

a. calibre = oscilloscope

b. compute information from numerical gauges

c. read the gauges and instruments and demonstrate an
understanding of how they operate and the type of
information obtained frot them

Sub-task: "Road Tes

10. The student will be able to:

recheck a work order by road testing a car and writing
the results of the test

communicate to other mechanics and/or the castor
the results of the road test

Sub-task;
Work

"Crediting for a Completed Job and Cleaning Up After

11. The student will be able to:

become familiar with the importance of cleaning tools

b. write up final orders for turning in to cashier with the
key

c. identify any other tasks that are necessary in wrapping
up the final job
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CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTIO:i

OBJECTIVES DERIVED BY EXTENSION

12. The student will preoare a chart of the organizational
structure of the service deoartment that will include the
positions of the service manager and other people he reports
to

13. The student will interview people at the site to get an
overall picture of the range of jobs performed. (This

could include mechanics, the service advisors, office staff
and the general manager. The intent here would be for the
student to become familiar with other positions that might
be available in an operation the size of this one. This
could include writing descriptions of key positions in the
service department and in other departments and would include
statements of major responsibilities for each person
interviewed, typical tasks performed, basic education,
training or experience requirements for each of the positions
and any other data that would be necessary -or important to

person being interviewed.)

14. The student will study the environmental issues associated
with the automobile industry. (This could include what
happens with used parts, oil and so forth, and the
responsibility that industries, such as the automobile
industry, assume in ecological problem.)

15. The student will research and present in some form the
relationship of well-tuned engines to air pollution. (This

could be a part of a more in-depth study of other ecolegial
problems with pollution.)

. The student will conduct research on taxation of automobiles.
(Other research topics could be the laws which regulate a
car repair business, such as any legal responsibility to
guarantee repairs, price-fixing restraints and so forth.)

17. The student will conduct research on what kinds of
considerations go into car design including functional an
safety considerations, visual appeal and cost factors.
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INDEX TO EBCE

C ` TJJT IL,1TY c:7.7-91; S:168-176

Accountability write-Up C:88-89';
S:118-119", 1717,174-

endance Ionsite1 C:159
Career expieratiofis C:128-129, 159-161
Community expectations 5 :168 -1+59"

competencies C2142-343
Consequences C:80, 85-,87*: S:172-174
'Alfined C:77
Employer seminars C=461
luidence 8:170
learning levels C:298-299
Negotiation/conterences C:77;

55-87: S:172-174
Parent involvement C:90-91; 5:173-174
Projects C:208-209, 256
Reporting C:86-89
Skill building levels C:298-299
Staff discussionu S:177-181
Standards C:78; 5:169*
Student journals C:418-419,-433
Time management C:88-90, 256

40e also Action Zonee, auld.ance

ACTION ZONES (school year)

Debriefings C:67-68*; 5 =180-181
Defined C :81; 5.:171

.3uidanctIrametoork 5 :171-172
Negetiation 0 A2
Samples 5:213229

ADMINISTRATION, -:nistrator,
Rusinese Governance,

ADMINISTRATOR

Accountability C:85; 5 :173 -174
Board relations M;172-173
Budget M:95, 102
Business management Mr106-
(CE)2 positiod description :51
Curriculum C:18
Employer/community relations 8:1:
171. 184-188

guidance .C:150
Personnel management M:68,71,

51, 87
Record of Student Performance :272-
274

School district relations M:173 -174,
190-192

Student recruitment 5 :15-16
Workload 263

see also Personnel

ADVISORY ,MOUP (pout]dnptLon

A- ESSmENT (learning sitos), s,.'
--ate Analysis rorm

.4.11C,MX

HANDBOOKS

ASSESSMENT (studenru) C:54-65

Basic Skills C :27 -20, 54

Behavior- C:61: S:177-140
Career Development C:33, 56, 116, 145
Diagnostic testing C:54-56
Evaluating progress C:60-61
Life Skills C:21, 60
Warning plan cycle C:44-45
Staff roles C:62-65
Student Behavior Record S:179*
Student Profile C:55*-56; 5:98-99*
Student self - analysis C:56-58*

sew also Evaluation

BASIC SKILLS C:24-30

Advanced/remedial work C:29, 251-252
Assesseent/valuation C:27-30
Basic Skills Prescription Pad C:635*
Career explorations C:114
Defined C:24
De/ivery C:26*-30
SBCE approach C:24-25
General program work C:29
Individualized Learning for Adults

(programmed materials) C:30, 253
Integration C:20
Prescription C :28 -29

Profiles (assesement)_
Projects C1246, 251-
;elf - assessment exercises (ons )

C:255, 629*-6-35

Student journals C=416

C:27-28

see also (:lasses, rotors

BOARD OP DIRrCTORS, see Govenwnce

BOARD OF EDUCATION, see School Board

BUDGET M:95-IO2

approval M:31, 102
EBCE costs' M:6-99
Format 1.1:100-1011

Planning M:29-30, 95

BUSINESS FORMS

Budget format
Monthly Financial Statement M:105*
Student. Transportation Agreement
M:131"; 5:78-79.
ent Transportation
-132"; S:80-81"

Student. Transportation Rot:
S=84-85*

Transportation Reimbursement Request
M:135*: 5:86-H7*

Transporrasien Request M:133";

7ntor service Agreement M:78*

Options

M:134k;

_

tndes fAcludu5' --fer,nueg r,1 41( fmje
rollowing core?:

. .

C a Cufriculum rnstruction
E # faloger/Community Resources__

_ owinv 2 number) indicates sample to

1.: lief: h. in d luirA up. riliMbrA 4V0 preceded hi,

4 nalygmeat & Organizatjen
5 Student Services

m. lilastration. display or flow chart

AA



CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION

7.1 llAt:1:MEN1'

Admintdr.rtur w,LhIlLt
114

Audit M:4H
Budget m:95
Financial rep m 103-1'

Fiscal agent M:107
FiScal procedures M:I07-109
Forms summary M:I14*
Health/safety requirements

Lb

CLUSTERS (in 171

COLLEGE ENTRANCE (student guali
M.146; S:65, 292-Z91*, 304

see also Credentlal, Gridu _ on
r7errui

MMUNICATIONS (pr am
indemnity Covenant M:115-
:.titter at Inteht M:115-116,
Recordkeeping M:111-112
Tax-exempt status M:104-105

Board of
:ommanity

District
EmpLoyers

directors M:172-173
groups M:165, 186,
teachers m:176-177,
H:144-145, 184-1,86;

189

Z7,9

5:134
zed also Business Forms, Faci

Insurance, Reimbursements,
Transportatir,o

CIS, s.e Career Inform

:TES, see Co

: ion Sys sm

vo rest of Basic

PEER DEVELOPMENT C:31,-36

Assessmen:i/evaluation C:30, 34

Career counseling C:148-150, 166716A,
421-422

Career Information System C:116, 145,
637-639*

Defined C:31
Delivery C:32*-35
Ent: approach C:31
Integration C:35
Learning -bjective de e echniques

C: 587 -5'34

Prescription C:33-34
Self-Directed Search C:116, 145,

641

also Career Ozplorations Employ
Seminays0 Loarninq Levels, Site
Utilisation, Sk;ll Building Love

CAREER EXPL.ORATICNS C:10C-186

Career counseling C:148-150, 166
lefined C:105, 111-115'
Employer Instructor checklist' C:139
Exploration Package (sample) C:169-186
Learning objectives' C:143
(rO)eOt activitie:: C:155
Site selection C:145, 148
Staff roles C:I08*, 126127; 5:142 -142
Student, steps to- follow C:141-142, 144*
Time requirements C:I29

so Employer Instructor, t-

on7.1t1

CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM C:116, 145,

CERTiFICATICN (staff) M:61

Other education programs M ;146, 190-
192

Parents M :146 -147, 180-183-7- 5 :113-1J4

School district M:173-174; 5:134
Staff M:175; 5:132
State department of education M:27,

34, 191

State regulatory boards M:186
Students M:169, 179-180, 1827
Unions M:144-145, 186-188
Visitors M:166

soo also Information (student) ,
Orientation (staff), Orientation
(student), Parent Reporting,
Recruitment (site), Recruitment
(Student)

133

TY RELATIONS M:139-193

Community input M1168-171
Describing program M:14.3-147, 17

L777 E:198-200, 224-226
Evaluation of M:170-171, 193
:enerating support M:21 -23, 15 1152.
275-278

Parent Night M:181
Presentations M:164, 165 -166
Press, relations M:155-156-
Program name M:149
Program representatives M:148
Publications M:156-164
Recordkeeping M:153
Surveys M:170-171
Visual materials M:164

'woe also Advisory Groiip, Communications
.(program) , OroUp Activities,.
Information (student), PlAnming
(program)

COMMUNITY SURVEY (preadoption survey of
interest) M:21-23

COMPETENCIES (Life Skills area) C1331-408

Certifiers C:345-347*, 511512
Community participation C:332, 339,

357-358; Mt169*
(continued)

Trio index i Eludes references
hi Tollowing code:

C w Curriculum & Instruction
E Em lo er /Communi ty Resources

613CE handbooks; paao numbers are preceded by

m Management & organization
S Student Services

'(following a number) indicates sample form, illustration, display or flow 'chart
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i.oRPETENCIFS icon n ed)

Defined C1331, 315-337
Jevelopino competencies C:339-341*

ed C:346
Resources C:347, 401-403 512-513
Staff roles C:334*, 338
Student steps to follow C:351-352*
Student Workbook C:359-407:

COMPETENCY CERTIFIER C:345-148*. 511 -512

COMFREHENSIVE TEST OF BASIC SKILLS -- 7.

CORPORATION, seeGovernanCe

COs a. Ico Budget

COUNSELING, soe Career Development.
Ouidance, on

CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT (Life Skills area)

ESCE approach C:521-522
Learning objectives C:521
Project (sample) C:525-530

CREDENTIAL (student)

(ZE)2 Record of Student Perf- arwe
(sample) 5:265-297

Ftrmat 5:65-66
Grades/credits $:63-64. .392-293*
Program completion 5:37. 269
Purposes 5:63, 134-135
Review 5:65-, 1033 107
Staff rolee 5:36-38, 269 -271
Student instructions 5;133, 298-301

see also Graduation, Transfer

CRITICAL THINKING (Life Skills area)

Carer exploration process C:113*
:BCE approach 0:931-5T12
:.earning objective2s C:531*
Project (sample) 0:535-541
Project writing C;229
wrap-up activities C:271-.272*

-FFICULUN C:3-36

3asic definitions C :7 -13

EBCE Learning Path c:6*: E:9*
Outcome goals C:14-16
Purposes C:I-4

also Basic Skills, C.ir,or
0,2velopment. Carer Explora if-
Competoncics, Employer .leminJr.,
Learninq Levels. Lie skills,

Skill Buildidi Levels,
_

TE5TIM

-------

;ndex includes to
'ollowinq coo:

DIPLOMA S: 7-38

DISCIPLINE, see Aceountsbil V

50- Emploitr rns 4ccor

ERS, See Employer Relations Seecial'

EMPLOYER, see Employer rns factor,
Recruitment (site)

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR

Career exploration C :139, 152-154;
E:160*

Defined E:12, 31-32, 35, 42-44
Learning and skill building levels
C:308, 312, 310-319, 322-326; E1162*

Project evaluation C:266
Qualifications E:43-44
Responsibilities ;E:159-162. 5:62

see also Employer Instructor

Development, Recruitment (Site),
Site Utilization

E MPLOYER INSTRUCTOR DEVELOPMENT E:6

Audience. E:78-79
Conducting sessions E :66', 99*
Defined E:63-66
Evaluation E143344
Feedback from employers E:62*-84, 100-
101. 215-221

Feedback session E:76777 235-242
:nvitations .E:95-160,
Materials C:98, 205-213
Orientation session E:75, 91, 195-200
Nastions 4 answers E ;75 -76, 91-92

223-228
Resordkeeping E:80-81
Reimbursement E:23-25, R0
Sample agendas E;91 -92'
Scheduling E:93-94
Staff roles E:64, 69-70, 83386
Training needs C :71 -73', 87 -89, 201-

204

Training session 76 92, 229-234

DYER RELATIONS SPECIALIST

Assesseent role C:33, 56, 63-64
(CE)2 position description M:63
Career explorations- C1126
Employer instructor development E:69
Guidance 5:150
Learning and skill building levels
C:296

Qualifications M;61 -61

Recordkeeping 5:59-60
site recruitment E:13-15
Site utilization F:110-11 141 -149
Workload M:59-60, 265

0e also Personnel

-s to ill our EBCE handboOks; page numbers are preceded hit

CurriCulum s Instruction
E 1-LraiagiLLommunitu Resources

lowly r A number) !ndicaces sample einn,

M . Management 3 ©rja;rizarion

Student Services

ustration, display or
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CURRICULUM IN TRUCiION

SEMINARS Cl. 74

A wnda O:466-471
OrnMustItY LRVOIVeMent C;46L,
Defined 4S9
Projects C:472-473
Staff roles C:460
Topics C:462-465

EMPLOYER SITE (define._ 'E

EMPLOYER TRAINING, see Employer Inscru
a,_.velopme)t

NT!.('NXIT, we Cntri/I:XiL

AL'ATICX4 (Grogram

Communi relations
Mt193

Employer feedback
138-139, 215-221

Employer instructor e
4 ?44

hest- ionnaires for participant
feedback M170-171

Staff effectiveness M:87-8

tiveness

E:82*-84 100=

veneer

.AL;ATION udencl

4sic Skill. CtP)
Career Development ,::34

Exploration Package C:1A5
:2arning/ski11 building 1. ve13 C:292-
Z93, 325-326

Life Skills/Projects C:22. 266-270
S--xident Performance Review C:292-293

se also Assessment, learning Plan
Cycle

EXPLIRATION PACKAGE sa-p

Explained C:111-121
Sample C:169-186

also Career Explorations

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES M:192: S

FACILITY

(CE)2 floorplan C :487'; M:126-12
Choosing location M: 24-125. 150, 201
Health/safety M:120
insurance M:117
Planning M:97, 128
Purposes C:476: M: 21-U2

9

90

FILES

Instructional ms ...vials C:493,
ice records A:111-112

Student records 54-58

504

F ORMS time,

iso Business Form, rnstruc
alp, Site Forme, Student Forms

MNCTIONAL CITIZENSHIP (Life Skills area)

E8CE approach Ct544545,
Learning objectives C:543
Proiect (sample) C:547-55)

FUNDING M :20 -30

,T.OALS (program outcomes) C:14r16

sec also L.carning nUjuctives, Learning
Plan Neaotiation

GMT:FINANCE M:25-40

(summary of (CC)2) M:I14

(continued)

naeM includes references to all tour EBCE
A'llowiner code:

Curricul tion
Smalbyer /Corrmuni cy Resources

'ifllowing a number) indicates sample

666

Advisory group M :35

Bylaws M:223-233
Consortium M:36
Corporation M:36-37
Relationship', to district
235-242

School board M:35
Separate board of directors M:36

see also Planning, Policy making

DES/CREDITS, see Credential

M:3839 ,

GRADUATION

Diploma 5:37 -38

Early completion 5 :37-38
Late completion 5:38
Pecord of Student- .Performance 5:37-38

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS C:52-51; 5:272 -
273

GRi3UP ACTIVITIES

Employor seminars r:455-474
Meetings, student/staff M:180; 5:166-

167

Retreat, student/staff M:180; 5:162-'
165

Social activities M:180-181

GUIDANCE S : 139-194

Action zones S:171-172
Adult rotes 5$146-152, 158
(CE)2 examples 5:148-149, 157, 175-
176, 186, 190-194

Community expectations 5:143-144*,
168

Conferences 5:172-174, 183-184
Defined 5:139 -140, 143

`Learning plan cycle. S:153-156
, Negotiation 5:154, 157

Parent role 5:174, 183-186
Recordkeeping 5:177-182*

fOontinuedl

nandbooks; page numbers are preceded by

M = Mena ement 5 Or anizacion
S Student Services

m- illustration, display or flow chart



GUIDANCE (continued)

Referrals 5:187
Retreat, student/staff S:162-165*
Smell group meetings S:166-167*
Staff discussions S:177-181
Zone debriefing S!1130-191

see also Accountability, Career
Development, Negotiation, Oriente
(student), Recruitment (student).
Student Journals

ILA, see individualized_Learniny for
Adults

INDEMNITY COVENANT E:45, 47; M:115-116

Samples E:181: M:119

index

INSTRUCTOR ntinued)

Specialist,' Learning Manager,
Learning Resource Specialist'
Student Coordinator, Tutors

INSURANCE M:115-119

Basic requirements M:115
on (CE)2 coverage M:116-117

Employer protection M:115-116
Indemnity Covenant E:45, 47,
M:115-116, 119*

State AcCident Insurance Fund Mt

116

INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING FOR ADULTS (Basic
Skills materials) C:30, 253

INFT3R14ATIC*1 (student)

Audience need S:4749
Program needs S:45-46
Reporting procedures S :172

tee also Parent Reporting, Student
Forms, Student Records

INSTRUCTICN (content areas), see
Curriculum

INSTRUCTICNAL MATERIALS

,Basic Skills selfasSessment exert
C:629-635

Competencies Workbook C:359-408
Exploration Package C:169 -186

Individualized Lcarnina for Adults
(Basic Skills) C:30, 253

?redesigned project samples C:525-

535-541, 547-553, 559-572, 577-506
Project Writing Guide C:229 -232

Student Handbook 5:197-i41
Student Journal Guide C:435-452

see also Learning Resources

INSTRUCTICNAL STAFF, see Administra
employer Relations Specialist,
Learning Manager, Learning Resource
Specialist, Student Coordinator

tee also Personnel

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES, tee Career
Explorations, Competencies, Employer
Seminars, Learning Levels, Projects,
Skill Building .Levels, Special
Placements, Student Journals

rr:STRUCTVRS, see Competency Certifier
Employer Instructor, Employer Re la

(continued),

JOB ENTRY SKILLS (acquisition of
Skill Building Levels

JOURNAL Student Journals

LM, see Learning Ma ye

LRSo see Learning Resource Specialist

LSAT, see Learning Site Analysis Form

LABOR, see Unions

LEARNING CENTER, see Facility

LEARNING LEVELS C:277-327

Defined C:277-278, 293-285
Employer instructor checklist 0;312
Projects C:29I-292
Site selection C:313 314
Skill development C:290
Staff roles C:280, 296-297
Student Evaluation of Learning Site

Student Performance Review C:292-293
Student steps to follow C:310-311,

316-317*

vice also Employer Instructor, Site
Utilization

LEARNING MANAGER

Assessment role C:56-57, 63-64
(CS), position description M:52
Career explorations C:127
Employer seminars C:460
Guidance 5:150
Learning levels C:197
Projects C:205-206
Qualifications M:61-b3
Retordkeeping 5:59, 270
Skill building levels C:297
Student journals C:420-424
Workload M:59, 264

see also Personnel

The index includes references to all four EBCE handbooks; page numbers are preceded by
the following code,

C m Curriculum
* gmployer/ComMunity Resources

(following a number) indicates sample form.

ns tructi n Management S Organization
S . Student Services

iluetration, display or flew chart

657



CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION

LLa NG OBJECTIVES

Career Development C:587-594
Creative develops* nt C:521
Critical thinking C:531
!.Mined C:9
101:notional Citizenship. C:543
Learning Site Analysis Form C:236-241,

655-660

Personal/social develops- t C:555
Projects C:236-241
Science C:573

LEARNINt SITE (defined) E:19

LEARNING SITE ANALYSIS FORM

Employer instructor role E:112-115
Employer relations specialist rol
E:112-115

Learning levels C:300-301, 320-321
Learning objectives ,C:236-241, 655-

660
Procedures C:72975', 213-2141 E:33-34*,
112-118, 154-155

LEARNING PATH, EDCE C:6*; E19

LEARNING PLAN CYCLE C:44-45, 284; S:153-
156

LEARNI L,%".4 NEGOTIATICN C:39-02

Aci;o y C:779
; on zones 0:81-B4

Assesssent/evaluation C:45 -4f

Conferences C=56-59, 4

Defined C:39-40, 93
Oraduatipn requirements C:52-53
Informatkon Oaring C:66-71
Inteezatinn C:47
Ke step .4 :77:95-100

Lesrn!no plan cycls C:44
Lesimir." Site Analysis Form C:72-15
Prescription C:46

see also Career Explor?tions,
Competencies, Employer- Seminars,
!earning Levv_.1s, NegoCation, Projects,
Skill Belldim7 Lls,p oil
PIageme:':w, Stude": Journals

Sample form /learning objectives/
projects C:595-627; E:281-305

8 le interview E:243-271

LEARNING STRATEGIES, see Career
Explorations, Competencies, Employer
Seminars, Learning Levels, Projects,
Skill Building Levels, Student
Journals

GAL ISSUE M:27-2S, 203 221

see also Insurance, Transports on

LETTER OF INTENT E:35-36, 45, 47: 5-
116

Samples E:179; M:118

LIABILITY, see Insuran-sl es,

raporcation

LIFE SKILLS C:I9-23

Assessment/evaluation C:20 -22, 266-270
Defined C:7-8
Delivery C:20-23

G it';;S=AIRCI

n t .

cuidono:.

Laser t.

Proieits

Rucora*Ocping. S:60
WoitlOad E160, '66

iiee also Personnel

1,LARNING RESOURCES C:477-515

Basic materials C:491-493
bibliography C:6436653
Confirm' ty C:499-502
Defined C:477, 461-4)32
Employer sites C:494-498
Equipment C:505-507
Facility requirements 1'121, 123
Student resource uses C:482-483

see also ClasswG Employer Instructor,
Special Placements, Tutors

EBCE approach. C:19-20
Integration, C:23

Prescription C:21-22
Project focub 0 :242

Tee also Competencies, Creative
lAvelopment, Critical Thinking,
functional Citizenship, Personal/
Social Development, Projects,
Science

LIFE SKILLS OBJECTIVES, see Competencies,
Creativn Development, Critical
Thinking, Functional Citizenship,
Personal/Social Develcpment, Science

MANAGEMENT s,,c Administrator Business
Nanagmpnt, Governance

MATERIALS; see Business form=, Community
Relations, Instructional Materials,
Learning Resources, Site Forms,
Student Forms

NEGOTIATION (students) C:43: S:I54
(continued)

The index includes references to all four EBCE handbooks; page numbers are pre
the followiny code-

c Curriculum 4 Instruction
E EzpyirtiriloarCormunices

owing a number) indicates sample form

M Management 4 Organization
S Student. Services

ustration, display or flag chart

dad by



:E710TIATION (stunts)
continued)

Projects C:208, 234 270
'Site choices C:148- 16&-167
.itaff guidelines C101-102

iee also Atoountability, Learning Plan
cation

CEJ-LCTiVE5 PROGRAM
coals) .14-16

WTICE PPOCEDURES :107-114

OP2:ENTATION (staff) M:81-86 269-273

gram outcome

ORIENTATION (student) C:92; 5:27-35,
160-161

Career explorations C:137-138
ComPetencles C:350-351
Content S::9-30
Employer seminars C:470
General program introduction 5:27-33
:.earning levels C:307-311
Learning resources C:489-490
Mid-year orientation 5:34
Projects C220-232'
Reorientation workshops 5:34
Sample agendas 5:31-32, 243-263
Skill building levels C:307-311
Staff roles 5:27, 160-161
Student Handbook S:28, 191-241p
Student journals C:42e-428

PARENT INVOLVEMENT

Advisory lreup M:3
luidance 5:174,
earent Night M:11
irogram M:17-20. 22,
So=ial activLtiefi M:180-182
Ftudent accountab C:85. 8C. -.?" II:
5:173-174

3tudent learnio..4 i,lans 0:90
Student recruitment m LR3; S:20-22
7ask forces M:16.1

186

Index

PERSONNEL loon

Cost considerations M:72-77, 96 -47
Criteria fur selection M:61-64
Number needed M:59-60
Performance review M:87 -d8s
Planning M:47-49, 3 -260

Recruitment M:F5 -o9
Salaries M:72-73
Staff development M:d1-86, 2139-273
Staff roles M:48 -57
Staffing patterns :47-49, 253-260
Teamwork M:79-81
Tutor Service Agreement M:78
Working conditions M:75-76

see also Administrator, Employer
Relations Spocialist, Learning
Manaller, Learnieu ReSeuree
Specialist,' Student Coordinator,
Support Staff

PLANNING (program)

Approval M :33 -34

Budget M:29, 31, 95 -102

Community support M:15-23
Coordinator

:2:3: 35-19.

Funding M:29-30

Planning group M:15,-17-20
Policyroking M:40, 243-251

246 School district 7c-.operation M:7-9
tale ma:en ts M :27-28, 203-221

Suitability to district M:7-8

see also t:Pmmunit Relations r iatil.;t
Personno1,1 Transportation

197-201

see also Parent R,portzn1

PARENT REPORTING C69-70: m:181-1H:::
5:133-134

PAY. .ewe Rotmlours

CNAL/SOCIAL LC T AT (Life 1

area)

E8CE approach C:556-559
Learning objectives C:555
Project (saMple) C:200-205, 559 -572

.:EPsoNNEL M:43 -88

'1w:tracts

ndux
cn:v cOlowirpt co'Jo:

M:75 -7.

tion
E Employer/,-om unitr_

'(following - ',number) indicates sample

four

PLANNING AND MONITORING (student earning),
sic LoarnInu.rlan veaoriacion

GROUP (p adcrtion)

Function:, M:13. 17, 1.--)

nombershil- M:17 -1g

PiktICIFLAKItif

Advisory .croup 15-16

(CE)2 board of directors
(CE)2 bylaws M:223-233
(CE)2 policies summary M:243-251
Legal issues m:27-28, 20,3-221
Operating1procedures M:35-40, 235-242
Organizat'ipnal alternativel M:25-26,.

197-201

lee.also an Planning

PRESCRIPTION, e Learning Plan Curl
L,earninq- PL Negotiation

PRODUCTIVITY (students onnite) E;163,
275-2/6*

1 )

handbooks; pafu numborz; arc precoded v

M Manacement s organizaIbn
Student Services

luqcracion, display or now chalt

69



CURRICULUM S rivS TR UCTI:

DUCT/VIT7 r nsite) (6:ont ud)

Reimbursem

PRc7R.A.M C0MPLETION REQUIRE
S146, 272-273

see alga '.71-4dUatIOn

PROGRAM DAY, See Sciledules

PR(X,RAM ENTRY/EXIT 5:3-38

Record of Student performance S:63-66,
265-2v9

Gtudent Application S:70-75

ice also Oraduacion, orientation
(student), Recruitment (student),
Student Selection, Transfer

dEcTS c:09-274

Annotate6 form 0:227-228
Basic Skills C:246, 251-255
Defined C:189, 195-198
Employer/commiinity C:210-212, 245
Evaluation C:248-250, 266-270
Individually negotiated projects C:

Learning manager rr: C:205-206
Life Skills '86
?JegotiatiOn guidelines C:234
Predesigned projects C:196.
Project Writing Guide C!229-232
Student steps to follow .7:2220-226

Creative DevelOpment, Critic01
ng FunctiOndl Citizenship,

Learning Site Analysis ForM, Life
Skills, Personal/Social Deveiopment,
Science

EC=R0 OF STUDENT PEPI'ORNANCE, son

REC7;RDKEEPING

=areer explorations -132
;lmmunity contacts m:1

Clmpecencies C:349
Employer instructor development

81

luidance 5:177-181
Learning sites C:302-104;.E:47-5O,
125-1330 141-149, 164

Projects C:215
`Student journals C:425

see also SusinesS Forms, Files, Site
ForMs, Student Forms, Student
ReCords

%EC? ITMENT (site) E:3-60

n sites to network E: , 54-60
"7' site List E:185-190

(continued)

RECR,;ITMENT (site) (:,,nt.41u#24)

Concerns /questions C:39-4n
Defined E:1-6

Distance/time restrictions E:16-16*
Employer Information Packet E:175-11(1
Identifying sites E:52,57
Incentives E:23 -25, 173-174
Indemnity Covenant E:45, 47, 181'

contact C26-29
Interview E:30-38, 58
Letter of Intent E:35-36, 45, 47,
Materials E:370 45-46, 175-1'9
Reeordkeeping C:47-50
Sample recruiting letter E:2M"
Selection criteria E:41-44
Staff roles E:13-15
Student site needs E:19-22, 54-55

RECRUITMENT !staff) M:65 -69

RECRUITMENT (student) 5:7-22, 16Q

Application forms S:12-13, 70-75
Parents M,11713; 5:20-22

Presentations M:183; 5:17-lq
School district approval
Selection criteria 5:7-8
Staff roles S:11., 160
Target audience 3 :9

Timetables S:14

see also Student Selectio

REIMBURSEMENTS

Board stipend M:99
Business expenses M:109-110
Employer instructor development E:231

25, 80: M:99
Mileage, students M:134-135
taff salaries M:72-73

Student learner vs, earner E:163, 275.-
276

Tutors M:77

REPORTS

EinanciAl M:103, 106
arent C:69-70: M;181-182; S: -134

6e-also Information (student)

vETRCAT, STUDENT/STAPF S:162-165

SC, see tudent Coordina

SOS, see Solf-Direeted Search

SCIEE611LES

Daily proeramhours M:76
Program year mi75-76
Staff (sample weeks) M :261 -67
Year-round school 3:75

-------
''X includes rr:ft-m.otos to 411 fou LUCE handbooks: nmin numherS aPW Prcrded bu

'11 lotvinq cody:

Curriculum rnSE .9arapome }rat 4 4atiOn
irPLEIEE2MMUniC urCr2S S StudencSc ?ices

d num44.r) indic,ices samplc, form, illuser n qisplau or, flow chart
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S..1100L ACTIVI E ASSOCIATION M:192

SC-100L BOARD

Information needs ( :103, 172-173
Initial contact M:9
Program approval M:33-34

see also GovernanCe

SChOOL DISTRICT COOPERATION

Graduation S:37-38
Program adoption M:7-9
Program Operation M:38-39, 173 -174,
235-242

Student recruitment S:1'...-16

Student transfer S:35-36

zee also School Board

SCIENCE (Life Skills area)

EBEE approach C:573-575
f,4.1,:ning objectives C:573

Jact (samples) C:577,-586, 21-627

SELF-DIRECTED SEARCH C:116, 145, 640-641

SITE FORM

Card file E:47-48*
Certificate of participation 5

Cumulative folders E:4748
Employer Card E:50*, 126*
Employe! Information Packet E:175-181*
Employer Instructor Report.(post-card)

E:129_*: 5 :94*

Employer relations specialist notebook
E:490 125-126, 130-131

indemnity Covenant E:45, 47, Lill*:

M:115-1160 119
Learning Site Analysis Form 0:595 -616 +:

E:249-269, 283-296*
Learning Site Utilization : -107*
Letter of Intent E:35336, 45, 47, 179';
M:115-116, 118

Maintenance Visit Recor
5:130-131*

Student and Employer Instructor
Contract E:128-129: 5:92-91

e;rudent Evaluation of Learning F CO

C&ntic n 1:Lacard C:11!*
student Information Card E:130-131*:
5:127-129*

SITE PLACEMENT PR DURES

Career explorations C:122-125, 145-152;
E:142-143

Learning/skill building Levels
313-315: E:144-148

Special placementn C:211, 260: r:
149

tl-e J150 Site Utill4atxon
_

Inaex

SITE UTILIZATION E :10 5167

Defined C:105-108*
ERS chronology E:140-149
Employer instructor role E:119-120,
159-163

Evaluation E:138-139
Forma E:126-131

rmation sharing E:117, 122-123,'
134-1,36, 167

Learning productivity E:140, 163-164,
273-276

Learning Site Analysis Farm E:112-116,
154-155, 243-271*, 281-296

Materials E:137
Pathway to Employer Site Learning

E:206-20'*
Recordkeeping E:125133, 141-149, 164
Staff roles E:110-111
Student placement E:150-153, 156-158
Studen, progrees E:164
Support to employer inrtzuctOrs E:119-

124, 165-166

see also Career Explorations, Employer
instructor, Learning Levels, Learning
Site AnalOSis FOrM, Site Fora, Site
Placement Procedures, Skill Building
Levels, Special rlecements

SKILL BUILDING LEVELS C1277-278, 285

Staff roles C:280

lee also Employer Instructor, Sitn
Utilization

SPECIAL PLACEMENTS C: 260

STAFF ROLES, seoAdeinistrator, Employer
Relations Specialist, Learning
Manaeer, Learning Resource
Specialist, Student Coordinator

see also 7ersonnel, Support Staff

STATE DEPARTMENX OF EDUCATION

Approval M:34

Information needs m:1911 5 :48

Requirements ;4'27-28

STUDENT Ace:InTAB:Lvry SYSTEM, see
Accoun tap =ty

S OOENT COORDINATOR

Assessment role C :54, 62-64

(Cf)2 position description -M:
Guidance 5:150-151, 178-179
Qualifications M:614:13

Recordkeeping S:60, 2702

Student orientation 5:27
Student recruitment/selection

18, 22

Transfer/qraduation S:35-38

(ccncinued)

5:11,

The index includ n::rgncs to J1L )ur BCE handbook; qt, numbers are preceded
:le 6,1lowin code:

C crriCUIUM Insruction m = menay!ment
E fmmoloerCorriltResourcos 5 Student Services

*(fIlowing a number) indicates saNpie =ore, u -ation, liapLay or flowhart
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CURRICZI INS RU "TION

STUDENT COORDINATOR i,Lvo.t. uedl

-,Jrkload m:60. 2t',7

alio ,'orsonnui

STUDENT DISCIPLINE, see Accountability

STUDENT FORMS S:55-58, 69-131

Accountability Write-Up 5:118 -119*
Basic Skills Prescription Pad C:635*
--2cmPetencies Record Sz100-101*
employer Instructor Report 5:94*
Individual Student Books 5:105-106
.-earning Size Utilization 5:106-10
'-earning Style Self-Assessment S:12

122*

Life Skills Project Record 5:96-97*
Master Record Book 5:95
Project Evaluation 3:124-126*
Record of Student Performance s:63 -66,
265-301*

S14n In/Out Sheet S:99-59*
Skill Development Record S_108 -169*
Student and Employer Instructor
Oantract S:92-93

Student Applicatinn 5:69-75*
Student Evaluation of Learning Site
S:110-111*

Student Experience Record S:102-104*
Student InformaciGn Card 3:127-129
Student Performance Review S:112-112*
Student Profile 3:96-99'
Student Status Board 5:114-115*
Student Transportation Agruement 5:78 -
79

Student Transportation Options S:80-91*
Student Transportation Route 5:84-85*
Transportation Reimbursement vuest
S:66-67*

Transportation Request 3:82-93*
lifeekly Time Report S:90-91'
Zone Dubriefina 6:116-117*

see also tnscruccional ,faCcral3

371 DENT GOvERNMENT M:169, 179

ST'JDENT HANDBOOK 3:23 300 197 -2a1

STUDENT :DENTIFICATISN nLACARD

STUDENT JOURNALS C:411-451

Basic Skills C:416
Defined C:411, 415-417
Responding to journals C:420-424, 430
Role summary C:414
Student Journal ::,uide 2:435-452

STUDENT MEETINGS

Employer seminars C:455-474
Monthly staff/student M:I80
Small group 5:166-167

tie znder includes r= fcre3noes to

the following code:

C

57'2

STUDENT RECORDS 3:41-L35

(CS), system S:53-56, 65-66
Confidentiality S:67-68
Forms descriptions 5:69-131
Information needs S:45-49
Information sources St50-51
Reporting 5:132-135
Staff roles 5:59-62
Storage 5755-56

see 'let sdenesal, student Forms

STUDENT SELECTION 5:23-26

Eligibility criteria 5:7-100 23-24
Mid-year additions 5:26
Notification 5:25-26
Staff roles 5:11
Timetable 5:14

3UPPqRT STAFF

(CE)2 position descriptions M:56 -57

orientation to prograM M:82 -63

Qualifications M:64
Rosponsibilities M:133: S261-62,

269 -270

see also Porqonnel

TASK FORCES M. i88 -169"

TRANSCRIPTS, see Creden i

TRANSFER (of students) S 35-36

TRANSPORTATION M:129-135

urance M:115-116, 132
Learning .purposes C=134
Parent approval :4:131

Planning E:16-17: M:97, 129-130
Sample forms M:131-135; 5:76..87
Student options Mt132-135
Van driver M:57, 133-134

see also Roimbursemenes

TUTnRS C:259, 508 -510

Tutor Service Agreement M;78'

VNIGNS

Concarns E:39: M:144-145, 186-188
Productivity (ESCE pc.Licy) E:10,
273-276

Menu ti.no E:191-04

ZONE DEBRIEFINGS C:67-68*: 5:177, 160-1

ZCNE PROGRESS MEETINGS 'C:66: E:177-179*

Zone Progress Planning Sheet 5:176*

zoNEs (Achool year) , Action Zones

E14Cf :lailbooks; pa ,L numbors are preceded bq

Curriculum . rnscructIon At

CmPloYer/OmmunityRosources s . ;eutio

in,: a number) Indicates Sample .'-grm, di.qr!lq or cnarc


